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PREFACE

I stumbled on O’Connor serendipitously as a bored undergrad,
behind my college bookstore counter and going through the returned
merchandise. That’s where I discovered Wise Blood. A few months
later, in the spring of 1994, I would be reading all of O’Connor’s
published fiction, in a grand research project that all senior English
majors at my college – the University of Dallas – masochistically go
through to get our bachelor’s degrees. It was then that I had my
“Aha!” moment, connecting the medieval morality Everyman to
Everything That Rises Must Converge.
After various tangents into Creative Writing, the corporate world,
and high school teaching, I returned to graduate school in 1999 with
the sole purpose of studying O’Connor on the doctoral level. Seven
years later, three of which were spent researching and writing my
dissertation, I explored O’Connor’s entire written work – fiction and
non-fiction – in the context of medieval drama and medieval
exegesis.
It was the comparative nature – medieval drama and exegesis –
that gave me fits at first because I was and still am not a medievalist.
But with the help of two annual pilgrimages to the International
Congress on Medieval Studies in Kalamazoo, Michigan, I got enough
material and knowledge for me, a modernist, to be able to speak
intelligently on medieval literature. At those conferences, I felt like a
duck amongst horses, but at least I could “neigh” convincingly for a
change. Nearly half of this study is about medieval exegesis and
medieval drama as themselves, for many lengthy O’Connor studies
(back in the early 2000s) did short shrift on those two forms, and I
wanted to do justice to the medieval side of my research.
Three years later, I had written this dissertation, and it passed
muster -- just in time. Not too soon after, I would realize that I
would not be a lifelong O’Connor scholar (nor a university professor,
for that matter). But I am still proud of my final scholarly work of
O’Connor, even after all of these years.
-- Rufel F. Ramos, PhD
29 January 2013, Irving, Texas

1 INTRODUCTION: PREVIOUS CRITICAL
SOURCES AND THE ARGUMENT AT HAND

In a reminiscence of Flannery O’Connor, George W. Beiswanger,
one of O’Connor’s undergraduate professors, recounts this telling
memory:
Flannery’s fall semester as a graduating senior coincided with
my first semester on the GSCW [Georgia State College for
Women] faculty. She enrolled in a new Humanities course…
Introduction to Modern Philosophy… [which] took for
granted that the Renaissance and the Age of Enlightenment
set the western mind free from the benightedness of Medieval
thought (from Thomas Aquinas, etc.[sic]).
Flannery sat in class, listened intently, took notes, and
without saying a word, it became clear that she didn’t believe a
word of what I was saying. (qtd. in Cash, Life 67)
One can imagine this scene: shy, attentive, diligent, and yet all the
while skeptical of the “philosophic modernism that had blinded the
western mind” (Cash, Life 67). Likewise, Paul Engle, O’Connor’s
professor in the State University of Iowa MFA English program,
remembers: “Sitting at the back of the room, silent, Flannery was
more of a presence than the exuberant talkers.... The only
communicating gesture she would make was an occasional amused
and shy smile at something absurd” (qtd. in Giroux viii). This sense
of being apart from and amused by the modernity of her age, of
1
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seeing modernity as absurd, is clear not only in the physical presence
of O’Connor the student but also in the narrative presence of
O’Connor the writer. Her fiction, like herself, has “a presence” that,
without saying any fancy words, makes clear her skepticism towards
modernity in pointing to the absurdity rampant within it.
But even her “amused and shy smile” conceals a meaning as deep
as a Byzantine icon, as compelling as Hazel Motes’ eye sockets, at
which Mrs. Pool can only sit and stare. Even though I had read
O’Connor’s short story “Everything That Rises Must Converge” as a
sophomore in college, it was not until my senior year, when I saw the
cover of Wise Blood – a pair of dark glasses peering out from the book
– that I began to have an inkling of the depths behind those eyes. No
matter that, on the cover, those glasses covered intact eyes that could
not see truth, like Oedipus’ intact yet flawed eyes before his
anagnorisis. Certainly, O’Connor’s fiction is narrow in its scope – it
focuses on the post-World War II South and the freaks who inhabit
that land. Indeed, it is narrow in its quantity. When O’Connor died at
age 39, the body of her work consisted of The Geranium: A Collection of
Short Stories, her MFA thesis (published in The Complete Stories in
1971); Wise Blood, her first novel, published in 1952; A Good Man Is
Hard to Find, her first short story collection, published in 1955; The
Violent Bear It Away, her second novel, published in 1960; Everything
That Rises Must Converge, her last short story collection, published
posthumously in 1965; various uncollected letters, book reviews, and
essays; and “Why Do the Heathen Rage?” the beginnings of a third
novel “considered too fragmented to be published” (Scott xvii). But
despite the small quantity of O’Connor’s creative work, written
within the space of only fourteen years, her fiction is manifold in its
meaning. The meaning is manifold because her fiction is serious,
because it is comic, and, ultimately, because it is Christian. As
novelist Alice Walker says, “After her great stories of sin, damnation,
prophecy, and revelation... the stories one reads casually in the
average magazine seem to be about love and roast beef” (79).
But because the meaning is manifold, O’Connor criticism has
become manifold and multitudinous as well, with room for various
interpretive approaches. The body of criticism published during her
life but especially after her death is, as critic Martha E. Cook states,
“unusually large” (269). R. Neil Scott’s Flannery O’Connor: An
Annotated Reference Guide to Criticism by itself yields nearly 900 pages of
annotated bibliographic material, and critics have added to this
2
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material since that guide’s publication in 2002. In general, one can
broadly divide the body of criticism into two categories: the nihilisttragic and the Christian comic.1 The former arises from the often
deadly violence found in her fiction, and the latter arises from
O’Connor’s own theological interpretation of her work, as seen in
her letters and her essays, as a remedy for the nihilist-tragic reading.
NIHILIST-TRAGIC
The nihilist-tragic interpretation occurs easily with an initial
reading of any O’Connor story. As Katherine Hemple Prown relates
of her first experience in reading Wise Blood, “I found myself unable
to determine whether the novel represented an exercise in nihilism or
in religious inspiration” (1). The world O’Connor portrays is ugly and
distorted, and, considering the tragic and violent end most of her
protagonists meet, one can easily interpret O’Connor as showing
human existence in the modern world as meaningless. In the short
story “Greenleaf,” a bull gores an old woman. In “A View of the
Woods,” a man and his granddaughter kill each other. In “The
Comforts of Home,” a man accidentally shoots his mother. As
Preston M. Browning, Jr., states, “[T]he confused and sometimes
hostile reaction of those... in the early and middle 1950s... saw in
Flannery O’Connor a disciple of the nihilistic-deterministic writers
spawned by the Depression and the Second World War and the
spiritual and cultural stagnation which followed them” (11). Simply
put, as Christina Bieber Lake points out, "Readers have always
stumbled over the dead bodies in O'Connor's fiction" (14).
But even with O’Connor’s known theological reading of her own
work, many critics adhere to the nihilist-tragic category in their
approaches. John W. Simmons declares of Wise Blood, “Nobody here
is redeemed because there is no one to redeem” (20). Martha
Stephens characterizes her fiction as “so bleak, so austere and rigid
1

A third category is “historical/social,” such as Bacon’s social analysis,
Flannery O’Connor and Cold War Culture and Prown’s feminist study Revising
Flannery O’Connor: Southern Literary Culture and the Problems of Female Authorship,
Critics like Giannone (Mystery 89), Lake (47), and Di Renzo (199) do address
social and political issues, including race, in O’Connor’s work, but most
subsume such issues in the larger theological category. As Alice Walker
asserts, “[E]ssential O’Connor is not about race at all, which is why it is so
refreshing, coming, as it does, out of such a racial culture” (77, her
emphasis).
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[showing] the dark side of medieval Christian thought with its
constant injunction to renunciation of the world” (4). Claire Katz
charges that there is “a sadistic quality to [O’Connor’s] narrator” (57).
Similarly, Harold Bloom points out, “It is not her incessant violence
that is troublesome but rather her passionate endorsement of that
violence as the only way to startle her secular readers into a spiritual
awareness” (3). Like Katz and Bloom, Josephine Hendin states, “Her
heaven is a celebration of violence, a universal chaos in which
everything is destroyed” (130). This “sadistic quality” and
“celebration of violence” are why John Hawkes sees O’Connor as
perhaps, if not nihilist, more diabolic than she is willing to admit. In
analyzing O’Connor’s devil in The Violent Bear It Away, Hawkes
declares, “[T]he devil takes obvious pleasure in going about his own
‘bidnis’ and the author takes a similar obvious pleasure in going about
hers” (14). That is, the words of the demonic character and the
words of the satiric narrator are similar enough that perhaps
O’Connor, to paraphrase a Rolling Stones’ song title, has sympathy
for her devils, who revel in meaningless violence and destruction.
CHRISTIAN-COMIC AND THE USE OF THE GROTESQUE
The overwhelming majority of O’Connor criticism, however, is
theological, and, specifically, Christian. These critics see the violent
and nihilist landscape of O’Connor’s fictional world and discover
Christian meaning within it. Stanley Edgar Hyman, an early
O’Connor critic, states, “The strengths of Flannery O’Connor’s
writing are those qualities in it that have been most disliked and
attacked: the apocalyptic violence, the grotesque vision, the vulgarity”
(44). The core of this vision is, as Ralph Wood states, religious:
“Flannery O’Connor was preeminently a prophetic writer, a woman
of apocalyptic vision. [.... T]he fact remains that her work is religious
to the core” (“Fashionable” 55). The violence is an intricate part of
this vision, “the violence of desperate Christianity” as Hyman puts it.
The nihilist and violent elements of O’Connor’s fictional world
remain, but they are subsumed and serve as concrete particulars of an
overarching Christian vision.
In addition to her Roman Catholic faith, several critics see various
philosophic and theological sources for that vision. In analyzing
O’Connor’s fiction, Suzanne Morrow Paulson identifies various
streams of modernist thought by name: Kierkegaardian existentialism
(13), Jungian archetypes (28), Eriksonian sociology (46), Teilhardian
4
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“hominisation” (48), and New Criticism (109). David Eggenschwiler
sees these sources as the foundation of O’Connor’s “Christian
humanism” (7), in which she points the way to a solution to the
fragmented nature of modern man by way of an involuntary
encounter with the divine. Harold Fickett places O’Connor within
the Christian Modernist camp – “T.S. Eliot, David Jones... François
Mauriac... Walker Percy... Flannery O’Connor” (4) and, like
Eggenschwiler, makes note of her Christian humanism (7). Marion
Montgomery speaks of O’Connor’s artistic role as a “prophet” in
“the Age of Arrested Development, the Age of Anxiety, of
Alienation” (1), but a prophet with intellectual rigor, reading
“Kierkegaard, Heidegger, Marcel, Sartre, Freud, Jung, Eliade,
Teilhard, William James, Eric Voegelin... Pascal and Maritain” (18).
Frederick Asals concentrates on one, particular modern thinker, Carl
Jung,2 seeing O’Connor's mastering the archetype of the Double but
within a Christian framework (121). Certainly, then, as seen in her
knowledge of Freud, Sartre, and others, O’Connor was familiar with
atheistic secular thought, as Lorine M. Getz’s Flannery O’Connor,
Literary Theologian indicates in its exploration of O’Connor’s
intellectual biography as a Catholic writer. But, as critics like Paulson
and Montgomery have stated, O’Connor used these sources to
inform her overarching Christian vision. As Henry T. Edmondson
III declares, in her reading Christian theologians like Aquinas (28)
and secular philosophers like Nietzsche (19), O’Connor “possessed
not only artistic brilliance but also an abundance of philosophical
good sense that yielded a universal response to the nihilism she
found troubling” (5).
O’Connor articulates the problem with nihilism in a September
13, 1959, letter to John Hawkes: “[T]he gravest concern... for me is
always the conflict between an attraction for the Holy and the
disbelief in it that we breathe in with the air of the times” (HB 349).
Her “universal response to the nihilism she found troubling” is to
create a world “of the times” and characters in that world as violent,
distorted, and ugly. In other words, she creates art that many critics
call “grotesque.” O’Connor recognized the term, stating in her essay
“The Grotesque in Southern Fiction,” that Southern fiction will have
a “quality about it that is generally described, in a pejorative sense, as
2

Cynthia Seel’s Ritual Performance in the Fiction of Flannery O’Connor is a Jungian
study of O’Connor.
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grotesque” (MM 40). This quality comes from “connections which
we would expect in the customary kind of realism hav[ing] been
ignored, that there are strange skips and gaps which anyone trying to
describe [realistic] manners and customs would certainly not have left
[out]” (MM 40). The resulting fiction, crafted by “way of distortion”
(MM 42), “is going to be wild... violent and comic... [with characters]
more freakish than ordinary fallen man usually is” (MM 43).
The question which many critics of the theological approach try
to answer, then, is this: “How can grotesque art, which depicts things
in their heightened perversity and ugliness, be a means of affirming
their sanctity?” (Baldwin 310). In analyzing the grotesque in
O’Connor’s fiction, many critics recognize a dual nature in
O’Connor’s use of the grotesque. The first and more easily
recognized use of the grotesque is to characterize the nihilist world
“of the times.” Marshall Bruce Gentry calls this usage “the negative
grotesque in modern times” (12), in which “some characters feel
degraded by physical deformity and isolated from their society” (14).
Robert Drake describes them as “the real grotesques” (15), characters
who have chosen, in Augustinian fashion, to swerve away from the
true good of God and thus have distorted themselves. As Drake
explains, “[B]ehind the grotesque... lies the ultimate concept of
straightness or ‘oughtness,’ without which the grotesque is
meaningless” (23). Echoing Drake’s explanation, Gilbert H. Muller
states:
[The] division between man and his environment is what
actually produces the grotesque, or the absurd, wherein man
discovers that in a universe which is disjointed and senseless,
which is contradictory in every aspect, he is something less
than what he should be. (5)
This kind of grotesque is the grotesque of the Fall, in which so
many of O’Connor’s characters try all avenues toward grace and love
except God. “Individual quests for self-knowledge are inevitably
doomed in virtue of their presumption to know what they need to be
seeking,” states Robert McGill (35), and in that presumption lies the
grotesqueness of O'Connor's characters.
But, as Debra Romanick Baldwin points out, O’Connor not only
uses the grotesque to characterize “the sinful, but [also] the good in a
finite being” (313). This second use of the grotesque characterizes
the unfamiliar and thereby strange presence of and “attraction for the
Holy.” Gentry calls this other usage the “positive grotesque in
6
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medieval times” (12), in which “some characters achieve a
transformation of themselves and of community” (14). Similarly,
Anthony Di Renzo calls this kind of grotesque “the medieval
grotesque... ‘gargoyles’ [... who] assert their [Christian] faith in a postChristian South – no matter how ludicrous and obscene it makes
them appear in the eyes of their neighbors” (4). On the human level,
“positive” or “medieval” grotesques are freakish sinners who have
experienced conversion and have become religious guides as well.
Drake describes these as “apparent grotesques... [who] may be
blessed” (15). As Drake explains, anything morally good in
O’Connor’s fiction will be an “apparent grotesque,” even God
Himself: “There is nothing sweet or sentimental about Him, and He
terrifies before He can bless” (17). This violent God and those who
follow this God will look grotesque to those comfortably living in the
modern world. But for O’Connor, only “the violent methods of
shock tactics” (Drake 15), found in the positive grotesque, can
counteract the negative grotesque of fallen Creation, as seen in
modern nihilism. For O’Connor, only this violent, grotesque God
can change the hearts of the self-assured secularists, for the modern
image of Christ has turned into an ineffectual Jesus, akin to the Jesus
of Dostoevsky’s Grand Inquisitor and the Christian God of
Nietzsche’s philosophy.
O’Connor’s “universal response to nihilism,” therefore, is to
dramatize in her fiction the process by which a negative grotesque
encounters and, in many cases, becomes a positive grotesque, “often
set[ting] up a causal connection between the two sides of the
grotesque” (Gentry 14). For instance, Francis Marion Tarwater of The
Violent Bear It Away, one of “O’Connor’s prophetic characters [who]
are outcasts within the more thoroughly alienated and morally
heedless society of postwar America” (Folks 100), is doubly a
negative grotesque: he actively rejects his great-uncle Mason
Tarwater’s prophetic vocation while feeling alienated from the dry,
secular society that is his uncle Rayber’s world. Only in surrendering
to his calling does he become a positive grotesque -- a young man
transformed, called to transform that dry, secular society. Only in
surrendering that presumption of self-sufficiency and hubris do
O’Connor’s characters figuratively emerge from their Inferno
(negative grotesque) to God’s grace (positive grotesque).
In this process, O’Connor even accommodates devils, for devils
are merely extreme forms of the negative grotesque and can, in spite
7
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of themselves, ironically serve the very God that they would deny. As
Richard Giannone declares, “O’Connor has shown how
encountering the devil in [one’s] inner emptiness opens life up to
fullness in God” (Hermit 3). As Asals points out, “The laughter that
arises may often be ‘mean,’ may even sometimes [seem] to come
from her ‘devil,’ but it... embrace[s] both the holy fools and idiots and
the posturing rebels” (233). As Browning indicates, “[O’Connor]
created a body of fiction one of whose major accomplishments is to
present a persuasive dramatic case for the reality of the demonic. But
belief in the demonic is only one step from belief in the Holy” (130).
Of course, O’Connor recognized this sentiment: “The devil’s greatest
wile, Baudelaire has said, is to convince us that he does not exist”
(MM 112).3
O’Connor’s fiction strives to undo this deception and then point
the way back to holiness, paradoxically through evil, via the violent
and grotesque. As Carter W. Martin puts it, “[P]aradise is not of this
world, and... for all its horror, life here is merely passage by the
dragon as one goes to the Father of Souls” (188). Theologically, the
process is a sinner’s conversion back to a state of grace. Therefore,
the process is comic – what with the ironic absurdity of the
characters’ spiritual distortion and the happy ending awaiting them -although the literal particulars may look tragic.
The two sides of the grotesque are on either side of the gap of
“what ought to be” and “what is.” The simultaneity of horror and
ludicrousness comes from the reader’s realization that the negative
grotesque character does not – or will not – admit that he or she is
grotesque. Like Rufus in “The Lame Shall Enter First,” the negative
grotesque is caught in a universe “between the extremes of heaven
and hell” (Muller 26), wherein the inhabitants have forgotten heaven
and thus have gone or are going to the other extreme, so that the
only way out of hell is through hell, that is, the only way out of evil is
through evil. Muller states, “[P]eople like the Misfit and the Bible
salesman, or the insane Singleton… are necessary in order to force a
recognition of man’s radical dependence on God upon the average
man” (46). Muller points implicitly to the Dantesque comedy of the
Inferno: “Implicit in [O’Connor’s characters’] behavior are all the
conventions of the grotesque – the nightmare world, the perversion,
3

In Milton’s Paradise Lost, the fallen angels disguise themselves as pagan
gods to mankind.
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the satanic humor”; “[in] an attempt to transcend their painful
condition . . . [her] protagonists invariably descend into the demonic”
(50). This descent Muller sees as a “quest” (54), one filled with
monsters and, like Childe Roland's Dark Tower, having a destination
both hoped for and feared. But, to continue the Dantesque imagery,
once one descends far enough, one begins to climb up. As Joyce
Carol Oates observes, “O’Connor’s people are forced into the
upward direction, sometimes against their wills, sometimes because
their wills have been burned clean and empty” ("Visionary" 52).
The process of the negative grotesque becoming a positive one is
grounded in O’Connor’s faith in the efficacy of grace, working on
even the most grotesque of sinners in the most grotesque of settings.
Martin calls this faith “a sacramental view of life... [in which] each
moment and even the most insignificant event [is invested] with an
importance worthy of its being shaped and given form through the
medium of art” (13). Martin continues, “The sacramental view thus
provides for man’s discovery of his place in the divine scheme of
salvation – the recognition and acceptance of grace” (15). This
“investiture” of grace in ordinary, insignificant, and even grotesque
people, places, and things, that is, the sacramental view of O’Connor,
informs her imagination so that, as Miles Orvell points out, her
fiction becomes “an incarnational art”:
The accretion of symbolic meaning around the naked object,
the metamorphosis of reality into Reality, is, one might say,
the literary equivalent of the incarnation of the Word in the
Flesh. Indeed, O’Connor said as much herself on one
occasion, when she called her fiction “an incarnational art.”
(25)
In other words, as O’Connor herself said in the essay “Catholic
Novelists and Their Readers,” “[T]he main concern of the fiction
writer is with mystery as it is incarnated in human life” (MM 176).
The sacramental view of the fiction writer will create incarnational
art. The key to that incarnational art is the representation of the
junction at which mystery and humanity meet, sharply seen in the
violent process from negative to positive among O’Connor’s
grotesques, spiritually distorted characters in a spiritually distorted
world. As Lake asserts, "Concrete, particular, located, absurd:
fiction's method is incarnational" (28).
For many critics, O’Connor’s sacramental view becomes
incarnated in satire. Robert Fitzgerald in his essay, “The Countryside
9
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and the True Country” says, “Her satire and irony, exuberance of ear
and invention, are inseparable from the central knowledge that in
varying degrees they serve” (29). Likewise, Lewis Lawson in “The
Perfect Deformity: Wise Blood” states, “If one cannot create the
perfect form perhaps the next best thing is to create the perfect
deformity. Satirists have always chosen the latter course, and that
seems to have been Miss O’Connor’s choice” (38). Similarly, Michel
Gresset observes: “Flannery O’Connor’s audacity consists in never
hesitating to make use of mockery to reach for theology, or of
sexuality to speak of religion” (105). Like many satirists, O’Connor
satirizes the world’s high ideals by dramatizing its failure to live up to
those ideals. Dorothy Walters, in discussing O’Connor’s fiction as
“Christian Tragicomedy,” states that O’Connor uses satire “to expose
the pretensions of a folly-ridden universe... what these figures
[O’Connor’s characters] claim for themselves and what they in fact
achieve” (25).
But whereas the reader of pure satire can feel superior
detachment from the satirized characters, Walters claims that this
stance is not possible for O’Connor’s readers:
The spectacle of humanity revealed to us in all its weakness
and pride, the constant presentation of figures flattened almost
to caricature, awake in us an infinite sense of superiority. At
the moment of disaster, however, our satiric targets are
suddenly transformed to victims of outrageous calamity, and
esthetic distance is abruptly shortened. We then witness a
surprise reversal from the essentially comic to the
overwhelmingly serious, and we are suddenly sobered by a
terrible recognition with the smiles frozen on our faces. (29)
Walters means that the comedy has turned to tragedy in the
Aristotelian sense, inspiring fear and pity within the audience. But
this “surprise reversal” also inspires an uncomfortable identification
between O’Connor’s satiric targets and the audience, an
uncomfortable identification which suggests that O’Connor is not
merely writing satire.
The identification happens because O’Connor intends for her
readers to live vicariously, alongside the characters, the painful yet
comic process of moving from negative grotesque to positive
grotesque, from Hell to Heaven. “Fiction is supposed to represent
life, and the fiction writer has to use as many aspects of life as are
necessary to make his total picture convincing,” writes O’Connor in a
10
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March 10, 1956, letter (HB 142). Instead of presenting fiction with an
everyday mimesis reflecting the recognizable reality in which everyday
readers live, work, and play, an everyday mimesis that affirms already
held beliefs or provides salutary solutions for popular concerns,
O’Connor gives fiction with a grotesque mimesis reflecting the
battle-scarred spiritual reality in which her “deaf, dumb, and blind”
(Fickett 4) readers truly live, work, and play. Ironically, it is because
of those everyday readers that O’Connor emphasizes the grotesque,
drawing “large and startling figures” (MM 34) in order to catch the
everyday eyes of the everyday reader. In a sense, O’Connor is
enacting an action like that portrayed in the biblical story of Paul's
conversion on the road to Damascus. Paul (as Saul) must be struck
from his horse and rendered blind – a physical manifestation of his
actual spiritual blindness – as a part of his conversion. Conversion is
painful but, once converted, Paul, with spiritually clearer eyes, is able
to see the world as it is, as opposed to what it appears to be.
Such an undertaking, of course, is difficult. “God is dead” is the
assumption in modernity (when O’Connor wrote), and in the postGod world, there is no real sense of heaven or hell, high or low, no
sense of the hyperbolic or, perhaps better stated, apocalyptic nature
of existence. Instead, as O'Connor believed, one has the world as a
flat, lukewarm, mediocre plane in which the only reality is psychology
and sociology, and the only real progress is through social reform,
platitudes, and commerce. Those who live in this type of world are
materially comfortable, striving to maintain some level of stasis or
perhaps a bit of improvement but without suffering or high drama.
Those are the everyday people, and O’Connor populates her work
with them: Mrs. Turpin, the successful pig farmer in “Revelation”;
the Grandmother who wishes to see her birth home in “A Good
Man Is Hard to Find”; Julian, the “progressive” student in
“Everything That Rises Must Converge”; Hulga, the proud Ph.D. in
“Good Country People”; and Rayber, the psychoanalytical
schoolteacher in The Violent Bear It Away. With everyday people living
their chosen everyday roles, O’Connor's method to put the fear of
God in them is literally to smash their world, through intense
violence. In being brought low – to their circle of Hell, so to speak –
they can acknowledge the high, the existence of a power beyond their
ken and control, and acknowledge that they live in a “Christhaunted” world, as O’Connor herself puts it (MM 44). In other
words, they must feel the tragic (suffering in this world) in order to
11
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prepare themselves for the comic (grace in this world, with hope for
a permanent state of grace in the next).
The effect on the reader who participates vicariously with the
character undergoing this process of moving from the negative to
positive grotesque is often as emotionally mixed as her fiction.
Joanne Halleran McMullen observes, “[R]eaders are often compelled
into a non-Catholic, and, yes, sometimes even anti-Catholic reading
of her fiction” (8). Kathleen Feeley states, “Her stories cause terror
and fear; they are dreadful; they elicit awe” (176). Similarly, Irving
Malin declares, “I am horrified by her use of the grotesque, but it also
delights me.... We see truths and lies. We thus affirm our humanity”
(“Grotesque” 122). Also, Jennifer Hurley affirms the strange pleasure
in reading O'Connor: “O’Connor has a sense of the mysterious equal
to that of any horror writer... but she is also astoundingly funny” (11).
This mixed response is because of O’Connor’s devout Christian
faith, which perhaps has more in common with a medieval audience’s
faith than a modern one’s. As Fickett explains, “[U]nlike a
contemporary author and his readership, [the medieval author and his
audience] shared an epic story or myth, the Christian faith" (1).
Fickett continues, “[B]ecause the [medieval] author and his audience
shared the same faith, the author did not have to guess how his
audience would judge people and incidents in his stories; his values
were theirs” (1). Certainly O’Connor as a modernist does not have
this advantage, of assuming that her audience shares her belief. But,
like the medieval writer, she sees Christianity as the only way “of
being at home in this world” while simultaneously not of the world,
“a great paradox to the modern reader” (Fickett 1). While
acknowledging the validity of the modern reader’s sense of, to use
Montgomery’s words, “Arrested Development, Anxiety, and
Alienation” in big capital letters, O’Connor responds to this nihilist
sense by laughing at it in a rather odd way. “Christianity is a strangely
cheery religion,” Fickett declares; "It knows the world wants to pitch
itself into hell, is always in the act of doing just that. But, as the
comic structures of O’Connor’s fictions make clear, it is also known
that nothing but an adamantine will can separate us from the love of
Christ" (10).
The phrase “adamantine will” evokes Milton’s Satan, pinned to
the lake of fire in adamantine chains and, even mobile and in the
Paradisal Garden, still chained to that Hell by his “adamantine will,”
an absurd position in light of the infinite power of God, an absurdity
12
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which informs O’Connor’s comic sense. O’Connor’s is the comedy
of this absurdity, “the measure of humanity’s distance – the extent to
which it had fallen – from its Creator” (Fickett 5). And, as we have
seen, in the hands of O’Connor, the absurd is the grotesque:
“O’Connor’s comedy is both the balm which makes [her extreme
vision of reality] bearable and the sense against which it jars,
returning as yet again to the grotesque as the heart of her work”
(Asals 233).
CHRISTIAN COMEDY AND MEDIEVAL EXEGESIS
But this comedy is often misperceived as tragedy precisely
because the literal particulars in her fiction are grotesque and violent,
many times ending with a major character’s death. As O’Connor
observed in an April 4, 1958, letter to “A”/Betty Hester,4 “All my
stories are about the action of grace on a character who is not very
willing to support it, but most people think of these stories as hard,
hopeless, brutal” (HB 275). For instance, it is difficult to see “A
Good Man Is Hard to Find” as a comedy. The family is banal; the
Grandmother is vain and manipulative; and the Misfit – the only
character who is concerned with the theological issues of faith,
doubt, and divine justice – orders the murders of the Grandmother’s
family and murders the Grandmother himself. Certainly, the
Grandmother recognizes the Misfit as “one of [her] babies” and, in
an emotional reversal from fear to love, touches him on the shoulder
(CW 152). However, this comic reversal does not prevent her
murder. With this story taken literally, as an example of psychological
realism that has been written with a “formidable and difficult [tone]”
(Stephens 173), "A Good Man Is Hard to Find" (as with much of
O’Connor’s fiction) reads like the bleakest of tragedies.
But O’Connor herself saw her fiction as comedy – “my kind of
comedy” as she states in letter dated December 26, 1959, to John
Hawkes (HB 367). What many O’Connor critics do not examine is
just what “kind of comedy” she is writing. While various critics, like
Carol Schloss and Ralph Wood, have spoken of comic elements in
her work in light of large theological and philosophical approaches,
not many critics have considered O'Connor's participation in the
4

After her suicide in 1998, the identity of "A" was disclosed as Betty Hester
("Betty Hester, 'A' and Flannery O'Connor,” GC&SULibrary website). The
Habit of Being refers to Hester as "A," as her identity was still kept secret at
the book's publication.
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tradition of comedy and the comic structure of the process of
conversion in her entire work. Perhaps this critical oversight arises
from the common usage of “comic” to mean merely funny, while
O’Connor’s work, as violent as it is, does not seem to meet the
common standard of “comedy.” O'Connor's comedy, peopled with
apparent and real grotesques who undergo violent spiritual
conversion in a salvific drama, is often alienating to her modern,
secularized readers, who only see literal tragedy and cannot see the
Christian comedy underneath.
In exploring the many tonalities of comedy, especially Christian
comedy, Northrop Frye argues that comedy as a genre is much more
complex than the “happily ever after” ending of ordinary comedies.
As he points out, “An extraordinary number of comic stories, both in
drama and fiction, seem to approach a potentially tragic crisis near
the end, a feature that I may call the ‘point of ritual death’” (179). As
one sees in O’Connor, often that “ritual death” takes on a literal
manifestation. Moreover, as Frye states, “[I]n Christian literature it is
the theme of salvation, or, in a more concentrated form, of
assumption: the comedy that stands just at the end of Dante’s
Commedia” (43). But, as one is aware, the Commedia begins in the tragic
world of the Inferno, this “blasted world of repulsiveness and idiocy, a
world without pity and without hope” (239), in which, at the bottom,
stands Satan himself. However, as Frye continues, “[I]f we persevere
with the mythos of irony and satire, we shall pass a dead center, and
finally see the gentlemanly Prince of Darkness bottom side up” (239).
On the other side – the flip side of Hell – begins comedy,5 a heavily
“ironic comedy [from which] the demonic world is never far away”
(178). Without the divine redeeming agent (179), one can easily slip
back into that Hell. In light of this paradigm, one sees that the action
of God’s grace in O'Connor's stories must be all the more
“apocalyptic... [smashing] through the pride of her reluctant
prophets, her sour intellectuals, her grasping widows, and her selfcongratulatory Pharisees to reveal their helplessness and their need
for faith” (Westling 136). Mary Francis Hopkins declares, “Reading
the fiction aloud foregrounds the irony in the narrative voice and the
buffoonery of the characters” (198), another observation that shows
5

Ralph Wood points out that “[l]ike Dante, O’Connor regards hell as the
inversion of purgatory if not also of paradise. The divine and the demonic
are twin destinies which bear upon all of her characters” (Comedy 101).
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O’Connor’s fiction as possessing a distinctive quality of Christian
comedy, the Dantesque “infernal” comedy (Cowan “Introduction”
11). This kind of comedy in some ways looks like tragedy, because
the literal details of the protagonist’s story and his or her fall from his
or her initial status often appear tragic.
O’Connor crafts the literal level of the infernal so well that critics
like Wendy Piper mistake O’Connor’s fiction for tragedy (27).6 But
the infernal qualities are part of a larger Christian comedy, of the
process of a sinner’s conversion to God. Even though “violence,
suffering and death are ubiquitous elements in O’Connor’s work, her
stories are nevertheless unquestionably comic” (McFarland 15). Her
comedy portrays the “mystery which pervades life and death” (Feeley
109), narrated with “her barbed sense of humor” (Kowalewski 106).
Unlike Stephens and Katz, O’Connor views her characters with a
God’s-eye view, taking “delight in the human comedy” (Coulthard
71), and believing “that anyone who approaches God could find both
grace and love” (Spivey 130). Because her fiction “glances toward
Heaven and Hell, both” (Coles 45), some critics characterize
O’Connor’s world as purgatorial, the spiritual midpoint between the
paradisal and the infernal. As Ted Spivey asserts, her protagonists’
“purgatorial encounter with the diabolical [helps] them to release
their hold on the false images of self” (150). Christian comedy can be
violent and deadly serious, for the ultimate matter of such comedy is
the salvation of a sinner’s soul. One is reminded of O’Connor’s own
assessment of her novel Wise Blood: “It is a comic novel about a
Christian malgré lui, and as such, very serious, for all comic novels that
are any good must be about matters of life and death” (MM 114).
The allusion to Dante’s Commedia, important in Frye’s analysis of
Christian comedy, are also important in analyzing O’Connor’s kind
of comedy as well. Dante, a medieval Christian poet, explains in his
“Letter to Can Grande” that he reads nature like Scripture, using
medieval exegesis, and writes his divine comedy using the same
exegetical tools. In the “Letter to Can Grande,” Dante paraphrases
Aquinas’s explanation of the four senses the medieval exegesis of
Scripture: the literal, allegorical, tropological/moral, and anagogical
senses in a straightforward fashion, but he applies these senses to his
6

Piper discounts the fundamental differences between pre-Christian drama
and post-Christian drama, a dismissal which ultimately weakens her
argument.
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Commedia, not Scripture (“Letter” 347-48). O’Connor admires Dante:
“For my money Dante is about as great as you can get” (HB 116).
Like him, she advocates that writers with a Christian vision use
medieval exegesis to read nature and craft their fiction. In a March
13, 1962, letter to Charlotte Gafford, she writes, “The writer whose
point of view is Catholic in the widest sense of the term reads nature
the same way the medieval commentators read Scripture” (HB 468).
Also, she states, “The short story writer particularly has to learn to
read life in a way that includes the most possibilities – like the
medieval commentators on [S]cripture, who found three kinds of
meaning in the literal level of the sacred text” (Magee 18). Simply put,
as John J. Quinn declares, “Medieval exegesis applied to a modern
writer is a technique Miss O’Connor suggests for her own writing”
(122).
In seeing the other-than-literal levels of meaning, one can
recognize “Christian comedies... [which] are not comedies in any
ordinary sense of the term today” (Stephens 174), what with their
“images of physical violence... that unsettle so many readers... [and]
the violence done to familiar ways of thinking” (Kessler 63).
Although the literal, psychological level is important, one does not
get the full meaning of the story on just the literal level. Speaking of
“A Good Man Is Hard to Find,” O’Connor states in a March 28,
1961, letter to an English teacher, “This story is, of course, not meant
to be realistic in the sense that it portrays the everyday doings of
people in Georgia. It is stylized and its conventions are comic even
though its meaning is serious” (HB 437). Many times O’Connor
insists that her fiction is comic: “Mine is a comic art... but that does
not detract from its seriousness’” (Magee 38). But one can only see
the comedy of O’Connor’s fiction if one moves beyond the simple
literal level of meaning, that is, to the other levels of meaning as
understood with medieval exegesis. O’Connor’s kind of comedy
exists on these other levels of meaning, so that even a “hint of the
unknown, of death” (Magee 17) can become a paradoxical comic
ending.
MEDIEVAL DRAMA: THE PATTERN OF CHRISTIAN
COMEDY
In addition to Dante, one can look to other artistic
contemporaries of medieval exegetes, the medieval dramatists, for
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examples of the type of Christian comedy of which O’Connor’s
fiction is a modern example. Recognizing O’Connor’s fiction as a
kind of Christian comedy, Louis D. Rubin observes “that all her
work has for its form the drama of salvation” (“Tribute” 82). In
Christian Rite and Christian Drama in the Middle Ages, Osborne Bennett
Hardison sees the origin of this “drama of salvation” as the ritual
form of the Mass and the liturgical Church year, a ritual form that
“carries over unchanged into representational plays” (284). Speaking
of the “ritual plot” of Christian drama, Hardison divides the plot into
three chronological phases: “In its most general form the Christian
pattern consists of three parts. These may be labeled pathos, peripety,
and theophany” (285). The beginning of the plot is the pathos phase;
it may consist of struggles, forms of suffering, laments, forms of
alienation, and even death (285). The climax of the plot is the
peripety phase, in which “an anagnorisis and peripety (recognition
and reversal)” occur (285). Finally, the end of the plot is the
theophany phase, “which may include any or all of such elements as
purification, rebirth, union in Christian love, marriage, and lyric
rejoicing” (285). Similar to Aristotle’s distinctions in tragedy,
Hardison states that this three-part structure of Christian drama
consists of “action [that] is one, whole, and entire, and the ‘universal
form’ has a beginning, middle, and end” (287). But unlike that of
Aristotelian tragedy, Hardison states, the structure of Christian drama
“is comic, not tragic. The mythic event celebrated is rebirth, not
death, although it is a rebirth that requires death as its prelude” (284).
Because the comic rebirth of Christian drama “requires death as its
prelude,” the drama on its surface may appear tragic; but, Hardison
again emphasizes, “[T]he archetypal form of Christian drama is not
tragic… but comic” (291). For instance, the medieval morality play
Everyman, with its “ritual pattern of alienation, suffering death, and
resurrection,” follows “the pathos-peripety-theophany sequence...
clear[ly] and effective[ly]” (Hardison 289).
Although Hardison is speaking about medieval drama, one can
see this Christian pattern in O’Connor’s fiction as well. First, one can
easily see the pathos and peripety phases of Christian comedy in any
O’Connor plot. For instance, most of the plot in “A Good Man Is
Hard to Find” is pathos: the Grandmother and her family are clearly
negative grotesques, as are the criminals who find and murder them.
The peripety is clear: the Grandmother recognizes the Misfit as “one
of my babies” and, in an emotional reversal from fear to love,
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touches him on the shoulder (CW 152). However, since this comic
reversal does not prevent her murder, the question is this: how is the
end theophanic and, therefore, comic?
Jack Dillard Ashley gives a simple definition of “theophany”: “a
manifestation or appearance of God or a god to man” (102). For
Ashley, theophanies “as deployed and portrayed by O’Connor... are
anagoges more medieval than modern and exist finally in her fictions
on the [anagogical] level” (109). But, as Karl-Heinz Westarp states,
the origins of O’Connor’s theophanies are in “the Old Testament...
which are characterized by clearly described settings in which
Yahweh makes himself known.... The Old Testament theophanies
prefigure similar New Testament revelations of the divine nature of
Jesus” (66). Thinking of Old Testament theophanies like the Flood,
the burning bush, the plagues in Egypt, and New Testament
theophanies such as Mary’s ineffable pregnancy, Christ’s walking on
water, and the Resurrection itself, one realizes that the immediate
human reaction to these biblical theophanies is fear, for they violently
rend apart the natural world, including human nature, in order for
grace to do its work. This paradox of theophany – that through fear
and pain come joy and rest – O’Connor dramatizes in her fiction.
Many critics recognize this characteristic of O’Connor’s work.
McGill indicates, “self-knowledge comes through unexpected
violence…. Such moments of sudden grace are the hallmarks of
O’Connor’s fiction” (35). Similarly, Wood points out, “If it is only at
the point of death, most of her characters acknowledge the
redeeming paradox announced by Mason Tarwater: ‘Even the mercy
of the Lord burns’” (Christ-Haunted 253); and, as A.R. Coulthard
observes in many of O’Connor’s stories, “[G]race and death strike at
virtually the same moment” (56). Using the terminology of the
Southern Protestant fundamentalists that people her fictional world,
O’Connor seems to say that one cannot be “born again” unless one
has spiritually died in his or her previous sinful life. In the case of
many O’Connor characters, a literal death is concomitant with that
spiritual death and rebirth.
Thus, the “happy ending” of comedy is apparent in O’Connor if
critics allow the violence of theophany acted upon the hard-hearted
characters of her fiction. Her characters are violent, although that
violence sometimes may not manifest itself in physical terms, but
rather in mean-spiritedness, like that of the child in “The Temple of
the Holy Ghost” or General Sash in “A Late Encounter with the
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Enemy.” According to James Grimshaw, “[C]haracters who...
perpetuate violent acts are those characters whom she shows to be
without God, to be avoiding contact with Him” (92). So God is
violent in return, violent in his love for these blind, grotesque people.
As Giannone puts it,
Her strange choices for heroes – nihilists, petty tyrants, and
killers – turn out to be wanderers in love. Their encounters
with the mystery of their existence, the adventurer of love
whom O’Connor calls God, bring the quest to a close. All the
endings take both protagonists and reader by surprise.
O’Connor believes, and in powerful action shows,
unfathomable reality to suggest the overwhelming boldness of
divine love invading human life. (Mystery 6)
The comic pattern of pathos, peripety, and theophany as the
pattern of the divine Lover wooing back His betraying Beloved may
be difficult to see on the literal level but is more apparent on otherthan-literal levels, as outlined in medieval exegesis, easily seen in
medieval drama, and dramatized in O’Connor’s fiction.
O’CONNOR AS MEDIEVAL DRAMA
Although critics like Di Renzo have linked O’Connor’s “peculiar
comedy” with “medieval religious forms,” very few critics have given
a systematic view of O’Connor’s fiction in the context of medieval
exegesis and medieval Christian comedy, as seen in medieval drama.
Some critics like Brian Abel Ragen, J. Robert Baker, and Joseph
Murphy have used medieval exegesis to read O’Connor, but usually
employed it only to interpret a single work, like “Parker’s Back” or
“The Artificial Nigger,” as opposed to O’Connor’s entire work. But
medieval exegesis can explain the comic structure of any work of
O’Connor, as a process in the drama of salvation. I argue that the
literal and allegorical levels explain the pathos, the tropological, or
moral, level explains the peripety, and the anagogical level explains
the theophany of any O’Connor story, whether short or novel-length.
Also, although critics, like Ragen, may see some analogues in her
fiction to an individual medieval saint’s play or, like Di Renzo,
medieval mystery cycles and carnivalesque folk tradition, no critic
uses medieval Christian comic structure as an architectonic rubric to
interpret O’Connor’s comic structure. But medieval drama, with its
short narrative form and limited characters, succinctly demonstrates
the pattern of Christian comedy. Moreover, two of medieval drama’s
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forms, I would argue, have modern counterparts in O’Connor’s
fiction: the medieval miracle play and O’Connor’s novel, and the
medieval morality play and O’Connor’s short story. Finally, I identify
three types of comic heroes in medieval drama which, I would argue,
have modern, grotesque counterparts in O’Connor’s fiction: the
pagan and the modern secular humanist, the medieval Pharisee and
the modern Pharisaic Christian, and the medieval saint and the
modern “harbinger of truth” (my own phrase). Thus, medieval
drama, I believe, will yield Christian comic analogues closer to
O’Connor’s own work than any other medieval literary form.
This present study, therefore, will look back to the Middle Ages,
before it looks forward to O’Connor’s own modern time. In Chapter
II, I will discuss the four-fold sense of medieval exegesis, as applied
to Scripture, non-Scripture, and O’Connor. In Chapter III, I will
discuss medieval drama and compare it to O’Connor’s fiction. In
Chapters IV through VII, I will give a detailed exegetical reading to
O’Connor’s extant fiction. Finally, in Chapter VII, I will conclude
with a speculation about O’Connor’s incomplete third novel, Why Do
the Heathen Rage?, a work that I believe would have made obvious
O’Connor’s medieval sensibility if she had finished it before her
death in 1964.
For O’Connor, artistically and theologically, felt closer to
medieval thought than to modern. Her avocational studies
emphasized medieval thought and scriptural exegesis and those
modern thinkers who are sympathetic to pre-modern thought: “She
[O’Connor] enjoyed a special emphasis in studies of the Bible, both
learned and lay, Saints’ lives and commentaries, and the work of
Teilhard de Chardin” (Kinney 6). Also, O’Connor herself was aware
of the medieval quality of her kind of comedy: in a February 28,
1960, letter to Cecil Dawkins, she writes, “Perhaps I have created a
medieval study” (HB 377), and in a December 10, 1956, letter to Sally
and Robert Fitzgerald, she even characterizes her short story “A
View of the Woods” as “a little morality play of mine” (HB 186).
Even though Stephens views medieval thought and literature
negatively, she is correct in stating that “one has to range far back
into medieval literature to find tales that are tonally as formidable and
difficult as are some of O’Connor’s” (173). As Di Renzo observes,
“Fitting – or mis-fitting – medieval religious forms into a
contemporary context is at the heart of Flannery O’Connor’s peculiar
comedy” (5).
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Thus, medieval exegesis and medieval drama become important
ways of making sense of the comedy in O’Connor’s grotesque and
violent fiction. In the “Christ-haunted” world of O’Connor’s fiction,
this comic drama is not as obvious as it is in its medieval predecessor,
for her audience are not medieval Christians who are receptive to
Christian truths but secularized moderns who regard Christian truths
as unimportant or irrelevant to their everyday lives. Still, the pattern
of Christian comedy, as seen in medieval drama and explained
though medieval exegesis, is clearly present in O’Connor’s fiction.
Like the medieval exegetes who read different levels of meaning in
the sacred text that is the Bible, O’Connor reads different levels of
meaning in the sacred text that is God’s Creation, for, as “Augustine
said, the whole of creation is at once natural and miraculous” (Wood,
Christ-Haunted 181). Like the medieval dramatists who portray the
Christian salvific pattern of pathos, peripety, and theophany, so does
O’Connor, though setting it in the negative grotesque world of the
modern age, where “[h]er characters come to their revolutionary
moments of grace, the utter conversion of their lives, as the
extraordinary occurs within the ordinary events, though they may be
extreme” (Wood, Christ-Haunted 180). As for the medieval exegetes
and dramatists, the center of O’Connor’s vision is her Christian faith
and its unshakable trust in God’s unconditional, salvific love for
fallen humanity. As Wood puts it, “Christian faith is nowhere more
comic than in this eschatological confidence” (Comedy 33). No matter
how satiric, ironic, or infernal the tone of O’Connor’s fiction,
underlying all of these is the background radiation (so to speak) of
O’Connor’s “kind of comedy,” a purposefully strange vision that, in
the end, explodes in loving and violent theophany.
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2 FOUR-FOLD SENSE OF MEDIEVAL
EXEGESIS: SCRIPTURE, NON-SCRIPTURE,
AND O’CONNOR

Biblical exegesis, especially medieval biblical exegesis, seems far afield
from Flannery O’Connor’s fiction of a post-World War II American
South filled with smug intellectuals, backwoods fundamentalist
preachers, earnest nihilists, and other grotesque characters. But being
a Catholic writer in the South gave O’Connor access to a rich
aesthetic and intellectual tradition, as well as a theological tradition,
within which she could articulate her vision as a writer. In her essay,
“The Nature and Aim of Fiction,” O’Connor states:
The kind of vision the fiction writer needs to have, or to
develop, in order to increase the meaning of his story is called
anagogical vision, and that is the kind of vision that is able to
see different levels of reality in one image or one situation.
The medieval commentators on Scripture found three kinds of
meaning in the literal level of the sacred text: one they called
allegorical, in which one fact pointed to another; one they
called tropological, or moral, which had to do with what
should be done; and one they called anagogical, which had to
do with the Divine life and our participation in it. Although
this was a method applied to biblical exegesis, it was also an
attitude towards all of creation, and a way of reading nature
which included most possibilities, and I think it is this enlarged
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view of the human scene that the fiction writer has to cultivate
if he is ever going to write stories that have any chance of
becoming a permanent part of our literature. (MM 72-73)
As seen in the above passage, O’Connor is aware that medieval
exegesis, developed as a way of reading and interpreting literature – if
one takes the Bible as literature as well as Sacred Scripture – is also a
way of reading reality and, for the writer, creating literature.
Conversely, a reader of O’Connor’s fiction can use medieval exegesis
as a way of unearthing the levels of reality O'Connor has seen in
nature and portrayed in literature. As Sarah Gordon puts it, “[V]ision
imbues the work with Christian mystery and is also involved in our
perception of this mystery” (142). But, as Gordon further states,
“[T]he artist must of necessity be immersed in the particulars of place
and time in order to ascend to vision” (142). Gordon implies an
upward progression from the literal towards anagogical vision. As
O'Connor indicates, the allegorical and moral senses are intermediary
steps in this progression, whether in reading nature (as the artist
does) or reading the written world (as the medieval exegetes did). But
how appropriate for non-scriptural texts is an exegesis originally
reserved for the Bible? What are the original concerns of the
medieval biblical exegetes, and are they the same concerns as those of
the artist? Perhaps a historical consideration of exegesis, also called
hermeneutics, will answer these and other questions.
AN OVERVIEW OF HERMENEUTICS
“Hermeneutics” is a broad term denoting literary interpretation,
particularly the interpretation of the Scriptures. The term “exegesis”
is also used to describe that art and science of biblical interpretation.
As Raymond Brown points out in his chapter “Hermeneutics” in the
New Jerome Biblical Commentary (NJBC) and as David Dungan restates
in A History of the Synoptic Problem, hermeneutics, broadly speaking,
refers to “all acts of interpretation and clarification: of human speech,
of the divine will, of translation from a foreign tongue, and
conveying past meaning to the present” (Dungan 366). With this
broad definition of the specific term “hermeneutics,” it is clear that
biblical interpretation proper will also be diverse, comprising many
approaches in the history of biblical analysis and arriving at many
forms of meaning, or “senses,” drawn from the Bible. This overview
will only give the briefest of introductions to the concerns and
history of hermeneutics, especially the development of medieval
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exegesis, based on the order outlined by Brown in the NJBC and the
New Jerome Bible Handbook (NJBH).
Brown distinguishes the two meanings, or senses, of biblical
exegesis as the “literal sense” and the “more-than-literal sense.” The
literal sense does not mean taking the Bible literally at its word, that
is, reading the Genesis account and interpreting that God created the
universe in six, twenty-four hour days. Instead, the literal sense
means the “sense which the human author directly intended and
which the written words conveyed” (NJBH 345, NHBC 1148). The
author’s intentions, his historical world view, what he thought his
audience was, and “what the author expected [his words] to mean to
[his] readers” (NJBH 346) all fall under the literal sense. In other
words, the literal sense is the understanding of the cultural and
historical context of the text and, thus, of the author’s original
intention.
But Brown indicates that a full literal sense also depends on how
much cultural and historical knowledge the reader shares with the
author. Professional readers, “[t]hose who will preach and teach”
(NJBH 46), need to know biblical history and biblical languages.
General readers who “wish to grasp [the Bible’s] message for their
own lives” (NJBH 348) need to read good translations of the Bible
and sound commentaries by competent scholars in order to establish
a solid literal sense. With either reader, one needs to know the literary
form of the scriptural text in order to gain fully the literal sense of the
text. That is, the Bible as literature serves as the foundation for a full
literal sense.
The Bible is a library of different genres, bound into one volume.
In the Old Testament, there are poetry, drama, prophesy, apocalyptic
literature, history, and other genres (NJBH 348-49). Also, the
Gospels are not “scientifically historical biographies of Jesus; they
were written accounts of what the early church preached and taught
about Jesus” (NJBH 350). In determining what genre the biblical text
is, one can arrive at the intention of the author and, thus, achieve a
sound literal sense. As Dungan points out, “[T]he understanding of
the literal sense itself changed considerably down through history”
(367), primarily because the knowledge of later readers has changed
through history (NJBC 1149). As Brown puts it, “Discovering what
an ancient author meant is no simple task. It may become plain only
after much effort. Can one think a Bible thousands of years old is
going to be easier to read than the newspaper published this
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morning?” (NJBH 356).
Out of the literal sense developed the “more-than-literal sense.”
This means a sense, or meaning, beyond what the “human author
directly intended and conveyed in his written words” (NJBH 351).
The approaches to this level of interpretation are extremely diverse
and sometimes problematic. As Brown points out, “When does the
quest cease to be exegesis (the detection of a meaning that arises in
the text) and become eisegesis (the imposition upon the text of a
meaning alien to it)?” (NJBC 1153).
Historically, the different approaches are outlined as follows. In
the New Testament Era (up to the second century A.D.), the
approach was apocalyptic: “the prophets of old were thought to have
predicted the distant future” (NJBC 1153). In the Patristic Era
(second century A.D. up to the Middle Ages), two schools arose. The
Alexandrian school followed “allegorical exegesis,” interpreting Old
Testament texts for “proof texts referring to Christ... an exegesis that
ran the gamut from typology through... psychology and cosmology”
(NJBC 1154). Brown sees Clement, Origen, Athanasius, and Gregory
of Nyssa as examples of “Alexandrians” (NJBC 1154). Meanwhile the
Antiochan school followed a more staid course, a sort of “critical
exegesis” (NJBC 1154) in which the Antiochenes, like Lucian of
Samosata, Diodorus of Tarsus, and Theodore of Mopsuestia, strove
to find “the future meaning of the prophets’ words” from the literal
sense, “both the contemporary meaning of the events and their
future fulfillment” (NJBC 1154). But, as Brown points out, “the style
of Alexandrian exegesis dominated in the West [by the end of the
fourth century] and Antiochene exegesis had little lasting influence”
(NJBC 1154).
The Middle Ages (roughly 500 A.D. to 1500 A.D.) saw a
continuation of the Alexandrian school, with a heavy emphasis on
typology, that is, the interpretation of OT types foreshadowing NT
types. It is in the Middle Ages that the four senses of Scripture
became standardized: “(1) the historical or literal, (2) the allegorical or
christological, (3) the tropological or moral or anthropological, (4) the
anagogical or eschatological” (NJBC 1155). We will explore these
senses elsewhere, but for now, it should be noted that “the literal
sense was considered to have historical importance, while the other
senses were essential for belief and behavior” (NJBC 1155). Even
though Church teachers like “Thomas Aquinas made it clear that
metaphor belonged to the literal sense... and argued that doctrine
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should not be based solely on the spiritual [more-than-literal senses]”
(NJBC 1155), the spiritual sense, especially allegory, flourished.
Not surprisingly, with the Protestant Reformation and after,
“there was a reaction against allegorizing and a stress on the historical
background of the biblical works” (NJBC 1155). Negotiating between
the literal sense and the other senses is a hallmark of postReformation exegetical practices in all Christian denominations. The
recent past saw Protestant Fundamentalism: “'[W]hat the Bible says’
is always literally factual” and “the only literary form... recognized in
the Bible was history”; thus “the human author [is] reduced to a
recording scribe,” since "God becomes the only author dictating the
words of Scripture” (NJBC 1156). In contrast, the four-fold sense of
medieval exegesis survives in twentieth century Roman Catholicism
as the “sensus plenior” or “fuller sense” (NJBC 1157), defined as
“the deeper meaning intended by God but not clearly intended by the
human author, that is seen to exist in the words of Scripture when
they are studied in the light of further revelation or of development
in the understanding of revelation” (NJBC 1157).7
Therefore, one can characterize hermeneutics, or exegesis, as
diverse, not only over time but also within any single time frame.
This diversity speaks of the complicated nature of the Bible itself,
with its rich variety of genres, human authors, and historical-cultural
contexts. Yet many of the faithful believe this text to have issued,
ultimately, from one source – God – who, even in His simplicity
possesses complexity, but a complexity that is ordered, purposeful,
and true. Not surprisingly, a person of faith can use the four senses
of medieval exegesis, developed during the height of that belief, to
explain in an ordered, purposeful manner what is true in this sacred
text.
MEDIEVAL EXEGESIS IN SCRIPTURE
As Willemien Otten in “The Power of the Bible in the Middle
Ages” states, “The culture of the Middle Ages . . . was a deeply
biblical culture, perhaps more so than any other since the inception
of Christianity” (48). As “Word of God,” as “the highest source of
truth,” and as “the highest theological authority” (Otten 48), the
Bible served as the great unifier of the Middle Ages across its various
7

Thus O’Connor, as an active member of the Roman Catholic Church,
would have access to the four-fold sense as a living exegetical tradition.
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Christian countries, lending unity to a great diversity in medieval
culture. Moreover, the culture of the Middle Ages was deeply
systematic; as C.S. Lewis states, “[M]edieval man was not a dreamer
nor a spiritual adventurer; he was an organizer, a codifier, a man of
system” (Studies 44). Belief in Christianity, including a belief in a
purposeful, ordered universe, motivated medieval man to organize,
codify, and systemize a great many diverse and perhaps even
contradictory things in the world, resulting in a “syncretism or
harmonization” (Lewis, Studies 45). The four-fold sense of medieval
exegesis is an example of this "syncretism or harmonization." As
Lewis points out, “What was not true literally might be true in some
other sense” (45). Otten indicates that “[b]y interpreting the Bible
through a Christological lens, they [medieval thinkers] proved that
the unity of the biblical message... was crucial to them,” yet “such a
fundamental and unchangeable unity... could also give rise to
incredible diversity” (50).
Throughout medieval theological discourse, one can see the four
senses explicated. The first example is a rhyming couplet attributed to
Augustine of Dacia in his Rotulus pugillaris published in 1260, and the
second is from Thomas Aquinas’ tenth article, “Whether in Holy
Scripture a Word May Have Several Senses?” of Part I, Question I,
“The Nature and Domain of Sacred Doctrine” of his Summa
Theologiae. Here is the rhyme, first in the original Latin and then the
English translation:
Littera gesta docet, quid credas allegoria,
Moralis quid agas, quo tendas anagogia. (Otten 50)
The letter teaches events, allegory what you should believe,
Morality teaches what you should do, anagogy what mark you
should be aiming for. (DeLubac ME I 1)
Of course, these “events” are biblical events. Otten translates
“gesta” as “God’s deeds” to make clear the importance of sacred
history, of God’s deeds in the world, to the medieval exegete. As
Otten states, “The letter of the text was considered of paramount
importance, since without it the other interpretations such as allegory
would lack a firm basis” (50).
Likewise, in this second example of the four senses explicated,
Aquinas stresses the foundational nature of the literal sense in Summa
Theologiae I, Question I, Article 10:
I answer that, The author of Holy Scripture is God, in Whose
power it is to signify His meaning, not by words only (as man
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also can do), but also by things themselves.... Therefore, that
first signification whereby words signify things belongs to the
first sense, the historical or literal. That signification whereby
things signified by words have themselves also a signification
is called the spiritual sense, which is based on the literal, and
presupposes it. Now this spiritual sense has a threefold
division.... [S]o far as the things of the Old Law signify the
things of the New Law, there is the allegorical sense; so far as
the things done in Christ, or so far as the things which signify
Christ, are signs of what we ought to do, there is the moral
sense. But so far as they signify what relates to eternal glory,
there is the anagogical sense. Since the literal sense is that
which the author intends, and since the author of Holy
Scripture is God, Who by one act comprehends all things by
His intellect, it is not unfitting, as Augustine says, if, even
according to the literal sense, one word in Holy Scripture
should have several senses. (ST I, Q.1, art.10, Intro 18-19)
Aquinas’s words “signify” (in Latin, significent), “things
themselves” (ipsae res), “signification” (signifatio), and especially
“author” (auctor) remind us of Raymond Brown’s emphasis upon
authorial intent, which lends a “literary” quality to the literal sense
(NJBC 1148).8
8One

can contrast Aquinas’ definitions with modern structuralism and
semiotics, which also speak of signifiers, but deny any absolute relation
between signifiers and the things themselves: “The relation between signifier
and signified is an arbitrary one” (Eagleton 96-97). Aquinas’s “I answer
that” in Latin is as follows:
RESPONSIO: Dicendum quod auctor sacrae Scripturae est Deus, in
cujus potestate est ut non solum voces as significandum
accommodet (quod etiam homo facere potest) sed etiam res ipsas. Et
ideo, cum in omnibus scientiis voces significent, hoc habet proprium
ista scientia quod ipsae res significatae per voces etiam significant
aliquid. Illa ergo prima significatio qua voces significant res pertinet
ad primum sensum, qui est sensus historicus vel litteralis. Illa vero
significatio qua res significatae per voces iterum res alias significant
dicitur sensus spiritualis; qui super litteralem fundatur et eum
supponit.
Hic autem sensus spiritualis trifariam dividitur. [....] In nova etiam
lege ea quae in capite sunt gesta sunt signa eorum quae nos agere
debemus.
Secundum ergo quod ea quae sunt veteris legis significant ea quae
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But the literal sense is also “historical,”9 as Henri DeLubac
stresses: “Divine revelation has not only taken place in time, in the
course of history: it has also a historic form in its own right. It is
contained within a res gesta: a thing that has been accomplished” (ME
II 44). So the literal sense itself has a two-fold sense: first, what is
narrated, or the history itself; and second, how it is narrated, or the
letter. The literal sense, thus, stresses the narrative quality of
Scripture, of author, of narrator, and audience. According to
DeLubac,
But all sense of history supposes precisely that one does not
stay at the level of its mere historia, that is, the facts pure and
simple, or the pure and simple report of the facts. It supposes
that one places oneself, at least at a second time, in another
point of view than that of the simple narrator. (71)
This other point of view is God’s, because the “ancient exegetes”
(as DeLubac calls the various writers of the Bible) “did have a sense
of biblical history, or even of universal history, because they held on
to its principle of discernment in the mystery of Christ, the absolutely
ultimate final cause” (72). As Aquinas notes, God is the Author, who
makes and does, whose deeds the literal sense strives to understand;
one can see easily the threefold spiritual sense coming forth from the
literal sense.10
sunt novae legis est sensus allegoricus; secundum vero quod ea quae
in Christo sunt facta vel in his quae Christum signigicant sunt eorum
quae nos agere debemus est sensus moralis; prout vero significant ea
quae sunt in aeterna gloria est sensus anagogicus.
Quia vero sensus litteralis est quem auctor intendit, auctor autem
sacrae Scripturae Deus qui omnia simul suo intellectu comprehendit,
non est inconveniens, ut Augustinus dicit XII Confess. Si etiam
secundum litteralem sensum in una littera Scripturae plures sint
sensus. (Aquinas, Thomas. Summa Theologiae: Volume 1 (1a.1) Christian
Theology. Ed. and trans. Thomas Gilby, O.P. New York: McGrawHill, 1963).
9 The medieval exegetical understanding of history is not the modern
historical-critical exegetical understanding. “History” in the medieval
exegetical understanding refers to the Divine author, His creation Mankind,
and their interaction recorded in narrated events. In contrast, “history” in
the modern critical understanding refers to the historical context of the
human writers and their original audience, as discovered through
archeological and linguistic analysis.
10 A common metaphor for the four-fold sense is a building: the foundation
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Next, the allegorical sense interprets the events of the Old
Testament as prefiguring the mystery of Christianity, as seen in the
New Testament. According to DeLubac, “Allegory is prophecy
inscribed within the facts themselves” (86); this sense interprets the
“'history’ of the Old Testament [as] prefigur[ing] the ‘grace’ of the
Gospel” (98). The allegorical sense becomes a pedagogical tool, a way
of “understanding... the faith” (ME I 115). But, as DeLubac points
out, whether the allegory that builds faith comes first or the faith that
understands the allegory comes first, is a complex question that “can
be understood only as a relation of reciprocal causality” (ME II 109).
As Augustine states, “[A] person strengthened by faith, hope, and
love and who steadfastly holds on to them, has no need of the
[S]criptures except to instruct others” (On Christian Teaching 28).
Without faith, as the medieval exegetes knew, allegory will fall on
deaf ears and will not move a person to action.
The next spiritual sense, the tropological, or moral sense, refers to
the actions of the Christian audience. This third sense, which Brown
calls “the tropological or moral or anthropological” (NJBC 1155), has
these various designations because it is through tropes that the
faithful learn Christian habits or mores (DeLubac, ME II 130).
Christian mores not only affect outward action but also inward
transformation: “If allegory, starting from the facts of history,
envisions the mystical body in its head or in its totality, tropology
envisions it in each of its members” (DeLubac, ME II 132). In other
words, allegory teaches the faithful to understand, but tropology, or
the moral sense, teaches them how to act upon their understanding.11
As DeLubac notes, “This ‘we’ at issue, or this ‘soul,’ or this ‘inner
man,’ is therefore not any one human being or the soul in general, or
human nature abstractly considered: it is a question of the Christian
people; concrete souls are at stake, Christian souls” (ME II 135).
Through the moral sense a preacher moves and the faithful are
moved, but moved to what end is the question answered by the
is littera, the walls are allegoria, the home decorations are moralis, and the roof
is anagogia.
11 A dramatic example of the tropological sense at work is Augustine’s
famous conversion to God under the fig tree in Milan, as recounted at the
end of Book VIII in his Confessions. Prompted by a neighbor’s child’s voice,
"Take it and read,” and believing it to be a divine command, he opens his
book of Scripture, reads the first passage he sees, and the words move him
to conversion (177-79).
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anagogical sense. The anagogical sense interprets Scripture, having in
mind “the ‘end of the age,’ when Christ will appear in his glory and
will come to look for his own to take them away with him”
(DeLubac ME II 179). If the literal sense speaks about the past and
the allegorical and moral senses speak about the present, then the
anagogical sense speaks about the future. Of course, this
chronological framework is too simplistic and, in fact, all these senses
can operate at the same time.12 But the anagogical sense sees from
the divine perspective, an atemporality of divine intention and
purpose that human beings can only understand in light of the
eschaton – “the ultimate end of each person or that of the universe
as a whole” (DeLubac ME II 182). In regards to “the universe as a
whole,” that end is the Apocalypse, the Last Judgment, the final
salvation of the world. But in regards to “the ultimate end of each
person,” that final salvation can be as far away as decades or as near
as the next day, the next hour, or now. The ability to see eternity
interjecting itself in the present is essentially the anagogical sense,
“the very reality of salvation which henceforth is inserted in history
and immediately offered to us,” as DeLubac puts it (ME II 183). The
anagogical sense recognizes Christ as the telos, the goal, for all souls.
If mankind is the arrow, then Christ is the target.
But Christ is also the bow or, better yet, the archer, and one
comes back full circle to the literal sense, which recognizes God as
the primary Author of Scripture. God is “Alpha and Omega” (Rev.
1:8), and, similarly, biblical exegesis is essentially literal and
anagogical, the foundation and the roof of scriptural understanding.
The allegorical and tropological, or moral, senses aid the Christian
reader as links to the literal and anagogical. DeLubac asserts,
“[A]nagogy realizes the perfection both of allegory and of tropology,
achieving their synthesis” (ME II 187). But the Christian reader
understands and believes the anagogical sense only after moving
through the earlier senses, following an orderly progression of
biblical interpretation.

12

Brown provides an example of medieval exegesis: “The four senses of
Jerusalem, an example supplied by Cassian, illustrates the theory. When
Jerusalem is mentioned in the Bible, in its literal sense it is a Jewish city;
allegorically, however, it refers to the Church of Christ; tropologically
Jerusalem stands for the human soul; anagogically it stands for the heavenly
city” (NJBC 1155).
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MEDIEVAL EXEGESIS IN NON-SCRIPTURAL LITERATURE
Just before Augustine ends his Confessions, he gives an image of
the firmament, or sky, as a kind of Scripture: “[T]hese heavens are
your Book” (322), because, like the Bible, the sky, as with everything
in the universe, is created by God. As Otten states,
[M]edieval thinkers resorted to the simile that the Book of
Scripture and the Book of Nature contained identical truths.
After all, God had revealed divine wisdom not only to all
Christians, but to all of creation. The Bible itself intimated that
creation could yield valuable knowledge of the divine, as is
demonstrated by the words of Paul in Rom. 1:20 that “ever
since the creation of the world [God’s] eternal power and
divine nature, invisible though they are, have been understood
and seen through the things he has made.” Not just the Bible
but all of creation was therefore deemed fit to reveal God’s
majesty. (50)
Otten states this passage as a warrant for medieval thinkers to
harmonize ancient philosophical truths with biblical truths. But both
Augustine’s and Otten’s words suggest that one can read the Book of
Nature in the same manner as one can read Scripture, since the
author of both is God. Certainly, one reader of nature is the
philosopher or scientist. But another reader of nature, as Dante
Alighieri would argue, is the poet.
Unlike the philosopher, the poet, upon reading nature, goes forth
and creates a secondary-level nature, his imaginative works. If that
poet happens to be a medieval Christian poet, he can read nature like
Scripture, using medieval exegesis, and write his nature using the
same exegetical tools. This two-fold process is what Dante advocates
in two places: his “Letter to Can Grande” and Book II of Il Convivio
(The Banquet). In the “Letter to Can Grande,” Dante closely
paraphrases Aquinas’s explanation of the four senses of Scripture,
listing the literal, allegorical, moral, and anagogical senses in a
straightforward fashion, but he applies these senses to the Divine
Comedy, not Scripture (“Letter” 347-48). Similarly, in Il Convivio, Book
II, Dante states “that writings can be understood and must be
explained, for the most part, in four senses” (Grandgent 273).13 One
13

In Italian: “E a ciò dare ad intendere si vuole sapere che le scritture si
possono intendere e debbonsi sponere massimamente per quattro sensi”
(Alighieri, “Il Convivio: II. Cap. 1.15,” Le Opere Di Dante Alighieri, 251-52).
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notes that Dante does not limit the kind of writings, suggesting that
the four-fold sense of medieval exegesis works for various kinds of
writings. Such a broad scope explains his broader definition of the
allegorical sense. He states, “[T]his is the one which is hidden
beneath the cloak of these fables, being a truth concealed under
pretty fiction” (Grandgent 273). After giving an example from Ovid,
a classical poet, he continues, “Theologians, to be sure, take this
sense otherwise than poets; but forasmuch as my intention is to
follow here the fashion of poets, I shall take the allegorical sense as
the poets use it” (Grandgent 274). C. H. Grandgent, in analyzing
Dante’s poetry, gives a good assessment of allegory in this broad
sense: “Allegory is essentially a systematic expression of the
intangible in terms of the tangible, a methodical portrayal of
something abstract, spiritual, or future in the form of something
concrete, material, and present” (270). In this expression, continues
Grandgent, “the literal and the symbolic meaning, while each pursues
a coherent and intelligible course, are connected by an inner
necessity” (271). Allegory is done in two ways: the first is “with an
abstract concept and [allegory] gives it a semblance of material form,”
and the second is “[with] something real and [allegory] makes it stand
for the quality it exemplifies” (Grandgent 272). This “allegorical
sense as the poets use it” lends a flexibility to the Christian poet that
the strictly scriptural allegoria may not, but even this poet’s allegorical
sense operates within the framework of the four senses.
But Dante’s use of the four-fold sense of medieval exegesis is not
the same as O’Connor’s use. Certainly, she does admire him: “For
my money Dante is about as great as you can get” (HB 116). But
much time has passed between Dante’s time and O’Connor’s. The
problem, as Harold Fickett states, is that “the writer who is a
Christian [in our time] will, unfortunately, have to confront a reading
public whose sensibilities have been formed by the last three
centuries of unbelief, sensibilities that have not simply been changed
but have been impaired as a result of secularism’s triumph” (3).14
14 As O’Connor puts it, “Our emotions in the 20th century are affected by
different conditions than in the 13th” (HB 279). The intervening seven
centuries have the Protestant Reformation, empiricism and scientific
posivitism from the Enlightenment, modern industrialization, the rise and
growth of the middle class, and economic and political globalization, which
reinforce an increasingly pragmatic and market-oriented worldview. These
“different conditions” reinforce why O’Connor’s twentieth and twenty-first
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Even though O’Connor admires Dante, she finds it inappropriate to
do what Dante does structurally because her audience is
fundamentally different from Dante’s. She says:
I am often told that the model of balance for the novelist
should be Dante, who divided his territory up pretty evenly
between hell, purgatory, and paradise. There can be no
objection to this, but also there can be no reason to assume
that the result of doing it in these times will give us the
balanced picture that it gave in Dante’s. Dante lived in the
thirteenth century, when that balance was achieved in the faith
of his age. We live now in an age which doubts both fact and
value, which is swept this way and that by momentary
convictions. Instead of reflecting a balance from the world
around him, the novelist now has to achieve one from a felt
balance inside himself. (MM 49)
Certainly, the age of Dante was not exactly paradisal; as
Grandgent declares, there was “ungodly blood-spilling” (24), and,
after all, Dante’s Divine Comedy begins with the Inferno. But “the faith
of his age” – the shared belief in an anagogical vision between author
and audience – gave “a spirit of reconciliation, of being at home in
this world although their [medieval people's] preoccupations are
otherworldly” (Fickett 1). As Otten declares, “Reading biblical stories
allowed medieval believers the opportunity to participate in the
biblical drama in such a way that the darkness of their own earthly
existence would be shot through with the light of heaven” (49). In
other words, Dante’s audience believes that, even in one’s inferno and
purgatorio, God’s paradiso has dominion; even in darkness there is light.
Thus Dante’s poetic world could be structured “pretty evenly”
because his audience knew and believed in the ending, that is, Christ
and Heaven.
But O’Connor’s age, “which doubts both fact and value,” has
people that cannot even see “the darkness of their own earthly
existence” because they no longer believe in “the light of heaven.”
They have lost the anagogical vision, having become, to use Louise
Cowan’s words, “fragmented man” (Southern Critics 15). O’Connor
strives to make real this lost anagogical vision by having this “light of
heaven” literally shoot the darkness, with violence and grotesqueness.
In other words, she emphasizes the literal sense of the infernal
century audience do not read nature the way Dante read nature.
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characteristics of the world and then shoots the world through with
her anagogical sense. If the literal sense is the foundation and the
anagogical sense the roof, then O’Connor shakes the foundation and
drops the roof on top of her characters and her readers because, to
paraphrase a well-worn parental cliché, it’s good for them. One
recalls the only verb in the rhyme about the four-fold sense of
medieval exegesis: “docet.” If O’Connor’s readers are like the
Platonic souls who, in being born in the world, have forgotten who
they are and what they know, then O’Connor is like the teacher,
reminding them of what they have lost. Thus, O’Connor’s poetic
world would be structured “pretty oddly” (opposite of Dante’s
“pretty evenly” structured work) because her audience may know but
does not believe in the ending, that is, Christ and Heaven, even
though the author does know and believe. Unlike Dante’s gradual
transition from Hell, through Purgatory, to Heaven, O’Connor
progression is lopsided. She depicts the earthy Hell at length and has
Heaven apocalyptically appear in the end. O’Connor’s use of
medieval exegesis produces a dark, Catholic, sacramental
interpretation of the modern, secular, post-Fundamentalist Christian
South in light of Christ and the New Testament.
O'Connor reads the nature of her cultural and historical setting.
The literal sense produces grotesque details of the fallen, modern
South. The allegorical sense casts her characters as actors in the
drama of salvation. The tropological, or moral, sense portrays their
ability or inability to perform right moral action, for themselves and
for each other. Finally, the anagogical sense presents a divine
perspective that serves to correct her characters' spiritual blindness.
Through medieval exegesis, O'Connor crafts a divine comedy, similar
to Dante's Divine Comedy but with a peculiarity all her own.
Whereas Dante’s three-part Divine Comedy reflects the order and
structure of medieval Christianity, however, O’Connor’s comedy
reflects the extremes of modern secularism and “old-time religion,”
Protestant Fundamentalism, cast into the crucible of the South, a
South characterized as a modern-day Inferno. What balances these two
extremes – “a felt balance inside [the novelist now]” – and also places
this modern-day Inferno in the context of a divine comedy is
O’Connor’s anagogical vision. Her anagogical vision thereby creates
an “infernal” comedy, a comedy set entirely in the Inferno and
dramatizing the journey of a Dante through that Inferno. As Gilbert
H. Muller declares, “Her narrative is a peculiarly modern journey to
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hell and back” (72). Cowan describes a comedy that is “infernal” as
“a state in which grace is utterly absent and where selfishness and
malice prevail. The community has accepted its fallen condition and
cynically attributes its corruption to ‘the way of the world’”
(“Introduction” 11). Just like Dante, O’Connor, in reading her
society, makes literal the grotesqueness that she finds, creating a
world filled with “selfishness and malice.” Cowan continues,
“[G]rotesque and bestial forces are not far underneath its surface –
and may, in some comedies, be openly present, testifying to the
deformation of forms and the hideousness of the soul when it
attempts to establish itself as autonomous” (“Introduction” 11).
O’Connor populates her world with negative grotesques – The
Misfit, Rufus Johnson, Lily Sabbath Hawks, for example. But even in
that infernal world are positive grotesques. “[Not everyone in it
however is in the infernal state,” states Cowan; “Like the pilgrim
Dante, someone may find himself trapped in an infernal society
without participating in its malice” (“Introduction” 11). O’Connor’s
positive grotesques are many – the black woman in “The Artificial
Nigger,” Lucette Carmody, Lucynell Carter, for instance. Finally, as
Cowan observes, infernal comedy “is frequently confused with
tragedy or... a kind of ‘tragi-comedy,’ and often interpreted as
nihilistic when, on the contrary... it has been the most severely moral
of all the guises of comedy” (“Introduction” 13). As we’ve seen,
O’Connor herself declares that her fiction has been misunderstood as
tragic, tragicomic, nihilistic, or, at least, as working against her own
original intent. But Cowan’s description of infernal comedy is
consistent with O’Connor’s use of medieval exegesis as “a way of
reading nature,” as she says (MM 73). Finding her society infernal,
she portrays in her fiction an infernal society, heavy in grotesque and
violent details. But, like Dante, O'Connor also has faith in a Christ
who will not abandon living people in that infernal state (like the
pilgrim Dante in the Inferno). Even though O’Connor’s negative
grotesques are not in a state of grace, grace is open to them as long as
they are alive. Whether they choose to accept or reject that grace is
the heart of O’Connor’s drama. Through the other senses, she
portrays the action of God directly or indirectly towards a comic end,
that is, spiritual conversion. But unlike Dante, O'Connor does not
create an other-worldly Paradiso to balance out her Inferno, even as her
characters encounter the divine. Just as the angel from Heaven
arrives before the sixth circle of Hell, to force the demons to open
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the gate of Dis for the pilgrim Dante and his guide Vergil (Dante,
Inferno 9.79-105), so human and spiritual positive grotesques will
arrive in O’Connor’s modern-day Inferno. Even though anagogical
vision permeates her comedy, her comedy remains infernal.
O’Connor herself knew that her work would be misunderstood.
She goes to great lengths, defining and interpreting her own work, in
essays and lectures, as seen in Mystery and Manners, and in letters to
friends and inquirers, as seen in The Habit of Being. Besides being an
exegete of her own work, O’Connor demonstrates her exegetical
ability in her book reviews, as seen in The Presence of Grace and Other
Book Reviews. And so, we now turn to these works.
O’CONNOR THE EXEGETE
O’Connor sees the anagogical sense as ubiquitous, imbuing all the
other senses with meaning: “[A]nagogical vision... is the kind of
vision that is able to see different levels of reality in one image or one
situation” (MM 72). The source of this “anagogical vision” is
O’Connor’s Catholicism, which “add[s] a dimension to the writer’s
observation”; however, “the reality of the added dimension will be
judged in a work of fiction by the truthfulness and wholeness of the
natural events presented” (MM 150). As an artist, O'Connor does not
separate, as though they were discrete and static parts, the anagogical,
the moral, the allegorical, and literal senses from each other, not even
in her non-fiction prose, as seen in the essays, lectures, and letters
that were edited and published in collected volumes after her death.
O’Connor instead moves from one sense to the other in a dynamic
exegesis, informed by "the added dimension." I use the term
“dynamic” and “added dimension” on purpose because one can
display O’Connor’s exegetical process by way of a three-dimensional
model of four dimensions, a model from theoretical physics called
the hypercube.15
15

Madeleine L’Engle gives a layman’s description of the hypercube in her
novel, A Wrinkle in Time:
“Okay,” Charles said. “What is the first dimension?”
“Well – a line. . . .”
“Okay. And the second dimension?”
“Well, you’d square the line. A flat square would be in the second
dimension.”
“And the third?”
“Well, you’d square the second dimension. Then the square
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In physics, the hypercube is a model of space-time, in which the
inner cube is width, length, and depth (the dimensions of space), and
the outer cube is time. Time touches space and actually fills all of
space so that time and space fold in and over each other; this folding
is difficult to demonstrate in a static, two-dimensional image of a
dynamic, three-dimensional model of a four-dimensional matrix.
Analogously, this model shows how O’Connor’s fourfold sense of
medieval exegesis relates to its parts. The inner cube represents the
literal, allegorical, and moral senses, and the outer cube is the
anagogical sense which fills all of the other senses as the other senses
flow seamlessly into each other:

The difference, however, between the hypercube of physics and the
hypercube of O’Connor’s exegesis is that one dimension is actually in
the “center” (so to speak) so that the literal sense and the anagogical
senses link strongly together, connected by the allegorical and moral
wouldn’t be flat any more. It would have a bottom, and sides and a
top.” [a cube]
“And the fourth?”
“Well, I guess if you want to put it into mathematical terms,
you’d square the square. But you can’t take a pencil and draw it the
way you can the first three. I know it’s got something to do with
Einstein and time. I guess maybe you could call the fourth
dimension Time.” (74-75)
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senses. One can easily see the fluidity of the four senses in Mystery and
Manners.
In Mystery and Manners, Sally and Robert Fitzgerald have organized
O’Connor’s nonfiction prose into six sections; the first and last
sections, each having only one essay, frame the inner four sections.
As the Fitzgeralds state in the “Forward” of Mystery and Manners,
“The volume begins and ends with prose on which the writer bore
down with craft and care” (MM ix). These are the “frame” sections,
in which section I, “The King of the Birds,” gives an example of the
literal sense linked to the anagogical, having the general theme of
birth and rebirth; and in which section VI, “Introduction to A
Memoir of Mary Ann,” gives an example of the anagogical sense
linked to the literal, having the general theme of death. The inner
section II explores the literal sense, while sections III and IV present
the allegorical and moral senses together since, as DeLubac states, “If
allegory develops dogma, it develops not just any morality, but
Christian anthropology and the spirituality that flows from the
dogma” (ME II 13). The Fitzgeralds observe, “Plain talk abounds in
sections III and IV on the study and practice of writing” (MM ix).
The words “study and practice” echo DeLubac’s words stated above,
in which allegory gives spiritual teaching, but tropology shows how
to put that teaching into practice, to develop Christian mores, or
habits. So sections III and IV concentrate on the allegorical and
moral senses of the writer and the reader. Finally, “The author’s latest
and deepest reflections are to be found in sections V and VI on the
great subjects that she made peculiarly her own” (ix). Before reaching
section VI, the end-frame of the essay collection, section V gives
examples of the anagogical sense of the Catholic Christian writer.
Thus one moves from literal, to allegorical and moral, to anagogical
in these six sections of Mystery and Manners.
But, of course, the editorial ordering of these essays is not
O’Connor’s and, as the Fitzgeralds discovered in selecting and editing
her nonfiction prose, “[S]he experimented with the same
observations in a new order or with changes of phrasing and a few
new sentences or paragraphs.... [W]hat she had to say to each
[different audience] overlapped what she had to say to the others”
(MM viii). Often that overlapping includes overlapping senses in
which, for instance, an essay which the Fitzgeralds place in section
III (allegorical/moral section) has an explication of the literal sense in
it. This is not surprising, for, as discussed above, O'Connor does not
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view these four senses as discrete parts but as dynamic elements in an
artist's anagogical vision. For purposes of understanding and
communication, however, one concentrates on or is aware of one
sense among others. For instance, with "The King of the Birds," the
only article in section I, one concentrates upon O'Connor's literal
sense, which becomes the foundation for the other senses.
“The King of the Birds” is not an essay per se but a creative
nonfiction narrative suggesting O’Connor’s life-long fascination with
domestic fowl which led her to owning and raising peacocks. The
narrative does not seem to be theological; nowhere do the words
“Christ,” “salvation,” or “redemption” appear in this first-person
narrative, set on the O’Connor farm in Milledgeville, Georgia, in the
1960s. But percolating underneath the literal sense are the other
senses – allegorical, moral/ tropological, and anagogical – pointing to
an overall sacramental view of humanity. Out of this comic story
about raising high-maintenance peacocks comes the drama of
ordinary people encountering the anagogical through the literal.
Surprisingly finding themselves on the moral level, they participate in
the anagogical as well.
One can see five movements of the literal pointing to the other
senses in “The King of the Birds.” In the first movement, O’Connor
recounts briefly her past history of owning poultry. Beginning on the
literal level with an anecdote from when she was five years old, of her
backwards-walking chicken (MM 3), she narrates her finally acquiring
peacocks, not out of knowledge of them but out of “[i]nstinct” (MM
4); in other words, she has no rational preconception of why she
wants these birds. Upon seeing her peacocks, O’Connor responds
with “awe” (MM 6). Her response, nonsensical on the literal level, is
a moral reaction to an anagogical object, that is, the peacock. “If I
refer to them as ‘my’ peafowl, the pronoun is legal, nothing more,”
she declares. “I am the menial, at the beck and squawk of any
feathered worthy who wants service” (MM 6-7). Literally, O’Connor
is the owner, the peacocks her property. But on the allegorical level,
their roles are reversed: O’Connor is the servant, her peacock a
“worthy” eliciting “awe.” This paradox makes sense on the moral
level, perhaps suggesting the Creation story in Genesis. Just as the
first humans are stewards of creation, in service to God, so
O’Connor is merely a “legal” owner of her peacocks, “nothing
more.” By law, she has literal dominion over these birds, but by a
sacramental view of nature, these birds have anagogical dominion
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over her, who morally serves as their “menial.”
The second movement of the literal pointing to the other senses
builds upon this initial movement of O’Connor the owner to
O’Connor the witness and servant. Like the first movement, the
second movement begins on the literal level, a physical description of
the peacocks. Even though “[n]ot every part of the peacock is
striking to look at, even when he is full-grown” (MM 8), his tail
“inspires a range of emotions, but [she has] yet to hear laughter”
(MM 9). Describing the various responses of visitors to her family
farm, O’Connor moves to the other senses. First-grade
schoolchildren see the small gray tail that supports the larger feathers
and call it “underwear” (MM 9), allegorizing the peacock as a human
being. But some people see the peacock as a sacramental being.
Upon seeing “in a green-bronze arch around him [the peacock] a
galaxy of gazing, haloed suns... most people are silent” (MM 10). On
the allegorical level, the “gazing, haloed suns” of the peacock are the
grotesque, multiple eyes of Christ, with its suns/ Sons word-play.
Like O’Connor, they witness in awe, responding to these anagogicalbearing eyes on the tropological, or moral, level. An old Negro
woman cries out, “‘Amen! Amen!’” and a truck driver “brake[s] his
truck to a shattering halt” (MM 10). In contrast, most people do not
respond with awe but with empirical curiosity, remaining on the
literal level. For instance, a telephone lineman responds to the “little
planets above him [the peacock] hung in bronze, then... hung in
green” (MM 11) with a banal statement: “‘Never saw such long ugly
legs.... I bet that rascal could outrun a bus’” (MM 12).
A spokesperson, so to speak, of the awed believers is an old man,
visiting the farm with “five or six white-haired, bare-footed children”
(MM 12). The old man, like a Sunday school teacher preaching to
reluctant converts, exclaims, “‘Churren... that’s the king of the
birds!’” an allegorical knowledge which the children receive with
“their expressions annoyed, as if they disliked catching the old man in
the truth” (MM 13). Instructing his children about the allegorical
level, he models, in his awe, the morally appropriate response to this
anagogical object. It is not only a bird but the king of the birds.
Similarly, already anthropomorphized as having “underwear” but
bearing “haloed suns,” it is not only a man but a “king of men,” that
is, an animal icon of Christ. But O’Connor, describing the children’s
annoyed expressions, presents people who prefer not to see beyond
the literal level, even with moral guidance.
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The third movement returns to the literal, with O’Connor
describing the natural behavior of the peacock. But in describing the
peacock’s voice – “Eee-ooo-ii! Eee-ooo-ii!” (MM 15), O’Connor
quickly moves to the allegorical and moral: it sounds “like a cheer for
an invisible parade” (MM 15); it is “as if this message were the one
on earth which needed most urgently to be heard” (MM 15); it is a
protection against “violent dreams... a chorus of adjuration”:
Lee-yon!
Mee-yon mee-yon!
Eee-e-yoy eee-e-yoy!
Eee-e-yoy eee-e-yoy! (MM 16)
On the allegorical level, the peacocks are a communion of the
faithful, coming together morally to cheer an invisible – that is,
spiritual -- celebration, to spread an important message, and to adjure
evil. As O’Connor states in a November 25, 1955, letter to “A”/
Betty Hester, “[The peacock] stands in medieval symbology for the
Church – the eyes [on the tail] are the eyes of the Church” (HB 118).
For many people, however, O’Connor’s peacocks remain only
peacocks. In the fourth movement, O’Connor lists her mother, her
uncle, the dairyman, and the dairyman’s wife, all annoyed with the
literal bad habits of these birds. They eat her mother’s flowers, her
uncle’s figs, the dairyman’s peanut hay, and the dairyman’s wife’s
vegetables (MM 16-17). They sit on fence posts so that “[o]ur fence
posts tend to lean in one direction or another and all our gates open
diagonally” (MM 18). But O’Connor, as their owner, feels “blessed
with their rapid multiplication” (MM 18). Even though the position
of her family and employees is literal, the position of O’Connor is
allegorical. She reminds the reader of her role as the peacocks’
steward, like a generic human being’s stewardship over visible
Creation. But with O’Connor’s admission that she feels “with mixed
emotions” about the fertility of her hens (MM 18-19), one can
perhaps see O’Connor allegorically as a celibate ascetic or nun.
O’Connor’s “blessed... rapid multiplication” will not include herself,
as she sacrifices her own personal desires in service to others.
The fifth and final movement builds upon this idea of selfsacrifice, especially the theological self-sacrifice of Christ’s Passion.
O’Connor demonstrates this anagogical truth as rooted in the literal
level, with a conversation between a fence post seller and O’Connor.
The fence post seller once had eighty peacocks but, like O’Connor’s
family, he and his family grew to dislike them enough one day to
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slaughter them for food (MM 20). With the peacock allegorically
described previously as a human being, as a member of the faithful,
and as a Christ-figure, the story of the fence post seller takes on an
allegorical level as a kind of Last Supper and Passion. Not
surprisingly, then, O’Connor follows the fence-post seller’s story with
her own personal anecdote, a dream in which she is a five-year-old
peacock. “A photographer has been sent from New York and a long
table is laid in celebration. The meal is to be an exceptional one:
myself” (MM 20). On the allegorical level, O’Connor becomes a
sacrificial meal, slaughtered to sate the appetite of the worldly and
secular – the New York photographer. But this sacrifice, like Christ’s
Passion, ends not in tragedy but in comedy: upon waking, she hears
her peacocks cry not in a “chorus of adjuration” (MM 16) but in a
“chorus of jubilation” (MM 20). On the literal level, O’Connor is a
woman, simply having a dream. On the allegorical level, she is a
peacock as Christ-figure. On the moral and anagogical level, she is
undergoing a modern-day Passion as well as a Last Supper, a sacrifice
in order to feed the physical and spiritual hunger of the modern
world. When she awakes, she realizes this sacrifice is a joyous one,
not only for others but for herself as well.
Thus, in five movements, O’Connor demonstrates in “The King
of the Birds” the importance of the literal sense as the foundation for
the other senses – allegorical, moral, and anagogical. Although not
ostensibly about religion, this first essay in Mystery and Manners is
profoundly religious, presenting many themes found in Christian
faith. The peacock becomes an icon, pulling ordinary people through
the literal level towards the other senses, culminating in the
anagogical, of Christ’s sacrifice and of a Christian’s awe. But such a
movement, from literal to anagogical, would not be possible without
a strong literal sense rooting the other senses. While the peacock
represents an icon, it is a peacock first.
Specific, concrete, regional details – the nuts and bolts of the
literal sense – are necessary in order for the other senses to find root
and operate. In section II, O’Connor argues for the importance of a
strong literal sense for any good fiction writer, especially a Southern
Catholic fiction writer. In “The Fiction Writer and His Country,”
O’Connor states three kinds of “country” in which the fiction writer
works: “the actual countryside... his region and nation... and... his true
country, which the writer with Christian convictions will consider to
be what is eternal and absolute” (MM 27). The fiction writer must be
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aware of all three kinds of country, but, as O’Connor stresses, “[I]t is
the peculiar burden of the fiction writer that he has to make one
country do for all and that he has to evoke that one country through
the concrete particulars of a life that he can make believable” (MM
27). Only the concrete and specific have the credibility of fact, and so
“the region that most immediately surrounds him, or simply the
country, with its body of manners” (MM 28), are the persuasive
details which serve as touchstones to the writer’s “true country.” For
O’Connor, her "true country" comes from “the meaning of life...
centered in our Redemption by Christ [so that] what [she sees] in the
world [she sees] in its relation to that” (MM 32). Seeing a
disconnection between her audience’s view of the world and her own
view, O’Connor employs concrete and specific details of a grotesque
and violent nature because “you have to make your vision apparent
by shock – to the hard of hearing you shout, and for the almost blind
you draw large and startling figures” (MM 34). For O'Connor, drastic
problems call for drastic measures.
O’Connor further explains the importance of these “large and
startling figures” in the essay “The Grotesque in Southern Fiction.”
Southern writers use the grotesque because “the writer has made
alive some experience which we are not accustomed to observe every
day, or which the ordinary man may never experience in his ordinary
life” (MM 40). The literal, naturalistic nature of the grotesque points
to “an experience of mystery itself” (MM 41), a sense of mystery that
the fiction writer sees as missing in the world of his audience. The
greater the lack, the greater the use of the grotesque, which is the
“use [of] the concrete in a more drastic way... the way of distortion,”
in order to connect to “a point not visible to the naked eye, but
believed in by him [the writer] firmly, just as real to him, really, as the
one that everybody sees” (MM 48). The grotesque, literally described,
has an allegorical inscription, caused by “the prophetic vision” of the
novelist (MM 44) that sees the “essential displacement” of losing
one’s “true country.” But this vision must start with the concrete.
The novelist goes “into himself... into his region” for concrete reality;
and “through the darkness of the familiar into a world where, like the
blind man cured in the gospels, he sees men as if they were trees, but
walking” (MM 50). O’Connor stresses again in the essay "The
Regional Writer" the importance of the literal in order for the
allegorical and the other spiritual senses to operate. “The best
American fiction has always been regional,” states O’Connor (MM
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55), especially in the South, in which “we have had our Fall... [and
thus] have gone into the modern world with an inburnt knowledge of
human limitations and with a sense of mystery” (MM 59). Mystery
comes in the literal details: “The writer operates at a peculiar
crossroads where time and place and eternity meet. His problem is to
find that location” (MM 59).
In section III of Mystery and Manners, O’Connor goes more into
the mystery suggested by the literal level of the work, explores the
writer's problem of the hostility of one's audience members, and
suggests how to draw them into the allegorical and moral levels in
one's work. In other words, O'Connor moves from the concerns of
the literal sense to the concerns of the allegorical and moral senses.
Earlier, in “The Fiction Writer and His Country,” O’Connor
mentions that “[in] the greatest fiction, the writer’s moral sense
coincides with his dramatic sense” (MM 31); she says this, almost
verbatim, in “The Nature and Aim of Fiction.” But instead of
stressing morality over drama, this time O’Connor stresses drama
over morality:
[A] piece of fiction must be very much a self-contained
dramatic unit.
This means that it must carry its meaning inside it. It
means that any abstractly expressed compassion or piety or
morality in a piece of fiction is only a statement added to it. It
means that you can’t make an inadequate dramatic action
complete by putting a statement of meaning on the end of it
or in the middle of it or at the beginning of it. It means that
when you write fiction you are speaking with character and
action, not about character and action. The writer’s moral
sense must coincide with his dramatic sense. (MM 75-76)16
16

O’Connor also states this in a letter to Shirley Abbott, dated March 17,
1956:
I believe that the writer’s moral sense must coincide with his
dramatic sense and this means that moral judgment has to be implicit
in the act of vision. Let me make no bones about it: I write from the
standpoint of Christian orthodoxy.... I find that this in no way limits
my freedom as a writer and that it increases rather than decreases my
vision.... For the fiction writer, to believe nothing is to see nothing. I
don’t write to bring anybody a message, as you know yourself that
this is not the purpose of the novelist; but the message I find in the
life I see is a moral message. (HB 147)
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In this section, the craft of fiction writing becomes important,
“the habit of art,” as O’Connor calls it (MM 65), which, from Jacques
Maritain, “means a certain quality or virtue of the mind” (MM 64-65).
Taking her definition from Aquinas, O’Connor states that the “basis
of art is truth, both in matter and in mode. The person who aims
after art in his work aims for truth, in an imaginative sense, no more
and no less” (MM 65).17 One quality of fiction is “that it is concrete
[which] appeals through the senses... [because] the world of the
fiction writer is full of matter” (MM 67). O’Connor links this literal
sense with the spiritual senses: “all those concrete details of life that
make actual the mystery of our position on earth,” because “fiction is
so very much an incarnational art” (MM 68). Just as Christ is the
incarnated God in sacred history, the details of the literal sense are
incarnated spiritual senses in fiction. But, as discussed earlier, the
literal sense of medieval exegesis is not merely factual details of a text
but also the intent of the author. O'Connor distinguishes this artistic
literal sense of an incarnated world from a scientific naturalism,
which only presents objective facts of an empirical world: "In a work
of art we can be extremely literal, without being in the least
naturalistic,” because naturalism strictly speaking is only “natural to
life [but not necessarily] natural to the work” (MM 70). Certain literal
meanings of details “accumulate meaning from the story itself, and
when this happens they become symbolic in their action” (MM 70).
Unlike strict naturalism, the literal sense moves to the allegorical and
other senses, for the fiction writer “is able to see different levels of
reality in one image or one situation” (MM 72).
In addition to being concrete, fiction is dramatic, as O'Connor
also explains in "The Nature and Aim of Fiction." The “reader has
the sense that it [the story] is unfolding around him” (MM 73).
Unlike the novel of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, in which
the author “was everywhere in his own work” (MM 74), the modern
novel is a kind of drama, in which “the author is nowhere to be
found in the book. The reader is on his own, floundering around in
the thoughts of various unsavory characters” (MM 74). But, as
O’Connor makes clear, the novelist “selects every word for a reason,
17

On the purpose of art, O’Connor says, “I got it from St. Thomas (via
Maritain) who allows that art is wholly concerned with the good of that
which is made; it has no utilitarian end. If you do manage to use it
successfully for social, religious, or other purposes, it is because you make it
art first” (HB 157).
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every detail for a reason, every incident for a reason, and arranges
them in a certain time-sequence for a reason,” so that “a piece of
fiction must be very much a self-contained dramatic unit,” carrying
"its meaning inside it” (MM 75). In the essay “Writing Short Stories,”
O’Connor clarifies that the “meaning of fiction” “is not abstract
meaning but experienced meaning” (MM 96). The meaning of fiction
comes through the action of the drama, the recreated experience,
which the reader reads and experiences himself. As O'Connor
explains in the essay "On Her Own Work," the reader moves from
literal to allegorical to moral, in "[an experience] which somehow
[makes] contact with mystery” (MM 111). For O’Connor, the surest
way to "make contact with mystery" in her work is violence:
[I]n my stories I have found that violence is strangely capable
of returning my characters to reality and preparing them to
accept their moment of grace. Their heads are so hard that
almost nothing else will do the work. This idea, that reality is
something to which we must be returned at considerable cost,
is one which is seldom understood by the casual reader, but it
is one which is implicit in the Christian view of the world.
(MM 112)
In addition to her characters, O’Connor also perceived her
readers’ heads to be so hard that almost nothing else would "do the
work"; but violence, the grotesque, and even the devil himself (MM
118) become means of creating “an action that it totally unexpected,
yet totally believable” (MM 118).
O'Connor discusses the problem of her modern readers in the last
“allegorical and moral” section, section IV. “It is the business of
fiction to embody mystery [spiritual meaning] through manners
[concrete details], and mystery is a great embarrassment to the
modern mind” (MM 124), O’Connor declares in “The Teaching of
Literature.” Because of the rise in esteem for quantitative, materialist
facts, or “figures,” over mystery (MM 125), she asserts that “the aim
of learning [today] is to eliminate mystery” (MM 125). O’Connor lists
three popular ways in which literature is taught: as literary history
(MM 125), as authorial autobiography and psychology (MM 126), and
as case studies in sociology (MM 126). O’Connor does not
necessarily cast off these pedagogical approaches but nevertheless
judges them to be “hardly the main consideration for the teacher
[and student] of English” (MM 126). In “Total Effect and the Eighth
Grade,” O’Connor defines “total effect [as]… the final effect of the
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whole book upon the general reader” (MM 136). Understanding a
book’s total effect depends “not only on [the book’s] innate impact
[upon the reader] but upon the experience, literary and otherwise, [of
that reader] with which [the book] is approached” (MM 138). The
reader must have “some literary experience” (MM 139) or knowledge
and understanding of “the best writing of the past” in order “to make
his own way amid experiences dramatically rendered and symbolically
ordered” (MM 138) toward “an understanding of the best writing of
the present” (MM 140). O'Connor's suggestion of a better way to
teach literature is her secular version of “littera gesta docet, quid credes
allegoria, moralist quid agas, quo tendas anagogia” as applied to public
school English education, which has a great impact on the literary
abilities of her readers. According to O’Connor:
In our fractured culture, we cannot agree on morals; we
cannot even agree that moral matters should come before
literary ones when there is a conflict between them. All this is
another reason why the high schools would do well to return
to their proper business of preparing foundations. (MM 140)
In other words, the “proper business” of public school education
is to teach a basic civil and cultural literacy upon which a more
complex critical education can be built. O’Connor stresses these
foundations – a shared cultural experience, traditional manners, and
an awareness of people’s idiosyncratic responses to this experience
and these manners. For without these foundations, portrayed by the
writer and perceived by the reader, all sense of mystery in fiction and
in nature is lost.
Section V gives examples of the anagogical level, that is, the
source of O’Connor’s anagogical vision in her Catholicism. In the
essay “The Church and the Fiction Writer,” O’Connor declares,
“When people have told me that because I am a Catholic, I cannot be
an artist, I have had to reply, ruefully, that because I am a Catholic, I
cannot afford to be less than an artist” (MM 146). In other words,
because her audience will perceive her Catholicism as an imaginative
limitation, O’Connor must work harder to create good, solid fiction
by doing justice to her artistic vision. Faith, dramatic sense, and the
“vision of what-is,” the vision of the concrete details of the world,
must work together in order to make “fiction... according to its
nature”:
When fiction is made according to its nature, it should
reinforce our sense of the supernatural by grounding it in
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concrete reality. If the writer uses his eyes in the real security
of his faith, he will be obliged to use them honestly, and his
sense of mystery, and acceptance of it, will be increased. (MM
148)
The nature and aim of fiction is to be an incarnational art that
represents and dramatizes a “sacramental view of life” (MM 152).
Any less than that, and the novelist will have betrayed his faith,
dramatic sense, and his “vision of what-is.” “As a novelist,”
O’Connor declares in “Novelist and Believer,” “the major part of my
task is to make everything, even an ultimate concern, as solid, as
concrete, as specific as possible” (MM 155). Herein lies the
importance of the literal sense again, because out of these literal
details comes an “image of ultimate reality as it can be glimpsed in
some aspect of the human situation. In this sense, art reveals” (MM
158); and, for the non-believing audience, art, not Scripture, may be
the way to experience this anagogical vision of reality, this sense of
mystery. For O’Connor recognizes that even modern, secular man
desires mystery, perhaps even in spite of himself: “We live in an
unbelieving age but one which is markedly and lopsidedly spiritual”
(MM 159). Barred from traditional religious tropes, O’Connor uses
distortion and exaggeration as the way to revelation for an audience
"in which religious feeling has become, if not atrophied, at least
vaporous and sentimental” (MM 161). O'Connor strives to
"penetrate the natural human world as it is” (MM 163) and reveal to
her unbelieving readers the human world as incomplete (MM 167)
and “broken” (MM 168).
This awareness of the “broken” human world comes about
because of O’Connor’s Catholicism; it is “a light to see the world
by,” as she states in the essay “Catholic Novelists and Their
Readers.” This “light” does not add but clarifies, as a flashlight shines
in a dark, crowded cellar in order to expose what is there. “Every
serious novelist is trying to portray reality as it manifests itself in our
concrete, sensual life,” O’Connor declares (MM 170), so even though
a Catholic novelist sees with faith, that novelist must also be true to
his vocation as a novelist. She continues:
But the writer whose vocation is fiction sees his obligation as
being to the truth of what can happen in life, and not to the
reader – not to the reader’s taste, not to the reader’s happiness,
not even to the reader’s morals. The Catholic novelist doesn’t
have to be a saint; he doesn’t even have to be a Catholic; he
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does, unfortunately, have to be a novelist. (MM 172)
As a fiction writer, then, the Catholic novelist must create a world
that is believable, of what-is, not what-should-be. Yet that fictional
world, in order to be true to his Catholic vision, must be denser in
scope than mere empirical mimesis. O’Connor continues:
The novelist is required to create the illusion of a whole world
with believable people in it, and the chief difference between
the novelist who is an orthodox Christian and the novelist
who is merely a naturalist is that the Christian novelist lives in
a larger universe. He believes that the natural world contains
the supernatural. And this doesn’t mean that his obligation to
portray the natural is less; it means it is greater. (MM 175)
Seeing with faith, or with anagogical vision, a Catholic novelist
sees that everything in the world contains the supernatural. But
writing about everything hardly makes good drama – it would either
paralyze the novelist, wondering where to start, or overwhelm the
reader with too many details, too much sense data. People learn
through specifics, and the talent and skill -- the “habit of art” – of the
Catholic novelist must narrow the scope of that all-seeing anagogical
vision and use it as a spotlight to capture specific things in the world
so that, like a synecdoche, that particular part of the world represents
the whole of the world.
O'Connor realizes that only in limitation can one make any sense
of the world: “We are limited human beings, and the novel is a
product of our best limitations,” O’Connor asserts in “The Catholic
Novelist in the Protestant South” (MM 193). “This discovery of
being bound through the senses to a particular society and a
particular history, to particular sounds and a particular idiom, is for
the writer the beginning of a recognition that first puts his work into
real human perspective for him” (MM 197). Human beings are
bound by time and space, bound by their very bodies; even their
imagination is bound (MM 197). Even if, for the novelist, those
boundaries hold fathomless spiritual depths, they need to be real in
order for those spiritual depths to be real: “you cannot say much that
is significant about this mystery [of personality] unless the characters
you create exist with the marks of a believable society about them”
(MM 199). This artistic demand of making his world real explains
why O’Connor appreciates living in the Protestant South. It has a
distinctive idiom (MM 199); it has scriptural knowledge as a common
mythos so that “in the South the Bible is known by the ignorant as
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well” (MM 203); it has an “extreme individualism” (MM 206)
resulting in extreme individualistic types like the “backwoods
prophets and shouting fundamentalists” (MM 207); and it has its
"own history of defeat and violation” (MM 209). And yet it is the
Bible Belt residing in the modern world. As O’Connor notes, “A
half-hour’s ride in this region will take him from places where the life
has a distinctly Old Testament flavor to places where the life might
be considered post-Christian” (MM 209). With viscerally real details
around her, O’Connor can be artistically true to her literal sense as
she writes with anagogical vision.
If section I begins Mystery and Manners with the literal sense of
birth and life as seen in raising peacocks, then section VI ends the
collection with the anagogical sense of life and death as seen in the
memoir of a little girl. One begins with the sublime beauty of the
grotesque, and the other ends with the sublime ugliness of the
grotesque. In this “Introduction to A Memoir of Mary Ann,”
O’Connor narrates the events of her being approached by and then
helping the Dominican nuns who raised cancer-afflicted Mary Ann to
bring Mary Ann’s story to light. O'Connor despises pious stories of
children who "brighten the corners where they are" (MM 213); but,
seeing a photograph of Mary Ann's cancerous face, with "the nose
and mouth crowded slightly out of place" (MM 215), O'Connor
realizes that the reality of this girl's grotesqueness will not make a
falsely sentimental story.
In fact, the literal sense of Mary Ann's face spurs O'Connor to
find an allegory in Nathaniel Hawthorne's "The Birth Mark": "The
child's picture had brought to mind his story, 'The Birth-Mark.’ I
found the story and opened it at that wonderful section of dialogue
where Aylmer first mentions his wife's defect to her" (MM 215-16).
Linking the fictional birthmark of Aylmer's wife to the factual tumor
of Mary Ann, O'Connor knows the modern world would see Mary
Ann as Aylmer sees his wife: a defective human being that shocks
(MM 216).
Briefly, O'Connor moves to the literal sense, this time thinking of
the historical context of the nuns who take care of terminal patients
such as Mary Ann. In addition to being allegorically linked to the
"The Birth Mark," Mary Ann is historically linked to Nathaniel
Hawthorne because Hawthorne's daughter, Rose Hawthorne
Lathrop, as Mother Alphonsa, founded the Dominican congregation
of nuns who, one hundred years later, would later take in Mary Ann.
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Returning to the allegorical level, O'Connor finds Rose's charitable
work with cancerous patients, especially children, to be a fulfillment
of her father's tentative encounter with a sick child in an orphanage.
Hawthorne fought his natural desire to shun this "wretched, pale,
half-torpid little thing" who was following him around and mutely
wanted to be picked up and hugged (MM 218). Fighting this natural
desire to shun ugliness, the "tendency of putting ice into the blood"
(MM 217), Hawthorne overcame this “tendency” and picked up the
grotesque child like a father picking up his own (MM 219). "It was as
if God had promised the child this favor on my behalf, and that I
must needs fulfill the contract," O'Connor recounts Hawthorne's
words (MM 218). Hawthorne discovered the anagogical -- the level
where God loves human beings -- in the tropological, or moral -- the
level where human beings love each other. O'Connor, like the
medieval exegetes linking the Old Testament with the New
Testament in the allegorical sense, links Hawthorne's encounter with
this sick child with his daughter's charitable work: "If he observed,
fearfully but truthfully; if he acted, reluctantly but firmly, she charged
ahead, secure in the path his truthfulness had outlined for her" (MM
219). In this statement, O'Connor moves from the allegorical -- one
fact pointing to another -- to the tropological, or moral level, the
level of what one should do: "if he acted . . . she charged ahead."
This consideration of Mary Ann's personal story in light of
Nathaniel and Rose Hawthorne's stories also spurs O'Connor to act.
She writes to Sister Evangelist, the nun who oversaw Mary Ann's
care, and advises that the nuns themselves write Mary Ann's
biography (MM 217). Even though O'Connor hopes that her
assistance to the nuns will end with that advice, she accepts her
editorial duty when the nuns' manuscript arrives. "There was
everything about the writing to make the professional groan,"
O'Connor states (MM 222). Like Hawthorne, she has the natural
tendency to shun ugliness, that is, ugly writing. But also like
Hawthorne, O'Connor sees beyond the "imperfections of the
writing" and thinks of "the mystery of Mary Ann," which the nuns
"had managed to convey" (MM 223). O'Connor's "Introduction to A
Memoir of Mary Ann" is her own act of charity towards these nuns
and to Mary Ann herself, a work of the tropological, or moral level.
O'Connor's thoughts in the second half of this essay move to the
anagogical level: "[Mary Ann] and the sisters who had taught her had
fashioned from her unfinished face the material of her death. The
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creative action of the Christian’s life is to prepare his death in Christ”
(MM 223). Que tendas anagogia [docet]: “anagogy teaches what mark you
should be aiming for,” and in believing in Christ, one believes in the
life after this worldly life. The only way to that life, as seen in Christ’s
example, is through imperfection, pain, suffering, and death.
O'Connor indicates, “The defect in Mary Ann’s cheek could not have
been mistaken for a charm. It was plainly grotesque” (MM 216), and
for the modern, secular sensibility, such a fact “discredit[s] the
goodness of God, and once you have discredited his goodness, you
are done with him” (MM 227). But that sensibility has forgotten what
goodness looks like: “Few have stared at [the good] long enough to
accept the fact that its face too is grotesque, that in us the good is
something under construction” (MM 226). In confusing the
grotesque of the good with some modern, secular idea of “evil,” this
modern sensibility argues that this “evil” needs to be stamped out.
O’Connor sees real evil as a result, alluding to the horrors of World
War II, “terror... [with] forced-labor camps and in the fumes of the
gas chamber” (MM 227). Like Aylmer destroying his wife in his
pursuit of stamping out her birthmark, O'Connor sees the modern,
secular world destroying real human goodness in its pursuit of
stamping out human imperfection.
From the literal of Mary Ann's picture, O’Connor moves to the
allegorical, comparing Mary Ann’s story with Nathaniel and Rose
Hawthorne’s stories. From the allegorical she moves to the moral
(deciding to help the nuns). From the moral, she moves to the
anagogical (“death in Christ”). And from the anagogical, she sees the
literal anew – the historical atrocities of secular “tenderness” (MM
227). With this larger anagogical view, she sees the literal, the
allegorical, and the moral levels of reality infused with a meaning
much greater than one suspects. Thus, with this last essay, O'Connor
stresses the importance of the anagogical, in order to understand fully
the true beauty and ugliness of the literal, and the importance of the
allegorical and moral, in order to move from the literal to the
anagogical.
Mystery and Manners is arranged thematically, or perhaps
sequentially, but not chronologically. O’Connor’s exegetical prowess,
however, can be seen very early in her literary career and up to the
year of her death in 1964, in her extensive correspondence, as
collected in The Habit of Being, and in her book reviews, as collected in
The Presence of Grace and Other Book Reviews. In reading selections from
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these other collections of O’Connor’s nonfiction, one gains a view of
O’Connor’s developing abilities as an exegete of nature, her own
work, and the works of others.
The Habit of Being begins earlier and ends later than The Presence of
Grace and Other Book Reviews, so one can follow the former’s four-part
chronology: “Part I: Up North and Getting Home 1948-1952,” “Part
II: Day In and Day Out 1953-1958,” “Part III: ‘The Violent Bear It
Away’ 1959-1963,” and “Part IV: The Last Year 1964.” Because of
the nature of correspondence, one sees much of the littera gesta – the
everyday details and concerns of the life of a writer. But one also sees
the keen awareness of the world around her as matter for her work
and of her distinctive imaginative vision, informed by her faith, even
as early as 1949, when she is searching for a publisher amenable to
her first novel, Wise Blood, and finds misunderstanding instead. In a
letter to John Selby, a prospective publisher, dated February 18, 1949,
O’Connor states:
I feel that whatever virtues the novel may have are very much
connected with the limitations you mention. I am not writing a
conventional novel, and I think that the quality of the novel I
write will derive precisely from the peculiarity or aloneness, if
you will, of the experience I write from. (HB 10)
One has already seen in Mystery and Manners that out of limitations
and boundaries come spiritual meanings, that without these regional
limitations, the “virtues of the novel” have no footing. For
O’Connor, these regional limitations make her idiosyncratic
characters come alive so that they do not simply live in the novel but
also in her life. For instance, while writing Wise Blood, she talks about
her character Enoch as if he were an actual person, living with her:
“Me and Enoch are living in the woods in Connecticut with the
Robert Fitzgeralds. Enoch didn’t care so much for New York” (HB
21), and “Old man Emery has to keep away from Enoch because
Enoch makes him break out. He broke out in the ape suit – hives”
(HB 35).
The existence of a grotesque character like Enoch feels real
because O’Connor can see herself and the details of her surroundings
with the same eye with which she creates Enoch Emery. For
example, on a photograph of herself for the back cover of Wise Blood,
she says, “The one I sent looked as if I had just bitten my
grandmother and that this was one of my few pleasures, but all the
rest were worse” (HB 31). On an anecdote from a farmer’s wife
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about a singing preacher, she says, “Mrs. P... was telling about how
her new preacher sings his sermons. He puts a chair out on the
platform and then calls up various [b]iblical characters to testify” (HB
48). Also, on a newspaper photo of Roy Rogers’ horse, she says,
“Did you see the picture of Roy Rogers’s horse attending a church
service in Pasadena? I forgot whether his name was Tex or Trigger
but he was dressed fit to kill and looked like he was having a good
time. He doubled the usual attendance” (HB 49). In the same letter
that mentions Roy Rogers’ horse, O’Connor declares, “I feel that a
feeling for the vulgar is my natural talent” (HB 49); this “feeling for
the vulgar” – not only meaning the uncouth and barbaric but also
meaning the common and everyday qualities of persons, places, and
things -- is part of O’Connor’s literal sense. This literal sense for the
vulgar is not only the basis for her “habit of art” but also, as Sally
Fitzgerald puts it, her “habit of being: an excellence not only of
action but of interior disposition and activity that increasingly
reflected the object, the being, which specified it, and was itself
reflected in what she did and said” (HB xvii). This “habit of being”
which flows into her “habit of art” is evident, even in these early
letters.
In Part II, we see a novelist fully engaged in the creative world
and the world of letters. Even though “[e]verything has to operate
first on the literal level” (HB 299), her artistic vision, no matter what
she does, paints that literal level with a broad brush or, in
O’Connor’s case, “a palette knife” (HB 60), so that the thing created
is not a photo-realistic, naturalistic image but an icon (using the
Christian connotation of that word) of something greater. For
example, Nelson in the short story “The Artificial Nigger” sees a
black woman for the first time and, says O’Connor, “I meant for her
in an almost physical way to suggest the mystery of existence to him”
(HB 78). In a March 10, 1956, letter to Eileen Hall, O’Connor
explains this “mystery of existence”:
[Art] is something that one experiences alone and for the
purpose of realizing in a fresh way, through the senses, the
mystery of existence. Part of the mystery of existence is sin.
[....] Fiction is the concrete expression of mystery – mystery
that is lived. Catholics believe that all creation is good and that
evil is the wrong use of good and that without Grace we use it
wrong most of the time. We almost have to approach it
negatively. As to natural Grace, we have to take that the way it
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comes – through nature. In any case, it operates surrounded
by evil. (HB 143-44)
One again sees how O’Connor’s anagogical vision sees the literal
world shot through with allegory, shaping how she crafts her fiction,
balancing her moral sense with her dramatic sense. A fourfold
medieval exegetical reading of nature as both created and fallen but
still shot through with Grace makes, as O’Connor puts it, “the stories
spare and... gives them any permanent quality they may have” (HB
221), so that woods become a Christ symbol (HB 190), murderers
become prophets (HB 227), and “idiots” become vessels of grace
(HB 301). Without this exegetical reading, O'Connor's stories would
appear grotesquely tragic. As O’Connor states, “All my stories are
about the action of grace on a character who is not very willing to
support it, but most people think of these stories as hard, hopeless,
brutal, etc. [sic]” (HB 275). This misunderstanding happens because,
as O’Connor mentions in her review of Caroline Gordon’s The
Malefactors (March 13, 1956), “Making grace believable to the
contemporary reader is the almost insurmountable problem of the
novelist who writes from the standpoint of Christian orthodoxy” (PG
16). For O’Connor, what makes grace believable is violence and pain,
for “[a]ll human nature vigorously resists grace because grace changes
us and the change is painful” (HB 307). But O’Connor recognizes
that the contemporary reader will certainly see the violence but
perhaps not see the grace within the violence, because the
contemporary reader would equate violence and pain with evils that
need to be eradicated.
In her May 2, 1959, review of Christian Ascetics and Modern Man,
O’Connor writes,
Whereas the man of the middle ages had exuberance to
control, modern man, living a life of nervous attrition, has
little; he ‘is today a creature divorced from his own nature.’
Rather than stimulate discipline in himself by sought pain, his
need is to gain it through the practice of positive charity. (PG
72)
O’Connor recommends this book highly, and one can see the way in
which its ideas would correspond with O’Connor’s view of her
modern audience. Her authorial view determines the practice of her
anagogical vision, emphasizing salient details in her work that would
reach a hostile audience.
This practical concern of reaching her audience occupies most of
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O’Connor’s letters in Part III of The Habit of Being, during a time
when O’Connor is at the height of her literary life. In several places,
she stresses the importance of the literal sense: Her answer to the
question “What is the significance of the Misfit’s hat?” is “[I]t was to
cover his head” (HB 334). She exclaims, “They [college students] try
to make everything a symbol. It kills me” (HB 465), and, “Too much
interpretation is certainly worse than too little, and where feeling for
a story is absent, theory will not supply it” (HB 437). Certainly,
O’Connor has no problem with symbols and allegory per se, but
symbols and allegory without a literal foundation are artificial and
dead, because “in good fiction and drama you need to go through the
concrete situation to some experience of mystery” (HB 520).18 In
fact, O’Connor gives an allegorical reading of her peacock’s tail,
saying that the “eyes in the tail stand for the eyes of the Church” (HB
509), but the peacock’s tail is still, first and foremost, made of
feathers, even if it is “a genuine work of the Lord” (HB 509). As
O’Connor asserts, “A story has to have muscle as well as meaning,
and the meaning has to be in the muscle” (HB 362). The literal sense
comes first.
Most of O’Connor’s letters in Part III dwell on the tropological,
or moral sense, that is, the “quid agas” of moralis quid agas, “what
you should do” – as believer, writer, and reader. O’Connor writes,
“[I]t is the business of the artist to uncover the strangeness of truth”
(HB 343). That "uncovering” is not easy for an artist who believes,
because belief is not easy; as O’Connor indicates, “What people don’t
realize is how much religion costs. It is much harder to believe than
not to believe” (HB 354). This statement is especially true for
O’Connor’s audience, “which does not believe in evil, or better, in
the reality of a personal devil, in principalities and in powers” (HB
357); “the modern reader is so far de-Christianized that he doesn’t
recognize the Devil when he sees him” (HB 361). O'Connor chooses
to portray the drama of personal redemption, with grace on one side
and the Devil on the other (or, more often than not, grace operating
through the Devil) in order to move her readers to some awareness
of the “strangeness of truth” which has been “prepared for... by the
intensity of the evil circumstances” (HB 367-68). As O’Connor
18

“[I]f it’s a symbol, to hell with it” was O’Connor’s reply to a woman who
saw the Eucharist only as a symbol, with no concrete reality behind it (HB
125).
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declares, “[G]race can be violent or would have to be to compete
with the kind of evil I can make concrete” (HB 373) and “this is the
violence of love, of giving more than the law demands” (HB 382).
For O’Connor’s audience, this is shocking, but for O’Connor this is
in keeping with her anagogical vision of nature and fiction: “Grace,
to the Catholic way of thinking, can and does use as its medium the
imperfect, purely human, and even hypocritical” (HB 389). The real
drama is how O’Connor’s characters react to grace. Do they accept
or reject? It is a hard choice because “before it [grace] heals, it cuts
with the sword Christ said he came to bring” (HB 411). O’Connor
dramatizes this paradox of Christianity in the lives of her “imperfect,
purely human, and even hypocritical” characters.
As discussed earlier, this ability to see this paradox, to see Christ
and Redemption in the dark places of the human's soul, is the
anagogical level of “prophetic vision.” As O’Connor declares,
“According to St. Thomas, prophetic vision is not a matter of seeing
clearly, but of seeing what is distant, hidden” (HB 365). O'Connor
mentions the prophetic, or anagogical, in her August 20, 1960, review
of William F. Lynch’s Christ and Apollo and a March 13, 1962, letter
to Charlotte Gafford. After listing the four senses of medieval
exegesis, O’Connor states in the review, “This is the Catholic way of
reading nature as well as [S]cripture, and it is a way which leaves open
the most possibilities to be found in the actual” (PG 94). Similarly,
she states in the letter, “The writer whose point of view is Catholic in
the widest sense of the term reads nature the same way the medieval
commentators read Scripture” (HB 468). O'Connor, however, rarely
portrays Catholic characters as experiencing the prophetic or
anagogical vision in her fiction, preferring to cast Protestant fanatics
instead. For O’Connor, putting a “Catholic” point of view in a
fundamentalist Protestant is not a contradiction but rather an
example of the paradoxical nature of Christianity. She states:
[I]f you are a Catholic and have this intensity of belief you join
the convent and are heard no more; whereas if you are a
Protestant and have it, there is no convent for you to join and
you go about in the world getting into all sorts of trouble and
drawing the wrath of people who don’t believe anything much
at all down on your head.
This is one reason why I can write about Protestant
believers better than Catholic believers – because they express
their belief in diverse kinds of dramatic action which is
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obvious enough for me to catch. I can’t write about anything
subtle. Another thing, the prophet is a man apart…. When
you leave a man alone with his Bible and the Holy Ghost
inspires him, he’s going to be a Catholic one way or another,
even though he knows nothing about the visible Church. His
kind of Christianity may not be socially desirable, but it will be
real in the sight of God. (HB 517)
For O'Connor, anagogical vision knows no religious
denomination; it is “Catholic” in the broad sense of that term, that is,
universal, so that her Protestant believers (or non-believers in many
cases), imbued with this “Catholic” point of view, represent more
than themselves while still remaining themselves.
In 1964, the year of her death, O’Connor’s letters are engaged
mostly on the literal level, especially details of her time period: Martin
Luther King, Jr. (HB 564), the Beatles (HB 566), Cassius Clay (HB
571), and her last bout with lupus (HB 571). But O’Connor’s role as a
Catholic woman of letters, engaged in her “habit of being” and
“habit of art,” is still active. In her last published review (January 9,
1964), she recommends a study of the Bible, stating that the “Old
and New Testaments are tied in together with quotations... [showing]
that sacred history is a continuous revelation with the seeds of the
future contained in the past” (PG 176), thus lauding its allegorical
sense. She recounts to her friend “A”/Betty Hester that “Maryat’s
niece asked her [Maryat] why I had made Mary Grace [a character in
the story “Revelation”] so ugly. ‘Because Flannery loves her,’ said
Maryat. Very perceptive girl” (HB 578). In other words, O’Connor
praises Maryat for recognizing Mary Grace’s grotesqueness as the
work of God’s grace (besides her obvious name), for seeing the
loving moral sense underneath the ugly literal sense of Mary Grace's
violence towards Ruby Turpin, and for seeing the anagogical sense of
her divine message represented by Mary Grace’s literal curse. Till the
very end of her life, O’Connor’s belief in the anagogical vision of
reality, wherein the divine enters into the fleshly world, governs her
imagination, so that her last complete story, “Parker’s Back,” is
literally about the divine entering into the flesh by way of tattoos and
the woman who rejects this sacramental belief, “Sarah Ruth... the
heretic [who believes] that you can worship pure spirit” (HB 594).
In her essays, lectures, reviews, and letters, O’Connor has been
consistent in this exegetical “attitude toward all of Creation” (MM
73), this fourfold sense of medieval exegesis as “the Catholic way of
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reading nature” (PG 94), which Dante, a fellow Catholic artist, has
also advocated and used. But O’Connor’s modern audience is not
Dante’s medieval audience, and O’Connor’s Southern, American
manners are not Dante’s Florentine, Italian manners. Even their
choices of literary form are different, from Dante's lyric and epic
poetry to O'Connor's short story and novel. But the way of reading
the world is the same for both, an anagogical vision which makes her
fiction not “conventional” by modern fictional standards – “I am not
writing a conventional novel” as she says in an early letter (HB 10).
That is, she does not follow the conventions of the purely
naturalistic, modern novel, even as she states that modern fiction is
“a self-contained dramatic unit” (MM 75). In addition to this
statement, however, she identifies her own fiction as a “kind of
comedy” (HB 367) and actually identifies one story as “a medieval
study” (HB 377) and another as “a little morality play” (HB 186).
O’Connor perhaps suggests that her "unconventionality," as found in
Dante's Divine Comedy, can also be found in another medieval creative
form which a modern Catholic fiction writer who reads nature with
medieval exegesis can use as a narrative pattern of her own work.
That form is medieval drama.
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3 MEDIEVAL DRAMA: ORIGINS, GENRES,
EXAMPLES, AND O’CONNOR’S FICTION

That the flavor of O’Connor’s fiction has a medieval piquancy has
been clear to many of her critics. Miles Orvell states that one finds in
it “a certain incongruity between style and subject, a kind of
impassivity in the face of the extraordinary [which]... recalls a
characteristically medieval effect” (58). Carter Martin, in his analysis
of Mrs. Shortley in “The Displaced Person,” sees her “struggles
against death... [to be] somewhat in the manner of Everyman in the
medieval morality play” (212). Anthony Di Renzo finds similarities
between the mystery plays and O'Connor's fiction, in their “shocking
emphasis on the sheer physicality of the human body” (63) and the
“cross-eyed blending of the religious and the satirical” (99).
But not many of O’Connor’s critics analyze the narrative structure
of medieval drama in O’Connor’s fiction, a structure that also serves
as a concrete example of her anagogical vision as a Catholic novelist.
O’Connor herself insists that modern fiction is “a self-contained
dramatic unit” (MM 75) but, for a modern Catholic writer, a dramatic
unit depicting the experience of the “moment of grace” (MM 112).
Both medieval dramatist and this kind of modern writer have this
anagogical vision, and both medieval drama and O’Connor’s fiction
dramatize this “moment of grace.” As one will see, the pattern of
dramatizing this moment of grace is also the same for both medieval
dramatist and O’Connor, a pattern that follows the four senses of
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medieval exegesis. First, however, one must consider medieval drama
in its own right, its origins, its various forms, and its function as
religious drama.
ORIGINS OF MEDIEVAL DRAMA
O’Connor writes in a letter, “The liturgy and... the Bible... are
the places where the Church herself speaks” (HB 370), and likewise
in the liturgy and the Bible medieval drama was born. Drama had to
be born because, for the most part, pre-Christian drama was dead,
killed off by the same Church that would revitalize drama in a
different form. As David Bevington states, “The early Church
Fathers and other moralists sought for many years to suppress the
pagan and unsavory dramatic spectacles of the late Roman empire,
which featured wild-beast fights, human slaughter, naked dancing,
sumptuous processions, and the like” (3). Although there remained
“minstrels, troubadours, and other such entertainers” (3), drama as
publicly enacted with regular, large audiences died out, and in its
place were the rituals and ceremonies of Catholic liturgy. But this
ritualistic and ceremonial nature of Catholic liturgy contained the
seed of drama’s rebirth in the Middle Ages (Bevington 4).
That seed began to germinate and grow in the ninth and tenth
centuries, when Analarius, bishop of Metz (years 780-850) wrote the
Mass “in terms of a divine drama” (Tydeman 6) in order “to enhance
the appeal of public worship” (Bevington 4). Priests and deacons
became actors and the altar became a stage in a Mass that was still the
Mass but with the effect of “[c]rowds of excited worshippers
push[ing] forward to see the elevation of the host... and to demand
the repetition of this awesome act” (Bevington 5). This positive
response encouraged further dramatic enhancements of the liturgy,
so that dramatic liturgy and liturgical drama began to blur. As
Bevington states of another tenth-century dramatic enhancement of
the Catholic liturgy, the Visiting of the Sepulchre:
On the one hand, role-playing was common in early liturgical
ceremonies. On the other hand, even well-developed liturgical
plays were committed to the literal truth of Christ’s real
presence among men; the Visit to the Sepulchre was not
intended as a mere imitation of an action but as a
demonstration of the living reality of Christ’s resurrection,
performed in a style that remained highly formal and symbolic
rather than mimetic. (7)
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The one of the main differences, then, between dramatic liturgy and
liturgical drama resides in the actors and the setting. As Bevington
suggests, if the actors were priests and other members of the religious
and the action was done during a Mass, it was dramatic liturgy; if the
actors were laypeople and done outside the Mass, then it was
religious drama (7). According to Oscar Cargill, “[T]here appears to
be evidence to support the view that the early plays were the work of
the professional entertainers of the day, the minstrels, who were
hired by the monks to entertain, to instruct, and to draw to the
shrines the populace” (140). Whether these early plays were the
works of minstrels (as Cargill argues) or dramatic liturgical
ceremonies that gradually became appropriated by laypeople (as
Bevington claims), what is clear is the increased participation of
laypeople, so that the “crowds of excited worshippers” became a
ready audience and ready performers for formally staged religious
drama. E. Martin Brown proposes, “The people naturally wished to
have a share in this manner of showing forth their faith” (9).
Through performance, they could show their understanding of their
faith. William Tydeman points out, “[T]he great majority of plays...
are devoted to religious purposes and primarily brought into being to
render the salient truths of the Christian faith graphic and compelling
for those unable to read the [S]criptures for themselves” (17).19
Laypeople were the performers, ordinary folk were the audience, and
the performance was in the vernacular instead of liturgical Latin (20).
Medieval drama flourished in the late fourteenth century until the late
sixteenth century, with the advent of the Protestant reformation and
the secularization of drama (Bevington 227). During that time, three
genres of medieval drama arose.
THE THREE GENRES OF MEDIEVAL DRAMA
The three genres of medieval drama are mystery, miracle, and
morality.20 As Robert G. Hunter suggests,
19

The importance of instructing illiterate Christians explains the rise of
biblical and theological instruction in visual forms. Rosemary Woolf states,
“[T]he iconographic cycles, whether on church walls or in manuscripts . . .
for the sake of instruction set out the history of the redemption in pictorial
form” (75-76).
20 Many critics conflate “mystery” and “miracle” into the same genre, such
as R.D.S. Jack in his study, Pattern of Divine Comedy, and T.W. Craik in his
essay, “Violence in the English Miracle Plays” in Neville Denny’s Medieval
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[B]y relating and commenting on [scriptural] events, one may
make vivid the [Christian] doctrines which they inspired. This
is the method of the mystery play. Or they make the abstract
less abstract by means of metaphor.... Extend the metaphor
and you have allegory --- the Psychomachia of Prudentius or [the
morality play] The Castle of Perseverance. Finally, they illustrate
doctrine by example, as Christ himself so brilliantly illustrated
his with the Parables. This is the method of the miracle play.
(24)
In other words, the mystery play is dramatized Scripture, the
morality play is dramatized allegory, and the miracle play is
dramatized example.
As mentioned above, mystery plays are biblical, “from the Fall of
Lucifer to the Last Judgment," their plots drawn from Scripture and
performed in episodes, or “pageants,” that, taken together, form a
cycle of dramatic performances, like the well-known Corpus Christi
Cycle (Bevington 227). These plays were called “mysteries” because
the various civic craft, or “mystery,” guilds produced and performed
these plays (Bevington 227) and also because these plays “deal with
religious mysteries... making known the ways of God – and the
central principles of the Christian faith – to their audience” (Walker
Medieval Drama 3). The names of the four extensive English mystery
cycles are mostly taken from the town in which they were produced
and performed: York, Chester, Wakefield (also known as Towneley),
and N-Town (Bevington 227). According to Bevington, the York
cycle consisted of forty-eight pageants, Chester had twenty-four,
Wakefield had thirty-two, and N-Town had forty-three (227). These
civic festivals of biblical plays were “the most spectacular of all”
medieval drama, as Greg Walker declares (4). Walker further
speculates,
At York and Chester these pageants were performed on large
wagons, akin to modern carnival floats, which would be
manhandled around the city by men hired for the purpose.
And each pageant was assigned to a separate trade guild which
had to pay for and maintain their wagon, build or purchase
props and costumes, and generally make sure that their part of
the wider Cycle was performed smoothly and effectively on
the day of production. (4)21
Drama.
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Thus the mystery cycles were a community effort, strengthening
not only a community of townspeople but also a community of
Christian believers; ordinary townspeople participated in sacred
history, “investing their labour itself with a role in God’s salvific
plan” (Walker Medieval Drama 4), making real God’s divine comedy in
their lives.
Reflecting this divine comedy, the mystery plays themselves are
comic. Certainly, they focus on “Christ’s humanity and suffering” -- a
“primary characteristic of Gothic art” at the time, seen as a way of
bringing “religious experience closer to the lives of ordinary men and
women” (Bevington 233). T.W. Craik also identifies the cycles as
dark comedy in “the form of grotesque and comic violence” (195).
Moreover, Bevington indicates, these plays are also filled with local
social commentary, “burlesque parodies of sacred events” and
“orgiastic cruelty” (233) of the mock-satirical kind. Depicting “the
conflict between human carnality and divine sublimity” (Bevington
234), the mystery plays as examples of Gothic art give “a deliberative
unity of purpose in the juxtaposition of the sacred and the profane”
(Bevington 240). The protagonists, like Noah or Joseph, are ordinary,
puzzled, and comically weak characters, with whom the medieval
audience could identify. The villains are also comic in their extreme
evil – brutal, callous, proud – and yet “the last laugh is on these
villains, for by their own evil deeds they undo themselves and hasten
the time of man’s salvation” (Bevington 240). As Arnold Williams
points out, “[T]he comic is always intrinsic to the dramatic structure
of the piece... [in] the attempt to make scriptural story human and
contemporary” (123). As R.D.S. Jack points out, the mystery cycles
have an “essentially serious but ultimately ‘comic’ progression from
misery to joy; exclusion to salvation” (16). One can see this comic
progression in the much-anthologized The Second Shepherd’s Play and
the less-well-known The Last Judgment from the Towneley/ Wakefield
cycle,22 two mystery plays that will be discussed later.
21 The staging of many mystery plays on wagons contributes to the meaning
of the mysteries as dramatic versions of biblical plays depicted on church
walls and illuminated in manuscripts. Woolf suggests, “the mystery plays,
more than many other kinds of drama, are meant to be seen.... [The] effect
of actors dramatically grouped in a medieval wagon must have resembled
that of a compartment in a series of frescoes.... [The] wagons were roofed,
and the roof must have rested upon pillars at each corner. Such an
arrangement must have given an effect of a picture frame” (100).
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While the mystery cycles dramatize the salvation history of
mankind as revealed in the Bible, the miracle plays dramatize the
salvation history of one specific person, as seen in his or her
biography. Contemporary with the mysteries, miracle plays are also
called “saints' plays,” and the predominant subject of miracle plays is
conversion. One must remember that a "saint" does not mean a
sinless believer but a believer (or even non-believer) saved from his
or her sins by the miraculous work of grace, so that the act of
conversion, and not the historical person himself, is the miracle of
the play. As David L. Jeffrey states, the miracle plays “present us with
a wayward life undergoing spiritual revolution, and then show forth
the rewards and various consequences of that revolution” (86-87).
But the concrete example of the conversion of a specific, historical
person helps the audience stay attentive to the personal story of the
one converted. As Bevington states, “Like the narrative saints’ lives
of the Legenda aurea from which they were sometimes derived, these
dramas satisfied an appetite for the sensational and the romantic”
(661).23 According to Darryll Grantley, “Tortures and executions
lend themselves to striking visual images” (268). Like the mysteries,
miracles are also comic; as Grantley states, miracle plays
characteristically include comic elements centered upon a fou, stultus,
or vilain, often with contemporary satirical targets” (269). Although
many miracle plays existed in English, only three survived the
English Reformation intact: the Digby plays The Conversion of St. Paul
and Mary Magdalene, and the Croxton play The Play of the Sacrament
(Bevington 662).
The third genre of medieval drama is the morality play. Whereas
the mystery play relates the salvation history of man through
Scripture and the miracle play relates the salvation history of man
through one person’s specific biography (even if that biography is
22

The texts of medieval plays cited here are taken from Bevington, Medieval
Drama.
23 By “romantic” Bevington means characteristics found in romances, as in
Shakespeare’s Pericles and The Winter’s Tale (663). David L. Jeffrey contrasts
realism and romance as a way of making the latter clear: “We usually think
of romance and realism as natural contrasts, realism as a ‘truthful depiction
of nature, especially human nature,’ and romanticism as ‘an elevation
beyond the range of the familiar into aspiration’” (77). One recalls that
O’Connor once said that she doesn’t write novels; she writes romances (HB
407, 457).
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more romantic than real), the morality play relates salvation history
through an allegorical, universal biography. Like the miracle, the
morality play gives an example of a sinner’s journey back to God. But
unlike the miracle, the sinner of the morality is not a specific, propernouned person, like Saul in The Conversion of St. Paul or Jonathas in
The Play of the Sacrament, but a general, common-nouned
representative, like Mankind or Everyman, “whose relationship to
God serves to define every man’s relationship to God” (Hunter 16).
Like the mystery cycles and the lengthy miracle plays such as Mary
Magdalene, the morality play is also cosmic in scope, encompassing the
fall, life, death, and judgment of the representative soul.24
Unlike the mystery cycles and miracle plays (except for Part II in
Mary Magdalene), most of the action in the morality play takes place
on the spiritual and psychological level as opposed to the literal and
historical level, an emphasis which is appropriate since the morality
play dramatizes through allegory. However, as Pamela M. King states,
the term allegory “is used loosely to describe how action, character,
space and time are related to the real world through a tissue of
metaphor” (241). She continues, “What may seem abstract was, for
the period when the plays were written, representative of true reality,
transcending the ephemeral and imperfect world of everyday
existence” (242). The medieval, fifteenth-century audience would
apply the general, performed story of the morality play to their own,
living story. King declares, “Although these plays are often described
as didactic... their orthodoxy serves to confirm and to celebrate rather
than to argue” (243). The morality play confirms and celebrates the
medieval audience’s faith, a faith made knowledgeable and strong by
physical, pictorial structures, liturgy, and sermons within public
worship. Staged along with mystery and miracle plays, the morality
plays “could reach large audiences and were able to disseminate ideas
that might otherwise have been restricted to a learned few”
(Bevington 794). Moreover, perhaps because of the general, nonhistorical nature of allegory, the morality play as a genre flourished
well into the sixteenth century and “became the chief dramatic link
between the medieval stage and the Shakespearean” (Bevington 795).
But of the medieval morality plays in English, only five plays have
24

A notable exception is Everyman, in which the plot begins with the death
and judgment of Everyman. It is like having a mystery cycle of only one
play, The Last Judgment.
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survived: The Pride of Life (a fragment), The Castle of Perseverance,
Wisdom, Mankind, and Everyman (King 240).
All three genres of medieval drama – mystery, miracle, and
morality – share the same purpose: spiritual reassurance to the
medieval audience. As Hunter points out, “The forgiveness of sins is
necessarily a central concern in the religious drama of the Middle
Ages. For all three of the medieval theatrical genres... the paramount
question is that of God’s forgiveness of sinful humanity” (10). Set
within biblical narrative, specific biography, or universal biography,
the drama of God’s forgiveness of sinful humanity becomes comedy
in the larger scale – God does forgive humanity. But in the details of
that large scale are comic elements that border on the violent, the
ironic, the bestial, the bawdy – in other words, the grotesque – comic
elements contributing to the literal meaning of the comedy of
forgiveness. Hunter asserts:
The medieval play of forgiveness developed as a form to meet
a didactic and spiritual need. It provided a comforting
reassurance to the sinner (and its celebration of God’s mercy
must have done much to ensure its popularity) while the
tabloid pleasures of vicarious wickedness could hardly detract
from its dramatic power. (39)
While providing reassurance, these "tabloid pleasures" contribute
to the comic elements of medieval drama, of which there are many:
the juxtaposition of the sacred (or spiritual) and the profane (or
bodily); evil creatures represented as banal; the importance of free
will in the human participation within this divine comedy, especially
love of other people (even if that love hurts); contrite sinners
represented as earthy and child-like, but damned souls as whining
and bestial; sin seen as stupidly easy to get into and difficult (but not
impossible) to get out of; evil appearing good; good appearing evil,
awe-inspiring, and unusual; the comic violence of good looking like
the tragic violence of evil to unbelievers and those who despair; and
the three kinds of comic heroes, to be discussed later.
As the three genres of the "medieval play of forgiveness,"
mystery, miracle, and morality plays also share the same comic
pattern of God's forgiveness and Man's salvation. O. B. Hardison
divides this comic pattern into three, chronological parts: pathos,
peripety, and theophany (285). These three parts form the plot of
Christian drama. Pathos begins the drama, consisting of a
protagonist’s struggle, suffering, lament, alienation, and even death
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(Hardison 285). The protagonist is in his own personal inferno.
Peripety constitutes the climax, in which the “anagnorisis and
peripety (recognition and reversal)” of the protagonist occur
(Hardison 285), thus beginning a kind of personal purgatorio. Finally,
theophany ends the drama, in which the protagonist may experience
“such elements as purification, rebirth, union in Christian love,
marriage, and lyric rejoicing” (Hardison 285), the ultimate end being
a kind of personal paradiso. For medieval dramatists, this pattern of
Christian comedy comes directly from "the ritual structure
characteristic of the Mass and the Church year... [in which the]
mythic event celebrated is rebirth, not death, although it is rebirth
that requires death as its prelude" (Hardison 284). In other words, the
mystery of the suffering, death, and resurrection of Christ is the
source of the pattern of the Christian comedy of forgiveness: "[T]he
experience of the participants is transition from guilt to innocence,
from separation to communion" (Hardison 284). For the audience of
medieval drama, the expected theophany is the reason for the whole
story. In the mystery cycles, miracles, and moralities, often the three
parts of the pattern are evenly balanced, akin to how Dante,
following the four senses of medieval exegesis, structures his Divina
Commedia -- Inferno, Purgatorio, and Paradiso. Most medieval drama
follows this same exegetical framework in its comic pattern of
forgiveness.
CHRISTIAN COMEDY IN MEDIEVAL DRAMA
As discussed above, medieval dramatists create and their audience
understands their plays in the context of medieval exegesis. Also,
medieval dramatists follow a sequential three-part plot structure, as
outlined by Hardison, comprising the pattern of Christian comedy:
pathos, peripety, and theophany. In the pathos phase of the plot, the
protagonist experiences suffering, doubt, alienation, grief, or great
struggle. Pathos corresponds to the literal and allegorical senses of
medieval exegesis; the facts and historical background of the
characters and their actions comprise the literal, and the universal
story of conversion running underneath the literal comprises the
allegorical. Next, in the peripety phase of the plot, the protagonist
experiences a climactic anagnorisis, usually a vital self-discovery,
resulting in a psychological comic reversal of his pathos. Peripety
corresponds to the tropological, or moral, sense of medieval exegesis,
because at this point the protagonist acts according to what should
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be done. Finally, in the theophany phase of the plot, the protagonist
stands before the presence of God. Hardison's theophany (the word
literally translates as "manifestation of God") is purposely humancentered, from the standpoint of the converted sinner. Theophany
corresponds to the anagogical sense of medieval exegesis, wherein
the protagonist encounters the divine as it enters his or her life.
For instance, an exegetical reading of the Towneley/Wakefield
mystery play The Second Shepherd's Play will yield this three-part comic
structure. As Peter Meredith states: “Almost certainly the most
anthologized of all medieval English dramatic pieces is the so called
Second Shepherd’s Play, containing the double story of Mak the sheepstealer and the visit of the shepherds to Bethlehem” (135). The
biblical source is the narrative of Christ's birth in the Gospels, but,
performed from the point of view of the shepherds, part of the play
becomes a folk parody of the Nativity.
The opening scenes of the play establish a rich literal and
historical level and characterize the initial pathos of the human
condition. Even though the literal setting is Christmas in biblical
Bethlehem, it may as well be Christmas in medieval England. These
shepherds are not biblical and Hebrew but medieval and Christian, as
seen in their use of anachronisms: “Oure Lady” (l. 19), “Paternoster”
(l. 104), “By Him that died for us all” (l. 107), “Cristys crosse” (l.
118), “By the roode” (l. 182), and other Christian idioms.25 Cold,
downtrodden shepherds are miserable, whether they are in biblical
Bethlehem or medieval England, and these anachronisms help the
audience identify with the physical, personal, and social sufferings of
Coll, Gib, and Daw, the three shepherds unhappily on duty on a
cold, winter’s night. Meredith continues, “The shepherds are created
separate: one moans of the inequalities of the social order, the second
of the conflicts of marriage, the third of those of employer and
unemployed” (154). The literal, mundane problems of these
25

These anachronisms reinforce the didactic nature of this mystery play.
According to Arnold Williams:
The fact that Christ is not yet born is of no significance. If you want
your audience to accept the Judean shepherds who watched their
flocks near Bethlehem as exactly like the Yorkshire one who watch
theirs near Wakefield, you cannot have them greet each other with
the historically appropriate ‘shalom aleichem’ or its English
translation, ‘peace be unto you.’ The operative principle, as in
costuming and portraiture, is contemporaneity of reference. (116)
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shepherds make real the pathos of their situation. Yet they are
compassionate towards one another and are still able to sing (l. 183).
After this introduction of the three shepherds, the story moves to
“the plot of the sheep-stealing, which is contrived as a burlesque of
the Nativity and antecedent themes” (Woolf 190). This is the nearest
approach to a comic plot in the whole of medieval scriptural drama,”
states Williams (112), because Mak the sheep-stealer is a “comic or
farcical character” (118); Jack sees Mak as participating in the
traditions of “the Lords of Misrule” and “the Morality Vice” (107).
Mak's farcical character literally increases the three shepherds' pathos,
for he casts a spell over them (l. 278) and steals one of their sheep (l.
290). But Mak and his wife Gill move the story towards the
allegorical, parodying the Holy Family, as they hide the sheep via a
“false nativity” (l. 332), and opposing the marital harmony of the
biblical Mary and Joseph, as they snipe at each other constantly (ll.
406-14). Allegorical farce continues when the shepherds arrive and,
unlike Mary who presents her son to the world, Gill attempts to hide
her "son" from their view, swearing, “If ever I you beg[u]id, / [...] I
[will] ete this childe / That ligys in this credyll” (ll. 534-36). On the
literal level, eating this actual sheep is exactly what Gill and Mak
intend to do, but Gill’s oath ironically points to the allegorical level of
the Christ Child as the Lamb of God and as the Holy Eucharist.
The shepherds respond to Mak and Gill with charity, following
the command "Love your neighbor as yourself," a command that
dictates the tropological, or moral, level in the Christian comedy of
forgiveness. Through charity the shepherds discover the disguised
sheep, when one of the shepherds wants to give Mak’s new “child” a
birthday gift (ll. 576-77), and through charity and mercy the
shepherds punish Mak not by killing him (the contemporary
punishment for theft) but by tossing him in a blanket (l. 628). This
point of the narrative is a comic peripety, both for the shepherds,
who enact merciful judgment, and Mak, who receives this human act
of just mercy.
These human acts of charity and mercy towards another
foreshadow their theophany, that is, the arrival of divine and spiritual
mercy to man: an angel arrives, singing a Gloria, and gives a message
about Jesus’ birth (ll. 638-46). The three shepherds, in harmony with
each other and their fellow man (that is, Mak), also sing (l. 665),
demonstrating a participation of the human in things divine (the
shepherds’ song after the angel’s song), prefiguring the participation
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of the divine in things human: “To so poore as we are... he wold
appere” (l. 701), says Coll, the first shepherd. After providing gifts of
cherries (l. 718), a bird (l. 722), and a ball – “Have and play thee
withall” (l. 734), they leave, also singing. Thus, The Second Shepherd’s
Play ends with the anagogical level -- the level of spiritual eternity
interjecting itself in the human present -- that is, angels and the real
Holy Family arrive. The play impresses upon the audience the
importance of the moral level as spiritual preparation for the
anagogical. In order to love and serve God, human beings must learn
to love and serve each other. In doing moral acts of charity, they
prepare their souls for the arrival of the source of that charity, that is,
God. Thus, the moral level “mak[es] its way by mutual helpfulness
toward a community of love within the larger order of society”
(Cowan, “Introduction” 10), including the larger order of divine
society.
In the Towneley/Wakefield mystery play The Last Judgment, one
sees the final effects on those who either rejected or accepted that
call for spiritual preparation. The pathos of the damned souls is
permanent. They wish they had not been born (ll. 11, 40, 43), and
one soul even curses his own parents for allowing him to be born (ll.
69-72). In their damned state, they hardly seem human; rather, they
seem to have become bestial: “[S]he is hornyd like a kow” (l. 269),
“hurlyd as hoggys” (l. 315), and “friggys as froggys” (l. 316). The
demons who gather them up are a comic, rag-tag bunch, stunned by
the last trumpet and gibbering (ll. 90-111); but then they organize
enough to do their work and recite their list of damned souls in a
comic, sing-song fashion:
Here is a bag full, lokys,
Of pride and of lust,
Of wraggers and of wrears as bag full of brefes,
Of carpars and criars, of michers and thefes,
Of lurdans and liars that no man lefys,
Of flytars, of flyars, and renderars of reffys.... (ll. 141-46)
As Phoebe Spinrad declares, “[H]ere, the devils seem to say, are
the creatures who will be damned, and if the shoe fits wear it” (54).
One named demon, Tutivillus, “recites a long and miscellaneous roll
of sinners” (Williams 119), and he is grossly descriptive of his charge,
for example, “His luddokys [buttocks] they lowke like walk-milne
cloggys [fulling-mill blocks]” (l. 314). He repeats the souls’ desire not
to be born: “Ye may ban [curse] ye were borne, the bodes you bare, /
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And youre faders beforne, so cursid ye ar” (ll. 541-42). But he and
the other demons have no sympathy for these souls, as they drive
them into hell, barking commands as if the souls were mere cattle:
“We! Get ado syne!” (l. 534). The literal sense of gross bestiality, the
allegorical sense of the unnamed souls as the universally damned, and
the anagogical sense of divine justice comprise the damned souls'
state; it is too late for them to do any moral action, that is, to do what
should be done.
In contrast, the saved souls are like happy schoolchildren, playing
in their permanent theophany. Christ, after describing his wounds to
demonstrate that he has truly suffered for them (ll. 402-409), calls the
saved souls “My chosyn childer” (l. 524) and “My blissid barnes” (l.
466). Moreover, these souls, like Coll, Gib, and Daw, respond by
singing (l. 617). Again, singing demonstrates the blessed creature
participating in the divine, whether the blessed be angels or human
souls. The present song of saved souls imply past moral acts of
charity, which have served as spiritual preparation for their present
theophany.
Therefore, even in the herding work of the devils, one sees the
effects of divine justice and, in the singing of the saved souls, the
effects of divine mercy and love. As Hunter states:
In the judgment scene of the mysteries, the accused are plural.
Mankind is represented by men and women, good and bad.
Some deserve salvation, some deserve everlasting torment,
each receives his just deserts, and the member of the audience
who takes warning from the punishment of the damned is able
to identify himself with the saved and to leave the play
determined to emulate the latter. (16)
The possible identification and emulation on the part of audience
members remind one of the pedagogical nature of the mysteries.
Although the plots are derived from Scripture, the dramatization of
the stories and the characterization of the actors create a
contemporary immediacy on the literal level, so that the story of
salvation does not concern past public history but present personal
events filled with the humor, idioms, and violence seen in the
everyday lives of the medieval audience.
Similarly, the three miracle plays, The Conversion of St. Paul, Mary
Magdalene, and The Play of the Sacrament, also exhibit this three-part
pattern. Unlike many mystery plays, like The Last Judgment, which, out
of the context of a play cycle, often give a partial account of a
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sinner's life and conversion, these three plays give a complete
narrative of a protagonist's fallen state and his or her process of
conversion towards a state of grace. While all three are conversion
tales, only the narratives of St. Paul and Mary Magdalene are properly
saints' plays, depicting the formation of an extraordinary disciple of
Christ. In contrast, The Play of the Sacrament parodies the Passion of
Christ, as it depicts the grotesque violence of God's grace upon banal
sinners.26 All three, however, represent God tailoring the anagogical
strike of grace according to the character of the sinner.
As with all medieval drama, The Conversion of St. Paul follows the
three-part pattern of Christian comedy. The physical stage setting
even reflects this three-part pattern: the pathos of Saul occurs in the
first station, Jerusalem; peripety, as well as theophany, occurs in the
second station, Damascus; and the effects of theophany occur in the
third station, the return to Jerusalem. In the first station, Saul enters,
dressed like “an aunterous [aventurous] knyth” (l. 15, stage direction).
At the literal level, Saul represents an elevated social figure, and his
pathos resides in his pride. His lines of self-introduction present a
powerful man, the strong arm of “prelates” and “princes” (l. 36), a
commander of knights (l. 62), swearing by “the god Belliall” (l. 29),
and bombastic in his speech: “My fame is best knowyn undyr the
firmament. / I am most drad of pepull universall; / They dare not
disp[l]ease me most noble” (l. 20-22). Like the anachronisms in The
Second Shepherd's Play, Saul's anachronistic knighthood makes him
relevant to the medieval audience, who would recognize the literal
character of a powerful, cold aristocrat. Moreover, instead of being a
Pharisaic Jew, Saul is a follower of Belliall, becoming an allegorical
figure of the idolatrous pagan, worshipping demons. On the moral
level, his pathos is his demonic pride, but he is incapable of seeing it
as sin.
Consequently, unlike the singing shepherds of The Second Shepherd's
Play, Saul is incapable of acts of charity and therefore has no spiritual
preparation for his theophany. So peripety and theophany occur
simultaneously at the second station, the road to Damascus. Saul
26

Many examples of medieval drama, like The Play of the Sacrament, and
O’Connor’s fiction portray the grotesque violence of God’s grace upon
banal sinners in order to begin the conversion process. This shared
characterization reinforces the idea of O’Connor’s fiction having that
peculiar “medieval” quality which critics like Stephens and Di Renzo have
indicated.
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experiences his peripety in the anagogical light of God. Physically
blind but with spiritual vision, Saul changes in his speech at this
conversion; it is simple and humble: “O Lord, I am aferd, I trymble
for fere! / What woldist I ded? Tell me here” (ll. 188-89). One sees
the mystery and grace in God’s declaration that the formerly demonic
Saul “is a chosen vessell, / To me assingned by my godly eleccion”
(ll. 234-35).
In the return to Jerusalem one sees the literal and allegorical
effects of Saul’s conversion. The priests Ananias and Caiphas are
angrily dismayed: “He shall repent his rebellious treytory” (l. 400).
Similarly, the devils Beliall and Mercury bemoan the “loss” of Saul’s
soul – “Ho, owg[h]t, owg[h]t! Alas, this sodaine chance!” (l. 433) and
“Ho, Saul, thou shalt repent thy unstablenes” (l. 481). The literal
priests become allegorical devils in their response to Saul's
conversion.
Meanwhile, Saul acts upon his anagogical mission through the
mores of a Christian missionary. On the moral level, he continues his
conversion through his work of converting others. He gives a speech
against pride (l. 512), in which he quotes New Testament Scripture in
Latin (ll. 515, 521, 529, 543-44, 549, 557, 561, and 567). Although he
is arrested, he escapes, not in glory on horseback, but in a basket,
with the “help of the disciplys” (ll. 646-47). From proud, warring
bombast to humble, peaceful preacher, Saul lives in humility and
humble speech after his conversion, and the play’s conclusion also
ends with an acknowledgment of humility and a humble prayer:
This litill pagent thus conclud we
As we can, lacking litturall sciens;
Beseching yow all, of hye and low degre’[sic],
Our simpines to hold excusyd, and licens,
That of retorik have non[e] intelligens;
Committing yow all to owr Lord Jhesus,
To whoys lawd ye sing: Exultet caelum laudibus! (ll. 657-63)
From humility comes mercy and, like the shepherds and the saved
souls in the mystery plays, out of mercy comes the communion of
prayerful song, a human participation in the anagogical.
As Grantley states, “The Conversion of St. Paul is narratively a fairly
simple play” (277), whereas Mary Magdalene is a massive play with
many stations, a large cast of characters, and different locations and
times. Calling this play “cosmic,” Bevington states, “She takes part in
the events of the Crucifixion and the Resurrection; yet at the same
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time, in alternating scenes, her inner story is presented allegorically by
the seven Deadly Sins” (688). Jeffrey asserts, “Mary Magdalene... makes
superb dramatic use of its view of history, combining the
conventions of romance and realism at a level of achievement not
surpassed in English theatre before Shakespeare” (77). Unlike the
single conversion story of Saul, Mary Magdalene contains two stories
of conversion in a frame narrative broken into six parts. Part I
presents the historical background of the fallen world, Part II the
literal as well as allegorical Fall of Mary Magdalene, Part III her
conversion and the subsequent miracle of Christ’s work in her family,
Part IV the contrast between the virtue of love among pagans and
among Christians, Part V the conversion of the pagan King and
Queen of Marseilles and the double miracle in their family, and Part
VI Mary Magdalene’s desert hermitage and death. But, more
importantly, Mary Magdalene depicts the mediation of specific human
loves as ways to turn to God. Unlike The Conversion of St. Paul, Mary
Magdalene gives many instances of this moral level, wherein human
souls help or hinder each other, toward or away from God, who is
the source of that love.
Part I presents Mary Magdalene's historical background. Her
world is pagan and worldly, ruled by vicious patriarchs: Inperator
Tiberius Sesar, follower of “Beliall[,] blysse thy face” (l. 21);
Herowdes, “King of Jherusalem” (l. 157), follower of the “trew king
to Mahoud so fre” (l. 143); and Pilat, “juge of Jherusalem” (l. 231),
follower of "Martes so mythy” (l. 257). Even though Syrus, the father
of Lazarus, Mary Magdalene, and Martha, is a virtuous man, he, like
the three rulers above him, gives too much importance to his wealth
and worldly goods. As Jeffrey states, “Here is a kind of Boethian
ploy, a consolation of fortune rather than of philosophy which makes
Syrus, like Sesar, think himself protected by temporal goods from a
bad end” (79). His wealth does not protect him from his death,
although his dying cry, “A, graciows God, have ruth on me” (l. 274),
perhaps saves him in his death. But his death leaves Mary Magdalene
alone in his castle, which is not only “an aristocratic possession
inherited by Mary... [but also] a symbol of Mary’s spiritual condition”
(Cox 64-65). Without her father, Mary Magdalene, in her pathos, has
no human moral support against the vices of her pagan world.
Consequently, Part II presents the Fall of Mary Magdalene
through the literal loss of her virginity in an act of drunken lust. The
depiction is allegorical, like a morality play nestled in the larger
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miracle play. Her fall begins with three tempters: World, “worthiest
that evyr God wrowth” (l. 305) but infected with “Pride” (l. 326) and
“Covetise” (l. 328); “King of Flesch,” whose sensual body is covered
with flowers and herbal medicinals (ll. 334-43), whose wife is
“Lechery” and whose knights are “Gloteny” and “Slowth” (ll. 34750); and Satan, “prince pirked, prikkyd in pride” (l. 358), whose
lackeys are “Wroth [and] Invy” (l. 361). Hence, divided amongst
these three tempters are the Seven Deadly Sins, and the leader of
them is Satan, who plans to win Mary Magdalene, “that she at last
may com to helle” (l. 433). Rich but lonely after the death of her
father, Mary Magdalene falls into the companionship of Lady
Lechery, who persuades her to leave her castle and to go to
Jherusalem because, as Mary Magdalene says, “Yowr tong is so
amiabyll dividyd with reson” (l. 451), an image that perhaps alludes to
the forked tongue of Eve’s tempter in the Garden. Lady Lechery
directs Mary Magdalene to a tavern, where she gets drunk and sports
with a young gallant named Curiosity, who asks happily, “Will ye
walk to another stede?” (l. 542). This tavern scene is very lighthearted, almost like a romantic comedy, showing how easy and
pleasurable sin is. Satan is overjoyed by Mary’s fall: “A, how I tremyl
and trott for these tidings!” (l. 555), and Part II ends with malicious
laughter and the amiable parting between the three tempter Kings.
Like the previous part, Part III is allegorical, showing her
conversion. It begins with Mary Magdalene, asleep in an arbor,
surrounded by the Seven Deadly Sins, seen as devils. While she
sleeps, a good angel arrives and reminds her of God: “I am the gost
of goodnesse that so wold the[e] g[u]idde” (l. 601). Analogous to
Augustine in his garden conversion, she awakes with contrition: Alas,
how betternesse in my hert doth abide!” (l. 604). As for Saul, for
Mary Magdalene the peripety and theophany arrive simultaneously.
For her, the moral and anagogical levels become mixed, as she finds
Jesus, “the Prophett, wherso he be, / For he is the welle of perfith
charité” (l. 610-11), and washes and anoints his feet (l. 640). Jesus
demonstrates his role as human teacher and divine savior by
presenting an analogy of sinners as debtors (l. 664) and then forgiving
Mary Magdalene (ll. 675-77). The Seven Deadly Sins, which have
been hanging around her, quickly leave and go back to Hell (l. 692),
reminiscent of Jesus' exorcising the devils Legion from the crazed
man in the Gospels. Satan, of course, is angered by this loss, and he
reacts comically like a petulant, temper-tantrum throwing child,
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taking out his anger on the Bad Angel who should have been
monitoring her spiritual state: “Ya! This[e] hard balys on thy
bottokkys shall bite! / I hast on the[e] I wol be wroke” (ll. 735-36).
Gone is the amiable King of Hell; instead we have a vulgar, grotesque
bully.
Part III continues with another anagogical example of Jesus’ work
as savior. Mary Magdalene returns to the Castle of Magdalene and,
with her sister Martha, they tend to their dying brother (l. 781). Like
their father, Lazarus cries out for help: “A, good Jhesu, thow be my
g[u]ide!” (l. 781), and he dies soon after and is buried. But Jesus raises
him from the dead and Lazarus becomes a witness of His power: “A,
my Makar, my Saviour, blissyd mott thou be! / Here man may know
thy werkes of wondyre” (ll. 911-12). Thus Part III ends with a moral
three-part community of believers, Lazarus, Mary Magdalene, and
Martha – similar to Coll, Gib, and Daw in The Second Shepherd’s Play –
who all reside in their father’s castle, the allegorical figure of a strong,
spiritual state. Through the example of Jesus, Mary Magdalene learns
of the importance of human mediation in the process of conversion
and salvation.
Parts IV and V present a tale within Mary Magdalene’s tale: the
conversion of the King and Queen of Marseilles. First, Part IV
contrasts the virtue of love as demonstrated by virtuous pagans with
that of virtuous Christians, and one sees that human love, even
marital love, can become a way of spiritual preparation on the moral
level. The pagan King is a boastful yet vulgar man – “Ye brawling
breeles, and blabir-lippyd bicchys” (l. 427) – but, unlike Sesar,
Herowde, or Pilat, yet much like Syrus, he loves another human
being, if not more than, then at least as much as himself. To his wife
he says, “O, my blisse, in beauteous brygth!” (l. 949). The word
“brygth” or “bryth” is mentioned a few lines after, in a devil’s lament
that Christ has harrowed hell: “The King of Joy enteryd in therat, as
bryth as firys blasé” (l. 967). Although the King and Queen are not
Christian, the King’s literal love for his wife, possessing echoes of
Dante’s literal and spiritual love for Beatrice, predisposes this couple
to conversion to the “King of Joy,” that is, the true source of that
love.
Meanwhile, the Visitation to Christ’s Sepulchre is occurring.
Mary Magdalene, Mary Jacob, and Mary Salome visit Christ’s tomb,
find it empty, and then see the resurrected Christ for the first time.
Although this scene follows the scriptural account, an interchange
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between Mary Magdalene and Jesus is provocative in its diction. Mary
Magdalene says: “And I his love cause will phy” (l. 1068) and “Butt
now will I kesse thee, for my hartes bote” (l. 1073). Jesus replies,
“Touche me natt, Mary. I ded natt asend / To my Father in deyité,
and onto yours” (ll. 1074-75) and “Be stedfast, and I shall ever with
the[e] be” (l. 1094). Certainly the allegory of believers as beloved and
Christ as the lover is traditional by this play’s date, but the literal,
flesh and blood nature of this love in the above quotations stresses
that Jesus was a real man, that the incarnation is real, as bodily real as
the love between a man and a woman. Mary Magdalene understands
this message:
O thou glorius Lord of heven region,
Now blissyd be thy hye devinité
Thatt ever thow tokest incarnacion
Thus for to vesite thy pore servantes thre! (ll. 1125-28)
Just as the Queen of Marseilles is the bearer of love for the King,
the three Marys become the bearer of Christ’s message of love for
the other believers, actors on the moral level.
Part V depicts the King and Queen of Marseilles and the
adventurous, comic romance of their conversion to Christianity. But
first, we see that the King and Queen are worshippers of “Mahond”
(l. 1140), which, to the medieval audience, may as well be a heathen
god. But this belief is vulgar and ridiculous, as seen in a comical scene
of heathen worship. Hawkin, the priest’s assistant, teases the priest
about his obesity: “Ye have so fellyd your bylly with growell / That is
growit[h] grett as the divll of hell” (ll. 1156-57). The priest’s reply is
to threaten to “whip the[e] till thy ars shall belle. / On thy ars com
mych wondire” (ll. 1169-70). The liturgy itself is spoken in Latin
gibberish (ll. 1186-98), giving reverence to Mahond’s relics (ll. 123241), a parody of Catholic liturgical and religious practices.27 The
pathos of the King and Queen is their absurd and violent paganism.
Mary Magdalene, sent by the resurrected Jesus to “converte the
lord of Marcyll” (1. 1371), immediately goes to the King and Queen.
The King brings Mary to his temple and prays to his heathen god to
speak, but it will not respond to his prayer: “Speke, good lord, speke!
What eylitt[h] the[e] now?” (l. 1545). After Mary Magdalene prays (ll.
1553-54), the idol of the King’s god quakes (l. 1555) and thunder
27 Mary Magdalene, composed between 1480 – 1520 (Cox 41), has plenty of
anachronisms such as these.
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strikes the temple, setting it on fire (l. 1562), alluding to miracles
found in the Old Testament. Also, these miracles depict the
interjection of moral action -- prayer -- and anagogical response -- the
miracles themselves. These miracles initiate the King's peripety;
realizing his mistake, he exclaims, “A, owt, for angur I am thus
deludyed” (l. 1563), and, turning to Mary Magdalene as his
intercessor, he prays that he and his wife have a child (ll. 1564-70).
His prayer is answered, in a theophanic act reminiscent of the
miraculous conception by the biblical Sarah. His wife, soon after,
rejoices, “A, ye[a]! I fel itt ster in my wombe up and down!” (l. 1669),
yet another miracle of God’s grace upon his believers.
But conversion to God does not prevent suffering in the world.
Perhaps in a test of the King’s belief, the King and Queen’s sea
voyage to Jerusalem, the place where they can be baptized, goes awry.
His pregnant wife dies (ll. 1764-66), and a storm comes up so quickly
that the sailors see the Queen’s dead body as an ill omen and want to
throw her overboard (ll. 1780-81). The King persuades them to leave
her on a rock (l. 1790), and, even in his grief, he still prays a poignant
farewell:
Li[e] here, wiff, and child the[e] by.
Blissyd Maudleyn be hir rede!
With terys weping – and grett cause why –
I kisse yow both in this sted.
Now woll I pray to Mary mild
To be their g[u]ide here (ll. 1792-97)
His faith intact, the King seeks Peter, who baptizes him (l. 1843),
and, after two years as a pilgrim in Jerusalem, he sails for home.
Visiting the rock where he left his wife and child, he sees a miracle –
his wife and son (now born) are alive, and he knows who to thank
for this miracle: “A, the sonne of grace on us doth shynne! / Now
blissyd be God, I se my wiff alive!” (ll. 1898-99). Like Mary
Magdalene’s conversion and her brother’s resurrection, the King’s
conversion and his family’s resurrection both point to the power of
God, the fragility of the body in this world, and the hope for life after
death. Thus ends the inner conversion story.
Part VI returns to the outer frame of Mary Magdalene's life story.
After her active missionary role, Mary Magdalene prepares for life
after death in a long, thirty-year sojourn in the desert: “In this deserte
abidyn will wee, / My soule from sinne for to save” (ll. 1990-91).28 In
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her old age she encounters a priest and states, “This thirty winter this
hath byn my selle” (l. 2055). After living her long life as an
aristocrat’s daughter, as a prostitute, as a disciple, and as an
evangelist, she has spent the last part of her life as a cloistered nun,
with the desert as her abbey’s cell. But she has never been alone, as
Jesus cares for his “wel-belovyd frynd” (l. 2005) by sending angels to
feed her manna (l. 2008) and sing to her (l. 2038). Her literal sojourn
has rich meaning allegorically, pointing to the Jews' sojourn in the
desert in the Old Testament and Christ's own forty days and nights in
the New Testament. Morally, her sojourn represents her spiritual
preparation for the final anagogical moment, that is, her death. In her
old age, a priest arrives in the desert, and, recognizing Mary
Magdalene, declares, “Grett art thou with God for thy perfithnesse”
(l. 2049). He gives her the Eucharist (l. 2103), which becomes her
last. Before she ascends to heaven (l. 2120), she kisses the earth for
one last time (l. 2115), demonstrating that she does not hate the
world but the sins in the world. The priest witnesses Mary’s
ascension into heaven (l. 2119), turns to the audience, and says,
“Alle-mythty God, most of magnificens, / Mote bring yow to his
blisse so brygth, / In presens of that king!” (ll. 2134-36). The word
“brygth” perhaps recalls the love between the King and Queen of
Marseilles and the love between Mary Magdalene and Jesus. Among
the many things this miracle play explores, thus, is the importance of
the proper orientation of love on the moral level and the recognition
that God is both the source and the goal of that love.
In contrast to the The Conversion of St. Paul and Mary Magdalene, the
Croxton The Play of the Sacrament is not a saint’s play (as seen in its
title). But, as Bevington states,
[It] is certainly a conversion play. Its purpose is to offer a
convincing demonstration of Christ’s real presence in the
Eucharist, and to dramatize the conversion of those who do
not at first believe in this supreme miracle of the Christian
religion.... The play aims both at the penitent recovery of
wayward Christians and at the conversion of non-believers.
(754)
The plot of this conversion story is summarized in the Banns, a
kind of marketing preview or commercial, written as a prelude of the
28 See Richard Giannone’s Flannery O’Connor: Hermit Novelist for an excellent
discussion of desert ascetic spirituality.
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play itself (ll. 1-64). Jonathas, a Jew in Eraclea, buys a consecrated
host from Aristorius, a greedy Christian merchant, in order to prove
that it is not the body of Christ. With his Jewish companions, he
inflicts five stab wounds in the host as a mini-Passion of Christ. At
the last stab, the host begins to bleed and Jonathas’ hand is
miraculously stuck to it. His friends' pulling on his arm only
amputates his hand from his body. They boil the host (with the hand
still attached) and then throw it into an oven, which explodes,
revealing Christ standing there. At this miracle, they convert, and
Aristorius does penance.
Three features are noteworthy in this miracle play. First, the
“wayward Christian” Aristorius and the nonbeliever, Jonathas the
Jew, are equals in their guilt of blaspheming against the sacrament; in
other words, Aristorius is not the better man than Jonathas just
because he is a baptized Christian. Both Aristorius and Jonathas
boast of their wealth: “No man in this world may weld more
richesse” (1. 117), says Aristorius, and, similarly, “For I am chefe
merchaunte of Jewes, I tell you, by right” (l. 196), declares Jonathas.
In the eyes of God, both are sinners and share the same guilt in the
pathos phase of their arrogant disbelief.
Second, Jonathas and his companions – Jason, Jasdon, Masphat,
and Malchus – inadvertently parody the Passion of Christ in their
attempt to prove that the consecrated host is just a piece of “cake.”
Allegorically, Jonathas is a new Judas, paying a hundred pounds in
order to “get that cake to ower paye” (l. 228). They create a Last
Supper table or altar in Jonathas’ room: “clothe on the tabill” (l. 391)
and “Sitting at the table soo clere: / ‘Comedite, [hoc est] corpus
meam’” (ll. 403-404), says Jonathas. Ironically, they recount the entire
Christian story, from Annunciation and Nativity, to Passion,
Pentecost, and Last Judgment (ll. 409-40), so that they are clearly not
ignorant of Christianity; “ye have rehersed the substance of their
lawe” (l. 441), states Jonathas. The actual Passion parody begins with
Masphat’s declaration, “And so shall we smite theron woundys five!”
(l. 458), and, with oddly childish glee. Jason, Jasdon, Masphat, and
Malchus prick at the four quarters of the host (ll. 469-77), with taunts
like “Have at it! Have at it, with all my might!” (1. 469). Then
Jonathas deals the last blow, in the middle of the host, which literally
begins to bleed (l. 481).
The third notable feature is the high level of gruesome and comic
violence that occurs in the peripety, as Jonathas and his companions
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deny with greater levels of absurdity the miracles they are seeing. In
disbelieving the presence of Christ in the host, they attribute the
miracles to the devil or see the host as an evil thing: upon seeing the
host bleed, Jonathas cries out, “Ah, owt, owt, harrow! What devill is
this?” (l. 481). When he picks up the host to throw it into the
cauldron of oil (to stop the bleeding) and it sticks to his hand,
Jonathas cries out, “Owt, owt, it werketh me wrake [does me injury]!”
As in a slapstick Three Stooges episode, Jonathas runs around like an
idiot, holding his hand out with the host still stuck on it, until his
friends catch him (l. 505). They have the not-very-smart idea of
nailing the host to a wooden post (ll. 506-507) – in a parody of the
Crucifixion – and pull on Jonathas to detach his hand, but instead,
the hand detaches from his arm (l. 515). Malchus’ reply to this is
“Alas, alas, what devill is this?” (l. 516).
Their absurd question -- “What devill is this?” -- mirrors the brief,
absurd interlude involving a quack doctor and his assistant, whose
bawdy banter is yet another parody, this time of Jesus’ role as
mankind’s savior: As Master Brundiche, the doctor, says, “I have
savid a mannys life” (l. 594), to which his assistant Colle replies, “On
widowes, maidese, and wife” (l. 595). After Jonathas’ friends beat
them away from the door, they take down the host (l. 660) and put it,
hand still attached, into the cauldron of oil because it is still bleeding.
Certainly, putting a naturally bleeding thing in boiling oil will cause
the bleeding to stop. But, as Malchus discovers, the host is more than
just a natural thing:
Owt and harow, what devill is herein?
All this oile waxith redde as blood,
And owt of the cawdron it beginnith to rin!
I am so aferd I am nere woode [mad] (ll. 673-76)
Again, they cannot admit that the host is supernatural, possessing
the same substance as Christ, and so they either swear at it,
consciously or subconsciously attributing its strange power to the
devil, or still try to control it as if it were some natural thing gone
amuck, by resorting to absurd tactics. The last absurd tactic is
Jonathas’s: to put the cauldron in the oven to stop the bleeding (ll.
683-88).
At that, the whole oven explodes and, in a blood-strewn
theophany, a definitive anagogical image appears with bleeding
wounds. Masphat cries out, “Owt, owt, here is a grete wondere! /
This ovyn b[l]edith owt on every side!” (ll. 713-14). The world
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“devill” has changed to “wondere” and Jesus speaks to them, “Why
put you me to a new tormentry, / And I died for you on the crosse?”
(ll. 732-33). At these words, they repent and convert (ll. 741-61), and
Jesus heals Jonathas’ hand (l. 777). News of this miracle, including
the miracle of this large, simultaneous conversion of Jews to
Christianity, spreads, and Aristorius also repents (l. 900-911) and
receives absolution (l. 912), though he can never “bye nore sell” (l.
915).
Thus, with The Play of the Sacrament, the conversion of the truly
hard-hearted – as opposed to Saul, Mary Magdalene, or the King of
Marseilles – sometimes takes drastic measures, especially if the sinner
refuses to believe, despite all evidence to the contrary. As seen in
these miracle plays, God’s miracles can be sublime and truly positive:
God as a bright light, the resurrection of a loved one, or the visitation
of angels. But God’s miracles can also be gruesome and horribly
painful, as Jonathas and his friends have experienced. What is clear in
these miracle plays is that God will provide what one needs for
conversion, if that person responds to God’s providence with love
and contrition, and that all are equal in God’s mercy, whether a
persecutor of Christians (Saul), a prostitute (Mary Magdalene), a
pagan king (King of Marseilles), an unbelieving Jew (Jonathas), or a
doubting Christian (Aristorius). All are welcome in God’s divine
comedy, as seen in these specific examples of conversion.
A notable feature of these mystery and miracle plays is the role
devils and other spiritual intermediaries play in that conversion,29
usually found in the pathos or peripety of a protagonist. As discussed
above, Jonathas and his friends mistake the gruesome and painful
manifestations of grace as coming from the devil; but no devils,
literal or allegorical, actually appear in their conversion story. Perhaps
Jonathas and his friends, as unbelieving Jews, act in a manner that is
already demonic, so that devils as characters do not need to appear in
the story. Similarly, Belliall and Mercury, the two devils in The
Conversion of St. Paul, only make a cursory appearance, because Saul,
an unbelieving persecutor of Christians, is already in their thrall
before the play even begins. In contrast, no devils appear in The
Second Shepherd's Play, but, unlike Jonathas and Saul, it is not because
29

Just as O’Connor’s fiction does not obviously portray Catholic orthodoxy,
so these mystery and miracle plays, especially in regards to the role of devils,
do not always do so, as well.
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the characters are already demonic. Coll, Gib, and Daw are
anachronistic Christians whose actions are charitable, even when
faced with Mak's crime and deception; they are like the saved souls in
The Last Judgment, oriented entirely towards God. Certainly, The Last
Judgment has devils, but they function as prison guards for the
eternally damned in this play. Only in the temptation and conversion
sections of Mary Magdalene does one see devils actively function as
tempters; not coincidentally, they tempt a virtuous person whose
spiritual life has been weakened through suffering. These sections in
this miracle play are morality play sections, allegorically depicting a
person's embattled spiritual life in literal terms.
In the morality plays proper, one sees devils such as Mary
Magdalene's tempters; but instead of a historical saint, the
protagonist is a generalized human being, representing all members
of humanity, including members of the medieval audience. Devils
tempt as part of the pathos phase, as Hardison describes it, in the
morality plays The Castle of Perseverance and Mankind. But, as in Mary
Magdalene's conversion scene, angels and other spiritual
intermediaries present themselves as well, not only in the two
mentioned moralities but especially in the much anthologized
Everyman.
The entire plot of a morality play transpires on the allegorical
level, allegorizing the pathos – the beginning part of the plot where
the protagonist suffers doubt, alienation, and physical pain, as
Hardison explains -- of a generic Christian's embattled spiritual life,
torn between God and the devil, as he or she lives in the world. In
other words, the pathos at the literal and allegorical level is the battle
with temptation. The literal level -- Humanum Genus's castle in The
Castle of Perseverance, Mankind's simple farm in Mankind, and
Everyman's friends and family -- appeals to the medieval audience's
personal experience. The devils' literal violence inflicting physical
suffering upon a human being also appeals to the audience, as
entertainment and perhaps as confirmation of personal experience, as
well. With the literal level established, the allegory becomes clear for
the audience.
In the morality play, thus, the literal level immediately suggests the
allegorical. For instance, the castle of Humanum Genus, like that in
Mary Magdalene, represents his soul in harmony with God. The
drama begins with a comical debate between the Bonus Angelus
(Good Angel) and Malus Angelus (Bad Angel) of Humanum Genus.
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Bonus Angelus is staid and pious, quoting Scripture in Latin, for
instance, “Divitas et paupertates ne dederis mihi, Domine” (l. 361a).
In contrast, Malus Angelus is smooth-talking and fun-promising,
speaking casually, “Ya, on thy sowle thou shalt thinke al betime [soon
enough]” (l. 411), but in the meantime, enjoy the world boldly and
repent when “thou be sexty winter hold” (l. 417). Of course, Malus
Angelus is very persuasive to the young Humanum Genus – “I am
but yonge” (l. 423) – and he follows Malus Angelus to the World’s
scaffold (l. 446) and wherever Malus Angelus goes.
Similarly, Mankind is a simple farmer, and the play dramatizes the
metaphor that his life in grace is like working the fields and his fallen
life is like forsaking his work and indulging in sloth and debauchery.
The personified virtue is not an angel but Mercy, a well-meaning but
somewhat pedantic priest. The devil is named Titivillus, his earthy
delegate is Mischeff, and Mischeff’s cohorts, the three vices, are
New-Guise, Nowadays, and Nought. Like Bonus Angelus and Malus
Angelus of The Castle of Perseverance, Mercy advocates a virtuous life
that is hard and somber while the four rogues (Mischeff, New-Guise,
Nowadays, and Nought) speak of an alternative life that sounds easy
and fun-filled. Seeing his frustration with his hard life, one can
understand Mankind’s dilemma when faced with these two
alternatives.
Unlike that of Humanum Genus, Mankind’s fall into sin is not
without a fight at first. The three vices tempt Mankind not to work
(ll. 344-50), but he loses his temper and beats them with his spade (ll.
376-80), a comical display of righteous anger with comical results on
the part of the three beaten tempters; “Alas, my jewellys! I shall be
schent of my wiff[e]!” wails New-Guise. The devil Titivillus is a
subtler tempter: He sabotages Mankind’s labor by putting a wooden
board in the soil so that it is difficult to plow (l. 533) and by mixing
the grain seed with weeds (l. 536). This ruse gets the desired effect;
faced with this run of bad luck, Mankind chooses to forsake his
virtuous life of toil: “Here I giff uppe my spade, for now and
forever!” (l. 549), becoming an Adam who rejects God’s declaration
that Man must work by the sweat of his brow for his food, clothing,
and shelter. With Mankind’s mind oriented away from his God,
Titivillus further tempts Mankind as he sleeps; the lies that Mercy is
actually a thief, that he is dead (l. 606), and that the vices are actually
his new friends (l. 602) work easily. Mankind awakens from this
tempting dream, but he has no external helpmeet to advocate against
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following this temptation.30 Soon, he forsakes his old, virtuous life,
allegorized by his long, practical coat, for a new, vicious life,
allegorized by his coat now cut into an impractical short jacket (l.
718) that does not keep him warm.
While Mankind spends most of the play in his pathos, in the
company of his vices, Humanum Genus's long life shows attempts to
return to God in a series of peripeties. At midlife occurs Humanum
Genus’ first conversion. Schrifte (Confession) arrives and tries to talk
sense into Humanum Genus, who replies, “I have now ellys to done”
(l. 1351). In other words, “I’m too busy right now.” Also, he gives
the weak excuse, “But other han don as evil as I” (ll. 1373-74), so
what is the problem since everybody is sinning just as he is? At that
excuse, there is no use trying to talk sense to the man, so Paenitentia
(Penance) pierces his heart with her “launce” of conscience (l. 1379),
essentially using violence (albeit allegorical violence) to accomplish
what words cannot do. And it works. “A sete of sorwe in me is set”
(l. 1403), says Humanum Genus; contrite, he confesses his sins, gains
absolution (l. 1527), and, returned to a state of grace, goes to “The
castel /... / Good Perseverance God sende me” (ll. 1560, 1563).
There, the Seven Cardinal Virtues, seen as “Ladys in londe, lovely
and lyt” (l. 1667), live to support Humanum Genus, helping to battle
the Seven Deadly Sins.
Except the audience knows that nothing stays stable in life. One
sin, Avaritia (Covetousness) wins Humanum Genus because he uses
sweet persuasive words instead of vulgar bombast. Avaritia croons,
“Cum and speke with thy best frende, Sir Coveitise! Thou knowist
me of olde. / .... / We t[w]o schul togedyr pley, / If thou wilt, a
while” (ll. 2429-30, 2438-39). He also speaks politely to his archnemesis, Largité (Generosity), “What eylith the[e], Lady Largité /
Damsel dingne upon thy des?” (ll. 2466-67). Avaritia wins by his
appeals to Humanum Genus’s fear of being poor in his old age: “If
thou be poore and nedy in elde, / Thou schalt oftyn evil fare” (ll.
2529-30). This time, Humanum Genus falls not out of the thrill of
bodily sin but out of fear of material suffering, and he again returns
to pathos.
Nearing the end of the pathos phase, with Avaritia and the World,
Humanum Genus spends the remainder of his life, but then Death
30

Mankind’s lack of external helpmeet is unlike Milton’s Eve, who has
Adam as God’s advocate.
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arrives and strikes. Humanum Genus cries out, “Goode Sir Werld,
helpe now Mankend!” But World answers, matter-of-factly, “Ageyns
him [Death] helpith no wage” (l. 2870), the final peripety of
Humanum Genus's long life with sin. At that reply, Humanum
Genus might have died in despair, becoming like one of the damned
souls in the mystery play The Last Judgment, wishing that he were
never born. But instead Humanum Genus does a final moral act,
saying a deathbed prayer, “But God me graunte of his grace /…. / I
putte me in Goddys mercy!” (ll. 3002, 3007). The theophanic and
anagogical moment is Humanum Genus's Judgment Day. Even
though Malus Angelus, striking Humanum Genus’ soul three times
(ll. 3114, 3118, 3121), is about to drag him to Hell, Misericordia
(Mercy), Justitia (Justice), Veritas (Truth), and Pax (Peace) arrive (l.
3129) and debate over the state of his soul before the court of God
(l. 3230). Mercy’s argument is that out of Adam’s sin is “The blood
of redempcioun” (l. 3363); that is, without sin, there would be no
need for redemption. Pax, agreeing with Mercy, wins out (ll. 351920), and Humanum Genus, by his deathbed conversion and prayer
for God’s mercy, which God grants, is saved.
Instead of imminent death in old age, Mankind experiences his
peripety when he attempts suicide. After living a life of sin, Mankind
recognizes his sins as sins and compounds his sins by despairing, so
that he contemplates suicide: “A roppe, a rope, a rope! I am not
worthy” (l. 800). The absurdity of Mankind’s spiritual condition is
seen in the farce of Mischeff and the three vices assisting Mankind’s
desire for suicide by demonstrating how to hang oneself: “Lo,
Mankinde, do as I do: this is thy new g[u]ise. / Giff the roppe just to
thye neke, this is min[e] avise” (ll. 804-805).
Fortunately, hope arrives in the form of Mercy, the anagogical
mediator of theophany, who convinces Mankind to ask for Mercy (l.
827), thus turning him away from despair and back to God. As Paula
Neuss points out,
[M]ercy is always available, as long as it is wanted. The
character Mercy, we realize, was present in the play as long as
he was wanted. The audience’s slothful impatience had
brought on Mischief and started Mischief’s game, thus
dismissing Mercy; later, tired of the Vices and chastened by
the Devil’s work, they longed for Mercy again, and he
returned. (67)
The play stresses the importance of man’s free-will in the
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salvation journey that is his life. Says Mercy to Mankind, “Ye may
both save and spill your sowle, that is precius; / Libere welle, libere
nolle [Freely to choose, freely not to choose] God many not deny,
iwis” (ll. 893-94). This warning, spoken to one character, is also true
for all of humanity, audience included, as is clearly seen in the plural
“Ye.” Just as “the audience is encouraged not only to witness the
effects of worldly levity but to participate in them” (Jack 153), the
audience also “may come to see the error of their ways with Mankind
and travel imaginatively with him into the realms of divine
forgiveness and joy” (Jack 153). Ending with a prayer for the
audience (ll. 912-14), Mankind not only allows the audience a literal
venue to witness the divine comedy of sin, forgiveness, and grace but
also provides a tropological, or moral, opportunity to participate.
Likewise, one finds in The Castle of Perseverance the pattern of man
falling into sin by his free will – listening to Malus Angelus and then
to Avaritia. One also finds his recovery to grace by the mysterious
power of grace itself (the lance of Penitence) and by his own free-will
to hope for that grace instead of falling into despair, as seen in
Humanum Genus’ deathbed prayer. Ultimately, one finds that “vice
is more appealing than serious moral instruction but, while comic, it
is recognizably evil” (Bevington 798).
According to the morality plays The Castle of Perseverance and
Mankind, the hallmark of man’s spiritual life is the pathos of battle – a
siege against a castle, a back beaten with a spade. The literal violence
allegorizes a spiritual violence even as it is juxtaposed with strong
elements of comedy, as seen in the earthy humour of both plays. In
relative contrast, the violence and comedy of Everyman are muted.
Although well-known “as the archetypal moral play,” Everyman is
actually the English version of the Dutch morality play Elckerlije
(King 255). Unlike the two native English morality plays, Everyman
does not begin at the start of Man’s life but at the end of his life, at
his death and Last Judgment. As Bevington states, “Everyman
focuses instead on the moment of the Coming of Death, a moment
of intense emotional impact.... The play eschews laughter but gains
by the purity of its emphasis on the meaning of death” (939). Death
is the goad that starts Everyman’s salvation journey. "Death begins
the chain of events,” states Spinrad, and “Everyman enters as a fully
developed human creature, and only as he is learning to die does the
audience learn about his life” (69). Spinrad calls death “the first of
Everyman’s instructors” (70), and the play Everyman becomes a “cram
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session” (so to speak) for the Final Exam that is Everyman’s
judgment before God. One can see Everyman in four parts. Part I is
Everyman’s denial of his Death, Part II his search for companions
for his “pilgrimage” in death (l. 68), to his judgment before God, Part
III his spiritual preparation before death, and finally Part IV his
actual death and judgment.
This overtly didactic structure also mutes the comic and violent
elements seen in the previous two morality plays, making Everyman’s
comic and violent elements neither visceral nor shocking. For
instance, the only violence in Everyman is the threat of damnation,
which Everyman feels when Death visits him one day to tell him that
he must give a reckoning of his life before God (ll. 98-100). This
violence is more spiritual or psychological than physical, but it need
not be physical to be real, for the audience too feels this threat of
damnation along with Everyman, since the audience knows they too
will meet Death someday.
First, in Part I, God declares of mankind, “Drowned in sinne,
they know me not for their God” (l. 26), and so God sends Death to
show Everyman a “pilgrimage he must on him [...]take” (l. 68).
Spinrad notes Everyman’s refusal to admit Death’s identity when
Death appears before him: “Everyman does not recognize Death
when they are face to face” (70). Says Everyman, “What messenger
arte thou?” (l. 113) even after Death has given his message that
Everyman must give a reckoning to God (l. 99) and even after
Everyman complains that he needs more time to square his accounts
before his reckoning (ll. 101-102). Desperate enough in his pathos to
cry out like the damned, “I wolde to God I had never be gete!” (l.
189), Everyman is not so despairing that he does not pray, “O
gracious God in the hye sete celestiall, / Have mercy on me in this
moost nede!” (ll. 153-54). With that being said, Death allows
Everyman “company” to go along with him, if he can find anyone
willing.
The majority of the play transpires on the moral level, consisting
in Everyman’s search for a companion or companions on his journey
to his death and reckoning. In Part II, Everyman tries to rely upon
his friends, that is, his temporal gifts, and asks them one by one to
accompany him. The comic element occurs when his cherished
friends – Fellowship, Kindred, Cousin, Goods, and then, later,
Knowledge, Beauty, Strength, Discretion, and Five Wits – abandon
him, and Everyman realizes that his reliance upon them has been
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unfounded. This peripety, or reversal of his expectations, is comic in
two ways. First, the action of the reversal is itself humorous, as
Everyman stands agape while his friends give excuses and then bid
him good luck while fleeing from him as if his death were contagious.
For instance, Fellowship presents big words: “I will not forsake the[e]
to my lives ende” (l. 212), but his actions are small: “I will not go that
lothe journaye -- / Not for the fader that bigate me!” (ll. 267-68).
Fellowship is a fair-weather friend, there in eating, drinking,
womanizing, and even helping in murder (ll. 272-82), but not in
death. He is sorry for Everyman, but he is not going. Similar are
Kindred and Cousin. They speak in promises: “If ye be disposed to
go any-whyder; / For, wete you will, [we] will live and die togyder”
(ll. 323-24), but their actions are betrayals. Says Kindred, “As for me,
ye shall go alone”(l. 354), and says Cosyn, “No, by Our Lady! I have
the crampe in my to[e]” (l. 356), an absurd excuse for betraying
friend and family.
But at least Fellowship, Kindred, and Cousin feel sorry for
Everyman; Goods does not do so. Goods’s soothing words are “Sir,
and ye in the worlde have sorowe or adversité / That can I helpe you
to remedy shortly” (ll. 401-02), but upon hearing Everyman’s
dilemma, Goods changes its tune: “Nay, Everyman, I singe another
songe!” (l. 414), “For my love is contrary to the love everlasting” (l.
430), it avows, like Avaritia in The Castle of Perseverance. Everyman
tries to blame Goods for deceiving him, but Goods’s reply, “Mar[r]y,
thou brought thyself in care” (l. 454), reminds him of his free will to
choose well or choose poorly in his life. The wickedly funny and
morbid reality is that Goods is happy that Everyman deceived
himself: “Whereof I am [right] gladde; / I must nedes laugh, I cannot
be sadde” (ll. 455-56).
Continuing his lengthy peripety, in desperation he turns to his
Good Deeds, which event begins Part III, his spiritual preparation
and conversion to God. Good Deeds is in sad shape: “Here I lie,
colde in the grounde. / Thy sinnes hath me sore bounde, / That I
cannot stere” (ll. 486-88). Still, she will go with him, saying, “that
journey with you will I take” (l. 495), but first she needs to be
unbound. So she calls in her sister, Knowledge, who also says,
“Everyman, I will go with the[e], and be thy guide” (ll. 522).
Knowledge becomes a guide to Everyman’s penance. She
commands, “Now go we togyder lovingly / To Confession, that
cleansing rivere” (ll. 535-36), and then, “Lo, this is Confession. Knele
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down and aske mercy, / For he is in good conceite with God
Almighty” (ll. 543-44). Everyman goes through a process of purifying
his soul: “contricion” (l. 549), confession (l. 580), absolution (l. 556),
and penance – “Knowledge, give me the scourge of penaunce” (l.
605). At this last step, Good Deeds can stand up and walk (l. 619),
since the bindings that are Everyman’s sins have been cleansed away.
Wearing Knowledge’s “garment of sorowe” (l. 643) so that he has
on “true contricion” (l. 650), the equivalent of Humanus Genus’
return to his Castle of Perseverance, he is spiritually arrayed to meet
and learn from Discretion, Strength, Five Wits, and Beauty (l. 669).
These are his personal virtues who, along with Knowledge, remind
him of the seven sacraments (l. 723), wherein the spiritual and divine
meet the physical and mundane. After taking the last two sacraments,
Eucharist and Extreme Unction (ll. 773-74), Everyman goes to his
grave, spiritually prepared for his reckoning. Thus, one finds the
second way in which Everyman’s reversal of expectations is comic:
the reversal, which abolishes Everyman’s ties to the world, prepares
Everyman to turn to God, whose grace and forgiveness represent the
comic, or happy, ending to his process of salvation.
But, as one sees in Part IV, the process is not yet complete.
Everyman’s personal virtues leave him, one by one: Beauty (ll. 80304), Strength (ll. 808-09), Discretion (ll. 831-32), and finally, Five
Wits (ll. 845-46). Everyman is unprepared for this second set of
desertions, as he cries, “O Jesu, helpe! All hath forsaken me” (l. 851).
But, of course, it is not his bodily virtues that will save him, and thus
even those must go away, and, as he travels further into his death,
naturally they do. As Spinrad points out, “Everyman has reached the
last and most profound depth in the process of dying: the point at
which the dying person begins to lose control of his faculties” (84).
In his cry of being “forsaken,” Everyman participates in Christ’s own
death; “in his final letting go,” states Spinrad, “[Everyman] is joining
Christ in his final agony” (84). His death joins his moral life with the
anagogical, as he goes towards his Last Judgment, his theophany.
Only Good Deeds goes with Everyman to his death (l. 852), for
Everyman’s penitential soul and his Good Deeds will be the matter
of his reckoning before God’s judgment. Knowledge, as the
intermediary between the temporal, physical world and the
atemporal, spiritual world, waits until Everyman’s reckoning and
announces to the audience, “Methinketh that I here aungelles singe”
(l. 891). This announcement completes Everyman as a divine
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comedy, as “a comedy of forgiveness... which ends necessarily with
the forgiveness of an erring hero,” as Hunter states (16). This happy
ending, as with the ending of The Castle of Perseverance and Mankind,
brings spiritual reassurance to the medieval audience, who identifies
with the sinner in the play.
Spiritual reassurance is the purpose of medieval drama. Whether
mystery, miracle, or morality, medieval drama depicts the Christian
comedy of forgiveness. Written exegetically, the three-part comic
pattern follows the process of a sinner's conversion: the pathos of
the protagonist's suffering in his literal, physical life and his
allegorized, spiritual life; the peripety of his or her reversal and
consequent moral actions to prepare spiritually the self and those he
or she loves; and the theophany of his encounter with the anagogical
presence of God. These large comic elements come from the
anagogical vision of the medieval dramatists. As Flannery O’Connor
states, “anagogical vision... is the kind of vision that is able to see
different levels of reality in one image or one situation” (MM 72). In
being able to see the moment of grace arriving at the dark places of
sin, violence, and profanity, medieval dramatists create drama
powerful enough to transmit its Christian meaning and to affect the
medieval audience.
FROM MEDIEVAL DRAMA TO O'CONNOR'S FICTION: THE
ELEMENTS OF CHRISTIAN COMEDY
Commenting upon medieval drama's effect on its audience,
Stanley J. Kahrl states, "[The plays] were popular because they were
written to reach as wide an audience as possible, and in that they
succeeded" (104). However, Kahrl asserts, medieval drama has lost
its dramatic power because its audience has changed over time: "To
experience the plays... is to experience at first hand a religious life
largely lost to English-speaking people after the Reformation" (102).
Whereas the medieval audience of the mystery, miracle, and morality
plays are actively open to Christian truth, many of O’Connor’s
audience regards Christian truths as unimportant or irrelevant to their
own lives. This post-Reformation, post-industrialized audience
consists of secularized non-believers, who consider Christianity as
backwoods superstition, or modern Pharisees, who do the deeds of
Christianity but do not believe in its spirit of total reliance upon God.
Even O’Connor herself believed that most of her audience found
Christianity irrelevant. In an April 4, 1958, letter to “A”/Betty
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Hester, she states, “[I] write for an audience who doesn’t know what
grace is and don’t recognize it when they see it” (HB 275). Unlike her
perceived audience, O'Connor, a devout Catholic, continues the
same, unbroken line of faith as shared by her medieval predecessors:
"I see from the standpoint of Christian orthodoxy. This means that
for me the meaning of life is centered in our Redemption by Christ
and that what I see in the world I see in its relation to that" (MM 32).
This "standpoint," which she shares with the medieval dramatists, is
anagogical vision, the core of O'Connor's peculiar fiction, a Christian
comedy of forgiveness tailor-made for modernity.
Although both medieval drama and O'Connor's fiction are
Christian comedy, the change in audience has altered how O'Connor
dramatizes the comic pattern of God's forgiveness and Man's
salvation. In medieval drama, often the three parts of the pattern are
evenly balanced, in the manner that Dante structured his Divina
Commedia. But as O'Connor points out, "Dante lived in the 13th [sic]
century when that balance was achieved in the faith of his age....
There are ages when it is possible to woo the reader; there are others
when something more drastic is necessary" (CW 820). Eschewing the
balance of pathos-peripety-theophany, O'Connor's fiction is almost
entirely pathos until near the end, when the peripety and theophany
crash down on top of the protagonist's head. O’Connor adjusts the
blatantly didactic medieval genres, especially miracle and morality
plays, to a modern recasting of medieval drama, creating the
defamiliarizing, modern “cartoon” (Drake 15), which presents bold,
distorted sketches of spiritually distorted people composed with
humor and horror. In other words, O’Connor creates even greater
comic distortions in her fiction so as to convey to an audience, who
is used to the everyday distortions of the modern world so that the
distortions feel normal, the vital importance of God’s grace for man’s
salvation, which is a Christian truth transmitted through the
grotesquely comic elements in her fiction. O'Connor uses the comic
to show the absurdity of spiritually distorted man and the violent to
show his confrontation with the truth of his own absurdity, the truth
being his spiritual helplessness and thus his need for grace.
Critics like Wendy Piper often mistake this modified comic
pattern as tragic (26). Hardison, however, points out that one can
have a comic pattern even though the tone of the story is tragic. The
source of that paradox, Hardison believes, is in “the [Catholic] Mass
itself, which is joyful on Christmas and deeply somber on Passion
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Sunday, although the same comic structure is used on both
occasions” (292). Although society has changed between the Middle
Ages and the twentieth century, O’Connor remains true to her
Catholic faith as a writer. She stresses the pathos of the pattern of
Christian comedy, thereby amplifying the tragic tonality and leaving
the unexpected and violent theophany for the very last.
O'Connor's tragic tonality and violent theophany, therefore, are
not modern innovations. We have seen some medieval plays, like The
Play of the Sacrament, wherein grotesque, comic violence and
theophany can coincide, such as a blood-drenched Jesus, exploded
out of a cauldron. Moreover, according to Brian Ragen, "In earlier
centuries, especially in the Middle Ages, religious concerns were not
separated -- in literature or in life -- from the grotesque or violent"
(197). By returning to this spirit of Dante and the medieval dramatists
who presented "Christian doctrines... in images that may offend the
nose or shock the eye" (Ragen 197), O'Connor rejects the prevailing
twentieth-century display of piety, a piety which "will produce a
soggy, formless, and sentimental literature" (MM 30-31). Like much
of medieval drama, O'Connor's "fiction often recalls [S]cripture -- in
its violent and gritty details, in its fusion of many meanings into a
single image, and in its wisdom and power" (Ragen 200). Like the
New Testament parable, her fiction presents "religious meaning...
structured in terms of human conflict symbolizing man's relationship
with God" (May xxiv).
In creating an "unbalanced" Christian comedy, modified for her
modern audience, O'Connor emphasizes a tragic tonality of the
comic pattern which is faithful to the religious concerns of the
balanced Christian comedy of the medieval dramatists. The
convergence of tragic tonality, violence, and comic theophany
becomes a regular characteristic in O’Connor’s modern Christian
comedy. Steven Olson suggests, "Readers of O'Connor's fiction are
more likely than not to be 'knocked in the face' by a sudden violent
scene at or near the end of a work" (39). For O’Connor, this violence
constitutes the theophany, in which "the protagonist [is] laid low by
the whammy of grace" (Wood, Comedy 91).
Another change in the dramatization of Christian comedy from
medieval drama to O'Connor's fiction is in the types of characters,
especially in the roles of protagonist and antagonist. In medieval
drama, the three major types are religious non-Christians (Jews and
pagans), lukewarm Christians, and saints. For instance, the King and
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Queen of Marseilles in the miracle play Mary Magdalene are pious
pagans, Mankind in the morality play Mankind is a lukewarm
Christian, and the post-conversion Saul in the miracle play The
Conversion of St. Paul is a saint. O'Connor transforms these three types
to render them more appropriate to the modernized version of
medieval Christian comedy. Religious non-Christians become secular
humanists, for, as Ralph Wood points out, "[R]adical atheism is a
uniquely Christian phenomenon. The pagans of the ancient world
were not atheists at all; they believed not in no God but in many
gods" (Comedy 31). Just as pre-conversion Saul strives to stamp out
the heresy that is Christianity, secular humanist Rayber in The Violent
Bear It Away strives to stamp out the psychological compulsion of
backwoods Christianity residing in his nephew, Francis Marion
Tarwater. "It is not that O'Connor is anti-intellectual," states James
Grimshaw, "but rather she is concerned about the deeper problem of
intellectualism replacing religion, becoming a religion for some" (10).
For the radical secular humanist, NoGod is his/ her god, a belief
which O'Connor dramatizes throughout Wise Blood, with Hazel
Motes, preaching about his Church without Christ, believing in man's
drive for progress through his own talents alone.
In O'Connor's fiction, lukewarm Christians become modern
Pharisees, who believe that their own good deeds, and not the mercy
of God, will get them to Heaven. Grimshaw calls these Pharisees
"hypocrites and great pretenders [who]... savor for the most part a
feeling of superiority and self-righteousness about their superiority"
(10). Mrs. Flood, the Grandmother, Mr. Head, Mrs. Cope, Mrs.
Shortley, Mrs. McIntyre, Mrs. May, Mrs. Turpin: O'Connor peppers
her fiction with these modern Pharisees, who see orthodox
Christianity as useless sentimentality and therefore as having no value
whatsoever in getting ahead in this world and, implicitly, in the next.
As O'Connor puts it, "By separating nature and grace as much as
possible, he had reduced his conception of the supernatural to pious
cliché" (MM 147).
The third character type in medieval drama, saints, O'Connor has
transformed into the harbingers of truth, the zealous Christian
prophets, believers, and evangelists who violently discover that the
world is hostile to them. Just as Saul is imprisoned for his
conversion, Mason Tarwater is committed to an asylum for his
evangelism. Just as Mary Magdalene is assaulted by devils seeking for
her soul, Francis Marion Tarwater is literally assaulted by the devil
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incarnate. Just as Jonathas in The Play of the Sacrament zealously denies
Christ's existence until Christ's apocalyptic appearance, Hazel Motes
denies Christ's existence just as zealously and, with his apocalyptic
conversion, zealously atones for his sins as well.
According to Wood, "O'Connor creates characters who are just
barely able not to escape the tentacles of divine grace" (Comedy 281),
and therein lies the paradox of O'Connor's characters. They all strive
to be happy but God is not the first place they look to for that
happiness. John F. Desmond indicates that "all men are 'grotesque'
insofar as they contain the possibility of redemption, yet fail to realize
it fully" (37). For O'Connor's secular humanists, modern Pharisees,
and even some harbingers of truth before their conversion, what is
most grotesque is their refusal to see themselves as grotesque. Thus
O'Connor "lampoons the vices and follies of our age, especially our
self-contentment" (Wood, Comedy 80) and shows that "divine grace
must first manifest itself destructively before its recipients can
respond to it positively" (Wood, Comedy 91). Like the pagans,
lukewarm Christians, and saints of medieval drama, O'Connor's
secular humanists, modern Pharisees, and harbingers of truth
encounter their theophany whether they want it or not.
The last major difference between the medieval dramatists and
O'Connor is genre: one is drama and the other is fiction. But some
striking similarities make the forms of O'Connor's fiction analogous
to the forms of medieval drama. As discussed earlier, the three forms
of medieval drama are mystery, miracle, and morality. The mystery
play relates the salvation history of man through Scripture, the
miracle play through one person's specific biography, and the
morality play through an allegorical, universal biography. In her
fiction, O'Connor does not tell Bible stories, as the medieval mystery
dramatists had done; as John Quinn points out, "She did not write
mystery stories; she wrote about Mystery" (121). But she writes
novels and short stories that echo the forms of the miracle and
morality plays, respectively, employing allegory in a way that few
other twentieth century writers do. Even though Carol Schloss
declares that "O'Connor wrote at a time when allegory, the traditional
device for translating patterns of fictional action into an equivalent
lattice of spiritual or moral significance, had become impossible"
(31), O’Connor and other modern writers of faith still created nonnaturalistic narrative forms, forming their “lattice of spiritual or
moral significance,” that are either modern-day allegories or mistaken
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as allegories. According to Joseph Murphy, Neo-Scholasticism was
flourishing at the time of O'Connor's writing (29), and, as Harold
Fickett indicates, Christian humanists like J. R. R. Tolkien,31 C. S.
Lewis, and Charles Williams were also at that time creating
metaphorically rich fiction and poetry (Fickett and Gilbert 3). Even if
the audience of the works of these Christian humanists -- O'Connor
included -- did not fully understand the deeper, spiritual or moral
meanings of their artistic works, the fact that they persisted in
working with non-naturalistic, non-realistic fiction, including allegory,
suggests that these kinds of forms were not entirely "impossible" as
vehicles of expressing more-than-literal meaning.
O'Connor's novels are recasts of the medieval miracle plays. As
Hunter states, example "is the method of the miracle play" with "two
kinds of example from which one can learn -- good example and
bad" (24). The good example depicts saints as "examples of Christian
fortitude" while the bad example depicts "great sinners.... Though
their sins are every bit as heinous, they instruct us not by the
deserved punishment, but by their repentance and forgiveness"
(Hunter 25). O'Connor's two complete novels, Wise Blood and The
Violent Bear It Away, are modern miracles of the bad example: Hazel
Motes, the zealous modern Pharisee turned Christian saint,32 and
Francis Marion Tarwater, the proud apostate and wannabelukewarm-Christian turned Christian prophet. Like the miracle plays,
both novels are biographical accounts of the harbinger of truth,
wherein one sees the pattern of Christian comedy writ large and
focused on specific examples of the would-be Christian hero.
Moreover, O'Connor's short stories, especially as seen in her two
published short story collections, A Good Man Is Hard to Find and
Everything That Rises Must Converge, are modern morality plays. As
Hardison states, "The morality play is not history [as compared to
mystery and miracle] but fiction.... [It] is of necessity psychological
drama" (289). Hence, O'Connor's short stories, like the moralities,
have an allegorical and figural tone; as Robert Potter comments
about the morality play, "A concept -- what it means to be human -is represented on the stage by a central dramatic figure or series of
31

In his essay “On Fairy-Stories,” Tolkien says he does not write allegories
(23) but fairy-stories (10).
32 O'Connor says in a March 2, 1954, letter to Carol Hartman, "Wise Blood is
about a Protestant saint, written from the point of view of a Catholic" (CW
919).
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figures. Subsidiary characters... stand at the service of the plot, which
is ritualized, dialectical, and inevitable" (6-7). For O’Connor’s
modern moralities, they draw their details from her Christ-haunted
South. As Jeffrey Folks points out, "O'Connor employs her
characters, often uneducated southern poor whites, in romance
narratives in which there is a startling disconnection between the
allegorical point of a character's action and its literal meaning" (110).
Certainly Folks's comment can apply as well to O'Connor's novels as
to her short stories -- it is just a matter of degree. But there is a quick,
punch-line-to-a-joke quality to the short stories, with the simplicity of
an abbreviated pathos and the "double whammy" of peripety and
theophany at the end.33
In looking from medieval drama to O'Connor's fiction, therefore,
one can recognize striking similarities, even with significant changes
in society from the fifteenth to the twentieth century. Even though
O'Connor shares the same faith as her medieval predecessors, they
do not share the same audience. Consequently, O'Connor modifies
the pathos-peripety-theophany pattern of Christian comedy, the types
of Christian heroes, and even the genre (from drama to fiction) to
accommodate this historical and cultural change of audience. As
Hunter states, regarding the audience of the medieval miracle and
morality plays, "[W]e are expected to identify with these figures and
not to sit in judgment on them. The very horror of their sins should
not alienate or shock us but should reassure us" (37). Similarly,
O'Connor hopes the audience of her modern miracles and moralities
will find reassurance, but, paradoxically, through alienation and
shock. Certainly, the pattern of comic blindness and violent epiphany
does not necessarily lend itself to an obviously happy ending. The
modern audience of O'Connor's modern miracles and moralities
must decide whether each protagonist, once confronted with the
truth, is saved by this truth or not. But perhaps this ambivalence
within the reader's mind can become the modern equivalent of the
medieval audience’s witnessing of and participation in the comedy of
forgiveness. Speaking of the medieval audience, Hunter states, “By
precept and experience, medieval man knew himself to be a sinner –
33

As a writer, O'Connor found writing novels much more taxing artistically
than writing short stories. In a March 18,1955, letter to Robie Macauley,
O'Connor writes, "Unlike Wise Blood, they [the short stories] were all
relatively painless to me; but now I have to quit enjoying life and get on with
the second novel" (CW 934).
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one who deserved damnation at God’s hands” (21). Perhaps realizing
that her readers lack precept, O’Connor creates the literary
experience of a sinful, fallen world with the hope that her readers will
find themselves in it. With this identity will be a spiritual need that
they did not even know they had and, perhaps, a desire for that sole
solution which will satisfy that need, a desire shared by the audience
of the medieval dramatists. By exegetically reading the elements of
Christian comedy in O'Connor's fiction, as shared by medieval
drama, one can come to a better understanding of her peculiar
fiction.
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4 THE GERANIUM: FAILED LESSONS ON
THE TROPOLOGICAL, OR MORAL, SENSE

In his analysis of O'Connor's second novel, Steven Olson declares,
"Despite the centrality of her religious themes, Flannery O'Connor's
art is grounded first and foremost in the palpable and the particular.
The concrete, the material, and the literal always determine and
precede the abstract, the theological, and the symbolic in her fiction"
(37). O'Connor's art of "the palpable and the particular" -- that is, the
literal sense -- is evident as early as her 1947 MFA thesis, The
Geranium: A Collection of Short Stories.
However, her anagogical vision – her faith in a divine presence in
the world -- is not obvious in these early six stories, causing critics
like Farrell O'Gorman to declare that "her first six stories show
virtually no sign of the intense religious concerns that mark her
mature work" (41). O'Gorman's observation points to a narrative
difference between these early stories and her later work. The lack of
"intense religious concerns" in these stories comes from an
incomplete Christian comic pattern. As discussed earlier, that threepart Christian comic pattern consists in pathos, peripety, and
theophany. Matching these three parts are the four senses of
medieval exegesis. The literal and allegorical senses comprise the
pathos of the story; the tropological, or moral, sense emerges from
the pathos and leads to the peripety; and the anagogical sense
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becomes apparent during the theophany. All of these stories exhibit
the long pathos and the falling-from-the-sky-at-the-end peripety of
any O'Connor short story, although the theophanies in the stories
seem almost off-stage, like a foreseen but unspoken epilogue.
With theophanies structurally missing, the stories of The Geranium
therefore culminate in the tropological, or moral sense, the narrative
level in which the hero acts or fails to act according to Christian
mores. All of these stories portray a protagonist who fails to act
according to Christian mores, and their peripeties make clear the
truth of their failure. As concrete representations of two types of
Christian comic heroes, the secular humanist and the modern
Pharisee, these early stories are moralities pointing to failed lessons in
the tropological, or moral, sense. In these stories, the Christian comic
hero either waits, runs away from, or rejects his or her allotted
theophany, without the acts of charity that would prepare for a
theophany.34 Both Dudley in "The Geranium" and Gabriel in
"Wildcat" are old modern Pharisees – modern Pharisees being those
proudly self-assured in their beliefs -- who await their theophanies,
their limbo-like states dominated with memories of earlier and
simpler times. In contrast, Ruller in "The Turkey" and Hazel Wickers
in "The Train" are young modern Pharisees who attempt to run away
from their theophanies in their naïve pride. Finally, the secular
humanists Rayber in "The Barber" and Miss Willerton in "The Crop"
reject any chance for theophany, as seen in their inability to
communicate with others, in either spoken or written form.35
In the first stories discussed, old modern Pharisees are waiting,
displaced in a world in which they believe that they do not belong.
For both the white man Dudley in "The Geranium" and the black
man Gabriel in "Wildcat," African-Americans serve as markers of a
more idyllic past, of family and of belonging. Alice Walker observes,
"[O'Connor] retained a certain distance (only, however, in her later,
mature work) from the inner workings of her black characters" (76).
In these two early stories, O'Connor does not distance herself and, in
fact, in "Wildcat" the limited third-person is so close to Gabriel's
point of view that the diction of the narrator and the diction of
34

We will see these comic heroes do similar actions in her later stories, but
O’Connor will present their theophanies in the plotlines of these later
stories.
35 The stories as O'Connor ordered them in her thesis are "The Geranium,"
"The Barber," "Wildcat," "The Crop," "The Turkey," and "The Train."
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Gabriel collapse into one another, in indirect discourse. The old
heroes of both stories dwell upon a past in which they were valued
and in which they belonged, as they struggle to live in a present
world, wherein they and their knowledge are ridiculed by those who
should value them: friends, family, and neighbors. In response, they
isolate themselves further from their present community by retreating
into their past in silence.
For both men, pathos consists in a present world filled with
misunderstanding, mockery, and uselessness, a present that feels like
the Limbo state of Hell. Dudley spends most of his time sitting in his
daughter's New York apartment, "waiting for the geranium" (CW
701) on the windowsill of the next apartment building fifteen feet
away to appear. Although she is not an evil woman, Dudley's
daughter tends to her father not so much out of love as out of duty
(CW 704). Unlike her father, she has adapted to living in New York,
in an integrated apartment building, "where they could afford to live
and made the best of it" (CW 707). His own daughter, then, has
become alien to him, like the Negro who lives next door to them.
Ironically, the Negro is the only character who shows an act of
kindness to Dudley, helping him up the staircase (CW 710). But to
Dudley, it feels like an act of condescension from a man whose voice
"sounded like a nigger's laugh and a white man's sneer" (CW 710),
who collects guns but does not hunt because, as he says, it "'[s]eems
kind of a shame to deplete the game reserve'" (CW 711), and, calling
him "old-timer," advises Dudley, "'it's a swell place -- once you get
used to it'" (CW 711). Val Larsen states, "[B]y negating New York
and the Yankee black man, Dudley transforms himself into a New
Yorker, the unfriendly, uncommunicative, isolated New Yorker he
sees mirrored in the window as the story concludes" ("Manor" 101).
Dudley fails to interact with his neighbor, in an environment in
which neighborliness is rare. But even before the incident on the
stairs, one already sees Dudley's negation of New York with his
daughter, who advises him, "'[T]end to your business'" (CW 707).
Like his daughter, the New Yorker who owns the geranium the next
building over tells Dudley, "'What I do in my apartments is my
business, see? I don't like people looking at what I do'" (CW 713).
Like the Negro, the New Yorker speaks to him with disrespectful
familiarity, calling him "pop" (CW 712). But Dudley fails to
distinguish the intentional disrespect of the geranium owner and the
unintentional disrespect of the Negro because both New Yorkers are
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alien to him. Therefore, even though Dudley is with family and
neighbors, he feels that he is not home, a stranger waiting in a strange
land.
Similarly, Gabriel is not home, even with family and neighbors
around him, because of his age and blindness. As Sandra Lee Kleppo
states, "Although Gabriel is blind, he smells, hears, and understands
the meaning of the beast in Christian terms" (124); thus he has a
knowledge of the wildcat that, as Margaret Whitt declares, "is more
profound than if he had killed a wildcat himself, as if killing one is
[sic] the only way to know something" (211). But precisely because
Gabriel has never killed a wildcat, the boys discount his knowledge
and ability to smell the wildcat: "'How many wildcats you killed,
Gabrul?' Their voices, rising to him through the darkness, were full
of gentle mockery" (CW 725). Like Dudley, however, Gabriel does
not fully engage the boys by recounting the details of how he gained
his knowledge and of the fear he felt as a boy. Dismissing the boys as
Dudley dismisses the Negro, Gabriel, like Dudley, waits in silence:
"Won't nothin' for old people to do but wait" (CW 729).
Both men contrast their present position with that of their past.
For Dudley, the past is his life before he moved up North to live
with his daughter, when he was living in the boarding house in the
South, where, as Larsen puts it, "he was the Pater familias, petted and
deferred to" ("Manor" 95). Dudley's true family is constituted by the
Negro servants Rabie and Lutisha. In flashbacks one sees Lutisha as
the great mother of the house, cooking and cleaning, who "could
have taken that geranium and stuck it in the ground and had
something worth looking at in a few weeks" (CW 701). Rabie is
servant, assistant, son -- all rolled in one -- to Dudley, a man who,
while calling him "boss" (CW 703), is not afraid to tell him when he
makes a mistake: "'Dem was some mighty fine birds we let get away
from us,' Rabie sighed" (CW 710). In his loneliness, Dudley misses
them acutely, since they represent home to him; in thinking of them,
his throat draws tight into a knot (CW 701), so that, in the end, the
tightness explodes into weeping (CW 711). This idyllic past, however,
defines Dudley so absolutely that he is incapable of acting in the
present. Unable to act except as a pater familias, he refuses to receive
charity in his present life.
Likewise, Gabriel's past is constituted by the memory of his first
wildcat, experienced when he was a boy. Although not an idyllic past
like Dudley's, nevertheless in Gabriel's childhood, he is surrounded
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by empathetic people who are as acutely aware of the danger of the
wildcat as he is. Like Reba, he can smell that the wildcat is near (CW
727). Like his mother, he quiets down so he can hear the wildcat (CW
727). In the past, among the womenfolk, not seeing but smelling and
hearing signal the approach of the wildcat, talents that, in the present,
the boys discount. In the past, he receives a knowledge of the wildcat
as a wielder of human death, as it killed old Huzzah that day (CW
728); but in the present, the boys discredit this knowledge because
Gabriel refuses to acknowledge his fear and his dependence on these
boys. He “stiffen[s]" at the boys' question of whether he is afraid
(CW 726) and answers the question of whether he has killed a wildcat
with the stately declaration, "'I knows what I knows, boy" (CW 731).
Although this declaration is literally true, Gabriel, the allegorical
modern Pharisee, presents a moral falsehood by self-righteously
refusing to acknowledge the truth of his dependence on the boys, as
he hides his personal fear of the wildcat from them.
So in solitude both men wait. Dudley waits for the geranium
while Gabriel waits for the wildcat. For each, the arrival serves as a
peripety. The physical geranium arrives at the end, fallen from the
window, uncared for "at the bottom of the alley with its roots in the
air" (CW 713). The geranium symbolizes Dudley himself, his
"crocked [sic] life in a foreign soil" (Giannone Mystery 236) and, as it
is, fallen from the windowsill, suggests "his final loss of touch with
his community" (Grimshaw 32). He is unrooted, slowly dying of
neglect, the city folk neglecting him as he neglects them. In a similar
fashion, the wildcat also brings death, perhaps even symbolizes
death, as James Grimshaw suggests (37). Or, as Ruthann Johansen
declares, it represents "an embodiment of the mysterious boundaries
between the terrors in the human heart and those of the wilderness
and between the divine and the human" (32). The wildcat, like
Dudley's geranium, symbolizes Gabriel himself, a man who is alive
but who carries within him death: "The darkness was hollow around
him and through its depth, animal cries wailed and mingled with the
beats pounding in his throat" (CW 731). Kleppo points out, "The
images which come to Gabriel's mind in his hour of crisis offer
evidence of his concern with salvation and his anxiety" (133). In
imagining that the wildcat will kill him, marking his body, Gabriel
fears that he is not ready for his Judgment Day. The wildcat,
symbolizing death, is the vehicle moving towards "the river bank [on
which] the Lord was waiting on him" (CW 730), but he fears that the
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wildcat marks on his body show his unworthiness of being with the
Lord: "'Lord don't want me with no wildcat marks'" (CW 730). As
Kleppo suggests, one can read "the wildcat as a symbol of our
unredeemed origin" (133), and Gabriel seems to interpret the wildcat
that way. Ironically, Gabriel rejects a moral action that might prepare
him for grace, that is, his trusting reliance on the boys: "They
shouldn't leave old people by themselves," Gabriel thinks after
hearing the wildcat get a cow a half mile away (CW 730). But this
complaint is hypocritical since he has refused to show his fear earlier
(CW 726). Thus both men wait for theophanies that will prove them
righteous, but their similar peripeties – the arrival of the geranium
and the wildcat -- only show their failures on the moral level.
Similarly, eleven-year-old Ruller McFarney of "The Turkey" and
nineteen-year-old Hazel Wickers of "The Train" are allegorical
modern Pharisees who, like Dudley and Gabriel, dwell in the literal
past and fail in the moral present. Young as they are, the past is still
immediate, but, like the old modern Pharisees in the previous stories,
they are also proud of their past, which, to them, defines their
uniqueness and their worth. Ruller is proud that he is "an unusual
child" (CW 747); Haze is proud that he is from Eastrod, Tennessee,
and that his mother "was a Jackson" (CW 754). It is this pride in their
own inherent worth -- gentle and naïve in these young comic heroes - which their respective peripeties will destroy in their journey to
conversion. Grimshaw calls "The Turkey" a story of "initiation into
the world of good and evil" (37), but this definition can also apply to
"The Train." Like Dudley and Gabriel, Ruller and Haze realize their
complicity with tropological, or moral, evil as they fail to act with
charity towards the people around them. However, unlike Dudley
and Gabriel, who await theophanies that may or may not come, these
boys try to run away from their theophanies that seem to wait
offstage.
"The Turkey" begins with Ruller's chasing the lame turkey, "his
arms rigid and his fingers ready to clutch" (CW 741) and ends with
him in the role of the turkey, as "Something Awful was tearing
behind him with its arms rigid and its fingers ready to clutch" (CW
752). In between, during his pathos, Ruller spirals deeper into his
pride, assured of his "unusualness," his strength, and his knowledge.
Playing cops and robbers in isolation in the woods, he spies a lame
turkey and gives chase, convinced that the turkey will become an
outward sign of his "unusualness," making him even more unusual
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than his older brother Hane: "Hane hadn't ever got a turkey. Hane
hadn't ever caught anything" (CW 742). Like Gabriel's wildcat,
Ruller's turkey becomes an allegorical sign of special judgment: For
Gabriel, it is perceived damnation, and for Ruller, perceived
salvation. But he runs into a tree, loses the turkey, and then becomes
angry, as if "somebody had played a dirty trick on him" (CW 744),
and in his anger, he swears, a clear indication that he blames God for
this "dirty trick." Perhaps Ruller, an allegorical modern Pharisee, is
angry that a believer cannot pursue salvation (the turkey) without
grace (the tree, as a modern, natural example of a medieval,
sacramental rood). At this "dirty trick," he swears tentatively,
knowing that he is transgressing, for he "looked over his shoulder but
no one was there" (CW 745). Emboldened in his punishment-free
sin, he swears so much that he collapses into laughter (CW 745). As
Douglas Powers states, "Ruller is swept up in the moment of
discovery: he giggles, his face reddens, he looks at his ankles sticking
in his shoes and feels that they do not belong to him" (73). When the
initial pleasure of his sin dies away, he is left with his loss and swears
again with no pleasure, a swearing which startles him: "He almost
stopped. He had never heard himself think that tone before" (CW
746). Leon Driskell and Joan Brittain state that Ruller has become an
abstraction of himself, a "boy [divided] into two parts -- one which
speaks and one which listens" (35).36 The conversation of the two
parts of Ruller is like the dialogue of the Good and Bad Angels of
The Castle of Perseverance: "God could go around sticking things in your
face and making you chase them all afternoon for nothing," grumbles
Ruller's Bad Angel. "You shouldn't think that way about God,
though," replies Ruller's Good Angel (CW 747). After the Good
Angel's comment, he sees the turkey again and finally captures it.
Ruller, however, makes the Pelagian mistake of thinking God
gives the turkey to him as a reward for being "an unusual child...
[who] knew more how things were" (CW 747-48). As Johansen
declares, the turkey "becomes in his imagination the means by which
he passes between the surface realities of his life and the mysterious
interventions of the divine" (32). But Ruller wants the intervention of
the divine on his terms, as he, in his Pharisaic pride, decides to "go
home the long way -- through town" (CW 748) to show off the
36

We will see this split of self again in young Tarwater in The Violent Bear It
Away.
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turkey that God wanted him to take. He even pretends to have an
intimate conversation with God: "You were mighty generous [said
Ruller]. That's okay, God said.... I'm leaving the job strictly up to you.
I have confidence in you, McFarney. You can trust me, Ruller said.
I'll come through with the goods" (CW 748-49). In his Pharisaic
pride, he decides to "to do something for God" (CW 749); he prays
for a beggar, whom he "knew for a fact God would send him one"
(CW 750). When Ruller sees a beggar, he "thrust[s] the dime into her
hand and dashe[s] on without looking back" (CW 751), "a charitable
act," says George Monteiro, "that may or may not be truly an act of
charity" (118). But this act of charity is ironic since he is not
concerned for the beggar as a human being but as a way to do a favor
– “something” -- for God. This uncharitable act of charity is the last
descent of Ruller's Pharisaic pride, the belief that he knows exactly
what God wants of him, a belief that the three country boys destroy
by taking away the turkey as if it naturally belonged to them (CW
752). The boys' stealing the turkey represents Ruller's peripety,
revealing his moral failure as a Christian hero. As Jill Baumgaertner
points out, "Ruller must learn that no one can do anything for God.
One can only accept God's gifts, freely given, and pass them humbly
on to others" (33). Likewise, states Whitt, "O'Connor suggests that
God is something full of awe, not to be understood, not to be
reduced, not to be anybody's diminutive pal. God is a mystery that
cannot be figured out by a young boy in his afternoon play" (217).
The turkey taken away, Ruller at first creeps but then runs home,
feeling "Something Awful" tearing and clutching after him. Ruller is
not an unusual boy but, like the lame turkey, is a lame – that is,
flawed -- human being, injured by his own sins and belonging to God
only. The "Something Awful" is, as Laurence Enjolras states, "the
mysteriously powerful voice of God inviting him to mend his ways"
(24). Theophany is literally chasing Ruller, who finally learns to fear
God. In the beginning, Ruller thinks he is playing a cop in his copsand-robbers game, but in the end, in his journey back home, he
learns that he has been robbing God all along.
Hazel Wickers in "The Train" is a little further along in this
journey of conversion. Margaret Harrison describes Haze as "a rawboned country boy of nineteen” (287). But in spite of his young age,
he is haunted by his hometown that serves as a source of his
Pharisaic pride and as a stumbling block for his journey to spiritual
maturity. This "haunting" is his pathos. As Whitt puts it, "He is
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interior man, her first character that is to be consumed by the vertical
relationship of man to God that will take O'Connor another five
years to prepare for publication in novel form" (219). On a previous
army furlough, Haze has visited "Eastrod [his hometown] even
though he knew how it was," that is, a ghost town (CW 760); on his
current furlough, he is on the train to Taulkinham, where his sister
lives. But Haze has remained haunted by the dead: his dead
hometown and his dead mother. Like Dudley in "The Geranium," he
feels a homesickness so acute that he cannot appreciate his current
journey, the train, and the people around him (CW 754). Being the
son of a Jackson from Eastrod defines Haze so absolutely that, in his
arrogant certainty, he refuses to believe that the black porter he
meets on the train is from Chicago, insisting, in his stubborn pride,
that the porter is the run-away son of Cash Simmons, a dead Eastrod
man (CW 759). Like Dudley, Haze's past prejudices prevent him
from acts of charity to the people around him, even as these people
occupy his present life. Haze's "rather bizarre fascination with the
porter" (Brinkmeyer 55) becomes "a kind of catalyst" (Harrison 291)
for him. His arrogant certainty about the porter's identity comes to a
head when, as the porter insists yet again that he is the son of a
railroad man from Chicago, Haze laughs at him (CW 759).
The porter's response literally makes Haze unstable and
unmoored and serves as his peripety: "[T]he porter jerked the ladder
off suddenly with a wrench of his arm that sent Haze clutching at the
blanket into the berth" (CW 759). Trembling in his upper berth,
Haze discovers that there is no window for him to look outside (CW
759) and that his past -- Eastrod, his mother being a Jackson -means nothing to those on the train, to the porter, and to the place
where he is going. Eyes closed, Haze imagines the face of his mother
in her closing coffin, "like she wasn't satisfied with resting, like she
was going to spring up... terrible like a huge bat darting from the
closing" (CW 761), and, in a claustrophobic moment, Haze attempts
to spring out of his berth, which now feels like a coffin to him. But
he is "hung there wet and cold and [sees] the porter at the other end
of the car, a white shape in the darkness, standing there, watching
him and not moving" (CW 761-62). Haze cannot run away; his
coffin-berth is on a journey across his River Styx, with the porter as
his Charon, and his old life must die in order for his new life to
begin. Like Ruller, he cannot run away from his appointed
theophany.
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Unlike the modern Pharisees discussed above, the secular
humanists of "The Barber" and "The Crop" do not dwell on a
historical past that prevents them from engaging the present. Instead,
these Christian comic heroes create unrealistic expectations of their
present and are alienated when literal reality does not match their
concepts of reality. Their moral failure lies in their inability to see
truly the people with whom they live on a daily basis. In other words,
they are uprooted from the literal meaning of their lives, preferring to
fly into airy abstractions, which, like Icarus' wings, melt under the
heat of reality, so that they fall back to earth, struck dumb, at a loss
for words. Ironically, Rayber in "The Barber" and Miss Willerton in
"The Crop" desire engagement with their community. But in
preferring their solipsistic vision of community over the reality of
their flawed community, they fail morally, as seen in their failed
attempts at formal discourse: Rayber of "The Barber" is a failed
orator, and Miss Willerton of "The Crop" is a failed writer.
Rayber is a college teacher of an unknown discipline, although
one suspects it is philosophy since his colleague Jacobs is "the
philosophy man" (CW 714). Not taking Jacobs' advice, "'Don't spoil
your complexion arguing with barbers'" (CW 721), Rayber, in his
pathos, strives to convince Joe, the barber, Roy, a fat regular
customer, and George, the black errand boy, that voting for the
segregationist Hawkson is wrong and voting for the integrationist
Darmon is right. Rayber is the straight man in this "relatively
straightforward comic story," says Robert Brinkmeyer, "built almost
entirely on the clash between the genteel and vernacular
perspectives" (51), though, from Rayber's point of view, the
difference at issue is between enlightened rationality and ignorant
bigotry. But Rayber fails to understand his audience. As Grimshaw
states, "Although the discussion of politics centers on the question of
race, the thematic thrust of the story centers on Rayber's place in the
community as an 'intellectual.' He is accepted" (36), because, as
Larsen points out, "Joe feels no great hatred for white liberals. They
lack the one essential quality the enemy must have -- a black skin"
("Tale" 31). The little community of bigots in Joe's barbershop views
Rayber as a misguided "goodgovermint boy" (CW 723) with
immature idealistic notions: "'Rayber's all right. He don't know how
to vote, but he's all right," says Joe (CW 723). This easy acceptance of
Rayber and therefore easy disregard for his argument renders his
speech ineffectual, his "words drag[ging] out... of his mouth like
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freight cars, jangling, backing up on each other, grating to a halt,
sliding, clinching back, jarring, and then suddenly stopping as roughly
as they had begun" (CW 724). Writing alone, Rayber imagines that he
will succeed in convincing his perceived audience; but speaking aloud
before Joe, Roy, and George, he fails to convince anyone (Larsen
"Tale" 36). Rendered speechless and dismissed as a child in this
peripety, Rayber strikes out like a child, hitting Joe and running out
of the barbershop, "the barber's bib, dangling to his knees" (CW
724); he is like a baby throwing a temper-tantrum, refusing to learn.
As Claire Katz says, "In impotent fury, he knocks down the barber,
simultaneously knocking down his own belief in the sweet
reasonableness of men" (66). Knocking down the barber signals his
failure on the moral level.
Similarly, Miss Willerton in "The Crop" is a stunted child,
masquerading as an adult. This story is notable for two things: "This
is O'Connor's only story about a writer, a character trapped in a
'system' of household orderliness" (Baumgaertner 28) and "it is
O'Connor's use (her only use) of the story-within-a-story technique"
(Grimshaw 37). O'Connor presents these two elements to show how
much a failure Miss Willerton is, both in life and in art; as Ruth
Fenwick states, Miss Willerton "enter[s] her own story... reinforc[ing]
the theme of the separation of art and life" (49). For Miss Willerton
becomes a character in her unwritten, trite story as a way of escaping
a sterile reality: She is a forty-four year old spinster, living in a
household of unmarried adult siblings (CW 732), so prudish that she
dislikes her alma mater's name, "Willowpool Female Seminary,"
because "it sounded biological" (CW 733). Yet she desires to write
"phonetic art" (CW 734) with a "timely... social problem" (CW 733)
and "passionate scenes... [B]ut when she came to write them [the
passionate scenes], she always began to feel peculiar and to wonder
what the family would say when they read them" (CW 735). Whitt
identifies Miss Willerton's problem: "[H]er squeamishness about
things physical, sexual, and biological will prevent her from moving
forward" (215). Her squeamishness about literal human beings will
prevent her from engaging with them morally.
She writes three lines of her story about Lot Motun, poor
sharecropper (CW 734) and then pauses, daydreaming the rest. At
first the story runs like a bad white trash soap opera, with the verb
tense of the narrative in the conditional "would" (CW 736). But then,
as Fenwick observes, "Adopting the role of God (or His Angel), Miss
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Willerton strikes down the evil wife and rescues Lot from imminent
death" (47). The verb tense changes to simple past tense once Miss
Willerton enters the story, evaporating Lot's wife as if she never
existed, and Miss Willerton becomes "Willie," Lot's wife. The story
then becomes a Steinbeckian tale of a noble sharecropper and his
noble wife, trying to better their life, to get the crop in, and to have a
baby (CW 738). Miss Willerton, as the allegorical god of her story,
incarnates herself as a character in her story. But ironically, this
"incarnation" remains entirely mental; Miss Willerton writes none of
this down. Her reverie broken by her sister Lucia asking her to pick
up groceries (CW 738), she encounters her peripety on the way back
from her grocery shopping: an actual manifestation of Lot and his
wife (CW 740). She is depressed and repulsed by them, thus failing to
engage her real-life community. Returning home, she reads her three
sentences, "'Lot Motun called his dog,' it read. 'The dog pricked up
its ears and slunk over to him. He pulled the animal's short, scraggy
ears and rolled over with it in the mud'" (CW 740), and, as she had
rejected the real-life "Lot" and wife, Miss Willerton rejects the
sharecropper story with childish revulsion because it is not "arty"
enough (CW 740). As Fenwick points out, "Neither she, nor the
people with whom she lives, nor the stories that she writes produce
anything remotely akin to a 'crop' in the sense of fertility; indeed, the
title is ironic" (45). As it does for Rayber, the sensual reality of her
literal community -- her family and her neighbors in her hometown -renders Miss Willerton speechless, and her story is aborted even
before it has a chance to live. Afraid to live and to love in real life,
she chooses the artificial life of a forty-four year old child, fertile
neither in life nor in art.
For both Rayber and Miss Willerton, the solipsistic refusal of
literal reality prevents an engagement in their flawed community,
through which a deeper level of reality might develop. Their desire
for intellectual discourse but refusal to engage the people around
them is like a desire for eternal life but refusal to undergo the death
of self and body that is the vehicle for that life. One must look
beyond the self in either case in order to progress intellectually or
spiritually. "'[T]his is no mission of conversion'" (CW 721), but both
he and Miss Willerton want the fruits of conversion -- theophany -without the pathos and peripety that must come before it. Arguing
for integration, Rayber segregates himself; striving for artistic
creation, Miss Willerton shuns her fellow creatures. In striving for the
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anagogical, they spurn the moral, ensuring that they will never reach
that goal without some violent intervention, as seen with Ruller and
Haze.
Thus, The Geranium presents an early version of the Christian
comic pattern of pathos-peripety-theophany, albeit with a theophany
that is often implied or only desired, as O'Connor portrays two kinds
of Christian comic heroes -- modern Pharisee and secular humanist -failing on the moral level. But even in this early "literary venture," (to
use a phrase of Miss Willerton’s), one finds O'Connor's keen eye for
the concrete and particular. The reader smells Gabriel's wildcat, feels
Dudley's knot in his throat and the lather dripping down Rayber's
face, sees the ugly yellow knots along Lot's red neck and Ruller's
turkey "as a living, wounded, frightened bird" (Feeley 128), and tastes
the egg stuck in Haze's throat "like a sponge" (CW 760). In failing to
engage reality as it literally is, the allegorized secular humanists and
modern Pharisees of these moralities fail to act as they should on. In
other words, they disregard the literal sense of their reality, and the
effect of that disregard is moral failure. But the literal sense is the
basis for the other senses. In the essay "The Catholic Novelist in the
Protestant South," O'Connor says, "The things we see, hear, smell
and touch affect us long before we believe anything at all" (MM 197).
In The Geranium O'Connor emphasizes the literal sense as the
foundation for the allegorical, tropological/moral, and anagogical
senses. With such a foundation as a cornerstone for her art,
O'Connor builds much more complicated, harsher worlds, as seen in
her novels and later short stories, in which the wildcat and the
Something Awful of the anagogical sense catch hold of her Christian
comic heroes in violent theophany and do not let go.
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5 THE MODERN MIRACLES: WISE BLOOD
AND THE VIOLENT BEAR IT AWAY

In The Geranium O'Connor introduces two of the three kinds of
Christian comic heroes: the secular humanist and the modern
Pharisee. As seen in these early stories, her secular humanists and
modern Pharisees become allegorical figures, representing all secular
humanists and modern Pharisees, as they fail to act on the
tropological, or moral, level, falling short of their respective
theophanies. With the exception of her later short stories "Judgment
Day" and "Parker's Back," published in the posthumous collection
Everything That Rises Must Converge, O'Connor's short stories are like
modern moralities, depicting these two kinds of Christian comic
heroes as they wander along a path of moral or immoral actions,
towards an anagogical goal that they cannot see. Like allegorical
figures in a morality, the secular humanist and modern Pharisee of
her short stories remain seemingly flat as characters, until the
peripety and theophany at the very end.
Until her last collection, O'Connor reserves the third Christian
comic hero, the harbinger of truth, for her novels Wise Blood and The
Violent Bear It Away. As denoted earlier, harbingers of truth are
O'Connor's modern version of medieval saints, transformed into
zealous fundamentalist Protestant Christian prophets, believers, and
evangelists who violently discover that the world is hostile to them.
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The miracle plays The Conversion of St. Paul and Mary Magdalene portray
the formation of a saint from a persecuting Jew (Saul) or an immoral
pagan (Mary Magdalene). Similarly, Wise Blood and The Violent Bear It
Away portray the formation of two harbingers of truth from
murderous modern Pharisees who flirt with secular humanism. In
these two novels, a person called by God to be a harbinger of truth is
compelled, even against his will, to believe, for even the secular world
recognizes his special status and rejects him as a monstrous freak of
God, whether or not he acknowledges his role. The drama of the
modern miracle is the story of a Southern backwoods Saul and of
God making him see the world with anagogical vision and so do His
work.
WISE BLOOD: THE CONVERSION OF ST. HAZE ON THE
ROAD FROM TAULKINHAM
In a letter to John Selby, dated February 18, 1949, O'Connor
writes, "I am not writing a conventional novel, and I think that the
quality of the novel I write will derive precisely from the peculiarity
of aloneness, if you will, of the experience I write from" (HB 10).
One can understand Selby's confusion, since it is not often one reads
a novel "about a Protestant saint, written from the point of view of a
Catholic," as O'Connor calls her tale in a letter to Carl Hartman,
dated March 2, 1954 (CW 919). In the "Author's Note to the Second
Edition" of Wise Blood, O'Connor further explains, "It is a comic
novel about a Christian malgre lui [in spite of himself], for all comic
novels that are any good must be about matters of life and death"
(CW 1265). In other words, O'Connor's first novel Wise Blood is a
modern version of the medieval miracle, or saint's, play. Although
she does not have the medieval miracle play The Conversion of St. Paul
in mind while writing the novel, her Catholic faith guides the crafting
of Wise Blood,37 resulting in a conversion story in the spirit of St.
Paul’s.38 As David L. Jeffrey states, the miracle plays "present us with
37

O’Connor often declares not knowing what her literary influences are in
writing any one story, preferring to state her Catholicism as her artistic
source. In a February 13, 1954, letter to Ben Griffith, she writes,
I don’t know how to cure the source-itis except to tell you that I can
discover a good many possible sources for Wise Blood but I am often
embarrassed to find that I read the sources after I had written the
book. [....] My background and my inclinations are both Catholic and
I think this is very apparent in the book. (HB 68)
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a wayward life undergoing spiritual revolution" (86-87). Like the
playwright of the Digby The Conversion of St. Paul, O'Connor
dramatizes the conversion of a modern-day Saul: Hazel Motes is a
Pharisee denying his call to be a harbinger of truth by trying
desperately to be a zealous secular humanist and failing miserably. As
George Kilcourse states about the novels, "[T]he central figure leaves
the world of inherited Christian faith; he passes through complex
stages of the journey away from faith; and at the end he returns to
faith on another level" (51). The journey is allegorically Pauline: "In
Paul's story, O'Connor has at her disposal the typology of a man with
notorious fury making his way to divine tranquility, and it is love that
consumes Paul's former anger," says Richard Giannone; Hazel
Motes, he notes, "needs to find precisely that peace must pass
through that fire of love" (Mystery 10). Part of that fire belongs to
religious doubt, "the erosion of religious faith" (Kilcourse 48), for, as
Ralph Wood declares, "Faith without doubt is indeed dead"
("Preachers" 58). A large part of Hazel Motes's journey through
doubt and nihilism is, as Giannone observes, "his inability to live out
the nothing he avows" (Mystery 8). This fortunate failure moves Haze
to his own personal conversion on the bumpy moral road to
Damascus.
Haze's Pauline journey of conversion follows the three-part
Christian comic structure of pathos, peripety, and theophany.
O’Connor divides her fourteen chapters unevenly along this threepart narrative structure. The pathos comprises the first half of the
novel, from Chapter 1 to Chapter 6, during which Hazel Motes
descends into and tries to live in his Inferno, in the city of
Taulkinham. Chapter 7, the midpoint of the novel, constitutes the
narrative turn, when Haze meets a genuinely good man. This
narrative turn begins a peripetaic series, culminating in Chapter 13,
wherein Haze’s theophany, like Ruller’s Something Awful, catches
hold of him. Similar to the end of Mary Magdalene, Chapter 14
portrays Haze’s final days in his allegorical sojourn in the desert,
witnessed by his unlikely disciple. This final chapter dramatizes the
effect of Haze’s conversion on one gentle modern Pharisee, Mrs.
Flood, who is Haze's landlady and, with Mrs. Wally Bee Hitchcock of
Chapter 1, is one of "[t]wo 'normal' characters [who] frame this story
38

Critics like Richard Giannone and Brian Ragen point out the Pauline
quality in Haze’s conversion story.
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of spiritual 'freaks'" (Feeley 57). From the literal alienation of Haze’s
arrival in Taulkinham to the community of Christian mores, between
himself and Mrs. Flood, Wise Blood becomes O’Connor’s first saint’s
play.
As mentioned, the first half of the novel represents Haze’s
pathos, portrayed with the literal sense, giving current details and
historical background, and the allegorical sense, describing Haze’s
journey into an Inferno of his choosing. The moral sense shows a
palpable absence of Christian mores and a visceral presence of sin
committed by Infernal characters in this lengthy pathos. As Robert
G. Hunter states, example "is the method of the miracle play," with
"two kinds of example from which one can learn -- good example
and bad" (24). Anagogical elements, usually portrayed through
natural phenomena, are rare, as Haze, mired in the Inferno of
Taulkinham, is blind to them. As a result, these elements, during the
pathos, are ineffective in moving him.
The pathos begins with Chapter 1, a rewriting of “The Train,” the
last story of The Geranium. Before one sees the converted Haze and
meets Mrs. Flood of the novel’s theophany, one sees an embittered
twenty-two year old man, recently discharged from the Army, and a
banal modern Pharisee, sitting across from each other, on the train to
Taulkinham. Hazel Motes is not the naïve, gentle Pharisee Hazel
Wickers in the short story "The Train"; instead, he is a
fundamentalist modern Pharisee, striving to be a fundamentalist
secular humanist. As Giannone asserts, "Like his namesake, Hazael,
the king of Damascus in 1 and 2 Kings, Hazel Motes in Wise Blood
battles against God and God's people" (Mystery 9). Similarly,
Kilcourse declares, Hazel Motes "lives in a visual 'haze' -- and his
nickname is 'Haze.' Even more telling is the surname 'Motes,' because
it conjures up the biblical saying [of Matt. 7:3-5].... Haze is the seeing
unbeliever who, at the novel's end, ironically becomes the blind seer"
(51). As the allegorical "seeing unbeliever," he sneers not only at God
but also at his fellow human beings, saying to Mrs. Hitchcock, "'I
reckon you think you been redeemed'" (CW 6) and to one of the
three parrot-like women at the dining car, "'If you've been
redeemed… I wouldn't want to be'" (CW 7), consciously breaking the
two New Testament commandments: "You shall love the Lord, your
God, with all your heart, with all your soul, and with all your mind”
and “You shall love your neighbor as yourself" (Matt. 22:37-39). It is
true that Mrs. Hitchcock is an unreflective modern Pharisee whose
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"godlessness beneath her decorum shows" (Giannone Mystery 14) and
that the three parrot-like women at Haze's dining car table display an
"unbelief [which] puts on fancy dress to strike a self-esteem which its
vacuity denies," and thus Mrs. Hitchcock and the women "are in
flight from the transcendent" (Giannone Mystery 15). But Haze's
refusal – a moral error -- to see that he is also one of them, in that
same "flight from the transcendent," will not only alienate him from
God but from the very people -- the "godless" – of whom he desires
to be a member.
Cut off from the two sources of spiritual life -- God and his
fellow human beings – young Haze literally carries old age (a hat) and
death (a skull) about him: "[H]e had a stiff black broad-brimmed
hat... a hat that an elderly country preacher would wear" (CW 3) and
the "outline of a skull under his skin was plain and insistent" (CW 3).
This disconnection between "a skull" and Haze's skin implies, as
Jeffrey Gray states, a "view of the body as not belonging to the
subject... the fallen world as one that has suffered a rupture" (60).
Although Gray sees the rupture as existing between the subject and
the body only, "not between human and God" (60), thereby
dismissing a theological cause, the detail of Haze's skull shows his
deep alienation. In his alienation from God, he is therefore not only
morally cut off from his fellow human beings but also from himself.
"He had all the time he could want to study his soul in and assure
himself that it was not there," a conclusion which Haze has come to
believe during his four-year tour in the Army (CW 12). In choosing
to believe this conclusion, Haze chooses a Coleridgean "Death-inLife" existence, the metaphor of which is seen in the end of Chapter
1, when Haze half-dreams his sleeping berth to be a coffin and, dizzy
with claustrophobia, tries to spring out, crying, "'I'm sick! [....] I can't
be closed up in this thing. Get me out!'" (CW 14). This cry represents
a moment of moral clarity for Haze, but one which Haze still refuses
to accept as a consequence of his rejection of God. Such moments of
clarity will become fewer and farther between as Haze arrives in
Taulkinham and lives there.
Instead of moving away from his allegorical "Death-in-Life"
existence, Haze chooses to embrace it, and, in Chapter 2, he literally
does so as he seeks out "the Whore of Taulkinham" (to coin a
phrase) in order to lose his virginity. Susan Edmunds notes, "As
soon as he arrives in Taulkinham, Haze begins a quest to replace the
home he has lost. Seeking 'a private place to go to,' he enters a room
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in the station labeled 'MEN'S TOILET. WHITE'" (565). On a stall
wall covered with "inscriptions" (connoting a parody of sacred space)
which Haze "studies" (CW 15), Haze finds Mrs. Leora Watts'
address, "The friendliest bed in town!" (CW 16). Giannone states,
"Flesh for Paul denotes the domination by earthly desires, not simply
those of sex. Mrs. Watts incarnates total submission to the physical.
Her boudoir is the world" (Mystery 16). Haze seeks out the flesh of
Mrs. Watts not only to cure him of his claustrophobic nausea in
being spiritually buried alive but also to prove to himself that this
burial is no burial, that a material life is the only life there is. Yet in
his zeal to prove sin as no-sin, he exhibits the zeal of a preacher, so
that Haze's cab driver, "with a look of disgust and righteousness,"
replies to Haze's declaration of nihilism, "'That's the trouble with you
preachers.... You've all got too good to believe in anything" (CW 17).
Haze has the Pharisaic sin of Satan and Adam about him: he is "too
good" for God. But, paradoxically, in order to prove that, he debases
himself before "a big woman with very yellow hair and white skin
that glistened with a greasy preparation" (CW 17), whose inhuman
teeth "were small and pointed and speckled with green" (CW 18). A
bestial woman, her relations with Haze hint of incest as she tickles
his chin "in a motherly way" and says, "'That's okay, son.... Momma
don't mind if you ain't a preacher" (CW 18). Extending the
Coleridgean metaphor, the young lost Mariner has sex with the cold
Lady Death-in-Life, and, like Coleridge's Lady, Mrs. Watts also finds
her young, scared sinner to be very amusing.
His virginity lost, like Mary Magdalene’s, Haze descends further in
a sinner’s pathos in the city. In Chapter 3, published as the short
story "The Peeler," he walks towards the business section of
Taulkinham and meets the secular humanists who will challenge his
devotion to his new-found belief in nothing. The first is Enoch
Emory, an eighteen-year old manchild who worships materialism.
We see him worshiping materialism before the potato peeler's "altar"
(CW 19), where the peeler hawks his wares, and before Haze’s
wealth, saying, "'My, I reckon you got a heap of money'" (CW 23,
26). Leon V. Driskell and Joan T. Brittain call Enoch Emory "the
prototype of the primitive believer set free from the physical, utopian
dreams of the secular city" (39). Kilcourse reminds us, "Enoch is
identified as the son of Cain.... St. Augustine mentions Enoch and
the secular city as opposed to the heavenly city" (60). Also, Giannone
states, "Enoch Emory is Leora Watts's male counterpart. As Leora
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embodies flesh without spirit, Enoch is mind without spirit... Enoch,
who roams the world in a state of terminal loneliness" (Mystery 18).
Lonely as he is in a cold city, to which his "daddy made [him] come"
(CW 32), Enoch latches onto Haze39 and his new atheistic zeal. But
Enoch himself truly believes and lives this faith in the merely material
more than Haze, a faith which Enoch calls his "wise blood": "His
eyes glinted through his tears and his face stretched in an evil
crooked grin. 'You act like you got wiser blood than anybody else,' he
said, 'but you ain't! I'm the one has it. Not you. Me’" (CW 33). As
Kilcourse puts it, "Enoch's repeated references to 'my daddy'
imaginatively returns us to the Cain motif and lethal association in his
hereditary -- but ironically dubbed -- 'wise' blood" (61). In the
context of the anagogical sense, Enoch's "wise blood" is blind and
foolish, but in the context of strict materialism, it is indeed wiser in
the ways of nihilism, much wiser than the relative neophyte Hazel
Motes. Spiritually, Enoch is what Haze thinks he has become. So
Enoch recognizes, through his worldly wise blood, that Haze still has
not shaken Jesus from his system; as he says to Haze, "I knew when I
first seen you you didn't have nobody nor nothing but Jesus. I seen
you and I knew it'" (CW 33).
Thus, it is no surprise that Haze becomes obsessed with Asa
Hawks, a seemingly blind preacher. Even though Haze insists that he
is not following Hawks but his daughter, Sabbath Lily (CW 27),
Hawks, like Enoch, recognizes a Christ-haunted man: "'Some
preacher has left his mark on you,' the blind man said with a kind of
snicker. 'Did you follow for me to take it off or give you another
one?'" (CW 28). Haze follows Hawks, attacking his public message of
Christ's redemption with his own anti-Christian preaching (CW 30),
and thereby, as Brian Ragen states, "takes on the role of Saul, the
Church's persecutor" (109). But unlike Saul, who finds power and
prestige in his persecution of others, Haze recoils under the blind
preacher's words even as he declares, "'I'm going to preach a new
church -- the church of truth without Jesus Christ Crucified'" (CW
31).
39

Many critics see Enoch and Haze as doubles. Sura Prasad Rath states,
"We recognize the first two polarities, eiron [self-deprecators] and alazon
[imposters], in the characters of Hazel Motes and Enoch Emery" ("Comic"
252). Also, says Jeffrey Gray, "Both... are friendless country boys in the city,
longing for home. Both are secular humanists and utilitarians; neither sees
the hypothesis of God as necessary” (64).
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Haze is doubly ignorant of the evangelical context. He does not
realize that Enoch is already living the message of this "Church
Without Christ" (CW 59), while at the same time he mistakenly
believes Hawks to be living the message of Christ's redemption,
against which he struggles. "'What do I need with Jesus? I got Leora
Watts,'" claims Haze, but his Christ-haunted nature, which both
Enoch and Hawks recognize, balks at the falseness of this claim.
Returning to Leora Watts, Haze's "heart began to grip him like a little
ape clutching the bars of its cage" (CW 34). This "little ape" reminds
him that sin exists, and that one must pay for one's sins, as the brief
flashback to Haze's childhood shows Haze, walking with rocks in his
shoes, trying to pay for the sin of seeing a naked woman in a coffin at
a carnival tent show (CW 35-36). Haze was raised to be a harbinger
of truth, and he responded by becoming a zealous modern Pharisee.
Now he is trying to become a zealous secular humanist, but true
secular humanists like Leora Watts, Enoch Emery, and (as he will
later discover), Asa and Sabbath Lily Hawks challenge Haze's belief
in the Church Without Christ.
Instead of dealing with the irony of feeling the immorality of sin
while intellectually denying sin’s existence, an irony that Leora Watts
poses to him, Haze in Chapter 4 runs away to buy a car. Earlier, in
Chapter 1, one finds out that Haze's grandfather, a circuit preacher,
"would climb up on the nose of [his Ford] and preach from there and
sometimes he would climb into the top of it and shout down at
them" (CW 10). Similarly, Haze, the self-appointed preacher of the
newly-founded Church Without Christ, also needs a car. The car he
buys is a forty-dollar Essex, "a high rat-colored machine with large
thin wheels and bulging headlights" (CW 38), which, besides a pulpit,
will become Haze's house as well: "'I wanted this car mostly to be a
house for me,' he said to the man. 'I ain't got any place to be'" (CW
41). But instead of being a house, his car prolongs his homelessness,
as a neverending method of literal and spiritual escape; as Wood
declares, "Motes's Essex thus serves as the single sacrament of his
monological religion, the true viaticum for escaping all who would lay
claims on him" ("Preachers" 61). As William Rodney Allen points
out, Haze's Essex is his coffin as well (264), and as he drives on the
highway, the view out of this vehicle of spiritual death is a
fragmented world: "He had the feeling that everything he saw was a
broken-off piece of some giant black thing that he had forgotten had
happened to him" (CW 42). In his Essex, Haze faces a double shot of
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allegorical truth: Stuck behind a slow-moving truck hauling caged
chickens, Haze sees the creatures as another image showing that
"imprisonment is possible even when one is moving" (Allen 264). On
the side of the road, Haze sees "a gray boulder" with "[w]hite letters
[that] said, WOE TO THE BLASPHEMER AND WHORE
MONGER! WILL HELL SWALLOW YOU UP? ... [Then] in
smaller letters, 'Jesus Saves'" (CW 42). Literally, the boulder’s
message indicts Haze of the two very sins he has been committing
and declares the very solution which he has been vehemently
denying. Before this sign he stops, but only long enough to deny its
truth before another trucker can appropriately identify Haze's car not
as a literal and allegorical home nor pulpit but as a vehicle to his
damnation: "'Will you get your goddam outhouse off the middle of
the road?'" (CW 43).
The image of a caged animal as an allegory of the damned human
soul in earlier chapters comes to the forefront in Chapter 5, earlier
published as the short story "The Heart of the Park." This chapter
presents a negative moral example of a profane believer’s habits.
Here, Enoch, a true follower of the materialist faith that is his "wise
blood," initiates Haze in its liturgy, surrounded by the images of
caged animals, including, finally, a caged man. Enoch prefaces this
secular liturgy with a particular daily rite; "[e]very day when [Enoch]
got off duty, he went into the park, and every day when he went in,
he did the same things" (CW 44). Hiding in the bushes, like Milton's
Satan in the garden, Enoch spies on women swimming in the city
swimming pool (CW 44). O'Connor makes clear Enoch's role in this
part of this ritual: "His face was always very red in the bushes.
Anyone who parted the abelia sprigs at just that place, would think he
saw a devil" (CW 45). Enoch, the minor man-devil, then sates his
appetite at the Frosty Bottle, "a hotdog stand in the shape of an
Orange Crush" (CW 46), and then "he would go to see the animals"
(CW 46).
Zoo animals confined in cages become an analogy for the human
condition without God. William Allen observes,
From Chaucer through Swift and on to Waugh, Christian
writers have emphasized creatureliness in order to undermine
his [man’s] pretensions that he is a god. When man in effect
becomes an animal, O'Connor and the other Christian satirists
insist, and behaves like a beast in a world of beasts, he is
"revolting" in both senses of the word: disgusting and in
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rebellion against his proper place in God's creation. And when
a man, mimicking Satan, revolts against God, the only way he
can go is down -- into a lower order of being. (259)
In denying the spiritual part of his nature, Enoch embraces the
bestial, and his temple, as Mary Frances Hopkins states, is "the park's
museum, MVSEVM, which Enoch misreads as 'muvseevum,' [which]
is so awesome to him that he dares not pronounce it aloud" (209).
Here, Enoch shows Haze his god, a mummy in a glass case: "He was
about three feet long. He was naked and a dried yellow color and his
eyes were drawn almost shut as if a giant block of steel were falling
down on top of him" (CW 56). As Christina Bieber Lake states,
"Enoch, like a prophet or an artist, has special (if limited) vision of
the shriveled man, and his discovery compels him to reveal to others
what he has seen" (74). Ironically, Enoch is true to his faith,
spreading his odd gospel. Reflected in the glass case of the mummy
are Haze's face and the face of one of the women Enoch has spied at
the swimming pool, and this juxtaposition of faces -- the mummy's,
Haze's, and the leering woman's -- Haze rejects violently, despite his
self-avowed nihilism: "When Haze saw her face on the glass, his neck
jerked back and he made a noise" (CW 56). His violent rejection – a
moral response of his soul -- continues as he yells at Enoch to give
him Asa Hawks' address; failing to get the address, he stones Enoch,
a gesture reminiscent, ironically, of the persecution of the Christian
martyrs. But Enoch's faith is only of the body and of the bestial, and
Haze does not fully understand that his Church Without Christ is
merely a visible and named church of Enoch's faith, a faith which
Haze's "little ape" of a soul violently rejects.
The truth of the matter is that Haze is a Christian whether he
likes it or not. In Chapter 6, nearing the end of the narrative pathos,
he is an absolute failure as a preacher for his Church Without Christ
(CW 59), and he even becomes a compulsive follower of the
apparent Christian evangelists, even deciding to rent a room in the
same rooming-house as the Hawkses (CW 60). In his actions, he is a
failure both as a Christian and as a secular humanist. Haze is attracted
to Asa Hawks as a preacher who has blinded himself for Christ, and
so he is surprised when Hawks does not welcome him or try to
evangelize him (CW 61). Of course, O'Connor makes clear the
dramatic irony, by showing Hawks, behind closed doors, with
perfectly good eyes (CW 61) and an embittered soul: "He lay down
on the cot and finished the cigarette; his face was thoughtful and
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evil" (CW 62). Hawks wants to attract Haze by the story of his
blindness in order to pass off Sabbath Lily, while Haze plans to
seduce Sabbath Lily in order to get Hawks to "realize that [Haze] was
in earnest when he said he preached The Church Without Christ"
(CW 62). Of course, Haze is woefully outclassed in the ways of
deceit, cowardice, and sin. Asa Hawks has had ten years of prior
experience over Haze; after promising to blind himself after
preaching about the blindness of Paul, Hawks abandoned his
Pharisaic pretensions and fled (CW 65). As Ragen states, “Hawks has
been a false version of Paul” (122), a fact that Haze does not know.
Chapter 7 continues on the tropological, or moral, level,
presenting an example of farcical immorality and a rare counterexample of Christian charity. This chapter presents a turn in the
narrative, moving from pathos to peripety; Chapters 7 through 13
present a series of reversals for Haze. In Chapter 7, Haze
demonstrates that he is as incompetent as a seducer as he is as a
nihilist preacher; in an ironic reversal of Haze’s view, Sabbath Lily
Hawks is the true seducer. A self-described nymphomaniac bastard
who is "adjusted okay to the modern world" (CW 67), Sabbath Lily is
a young Leora Watts, a truth which Haze cannot believe because of
his faith in the righteous blindness of her father (CW 68). The
seduction farce happens in Haze's sacred car, and "one cloud... a
large blinding white one with curls and a beard" (CW 66) witnesses
the farce. The "curls and a beard" allude to the common image of
God the Father; as Giannone asserts, "The cloud in the light blue sky
makes known the luminous quality of the glory of God. It is large
and blinding and white yet Hazel still cannot see it" (Mystery 23). Haze
cannot see this anagogical element because he is busy literally
combating the increasing bestial nature of Sabbath Lily with the
secular power of his car. When his car breaks down, he first accuses
her, "'What did you do to my car?'" (CW 70).
At a gas station, a one-armed mechanic emerges from the woods,
and while waiting for him to get his truck, Sabbath Lily and Haze see
a cage, holding a bear and a chicken hawk (CW 70-71). Allen
comments: "Symbolically, the two deadly enemies are, alternately,
Haze and Sabbath or Haze and Asa Hawks. Haze, who is thin and
wears a black hat, is the bear; the cage is his car" (265). The onearmed mechanic adds gas to Haze's Essex, looks under the hood and
under the car, and gives Haze a push start without a word. Only at
Haze's question about payment does the one-armed mechanic speak,
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saying, "'Nothing... not a thing'" (CW 72), which he repeats once; at
Haze's boast that "'this car would get me anywhere I wanted to go'"
(CW 72), the mechanic adds, "'Some things'll... get some folks
somewheres" (CW 72). Here, the one-armed mechanic performs an
act of charity, which Haze takes as an insult to his car and, therefore,
himself. Giannone observes that Haze's "failure to feel the kindness
of the one-armed man with azure eyes, whose suffering shares in the
invisible glory of God, is part of Hazel's blindness to the cloud,
God's share in the glory of the earth" (Mystery 23). For the Essex
serves as Haze's shield and armor against the Christian moral and
anagogical senses, the mysterious workings of God in the world, as
seen in his dismissal of the one-armed man and his inability to see the
cloud, which has been following Haze until he leaves the one-armed
man.40
Haze rejects the mystery of God, even though, as he was taught in
his youth, humanity was made for mystery. Without that
transcendence, humanity will create for itself a mystery in its own
image, and Enoch Emery in Chapter 8 illustrates the logical
consequence of this secular humanist mystery. After his failed
evangelism at the museum, Enoch in this chapter becomes a profane
John the Baptist, preparing for a “mystery beyond his understanding”
(CW 73), a mystery that will become peripety for both Haze and
Enoch. At first, this kind of "mystery beyond his understanding"
(CW 73) seems to reform Enoch morally, that is, his behavior
changes. He begins to save his pay (CW 73). He meticulously cleans
his room (CW 74). He creates a sacred space out of "a tabernacle-like
cabinet" (CW 74), part of an unused washstand. But this mystery is
cold and shallow, for Enoch resents it even as he feels empowered by
it. He has "the look of a visionary" (CW 78) while simultaneously he
complains under his breath bitterly, "I don't want to do it....
Whatever it is, I don't want to do it" (CW 78). In fact, Enoch is a
profane Jonah (CW 79), wanting to escape his duty but feeling
powerless to do so; he is a reluctant prophet of Haze's Church
Without Christ. So when Haze commands that his Church finds "a
40

One can argue that O'Connor represents the three Persons of God in this
chapter: The white, bearded cloud is God the Father. The one-armed man
who emerges from the woods and helps Haze is God the Son. The cloud
which becomes "a bird with long thin wings" (CW 72) is God the Holy
Spirit. Haze rejects all three Persons in Chapter 7. These three become failed
theophanic events.
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new jesus" that is "all man, without blood to waste" (CW 80), Enoch,
the reluctant prophet, obeys this command.
Enoch, as it turns out, is one of a very few characters in the novel
who is not duplicitous. Chapters 9 and 10 present Asa Hawks and
Hoover Shoats, two preachers who are unfazed about being false,
and Haze, the other preacher, who fights his inborn sense of morality
with cold, Pharisaic will. In Chapter 9, Haze encounters another
reversal of his view of the Hawks family, finally seeing Hawks's intact
eyes without comment (CW 92). But even without a real Christian
preacher to defy in person, Haze continues to include Christ as a foil
to his nihilist ministry (CW 84). As Susan Srigley observes, "Hazel's
rebellion is in essence parasitic: it is entirely in response to Christ;
therefore all of his attempts to be rid of Christ necessarily fail" (80).
He deludes himself; by strenuously denying Christ, he inadvertently
affirms Christ's importance. When faced with Hoover Shoats, a
preacher of the modern world, whose true god is Mammon, Haze's
stern Pharisaic morality is repulsed. As Sura Prasad Rath points out,
"Hoover is the archetypal buffoon, the parasite, the business agent
who lives off a public performer of our time" ("Comic" 257). While
Haze's church is a fiery anti-Christian church, Hoover Shoats' church
is an easy-going, up-to-date social club, making Christ a congenial
yes-man to anybody who literally buys into it, that is, a dollar "'to pay
to unlock that little rose of sweetness inside you!'" (CW 87). Hoover
Shoats calls this church "the Holy Church of Christ Without Christ"
(CW 86), a thing so grotesque41 that Haze tries to shout it down and
then, in a comic reversal, tries to run away from it in his car (CW 87).
One can argue that Hoover's church is "the Holy Church of Christ"
because it uses the soft, merciful, and sentimental qualities of Christ;
it is "without Christ" because it rejects the hard, just, and sacrificial
nature of Christ's redemption, for if there is no real sin, there is no
hell.42 "'You ain't true,'" Haze accuses Hoover (CW 88), but Haze's
accusation applies to himself as well. Haze is not 100% true to the
Christian church of his youth (like Shoats), but neither is he 100%
41 As a Catholic, O’Connor finds the “[Protestant] religion of the South
[which] is a do-it-yourself religion... painful and touching and grimly comic.
It’s full of unconscious pride that lands them in all sorts of ridiculous
religious predicaments” (HB 350).
42 A contemporary example of this kind of Christ is "buddy Christ" in Kevin
Smith's 1999 movie, Dogma. A more literary example is the ineffectual Christ
of the Inquisitor's story in Dostoyevsky's Brothers Karamazov.
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true to the secular church he espouses. If he were, he would not be
bothered by the material greed of Hoover Shoats and, in Chapter 10,
the amoral employment of Solace Layfield. Sabbath Lily diagnoses
Haze's malady simply: "'[H]e's just pure filthy right down to the guts,
like me. The only difference is that I like being that way and he
don't'" (CW 95).
Sabbath Lily, like Enoch, only believes in the body. Like Enoch
and Leora Watts, Sabbath Lily denies her spiritual nature and, like a
perverse Manichean, embraces her material nature with a bestial glee.
In a sex scene both comic and violent,43 Sabbath Lily commands,
"'Take off your hat, king of the beasts,'" but she herself throws away
Haze's hat (CW 96); she becomes, so to speak, a domineering queen
to Haze’s reluctant “king of the beasts.” Thus, it is no surprise, in
Chapter 11, that Sabbath Lily becomes the new madonna of the new
jesus, the mummy in the museum case which Enoch has stolen (CW
97). Sabbath Lily alone loves the new jesus for what it is.
Ironically, in a comic reversal, Enoch hates this new jesus. "The
seed Hazel sows in Enoch's moronic imagination" (Giannone Mystery
25) -- Enoch's mission to get a new jesus for Haze's Church Without
Christ -- gives Enoch's wise blood a direction and momentum, to
steal the mummy and then place it in the gilded "tabernacle" (CW 98)
of the washbasin cabinet. After waiting for something momentous to
happen, "a deep unpleasant knowledge was breaking on him slowly"
(CW 98), that is, the comic realization that nothing momentous will
happen from this new jesus. After all, it is only "a dead shriveled-up
part nigger dwarf that had never done anything but get himself
embalmed and then lain stinking in a museum the rest of his life"
(CW 99). One can see that Enoch's relation with the new jesus is the
exact opposite of the situation in The Play of the Sacrament, concerning
Jonathas and the consecrated host (which was also stolen). Expecting
nothing, Jonathas discovers the sacred mystery of the consecrated
host. Expecting mystery, Enoch discovers the secular nothingness of
the new jesus. The fruit of this discovery is Gonga the Gorilla's
message to Enoch, "'You go to hell!'" (CW 102).
Enoch's reaction to this message is not to question it but to flee
and, at Haze's room, pass off the new jesus to Sabbath Lily Hawks,
who, as Margaret Whitt observes, "appears as a perverse Virgin Mary
43

Sabbath Lily keeps expecting Haze to hit her (CW 95), but it is she who
hits Haze, "knocking his back with her knee" (CW 96).
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when she accepts the shrunken mummy from Enoch, who has
delivered what he thinks is the 'new jesus' to Haze" (119). Like the
mock Holy Family of Mak, Gil, and the sheep in the medieval
mystery, The Second Shepherd's Pageant, here is a mock
Annunciation -- Enoch, a profane Holy Spirit, following the
prompting of his Father's wise blood; Sabbath Lily Hawks, a profane
Mary, young but not pregnant and, as Lake points out, "hardly
immaculate" (83); and the mummy, a profane Christ Child. Sabbath
Lily desires to create a mock Holy Family: "'Call me Momma now,'"
she says to Haze; "'Ask your daddy yonder.... Ask him isn't he going
to take you and me with him?'" (CW 106). But Sabbath Lily
encounters her peripety: Haze violently rejects this perverse
community of anti-Christian mores. Always insightful, like a little
demon recognizing the righteous, Sabbath Lily screams at Haze's
violent rejection, "'I seen you wouldn't never have no fun or let
anybody else because you didn't want nothing but Jesus!'" (CW 107).
But Sabbath Lily is only partly right, for she recognizes not the
righteousness of a true Christian but the self-righteousness of the
persecuting Pharisee.
Meanwhile, the profane Holy Spirit, Enoch Emery, makes his
allegorical bestial nature literal. Enoch slips into the truck carrying
Gonga the Gorilla, assaults the person wearing the suit, and steals it
(CW 110-11). Stripping off his clothes, Enoch puts on the suit, and
O'Connor signals that the change is more than skin deep. For Enoch,
the change is ontological. The pronouns referring to Enoch change
from "he" to "it," as Enoch tries out his new status as a gorilla: "It
busied itself with certain hidden fastenings... [and] began to growl
and beat its chest.... No gorilla in existence... was happier at that
moment than this one, whose god has finally rewarded it" (CW 112).
Allen observes that Enoch "completes his de-evolution by donning
the ape suit" (268); he makes literal his belief in the merely bestial, for
of course an ape (even a famous movie ape like Gonga), unlike a
man, has no immortal soul. But Enoch encounters his final peripety;
in another comic reversal, like the realization of the nothingness of
the new jesus, he quickly discovers that becoming Gonga gives no
peace, hope, or love. Extending his arm for a handshake to a young
couple, he sees them run, screaming into the night (CW 112). In the
moral sense, Enoch is a monster, and the young couple's reactions
are appropriate. As Jon Lance Bacon indicates, "[T]he image of
Gonga fails to bring Enoch the distinction he desires" ("Fondness"
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34). While Sabbath Lily has lost her true family, Enoch has lost his
true self, for "lost" is the true spiritual status of secular humanists in
O'Connor's world.
Chapter 13 presents Haze's last comic reversals, in an apocalyptic
peripety that prepares him for his Pauline theophany. Before this
conversion, the modern-day Saul is at work. He is the self-righteous
defender of the Church Without Christ, persecuting secular
humanists and, as seen in his murder of Solace Layfield, Hoover
Shoats' paid prophet of the Holy Church of Christ Without Christ,
persecuting hypocritical Christians as well. Using his Essex as both
pulpit and murder weapon, Haze preaches at and persecutes Layfield
on the road outside of Taulkinham. One can easily compare these
dramatic circumstances with the Digby miracle play The Conversion of
St. Paul, in which Saul's horse represents a manifestation and vehicle
of Saul's Pharisaic pride: "Full goodly besene as it is your [Saul's]
desier" (l. 127). Similar to Saul's horse, Haze's Essex is a
manifestation and vehicle of Haze himself. According to Linda Paige,
"[T]he car merges the functional and the religious, representing the
embodiment of both home and temple" (331), an embodiment which
is clear throughout Wise Blood. But Haze's car, as Ragen observes,
also represents "the modern idea of perfect freedom," and "many
associations as the knight's horse did in the Middle Ages" (108).
Ragen claims that "the deadly sin of Pride" as represented in the
medieval treatment of Saul's horse in the Digby miracle play44 does
not seem to apply to Haze's Essex. But Haze's continuous praise of
his car -- "'Nobody with a good car needs to be justified'" (CW 64),
for instance -- focuses his overweening pride and personal sense of
unfettered freedom on this traditionally American object of
individual self-expression. Even Ragen points out that "both he [the
ostler] and one of Saul's knights praise their master's palfrey [the
horse] in much the same way Motes praises his car" (153).
"'You ain't true.... You believe in Jesus,'" as Haze judges Solace
Layfield (CW 114). He is a modern-day Pharisaic zealot, persecuting a
hypocritical Christian, and, like Saul on his horse, Haze in his "ratcolored car" (CW 113) chases the heretic and enacts -- in the
Pharisee's eyes -- just punishment. He runs over him twice, declaring
44

Ragen states that Paul’s horse is not biblical: “[T]here is no horse in the
biblical account of Saul’s conversion. [....] The horse only entered Paul’s
story in the Middle Ages, and then because it could carry a good deal of
symbolic baggage aong with the last of the apostles” (107).
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in his pride, "'Two things I can't stand... a man that ain't true and one
that mocks what is. You shouldn't ever have tampered with me if you
didn't want what you got'" (CW 115). Ironically, Haze, like his twin
Solace Layfield, is not true either; if a person only redeems himself, as
Haze claims, then nobody but the self can judge oneself. As Wood
observes, "What Haze cannot discern is that Enoch's slavering for
popularity, Shoats' cynical greed, and Sabbath's nymphomania are not
repudiations so much as exemplifications of his preaching: they have
created their own reality and dwell entirely with it" ("Preachers" 61).
They fulfill on the moral level his secular teaching. But Haze violently
rejects Enoch, Shoats, and Sabbath; he stalks and kills Solace
Layfield. These are not the actions of a worldly nihilist but of a man
of strong conviction fighting Christ within himself. Thus, in a comic
reversal, Solace Layfield confesses his sins to Haze before he dies, so
that, in killing Solace, Haze brings Solace back to Christ (CW 115).
The irony of that situation becomes a lesson to Haze. He
modifies his new message: "'He said he had only a few days ago
believed in blasphemy as the way to salvation, but that you couldn't
even believe in that because then you were believing in something to
blaspheme" (CW 116). His message is truly atheist now, and his
Essex, the allegorical vehicle of his damnable soul, literally begins to
reflect that: "[T]here was a leak in the gas tank and two in the radiator
and [...] the rear tire would probably last twenty miles if he went
slow" (CW 116). But Haze refuses to believe the truth about the state
of his car, just as he refuses to believe the truth about the state of his
soul. All signs suggest that he is on an allegorical highway to hell -"666 signs passed him" (CW 117) -- and the usual literal and
allegorical obstacles on that path -- "a sign that said, 'Jesus Died for
YOU'" (CW 117) -- Haze willfully ignores. The usual means of
conversion are not working.
The highway patrolman, like the one-armed mechanic, is a moral
arm of the anagogical power of God, but unlike his two predecessors,
he is also a moral arm of the literal power of man, that is, the police.
Therefore, Haze obeys his siren. Haze also obeys the patrolman's
odd request that Haze move the Essex "to the top of the next hill" in
order for Haze "to see the view from up there, puttiest view you ever
did see" (CW 117). Haze obeys the patrolman's request to park the
Essex at the edge of an embankment and to get out of the car: "'I
think you could see better if you was out'" (CW 118). The patrolman,
in his literal power as the police, has diverted Haze from his highway
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to hell. To ensure that Haze does not get back on that literal and
allegorical highway, the "patrolman got behind the Essex and pushed
it over the embankment" where it falls to pieces (CW 118). Ragen
calls the patrolman's violent action "inexplicable" (151). His act,
which constitutes Haze's final peripety, is inexplicable, however, if
one reads the patrolman only with the literal sense; his action makes
sense in the moral view. As O’Connor states in an October 19, 1958,
letter to Dr. T. R. Spivey, “Everything has to operate first on the
literal level. [.... But] the meaning of a piece of fiction only begins
where everything psychological and sociological has been explained”
(HB 299-300). Literally non-sensible, the patrolman’s action is
morally sensible: he acts out of "tough love" (to use a popular term).
He even continues his ministering, asking if Haze needs a ride,
making sure Haze is not planning to continue going in the same path
as he was, and then saying, "'I'll be seeing you,'" before he drives
away (CW 118).
Ragen observes that the patrolman's action of destroying Haze's
Essex "transforms Motes as completely as the light from heaven
transformed Saul.... For both Saul and Motes, salvation only comes
when their progress is violently arrested" (151). Bacon further
observes, "The destruction of the product with which he has
identified himself forces Hazel to consider the possibility of some
reality other than the material" ("Fondness" 35). This "reality other
than the material" is the theophany that the patrolman wants Haze to
witness, the "puttiest view you ever did see." As Giannone declares,
"On the road to Damascus, Paul is jolted out of his rigid Pharisaism;
on the road out of Taulkinham, the car is ditched from Hazel. Both
blows affect vision.... [T]he sky subsumes Hazel's power of seeing"
(Mystery 28). Depriving Haze of his vehicle of damnation, the
patrolman leaves Haze with a clear-sighted view of his theophany.
Saul's vision of the clear, spiritual light of truth rendered him
physically blind; similarly, Haze, who now sees with anagogically
cleared eyes, will blind his material eyes in witness of that testimony;
he will do what Asa Hawks could not do (CW 119). Of course,
Haze's motivation seems similar to that of Oedipus, and O'Connor
was reading Robert Fitzgerald's translation of Oedipus Rex as she
wrote Wise Blood (CW 918).45 But, as Giannone states, "Oedipus the
45 In a February 13, 1954, letter to Ben Griffith, O'Connor states, "Of
course Hazel Motes is not an Oedipus figure but there are the obvious
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King may help us see how Hazel the nihilist is awakened to life by
exacting justice on himself... but Attic grandeur will not lead us to the
depth after depth extended in the gray sky" (Mystery 29). In blinding
himself to the material world, Haze turns inward, to the presence of
God that resides within his much-neglected immortal soul.
Moreover, like post-conversion Saul, who becomes open to others'
help, his material blindness allows him to open himself to the
physical ministry of his landlady, Mrs. Flood, who, in spite of herself,
becomes post-conversion Haze's first and only disciple.
Chapter 14 shows Haze's last days in his spiritual desert and Mrs.
Flood's conversion towards his anagogical vision. Mrs. Flood tries to
understand his ascetic and penitential practices and, in doing so, she
begins to convert: to turn to where Haze is and to see what he sees.
At first, at the end of Chapter 13, Mrs. Flood, in the pathos phase of
her own narrative plotline, cannot understand why Haze blinds
himself. Given a similar situation, Mrs. Flood would make the
decision of Jocasta instead of Oedipus: "[I]nstead of blinding herself,
if she had felt that bad, she would have killed herself and she
wondered why anybody wouldn't do that" (CW 119). But once
Haze's act of blinding becomes a reality, Mrs. Flood, like Enoch, feels
excluded from some great secret or prize: "[S]taring into his face as if
she expected to see something she hadn't seen before... irritated her
with him and gave her the sense that he was cheating her in some
secret way" (CW 120). Like Enoch, Mrs. Flood values monetary
wealth and takes it upon herself to handle Haze's finances as if his
possessions were her own (CW 120). She even sends Sabbath Lily
away to a detention home because the girl is only after Haze's
government check, which Mrs. Flood reasons is hers; it is "her tax
money" and that "her tax money would go to support such trash was
more than the landlady could bear" (CW 121). But unlike Enoch, she
tracks his movements, gets his rent, fixes his meals, and sits with him
on the porch (CW 122). What surprises her, in her peripety, is that
she "began to enjoy sitting on the porch with him" (CW 122), and in
sitting and sometimes talking with him, her slow conversion occurs
as Haze lives out his quiet but extreme penance.
Unlike Enoch, Mrs. Flood ministers to Haze's physical needs as
resemblances" (HB 68). As Susan Balee reports, "At the moment of
uncertainty over the best way to finish off Hazel Motes's life in Wise Blood,
she read the Oedipus plays. After that, she knew how to end her book:
Hazel like Oedipus, blinds himself" (64).
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he, unintentionally perhaps, tends to Mrs. Flood's spiritual needs. In
his asceticism, an outward sign of his spiritual conversion, Mrs. Flood
develops the habits of Christian charity. According to Allen, ascetic
practices "paradoxically lead to [a spiritual] expansion" (269), and
while that spiritual expansion is Haze's, it is Mrs. Flood's as well. For
charity is what Mrs. Flood is learning from Haze -- truly to love the
other for the other's sake, as fulfilled on the moral level of reality:
She thought of her own head as a switch-box where she
controlled from; but with him, she could only imagine the
outside in, the whole black world in his head and his head
bigger than the world, his head big enough to include the sky
and planets and whatever was or had been or would be. How
would he know if time was going backwards or forwards or if
he was going with it? She imagined it was like you were
walking in a tunnel and all you could see was a pin point of
light. She had to imagine that pin point of light; she couldn't
think of it at all without that. She saw it as some kind of star
on Christmas cards. She saw him going backwards to
Bethlehem and she had to laugh. (CW 123)
In imagining and living with his physical blindness, Mrs. Flood
begins to see Haze’s faith.As Srigley puts it, "Through blindness he
puts Mrs. Flood in a position to learn about charity" (88). Wood calls
Mrs. Flood a "dialogical witness," because Haze's "strange words and
still stranger deeds serve to proclaim the Gospel indirectly, as a
straightforward moral appeal would not" ("Preachers" 62). In this
respect, Haze is like the blighted Mary Magdalene, living out her last
years in penance in the desert. Just as the priest in the miracle play
Mary Magdalene witnesses her last days, so Mrs. Flood witnesses
Haze's last days. At his death bed, Mrs. Flood shuts her eyes in order
to see that pin point of light, "and she saw him moving farther and
farther away, farther and farther into the darkness until he was the
pin point of light" (CW 131). Finally, as Giannone observes, at this
point in her conversion story, "Hazel becomes that starlight for Mrs.
Flood" (Mystery 36), an unlikely Beatrice for an unlikely Dante. Haze
in death becomes Mrs. Flood's theophany. According to Srigley, "He
helps her see her responsibility under the aspect of eternity" (89). At
the end, Ragen says, "In Motes's blindness and penances, there is an
offer of grace for Mrs. Flood. Even if no scales have fallen from his
eyes, this Paul has brought the gospel to at least one gentile" (195).
The story has represented the conversion of Haze, the story of a
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Christian harbinger of truth in spite of himself; but the fruit of that
action is the conversion of Mrs. Flood. In finally seeing the truth, he
brings the truth to her.
Not many scholars explore the character of Mrs. Flood, but she is
rare in O'Connor's fiction; one will not see another character quite
like her until O.E. Parker in the short story "Parker's Back," which
O'Connor wrote on her deathbed. Mrs. Flood is not a monster but a
lukewarm person, trying to make her way in the world. A Pharisee,
she looks out for herself but is not closed to the possibility of looking
out for others. Like O.E. Parker in his marrying the hard Sarah Ruth
and changing his behavior in spite of himself to please her, so Mrs.
Flood changes in spite of herself to please Haze. In other words, she
has fallen in love with Haze: she "found herself breathless and her
heart beginning to flutter" (CW 128). As Farrell O'Gorman suggests,
"[T]he last chapter almost ends with a strange marriage between
Haze and Mrs. Flood" (179). Like O.E. Parker, Mrs. Flood learns
that the cost of loving another is pain and suffering in this world; like
him, she too weeps (CW 129). But while Sarah Ruth brings the
Passion in Jerusalem to O.E. Parker, Haze brings the Nativity in
Bethlehem to Mrs. Flood. As Ragen puts it, "Now, in Mrs. Flood's
imagination, he [Haze] is moving towards the star that first
announced that God had taken flesh and come down to save His
people" (187). Haze and Mrs. Flood demonstrate the enactment of
Christ's two commandments: love God with all your heart and love
your neighbor as yourself (MT 22:37-39). In Wise Blood, both are
fulfilled, even given the limitations of Haze's and Mrs. Flood's very
human personalities and weaknesses, and therefore, Wise Blood
becomes an example of the divine comedy, as enacted in the harsh,
infernal proving ground of human life and society.
Thus, the miracle in this modern miracle is the fulfillment of these
two commandments by these two unlikely people. In a May 30, 1962,
letter to Alfred Corn, O'Connor writes, "God is to be experienced in
Charity (in the sense of love for the divine image in human beings)"
(HB 476). In Wise Blood, one sees the miracle of caritas:46 God's harsh
46 C. S. Lewis defines the four loves as affection, “the humblest of love”
(Four 56); friendship, “that luminous, tranquil, rational world of relationships
freely chosen” (89); eros, in which “the lover desires the Beloved herself,
not the pleasure she can give” (135); and charity, “love as the Divine
energy” (175) in which we “are loved not because [we] are lovable but
because Love Himself is in those who love us” (183). The first three are
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love for Haze, Mrs. Flood's possessive yet real love for Haze, and
God's gentler love for Mrs. Flood through the chastened Haze. The
last chapter of Wise Blood dramatizes the fruit of Haze's conversion,
which is offering God's love to Mrs. Flood, and ends with the clear,
comic theophany of Charity. But in O'Connor's subsequent fiction,
such a comic theophany will not be as clear.
THE VIOLENT BEAR IT AWAY: TARWATER'S DEVIL AND
GOD'S HARSH LOVE
As discussed above, Wise Blood may be seen as O'Connor's
refashioning of the medieval miracle play, especially the subcategory
of the saint's play, such as The Conversion of St. Paul and Mary
Magdalene. As Robert Brinkmeyer observes, "Wise Blood... in many
ways appear to be a modern absurdist novel until the end, when with
Haze's blinding, it becomes a novel of faith, what O'Connor said was
the story of a Protestant saint" (188-89). Giannone concurs, stating,
"In the end, the would-be nihilist Hazel Motes becomes a saint for
our unbelieving age" (Mystery 9). Haze, raised to be a harbinger of
truth, tries to reject his calling by first being a zealous secular
humanist but then becoming a murderous Pharisaic zealot; Haze is
the modern Saul. Following the pathos and peripety of the three-part
pattern of Christian comedy, O'Connor crafts a Pauline theophany
that apocalyptically crashes upon Haze's head as his car crashes down
the embankment. As a saint, however, Haze's conversion does not
end there. Like post-conversion Saul and Mary Magdalene, he too
spreads the Good News to others, but in a fashion that is more like
the elderly Mary Magdalene than Saul. Like Mary Magdalene, Haze
retreats into the desert of his body while in dialogue with Mrs. Flood,
his disciple who loves him. Like the miracle play Mary Magdalene, Wise
Blood ends gently (in comparison to O'Connor's other works), the
comic theophany of a loving disciple witnessing the journey of a soul
to his Creator. It is the end of a violent yet comic journey that had
started in one man's personal inferno.
Unlike the ending of Wise Blood, the ending of The Violent Bear It
Away, O'Connor's second modern refashioning of the medieval
miracle play, is not as gentle, even though both novels have
similarities. Both Wise Blood and The Violent Bear It Away are
natural loves, which “are summoned to become modes of charity while also
remaining the natural loves they were” (184).
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bildungsroman of the Christian harbinger of truth. Both protagonists
-- the twenty-two-year old Hazel Motes of Wise Blood and the
fourteen-year old Francis Marion Tarwater of The Violent Bear It Away
-- are young modern Pharisees, resentful of their calling from God.
But Haze's conversion turns him from Saul the proud Pharisee to
Mary Magdalene the desert hermit, while Tarwater's conversion will
turn him from a sullen, naïve Mary Magdalene to an apostolic, fiery
Paul, ready to begin his missionary work among those who would
persecute him. Driskell and Brittain observe that the plot structure of
The Violent Bear It Away is "almost identical to that of Wise Blood, for
Rayber, who is introduced in part two, is left at the end of the section
very much as Enoch Emery is left at the end of the second section of
the first novel" (Driskell and Brittain 87). As we shall see, like Wise
Blood, The Violent Bear It Away follows the Christian comic structure
of pathos, peripety, and theophany. However, the details of
Tarwater's conversion -- especially the role of his uncle Rayber -differ greatly from those of Haze's conversion. Whereas Enoch
represents a literal manifestation of Haze's surface belief in
materialism, Rayber serves as one of two possible choices for
Tarwater's moral life, in "Tarwater's psychomachic struggle between
his great uncle's fundamentalism and his uncle's studied indifference"
(Baker 86). As Giannone points out, "The plot is simply Tarwater's
attempt to run away from the responsibility of being a prophet"
(Mystery 120). He wants to be a lukewarm modern Pharisee (unlike
Haze, who is never lukewarm about anything). But, as O'Connor
makes plain, lukewarmness extends an invitation to the devil.
Consequently, divine love will violently react to overpower evil, a
divine reaction which Giannone calls "redeeming violence" (Mystery
116).
Set in Powderhead, Tennessee, and a nearby city during one
summer week in 1952, O'Connor’s story of Tarwater's conversion
portrays a split world: the rural South, untouched by the modern
world, where God is believed and feared; and the urban South, where
the modern world has anesthetized the people with technology,
psychoanalysis, and business, and where God is dismissed and
mocked. Mason Tarwater, Tarwater's maternal great-uncle and a
harbinger of truth, represents the rural South. George F. Rayber,
Tarwater's maternal uncle and a secular humanist, represents the
urban South. Caught between these two polarities is the young
Tarwater. According to Sarah Petrides, "O'Connor's heroes are the
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ones who are rooted in the power of the land and agrarian
communitarianism.... Her villains -- Rayber, Meeks, the autotransport truck driver, and the 'stylish' devil himself -- are those
wedded to the secular values of statistics, urbanization, fashion, and
consumption" (21). Tarwater’s literal and spiritual journey is his
return to the rural South that he had forsaken. He falls once he leaves
his literal home at Powderhead for the city but, once redeemed,
returns home with the strength to leave again in his missionary work,
never to return home again.47 O'Connor divides this journey into
three distinct physical settings: Chapters 1 to 3 in Part I begin in the
Powderhead of Mason Tarwater48 and end in Rayber's city home.
Charged with allegorical meaning, the literal background of the
Tarwater family is the focus of these early chapters. Chapters 4 to 9
in Part II begin in Rayber's city and end in a place of transition,
between the city and Powderhead. Rayber's personal struggle with his
Tarwater past through the moral struggle with young Tarwater is the
focus of these middle chapters. Finally, Chapters 10 to 12 in Part III
begin on the road to Powderhead and end with Tarwater,
transformed, leaving Powderhead for the city. Tarwater's final
struggle against his anagogical vocation is the focus of these last
chapters.
The three-part comic structure, however, does not strictly
coincide with these three locations of Powderhead, the city, and
Powderhead again. The pathos runs from Chapter 1 to Chapter 6, the
midpoint of the novel, wherein Rayber and Tarwater clash over the
idiot boy Bishop in a park fountain. Afterwards, a series of peripeties
follows: Chapters 7 through 9 present reversals for Rayber, while
Chapters 10 through 11 present Tarwater's reversals. Chapter 12
presents a final moral event and then Tarwater's apocalyptic
theophany. The lengthy pathos and dual peripeties stem from
Rayber’s and young Tarwater's mutual resistance against Mason
Tarwater's religious legacy, even as they battle each other.
47 This plot is not new; for instance, one can see analogues of Mary
Magdalene’s journey with Tarwater’s.
48 Elaborating on the allegorical nature of Mason Tarwater's property at
Powderhead, Sarah Petrides states, "[I]t will not even allow the penetration
of that most ubiquitous American example of technology and urban
'civilization,' the automobile" (12). Literally, brush and cornfields keep out
cars. Allegorically, the divine power of the space keeps out vehicles of
damnation (cp. Haze's Essex).
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Even though Part I begins with the burial of Mason Tarwater, this
self-avowed living prophet of God figures largely in Part I, in young
Tarwater's thoughts. As Giannone observes, "The story concerns
prophets, who are known more for their anger than for their
emotional warmth" (Mystery 116), and Mason Tarwater is not an
emotionally warm man. Before his death, he commissions Tarwater
to baptize his idiot nephew (Tarwater's cousin) if he does not get to it
before he dies; upon hearing Tarwater's Pharisaic refusal, because
baptizing "a dim-witted child" is beneath him, Mason Tarwater
retorts, "'It's no part of your job to think for the Lord.... Judgment
may rack your bones'" (CW 335). In refusing first to give his greatuncle a proper Christian burial (CW 356), Tarwater refuses to
become a prophet; he commits sins against his vocation. "Baptism
and the Bread of Life carry the moral and anagogical significations of
the novel," states J. Robert Baker (85). That is, both sacraments,
baptism and Eucharist, remind the believer of his or her need for
God’s grace, in his or her present, temporal life and future afterlife.
Tarwater dreads both of these sacraments (CW 342), because of his
pride in his spiritual self-sufficiency, the original sin of Satan.
Not surprisingly, as Giannone points out, "[T]he story has a cadre
of devils who ingratiate themselves with winning advice to get ahead
in the world" (Mystery 117). Similar to Lady Lechery of Mary Magdalene
and Satan of Paradise Lost, a tempter arrives in Powderhead. Tarwater
hears in his head an inner voice that at first sounds "like a stranger's
voice" (CW 336) but soon becomes the voice of "his friend" (CW
353). This voice tempts Tarwater away from burying Mason Tarwater
and also from assuming his calling as a prophet:
Jesus or the devil, the boy said.
No no no, the stranger said, there ain't no such thing as a
devil. I can tell you that from my own self-experience. I know
that for a fact. It ain't Jesus or the devil. It's Jesus or you.
Jesus or me, Tarwater repeated. He put the shovel down
for a rest.... (CW 354)
Forsaking his familial duty of burying his great-uncle, Tarwater
simultaneously forsakes his allegorical and moral duty as a prophet,
for "the family is the old man's words become flesh, and apocalypse
comes by way of this family" (Wilson 77). Instead, goaded by the
voice, Tarwater gets drunk on moonshine, a "burning arm inside him
slid[ing] down Tarwater's throat as if the devil were already reaching
inside him to finger his soul" (CW 358). He rejects the help of
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Buford Munson, a loyal black family friend of Mason Tarwater and a
moral reminder of Tarwater's duty as blood kin and prophet (CW
360). Then he sets fire to Mason Tarwater's house (CW 361).
Tarwater and the devil in his head become one and the same: "'The
dead are poor,' he said in the voice of the stranger. ‘You can't be any
poorer than dead’" (CW 345).49 As Srigley points out, "The devil's
choice is the moral opposite to O'Connor's ethical vision: it is a
rejection of spiritual obligation to other human beings in life and in
death, where responsibility is assiduously avoided rather than
accepted" (5). In denying his moral obligations, Tarwater denies his
anagogical duty as well and, like Hazel Motes, begins his journey into
his chosen Inferno. Tarwater's pathos continues on the road to the
city. Kidnapped as a baby from the city and his uncle Rayber's urban
home (CW 356) and now fourteen years old, Tarwater, after literally
burning his past, heads for the city, catching a ride at the end of
Chapter 1 from Meeks, a copper flue salesman who also has the
voice of the stranger in him (CW 362). James Grimshaw suggests that
Meeks is another manifestation of the Devil (68). Like an insensitive
devil, corralling damned souls into Hell, Meeks delivers Tarwater to
Rayber's house like so much unwanted baggage (CW 384).
But before Meeks ejects Tarwater from his car, in Chapter 2
Tarwater thinks of Rayber's past, which is his own family history.
Mason Tarwater's sister ran away from Powderhead and became "'a
whore, until she had found a man by the name of Rayber who was
willing to marry one'" (CW 366). This woman bore two children:
Tarwater's uncle Rayber, "the school teacher," and Tarwater's
mother. Mason Tarwater kidnapped seven-year old Rayber in order
to raise him as a prophet, but four days later his father grudgingly got
him back (CW 371). Rayber never forgives Mason Tarwater for trying
to make him into a Christian prophet (CW 377), choosing to become
a secular humanist, a thing Mason Tarwater despised. As Mason
Tarwater relates it: "'They kept him from believing me but I kept him
from believing them [his parents] and he never took on none of their
ways though he took up worse ones'" (CW 372). In retaliation for his
brief Christian education, Rayber sets up the affair between his sister
and a young seminary student (CW 366) and gains custody of the
baby Tarwater once his sister has died in a car accident and
49 This first chapter was published as the short story, "You Can't Be Any
Poorer than Dead" in October 1955 (CW 1249).
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Tarwater's father has committed suicide out of grief (CW 372).
Rayber mocks Mason Tarwater's faith in a psychological article (CW
378), betraying familial charity, and he half-heartedly tries to get baby
Tarwater back from Powderhead with a social worker named Bernice
Bishop (CW 380).
Before his death, Mason Tarwater's charges young Tarwater to
rectify these past unjust acts against Christian morality through the
baptism of Bishop, Rayber and Bernice Bishop's dim-witted child. In
Chapter 3, Tarwater suddenly remembers this latter fact and, to his
horror, he feels as if his idiot cousin, who resembles Mason Tarwater,
has recognized this mission: "Suddenly he knew that the child
recognized him, that the old man himself had primed him from on
high that here was the forced servant of God come to see that he was
born again" (CW 389).50 At the end of Part I, Tarwater again declares
his refusal of his vocation as a Christian prophet: "He clenched his
fist and lifted it. 'I won't have anything to do with him!' he shouted
and the words were clear and positive and defiant like a challenge
hurled in the face of his silent adversary" (CW 390). He has chosen
himself over Jesus, and, in doing so, he completes his fall and begins
on his way to his damnation.
Part II shifts from Tarwater's ongoing pathos to Rayber’s. As
discussed earlier, the pathos phase in The Violent Bear It Away is
lengthy because two paths of pathos run concurrent: Tarwater’s and
Rayber’s. But Rayber’s pathos is different from Tarwater’s, for
Rayber struggles with love for his son and for God. Committed "to
modern-day Enlightenment thinking, particularly that concerning
integrity and self-improvement" (Brinkmeyer 120), Rayber is
ironically deaf, needing a hearing aid, and severely myopic, needing
glasses (CW 386). His deafness, according to Kilcourse, is "symbolic
of his inability to hear or respond to God's Word preached by the
prophet" and his myopia is "another symbolic clue to alert the reader
that Rayber is a man who lacks depth of vision in every sense" (21920). Although Grimshaw posits Rayber as a possible representative of
the Devil (68), Rayber's tragic childhood paints him too human to be
an allegorical devil. As Steven Olson points out, "[I]t is difficult not
50

Bishop's mental retardation, like Lucynell Carter's in "The Life You Save
May Be Your Own," renders Bishop congenitally innocent. Thus Tarwater's
baptizing Bishop is similar to John the Baptist's baptizing Jesus; Bishop is
himself a vehicle of grace, but Tarwater begins his own vocation as a vehicle
of grace by baptizing Bishop.
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to sympathize with Rayber once we understand something of his
loveless childhood and the sources of his unhappiness" (45). Rayber
is not so much a devil as a soul in his own personal Inferno, deluding
himself that he is happy. He is a stereotypical secular humanist, "a
schoolteacher and social scientist as well as a secular evangelist and a
quintessentially modern person" (Baker 85), who "lives so totally in
the head that he violates the fundamental Christian principle of the
incarnation" by his rigid asceticism (Kilcourse 228). However, Rayber
is this way because Mason Tarwater once taught him what love is,
and from an openness to this love comes a suffering that sensitive
Rayber cannot bear and chooses to reject. He thought he was rid of
this intense love when he repudiated Mason Tarwater at age fourteen
(CW 372). But when Bishop was born dim-witted, causing his wife to
abandon both of them, Rayber "had not conquered the problem of
Bishop” (CW 400). That is, he has not conquered his unconditional
love for his dim-witted son, a human expression of God's
unconditional love for His fallen creatures.
Rayber lived briefly with Mason Tarwater as a child and learned to
love the low -- that is, the literal, suffering, humble life of the country
-- and learned to love the high -- that is, the anagogical, awe-inspiring,
glorious life of God. He learns to love his Tarwater blood and
Tarwater teaching. But, as an adult, this love torments him.
Brinkmeyer states, "The fundamentalist vision that then wracks him
is an all-consuming and all-demanding love for creation" (122).
Living in the city, he violently harms himself psychologically in order
to reject his uncle's teaching and his baptism, in order to live in
equilibrium in his recognizable world and not be a grotesque freak.
As Carol Wilson observes, "Rayber had denied this mission [his
education as a Christian prophet] and had denied the 'affliction' of
the family, which was a wild-surging and passionate love" (82).
Rayber staves off this "affliction" through strict, Manichean selfcontrol, "a rigid ascetic disciple" in which he denies his senses, his
emotions in being truly involved in the world, and the people around
him, to prevent himself from loving anything or anybody: "He kept
himself upright on a very narrow line between madness and
emptiness, and when the time came for him to lose his balance, he
intended to lurch toward emptiness and fall on the side of his choice"
(CW 402). The price for keeping in the middle, god-less realm is love;
Rayber represses his irrational, overwhelming love for his son, the
innocent idiot Bishop. Such a love pushes him away from neutral
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non-emotion, and towards either the low or high -- either despairing
over Bishop's condition or beseeching God to help him and his son:
"If, without thinking, he lent himself to it [looking at Bishop and the
natural world], he would feel suddenly a morbid surge of love that
terrified him -- powerful enough to throw him to the ground in an
act of idiot praise.... And it only began with Bishop" (CW 401).
Wood characterizes Rayber's life succinctly:
[Since] every human being has an irrepressible longing for
God, it is not surprising that Rayber should be a reverse
mystic laboring to suppress his hunger for the Bread of Life.
In order to silence his secret desire for grace, Rayber becomes
a monk of the secular life. (Comedy 102)
For most of Rayber's life, he has been mostly successful in living with
his choice.
But his nephew, Francis Marion Tarwater, threatens to push
Rayber off that equilibrium, to the low of human passion and
despair. Rayber tries to reform Tarwater; in response, Tarwater
remains unmoved towards this soul-less, passionless middle: Rayber
gives him the clothes of a contemporary teenager, which, after four
days, remain untouched (CW 393). Rayber guides him around the city
in order for him to see the wonders of the modern city, but Tarwater
remains silent, "with the same noncommittal eye as if he found
nothing here worth holding his attention" (CW 398). Rayber
mentions school in the fall and tries to administer an aptitude test,
which Tarwater rejects with "compounded fury and superiority" (CW
400). As Giannone indicates, "Part Two is a sequence of refusals"
(Mystery 129), and just as Rayber has violently rejected Mason
Tarwater, the younger Tarwater violently rejects Rayber. Their paths
of pathos are literally and morally interlocked.
But like Rayber, Tarwater is also struggling to reject Mason
Tarwater, for in spite of his allegorical fall, he is still able to see the
Christ-haunted nature of the deaf city. In Chapter IV, Tarwater
locates an evangelical church in the city (CW 398), and in Chapter V,
Rayber follows Tarwater, who slips out in the night, towards this
church. There, in pity, pain, and disgust, Rayber hears Lucette
Carmody, a child minister, evangelize. Just as Rayber imagines in his
pride saving "this beautiful child" from the madness of her faith (CW
414), Lucette -- allegorically God's "little light" -- points him out,
shrieking, "'I see a damned soul before my eye! I see a dead man
Jesus hasn't raised. His head is in the window but his ear is deaf to
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the Holy Word!'" (CW 415). Rayber's response is to drop away and
quickly switch off his hearing aid, so that a "silent dark relief enclosed
him like shelter after a tormenting wind" (CW 415). Although
Tarwater claims to go to the church in order "to spit on it" (CW 416),
it is Rayber -- not Tarwater -- whom Lucette identifies as "a damned
soul," as Whitt points out (91). Tarwater has led Rayber to an
opportunity of conversion but, as Wood states, Rayber "is not open
to any dialogic reconsideration of his heartless atheism" ("Preachers"
70). Still, Tarwater has threatened Rayber's equilibrium, his longburied fury against God for the condition of his son "working
upward, closer and closer, toward the slender roots of his peace"
(CW 416). As Tarwater fights against God, he becomes a vehicle of
God for Rayber in spite of himself, a sign of his true nature as a
harbinger of truth.
Tarwater's struggle against his vocation in the city and Rayber's
struggle against Mason Tarwater's legacy crash together in Chapter 6
at a park fountain. There, both Rayber and Tarwater become aware
of the role Bishop plays in their fight with each other, thereby
preparing the series of peripeties that follows. At the city park,
Bishop jumps into a large fountain, and, whereas Rayber sees another
literal instance of an idiot's indignity, Tarwater sees an anagogical
moment: "The sun shone brightly on Bishop's white head and the
little boy stood there with a look of attention" (CW 421). According
to Giannone, "[T]he little-understood Bishop, who rules by a power
so gentle that it passes as repugnant weakness, reaches out to touch
Tarwater" (Mystery 128), and "[t]he sun in the park manifests His [sic]
son, the dim-witted child, awaiting immersion into the life of the
Son" (Mystery 136). Tarwater is both attracted to and repelled by this
call to baptize Bishop, and he is ironically "saved" from this Christian
act by Rayber who, "in an instant of illumination... understood" and
"snatched the child out of the water and set him down, howling, on
the concrete" (CW 421). Tarwater threatens Rayber's middle, flat
world, and Rayber, in order to remain where he is, must cure
Tarwater of this "compulsion" (CW 421) towards becoming a
prophet.
O'Connor indicates the shift from pathos to peripety with a
change in the literal setting. In Chapter 7, Rayber brings Tarwater and
Bishop to the Cherokee Lodge, a tourist lodge in the country at the
edge of a lake. There, Rayber tries to claim Tarwater as his son, a
claim which Tarwater violently rejects (CW 428). In an ironic
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reversal, Tarwater, tying Bishop's shoes (CW 427), acts more like a
father than Rayber. As Kilcourse puts it, "Tarwater's capacity for
compassion withstands the whirlpool of Rayber's apathy" (239). This
"capacity for compassion," which finds moral expression in Tarwater,
the devil-as-friend assaults in his head, saying, "You're alone in the
world, with only yourself to ask or thank or judge; with only yourself.
And me. I'll never desert you" (CW 433). Rayber, a "damned soul,"
reinforces the devil's message, saying to Tarwater while gliding across
the lake in a boat in Chapter 8, "'The great dignity of man... is his
ability to say: I am born once and no more'" (CW 437). Rayber
becomes Tarwater’s Bad Angel, declaring the nobility of secular
humanism and non-existence of the anagogical life, even stating,
"'Baptism is only an empty act'" (CW 450). But Rayber is an
incompetent tempter, losing his temper and calling Tarwater a
"freak" (CW 438). In reaction, Tarwater leans over the side of the
boat and, in a comic reversal that surprises both Tarwater and
Rayber, vomits till a "ravenous emptiness raged in his stomach as if it
had reestablished its rightful tenure" (CW 438). Baker states,
"Vomiting, Tarwater experiences the fallenness of his own mortal
state" (92), reminding this proud soul literally his mortal grossness.
But vomiting the material food also clears a spiritual space and makes
acute the hunger in bodily form for the Bread of Life, even as the
friend's voice and Rayber try to fill that hunger with tempting words
of materialist self-sufficiency.
While Rayber plays the Bad Angel, Tarwater plays the Good
Angel, daring Rayber to love again. Rayber chooses the Cherokee
Lodge because it is near Powderhead, and he means by this to
confront Tarwater with his past. Instead, Rayber goes to
Powderhead, accompanied only by Bishop, whose hat falls as the
young boy stares up at the great trees around Mason Tarwater's
property (CW 444). Olson observes, "The dropped hat signifies the
retarded child's instinctive response to a heirophantic place -- a
location charged with divine energy" (47). Not surprisingly, Rayber
"clamped it [the hat] on his head again" (CW 444), but being at the
now-burnt place of his short-lived childhood happiness with his own
grotesque child, Rayber begins to feel: "He stood expressionless, his
heart strangely wrenched.... The little boy turned his head after a
moment and gazed instead at him. A dreaded sense of loss came over
him" (CW 445). Bishop recognizes in this act of gazing the
anagogical effect this place has on his father. But Rayber flees
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Powderhead and its "divine energy" and returns to the lodge,
allegorically a place of spiritual limbo, being neither Powderhead nor
the city. There, he again sees Bishop inscrutably drawn to Tarwater,
inciting "a twinge of ridiculous jealousy" in Rayber, and tempting him
to love (CW 447). Rayber cannot see that, as Bishop has recognized
Powderhead's effect on his father, so Bishop recognizes Mason
Tarwater's effect on his cousin and his role in that effect. He is part
of Tarwater's conversion. As Olson indicates, "As Rayber watches
Bishop follow Tarwater from the dinner table at the lodge, the boys
assume the statues of [b]iblical patriarchs acting out a ritual drama of
salvation" (47). In denying his love for Bishop, Rayber denies the
moral power Bishop has over Tarwater, forcing Tarwater to fulfill his
Christian vocation.
Perhaps as a test to prove that he and Tarwater are normal,
Rayber allows Tarwater to take Bishop out onto the lake. But the test
is nerve-wracking. Rayber feels "a peculiar sense of waiting, of
marking time" (CW 454). Even though he thinks that he has achieved
perfect indifference, because "to feel nothing was peace" (CW 454),
he dreams of him and Bishop fleeing in his car from a chasing
tornado, an image similar to that of the anagogical cloud following
Haze in Wise Blood, and wakes up, "startled as if it [the moon] were a
face looking in on him, a pale messenger breathlessly arrived" (CW
455). Still waiting, he turns on his hearing aid and, shortly thereafter,
hears his son's "unmistakable bellow" stopping and starting, stopping
and starting, "then it blared out one last time... into silence" (CW
455-56). Without any further material evidence, Rayber knows that
Tarwater "had baptized the child even as he drowned him" (CW
456). As he stands in the dark, sure in this knowledge, he wills
himself not to cry: "No cry must escape him" (CW 456); waiting "for
the raging pain, the intolerable hurt that was his due, to begin... he
continued to feel nothing" (CW 456). Stunned in still feeling nothing,
a reversal of his expectation, he collapses. This peripety, Wood
suggests, "may be regarded as his final descent into permanent
perdition... the hell of being unable to love" (Christ-Haunted 257). But
whether Rayber stays in that hell the next day, when "they would
drag the pond for Bishop" (CW 456) and the days after that, or
whether the pain will finally descend in a crashing theophany remains
unknown.
Part III follows the final leg of Tarwater's conversion journey,
tracing a path of increasing peripety to his final theophanic
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destination. Like Haze, who is a murderer but also an inadvertent
confessor for Solace Layfield, Tarwater is a murderer but also an
inadvertent baptist. In a comic reversal of Tarwater's intention, while
drowning Bishop -- at the behest of that inner voice -- he baptizes
him as well. In Chapter 10, he says to the trucker who picks him up
while hitchhiking back to Powderhead, "'I only meant to drown
him.... You're only born once. They were just some words that run
out of my mouth and spilled in the water'" (CW 458). But
undermining this literal rationalism are Tarwater's continuing vision
of the baptism/drowning of Bishop, even as he sleeps in the trucker's
cab, as well as the "sibilant oaths of his friend," cursing to realize that
he could not prevent the words of baptism (CW 463). Tarwater has
been a vehicle of God's grace for Bishop, and, as Jean Cash points
out, "Tarwater in confusion makes one last effort to escape Grace.
He heads for Powderhead, his first home, where he intends to live
isolated from both the secular and the evangelical worlds"
("O'Connor" 67). Ironically, the devil will become the vehicle of
peripety and theophany, in a Dantesque movement of going through
Hell in order to get to Heaven.
Tarwater's act of baptism angers him, realizing that God has
enacted good through him. In this state, Tarwater hungers but he is
unable to eat regular food. He throws up the lodge's food before
drowning/ baptizing Bishop, and he is unable to eat the trucker's
sandwich (CW 464). In another reversal, he realizes that the only
food that will satisfy his hunger is the Bread of Life, a realization
which also infuriates him. Anagogical signs follow him as he fights
his vocation: the brilliant sun looks "as if sun and moon had fused in
a brilliant marriage" (CW 465); the "silent serene eyes" of Bishop
"gaz[es] at him" from a water bucket as he tries to take a drink (CW
466); a large "black-eyed woman" with "all knowledge in her stony
face," looks to possess "[h]uge wings... folded behind her without
seeming strange" (CW 467). He, like Haze, rejects all of these signs,
especially the angel incarnate, with an obscenity "like the shriek of a
bat" that shocks him (CW 468), indicating the devil's possession of
him and Tarwater's continuing unawareness of the power of this
possession.
In this blind state of a proud refusal of God's grace, Tarwater
accepts in Chapter 11 a ride from a peculiar "old-looking young man
with deep hollows under his cheekbones [dressed in] a lavender shirt
and a thin black suit and a panama hat," who exudes "a sweet stale
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odor"; he thinks that there is "something familiar to him in the look
of the stranger but he could not place where he had seen him before"
(CW 469). Very friendly, he gives Tarwater a smoke with a "peculiar
odor" (CW 470)51 and then several swallows from a whisky flask that
"had a deep barely concealed bitterness that he had not expected"
(CW 470). Once Tarwater is drugged and unconscious, the friendly
driver pulls the car into a secluded spot on the dirt road to
Powderhead, drags Tarwater into the woods, and rapes him. This
literally shocking scene, however, is allegorically and morally
appropriate. The rapist is the incarnation of Tarwater's hellish inner
voice, the "friend" who convinces him not to bury his great-uncle but
to set his house on fire instead, who advises him to drown Bishop,
and who even suggests, after the rape, that Tarwater take over
Powderhead as the new proprietor (CW 475). The rape makes literal
the devil's possession of Tarwater.
As a result, the rape becomes an apocalyptic peripety, making
Tarwater aware of the devil's possession and morally transforming
him, paradoxically for the better. His actions are in concert with his
transformation: He awakens, his body stripped and violated, his
hellish pride burnt away. As Baker states, "[R]aped, he awakens to the
monstrosity that evil inflicts on human beings," so that the rape is
"apocalyptic, undermining Tarwater's non-serviam and creating a
space for the spiritual mystery of grace into which he moves" (92).
Deaf and blind to God's love, Tarwater finally hears and sees Satan's
hatred for humanity and, with anagogical vision, sees his role in
God's loving plan to save humanity from this hatred. As Giannone
points out, "In a world where Satan passes for a friend, then
identification of evil constitutes a negative knowledge of good"
(Mystery 146). Setting fire to the "evil ground" that is the place of his
rape, his "scorched eyes... looked as if, touched with a coal like the
lips of the prophet, they would never be used for ordinary sights
again" (CW 473). Inspired by the fire of God's love, anagogically
represented by the "sun, red and mammoth [which] was about to
touch the treeline" of the woods around his great-uncle's land,
Tarwater feels and hears the presence of the Devil there -- a "sibilant
shifting of air... [a presence] pervasive as an odor, a warm sweet body
of air encircling him, a violet shadow hanging around his shoulders" - and Tarwater responds by exorcising the Devil through fire: "[H]e
51

It is easy to speculate that this "special" cigarette is a marijuana joint.
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had made a rising wall of fire between him and the grinning presence.
He glared through the flames and his spirits rose as he saw that his
adversary would soon be consumed in a roaring blaze" (CW 475).
With the final death of his self-love through the literal rape of his
body, the living power of God's love can move through Tarwater, as
baptist, exorcist, and prophet. As Edward Kessler asserts, "His
physical rape has not destroyed his innocence but made him alert to
the mystery that inhabits the natural world, waiting to be recognized"
(94). In other words, with his damning solipsism ripped away,
Tarwater can experience that overwhelming, unconditional love for
creation that Rayber naturally feels but unnaturally denies. This
recognition, or anagogical vision, of Christ and Redemption in the
dark places of the soul is a spiritual transformation on the moral
level.
After consecrating the woods around Mason Tarwater's land in
purgatorial fire, Tarwater undergoes two theophanic steps in his
spiritual preparation as a prophet. The first step is moral and then
anagogical. He encounters Buford Munson, that loyal disciple of
Mason Tarwater, and the consecrated grave of the old prophet,
which Buford completed when Tarwater was literally and allegorically
drunk with sin (CW 477). At the sacred space of his great-uncle's
grave, surrounded by trees aflame in purgatorial fire, Tarwater sees a
divine revelation of beatific vision: "Everywhere, he saw dim figures
seated on the slope and as he gazed he saw that from a single basket
the throng was being fed.... Then he saw him [his great-uncle]" (CW
477).
The second step is anagogical and then moral. Feeling a physical
hunger, a literal sign of his spiritual hunger, Tarwater sees a "red-gold
tree of fire [which] ascended as if it would consume the darkness in
one tremendous burst of flame" (CW 478). This is both the burning
bush of the Old Testament and the redemptive cross of the New.
Before this anagogical sign of God, Tarwater falls to the ground, like
Saul's being thrown from his horse to the ground,52 his face on
52 Tarwater's fall to the ground is similar to that of Dostoevsky's Alyosha in
The Brothers Karamazov, who also falls to the ground as the last part of his
spiritual development as a Christian hero of his people. O’Connor read
extensively Russian novelists, like Dostoevsky; she writes, “[I] read the
Russians, not Tolstoy so much but Dostoevsky, Turgenev, Chekhov and
Gogol” (HB 98-99). Not surprisingly, in reading The Brothers Karamazov, she
was particularly interested in the Grand Inquisitor (HB 126).
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Mason Tarwater's grave, and "he hear[s] the command. GO WARN
THE CHILDREN OF GOD OF THE TERRIBLE SPEED OF
MERCY" (CW 478). He stands up, but before he leaves, he "stoop[s]
and pick[s] up a handful of dirt off his great-uncle's grave and
smear[s] it on his forehead" (CW 478). Giannone sees this marking of
dirt as coming "from Dante... [in whose Purgatorio the] guardian
angel responds to Dante's rush of humility by carving seven P's on
his brow" (Mystery 152). Kilcourse sees this moral act as a reminder of
Ash Wednesday: "[I]t is a prophetic recognition that from death and
grief follows a new beginning, in the Christian pattern of the paschal
mystery" (247). Considering Tarwater's literal and spiritual journey to
this point, one can see that both Giannone's and Kilcourse's
interpretations of Tarwater's anointment apply: it is a sign of his sins
as well as of his mortality.
But, as Baker reminds one, baptism "is at the heart of the
vocation that Tarwater would avoid [and] provides the moral
dimension of O'Connor's allegory... enact[ing] the moral behavior
that the Gospels require -- repentance of sin and conversion to the
reign of God" (89). Tarwater has already been baptized, but he has
returned to renew his baptismal vows. His mark, then, is also a sign
of the Sacrament of Confirmation, becoming a soldier of Christ in
the Church Militant in his fourteenth year of bodily life (the
traditional age of Confirmation in the Catholic Church). He is
spiritually strong enough not only to bear the violence of the infernal
world but also to bear the violence of God's love and preach that
love to others.
As in Wise Blood, therefore, the miracle of this modern miracle is
caritas. But Wise Blood begins with God’s harsh love for Haze and
ends with Mrs. Flood’s gentle love for Haze, as he moves towards
the loving light of God. In contrast, The Violent Bear It Away ends
with the same love with which it began: the harsh love of God that
burns and yet simultaneously gives life. As Louis D. Rubin, Jr., points
out, "The remedy for the fanatical terror and wrath that had gripped
the youth [Tarwater], then, was not the denial of emotion in favor of
cold behavioristic rationalism, but the equally emotional fanaticism of
love" (“Bible Belt” 64). It is this fanaticism of love -- the
unconditional love God has for His fallen creatures -- which
Tarwater learns to receive and which, at the end of the novel, he is
now prepared to give. In contrast, Rayber, perhaps a more natural
fanatic of love, remains struggling, as the physical limit of this
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fanaticism, his son Bishop, is now no longer there to contain it. As
Rayber knows, "Although the child started the pain, he also limited it,
contained it" (CW 418); without Bishop, even with the reprieve of
feeling nothing when he realizes that Bishop is dead, Rayber's love
can crash upon him with no warning and no boundary. As Whitt
states, "Rayber has not had the ongoing exposure to violence for the
Lord's sake or preparation to receive more violence, but he cannot
shake conclusively its low murmur" (88). After his theophany,
Tarwater's moral mission is violently to awaken the allegorical
sleeping children of God (CW 479); Rayber is one of those children.
In looking at Wise Blood and The Violent Bear It Away, one sees
O'Connor recreate the medieval miracle play in the context of
modernity. Her two novels trace the spiritual development of the
Christian hero: one a hermit-saint (Hazel Motes), the other a
missionary prophet (Francis Marion Tarwater), both stern modern
Pharisees who flirt with secular humanism. But through the crucible
of pathos, peripety, and theophany, they emerge whole and beautiful
in the loving eyes of God, even as they appear broken and grotesque
in the cold eyes of the infernal yet Christ-haunted world. Speaking of
Tarwater but suggesting Haze as well, Charles A. Brady states, "[H]is
struggle has a quality of comic epic about it cutting across the plane
of her vernacular Divine Comedy" (24). O'Connor shows that God's
love is always near, even to those who would deny it. God will allow
and even use great bodily violence in order to impress this love upon
His sleeping children, whether it be blindness (Haze) or rape
(Tarwater). As O’Connor explains in an August 4, 1962, letter to
Roslyn Barnes, “This is surely what it means to bear away the
kingdom of heaven with violence: the violence is directed inward”
(HB 486). Stripped of possessions, friends, and virtues, thus leaving
them naked and in terror, the sleeping children of God are now open
to the workings of grace and, as seen in these two modern miracles,
become workers of grace themselves.
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6 THE MODERN MORALITIES: A GOOD MAN
IS HARD TO FIND AND EVERYTHING THAT
RISES MUST CONVERGE

Although O'Connor published two novels in her lifetime and was
working on a third one at the time of death (CW 1254, 1261), she
saw herself primarily as a short story writer. In jesting tones, she
writes to Robie Macauley that, unlike writing novels, writing short
stories is "all relatively painless to [her]" (CW 934), mostly because, as
she admits in another letter to Ben Griffith, "The effort to maintain a
tone [in a novel] is considerable strain" (CW 918). Even some critics
like Farrell O'Gorman suggest that O'Connor "was even more
talented as a short story writer than as a novelist" (88). A meticulous
writer, O'Connor worked on her novels over many years before they
were published: "I was five years in WB [Wise Blood] and seven years
on this one [The Violent Bear It Away]," she declares in a letter dated
October 6, 1959, to John Hawkes (HB 353). Between those massive
projects, O'Connor wrote her short stories, certainly for her
livelihood but also as a release from writer's block when working on
a novel: "My novel is at an empasse... I couldn't stand it any longer so
I began a short story. It's like escaping from the penitentiary" (HB
127). The short story form is certainly easier on her readers as well as
herself, as she jokingly suggests to Cecil Dawkins: "I think the reason
I am a short story writer is so my mother can read my work in one
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sitting" (CW 1100). After all, O'Connor's master's thesis is not a
novel but a short story collection.
Whether short story or novel, however, O'Connor’s fiction
follows the three-part comic pattern of Christian comedy: pathos,
peripety, and theophany. As mentioned in the previous chapter, this
same pattern is present in medieval drama and in Dante's Divine
Comedy, but it is more balanced in these medieval works than in
O'Connor's fiction. In her fiction, the pathos comprises most of the
narrative, with peripety and theophany occurring at the end. In her
two modern miracles, Wise Blood and The Violent Bear It Away, the
pathos of her developing harbingers of truth consists of half of the
narrative. The literal background of the Christian heroes, the
allegorical importance of their roles, and the tropological portrayal of
their moral or immoral actions to themselves and to others comprise
the pathos that leads to peripety. Peripety, usually a moral event, is
the comic reversal or a series of comic reversals constituting the
narrative turn of the plot. Anagogical theophany crashes upon her
harbingers of truth, giving them an anagogical vision of reality.
In The Geranium, O'Connor's first collection of modern moralities,
this anagogical theophany is notably missing. Portraying characters
with a certain flatness, which contributes to their allegorical nature,
O'Connor presents a narrative structure that is almost all pathos,
dropping the peripetaic hammer at the very end of the plot. With no
theophany to mitigate the reversal, the short stories of The Geranium
culminate at the tropological, or moral, level, the narrative level in
which the comic hero acts or fails to act according to Christian
mores. All of the stories in this early collection present secular
humanists and modern Pharisees who fail to act according to
Christian mores, and their peripeties make clear their failures. Thus,
unlike her novels in length, completeness of narrative structure, and
type of Christian comic hero, these early stories are moralities of
failed tropological lessons centered around non-harbingers of truth.
While taking periodic breaks from her two novels, O'Connor
turns to the short story form again. But unlike those in The Geranium,
the stories in A Good Man Is Hard to Find, the short story collection
published between the novels, and in Everything That Rises Must
Converge, published in 1965, a year after her death, present a complete
three-part comic structure. As in the novels, the comic heroes here
undergo the same process of conversion of pathos, peripety, and
theophany. Unlike those of her novels, however, most of the comic
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heroes of the short stories are secular humanists and modern
Pharisees, as are those in The Geranium. For these heroes, the pathos
comprises most of the narrative until the very end, where a "double
whammy" of peripety and theophany drops on top of their allegorical
heads. Only the late stories "Parker's Back" and "Judgment Day"
have harbingers of truth as the protagonists, but these characters also
undergo this long pathos and "double whammy" at the very end of
the narrative. But even with the presence of the theophany and thus
clearer anagogical elements in these two collections, the fate of these
Christian comic heroes -- their salvation or damnation -- is often
unclear, left to readers to decide for themselves.
A GOOD MAN IS HARD TO FIND: PASSING BY THE
DRAGON TO THE FATHER OF SOULS
In the ten stories of the collection A Good Man Is Hard to Find,
O'Connor portrays secular humanists, who take No God as their
god, and modern Pharisees, Christians who are more like
Manicheans, who see the body as evil; Arians, who see Christ as
ineffective; or Pelagians, who value their good works over the grace
of God. These negative grotesques are on a journey towards God,
whether they know it or not. As Leon Driskell and Joan Brittain put
it, "the stories in the collection are about travelers" (59). These
travelers, as George Kilcourse points out, recognize "their flawed
human nature and their innate attraction to an apparent good that is
chosen selfishly" (125), so that, as Richard Giannone observes, "each
satanic attempt to make her vulnerable Georgians and Tennesseans
disobey and destroy is followed by a still more wonderful display of
God's creative love" (Mystery 46). God's love is "creative" because, as
O'Connor dramatizes in these stories, the efficacy of grace works
through the satanic attempt, the disobedience, and the destruction;
the divine comedy shines through in spite of her protagonists' and
antagonists' God-denying choices. But the pathos before the peripety
and theophany is so lengthy in these stories that the "readers respond
more to the difficulty of seeking the good person than to the finding
the one" (Mystery 45). Indeed, a good man is hard to find. Out of the
ten stories,53 three have secular humanists as protagonists: "A Stroke
53

In published order, these stories are "A Good Man Is Hard to Find,"
"The River," "The Life You Save May Be Your Own," "A Stroke of Good
Fortune," "A Temple of the Holy Ghost," "A Temple of the Holy Ghost,"
"The Artificial Nigger," "A Circle in the Fire," "A Late Encounter with the
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of Good Fortune," "A Late Encounter with the Enemy," and "Good
Country People." In the remaining seven stories, modern Pharisees
are the comic heroes: "A Good Man Is Hard to Find," "The River,"
"The Life You Save May Be Your Own," "A Temple of the Holy
Ghost," "The Artificial Nigger," "A Circle in the Fire," and "The
Displaced Person." Commenting on this collection, O'Connor writes
in letters of July 20 and August 2, 1955, "The stories are hard but
they are hard because there is nothing harder or less sentimental than
Christian realism," that is, "there is only one Reality... the
Incarnation" (HB 90, 92). In these stories, secular humanists and
modern Pharisees are willfully blind to this supernatural Reality until
concrete vehicles of Reality tear away those blinders, often with
deadly consequences.
In the three stories involving secular humanists, O'Connor
presents their aspirations of progress and omnipotence while
showing their essential impotence to effect true progress because of
spiritual blindness. Like Rayber and Miss Willerton in The Geranium,
these secular humanists become aware of their own absurd state. In
"A Stroke of Good Fortune," thirty-four year old Ruby Hill is "about
four or five months" pregnant (CW 193) with her first child, and she
has been denying her true condition all of this time. As Kathleen
Feeley describes her, Ruby Hill is the modern, liberated woman -- a
modern female Everyman -- who has moved from the country to the
city in pursuit of material progress; but her chosen life is literally
sterile, for she harbors an "alienation from life itself in her
unwillingness to become a mother" (76). Literally, her own mother is
the source of her belief that motherhood leads to aging and thus
death: "All those children were what did her mother in -- eight of
them: two born dead, one died the first year, one crushed under a
mowing machine. Her mother had got deader with every one of
them" (CW 186). Although married, she "refuses the actual grace that
flows from marital union" (Giannone Mystery 58), that is, the spiritual
willingness to be fruitful and multiply. As Charles Mayer observes,
she "believes that by escaping pregnancy she can escape the risks of
aging and death" (72). She has relied on Bill Hill, her husband, to
honor her wishes of remaining childless, and he has taken care of the
birth control for five years of their marriage (CW 193). Thus, through
technology, Ruby avoids motherhood and, she believes, staves off
Enemy," "Good Country People," and "The Displaced Person."
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old age and death.
But in her solipsism, she has neglected Bill Hill's desires in their
marriage, and thus three or four months ago, he has decided to make
fruitful their sterile marriage: "In having made her pregnant he is like
the magic doctor of classical comedy who refuses to take death
seriously and restores the dead god of the New Year to life" (Mayer
72). Bill Hill never makes a literal appearance in the narrative but
instead makes an allegorical appearance, as the harbinger of life,
bringing financial and familial life, to his wife. From this past act on
the moral level, Ruby begins her pathos, an unwanted journey to
learn her true condition. As she literally climbs up the four flights of
stairs to their apartment home, she allegorically climbs the path of
accepting life, each step bringing increasing knowledge of "obvious
life signs" (Whitt 57), which the moral intervention of her
community confirms.
Even as she comically tries to deny these "obvious life signs," her
family, friends, and neighbors morally make her face the truth. The
psalmist Madam Zoleeda predicts that "[a] long illness... will bring
you a stroke of good fortune!" (CW 185). Feeling nauseous, she
accidentally sits down on a neighbor boy's toy gun, "[n]ine inches of
treacherous tin!" (CW 187). This image of sex is violent, perhaps
allegorically pointing to the moral violence Bill Hill has enacted,
tricking his wife to become pregnant. The result is her increasing
weight gain, which makes Bill Hill "more happy" (CW 188). Old Mr.
Jerger declares that the place of the fountain of youth is in "the
heart" (CW 190). She even feels an odd pushing "pain in her
stomach" (CW 190). The signs of Ruby's pregnancy are so obvious
that only the most deluded of expectant mothers could mistake them
for anything else. But Ruby, insistent in her belief that her husband
also wants a childless marriage, is so deluded that her friend, Laverne
Watts, in a comical version of the Annunciation, mimics a pregnant
woman waddling and then sings, "'Put them all together, they spell
MOTHER! MOTHER!'" (CW 193).
Even with this obvious message, Ruby still denies her pregnancy.
Her "double whammy" of peripety and theophany comes from
Hartley Gilfeet, the owner of the toy gun that she sat on earlier. On
the literal level, the little boy comes home, running up the stairs
towards and then past Ruby Hill (CW 195). But as his mother's
"Little Mister Good Fortune" (CW 187), the boy is the allegorical and
moral representative of Bill Hill, the present bringer of life, and of his
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unborn son, the future bringer of life. He represents Ruby's "stroke
of good fortune." The boy begins at the bottom of the stairway of
Ruby Hill's pathos and, "galloping up the stairs" (CW 195),
allegorically stops her life-denying pathos in an act of moral violence.
His "charging chipmunk face crashed into her and rocketed through
her head, smaller and smaller into a whirl of dark" (CW 196). When
she looks "down to the very bottom where she had started up so
long ago" (CW 196), she sees with anagogical vision, as she says,
"'Good Fortune... Baby'" (CW 196). She begins to learn, if not yet
fully to understand, that true life is not maintaining the stasis of one's
bodily life, which is impossible, but the giving of one's own life for
another's new life.
Like Ruby Hill, George Poker Sash in "A Late Encounter with the
Enemy" also fears aging and death. A hundred-and-four year-old
veteran of the Civil War, "[l]iving had got to be such a habit with him
that he couldn't conceive of any other condition" (CW 252). But
more importantly, Sash avoids aging and death by forgetting his past;
he forgets being in the Civil War, being married, or having any
children: "He didn't have any use for history because he never
expected to meet it again" (CW 253). Instead, Sash revels in the
empty, romanticized and fictional depictions of a past that never
existed. In a movie premier, twelve years earlier, he was costumed in
a fake Confederate general's uniform and given the name "General
Tennessee Flintrock Sash," even though he was only a major in that
war that he has forgotten (CW 255). Sash only cares about "the
emptiness of some of our rituals that attempt to preserve and glorify
the past" (McKenzie xiii) because he can play the mythical hero of a
grand fiction, looking at all the "beautiful guls" (CW 256). In
forgetting his past, Sash reverts into an ill-tempered proud child of
the always-Present, not dead but not fully alive either. This state is his
pathos. In this state, he sits on the stage of his equally proud
granddaughter's graduation ceremony, serving as a fake symbol of the
glorious South, caring neither for the South, his family, nor this
graduation ceremony: "What happened then wasn't anything to a
man living now and he was living now" (CW 259).
What shatters his delusion is "a little hole... in the top of his head"
(CW 259). This peripety is literally a stroke brought on by the sun.
But allegorically, his physical stroke breaks open his mind and
memories. The "little hole in the top of his head" allows the literal
music and words of the graduation ceremony, in which the history of
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the South is invoked in speeches, to enter his memory: "[T]he old
words began to stir in his head as if they were trying to wrench
themselves out of place and come to life" (CW 260). The literal
words take on an allegorical power, and they act on his memories on
the moral level. His memories come flying back to him like bullets,
"his body riddled in a hundred places with sharp stabs of pain" (CW
261), and in his psychomachia, running away from his past, he is
gunned down. His memories become a crashing theophany,
"rush[ing] at him as if the past were the only future now and he had
to endure it" (CW 261). Anagogically, this theophany is Sash's Last
Judgment, in which his "awareness of Southern history" and his role
in it "precludes, for him, an awareness of the larger history of
salvation which lies behind it" (Feeley 92). Before his death, he "is
schooled in guilt, suffering, and mercy" (Giannone Mystery 101), and
this past "is the 'enemy' of the title that he encounters only in his
final breaths -- a literal 'deathbed' conversion scene" (Kilcourse 179).
In falling before his past, he is given anagogical vision, desiring to
"find out what comes after the past" (CW 261), which is his life after
his death.
The last secular humanist-protagonist in A Good Man Is Hard to
Find is Hulga Hopewell in "Good Country People." Like Sash in his
pathos, she acts more like a child -- in her case, a petulant, cynical
adolescent -- than a thirty-two year old with a Ph.D. in philosophy
(CW 268). Like Sash and Ruby Hill, she "has achieved blindness by
an act of will and means to keep it" (CW 265). Finally like Sash,
Hulga takes pride in an artificial object that she considers her own
self: "[S]he was as sensitive about the artificial leg as a peacock about
his tail. No one ever touched it but her. She took care of it as
someone else would his soul, in private and almost with her own eyes
turned away" (CW 281). In her pathos, blind to the absurdity of her
spiritual condition, she is incapable of seeing the corrupt nature of
Manley Pointer, the seemingly innocent Bible salesman who visits her
mother's house. As Haze resolves to seduce Sabbath Lily Hawks,
Hulga decides to seduce Manly Pointer in order to teach him nihilism
(CW 276).
But, like Rayber in his failure to match his abstraction of reality
with concrete reality, Hulga fails to match her abstraction of the Bible
salesman with the actual man. She believes that she can handle Manly
Pointer with no emotion. But, in a comic reversal, Manly Pointer
seduces Hulga, appealing to her shame and pride in her wooden leg,
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so that he persuades her to teach him how to take it off (CW 281).
Devoid of her leg, she discovers for the first time what love feels like:
"It was like losing her own life and finding it again, miraculously, in
his" (CW 281). As Christina Bieber Lake suggests, "[I]t is... the
language used in Christian discussions of the sacrament of marriage"
(131).
Unfortunately, like Everyman who relies on his Goods to save
him, Hulga has put her trust in yet another false thing, that is, Manley
Pointer. In a quick peripety, not Hulga but he proves to be the true
follower of nothingness. As he disappears from the hayloft, taking
Hulga’s leg with him, he says,"'[Y]ou ain't so smart. I been believing
in nothing ever since I was born!'" (CW 283). Giannone observes,
"Manley swings down the hole in the barn loft with the alacrity of a
morality play devil slipping out a trap door" (Mystery 66). But this
allegorical devil is paradoxically a vehicle of grace, morally ripping
away Hulga's blindness. As John Desmond states, "Manley Pointer's
theft of the leg, as perverse as it seems, is in fact a destruction of the
false idol which literally has come to embody Hulga's false vision of
reality.... Manley's theft of the leg has in fact made Hulga potentially
free" (44). Stripped of this false idol, an idol to "those arrogantly
exclusivistic values of atheistic nihilism which have both crippled and
supported her" (Olson 39), Hulga, morally outraged by Manley
Pointer's Shoats-like Christian hypocrisy, is now open to the
operation of God's grace and perhaps a return to the original identity
of her birth name, that is, Joy. Although the narration does not end
with a theophany per se, Hulga's outrage is like Haze's rage against
those who "ain't true," and thus her spiritual state has changed from
that of a secular humanist to that of a nascent modern Pharisee.
In contrast to the conversion stories of these secular humanists,
the seven stories in A Good Man Is Hard to Find presenting modern
Pharisees as the comic heroes are more complex. Instead of one
mistaken idea that can be remedied by a simple moral addition or
subtraction -- Ruby's self-imposed infertility remedied by her
pregnancy, Sash's self-imposed amnesia remedied by his memories,
Hulga's self-imposed nihilism remedied by the theft of her leg -- a
large web of mistaken beliefs must be remedied in these stories in
order to elicit a much more "creative" action of divine mercy and
grace. As one sees with some of these modern Pharisees, sometimes
their beliefs in their self-sufficiency and self-righteousness are so
strong that they can only acknowledge their theophany through
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violence and death.
The title story "A Good Man Is Hard to Find" represents the
complexity and violence of the conversion of a modern Pharisee. The
Grandmother of this story is ostensibly a rather flat character, so flat
that she has no name; she is simply "the grandmother." As James
Grimshaw says, "She is in many ways a stereotype: cautious...
devious... and vain" (39). Similarly, Giannone observes, "The old lady
is just too scatter-brained and bossy -- too much Every grandmother"
(Mystery 47). Her "salvation," as Ralph Wood points out, "lies in her
social status... [Thus] she is herself a practical Christian atheist... [for
whom] such words as 'pray' and 'Jesus'... have become formulae
evacuated of all substance" ("Preachers" 63). A shallow Southern
"lady" (CW 138), she is matriarch to a shallow modern family of her
son, daughter-in-law, granddaughter, and grandson, whose
"[p]reoccupation with popular culture distracts the family from the
more salubrious influence of religious teachings" (Fike 314). Even
their road trip from Atlanta, Georgia, to Florida is stereotypical of
the modern American: whining and ungrateful children, longsuffering mother and wife, and passive-aggressive father and husband
(CW 143).
But their banal pathos takes on a dark allegorical nature with their
accident on a lonely Georgian country road and their encounter with
the three murderers who arrive at the scene. The family's literal
destruction goes beyond stereotypes, representing an apocalyptic
occasion, affecting the whole family but especially the Grandmother.
Surrounded by "woods, tall and dark and deep" (CW 145), they are in
a sacred space, like Tarwater's Powderhead, and death and
destruction literally arrive at this sacred space via "a big black
battered hearse-like automobile" (CW 145), like that of Tarwater’s
devil. In it are the media-exposed escaped murderers Hiram, Bobby
Lee, and their leader, The Misfit, whom the Grandmother recognizes
(CW 147).
As Hiram and Bobby Lee bring her family into the woods to
shoot them (CW 148), the Grandmother and The Misfit engage in a
deadly moral debate that intertwines their pathos. She argues for her
life, and he argues for why he takes life. "'Listen,' the grandmother
almost screamed, 'I know you're a good man. You don't look a bit
like you have common blood. I know you must come from nice
people!'" (CW 147). The Misfit confirms that his parents were good
people (CW 147), but insists that he himself is not, although, he adds,
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"'I ain't the worst in the world either'" (CW148). Although convicted
and sent to the penitentiary for murdering his father, The Misfit
cannot remember doing the deed (CW 150), saying, "'I call myself
The Misfit... because I can't make what all I done wrong fit what all I
gone through in punishment'" (CW 151). He sees himself as a victim
of an unjust system, an unbalanced reality of crime and punishment.
The Misfit faults the one man who set the precedent for this
unbalanced reality of crime and punishment: "'Jesus thown
everything off balance'" (CW 151). Yet in blaming Jesus and still
desiring not to believe in him, he also desires to have seen Jesus raise
the dead. Like an extreme doubting Thomas, he says, "'[I]f I had
been there I would of known and I wouldn't be like I am now'" (CW
152). The Misfit's literal problems with belief have an allegorical
scope: like all descendents of Adam, he cannot remember his
Original Crime, that is, Original Sin, the result of which state of being
"buried alive" (CW 149) is spiritual damnation. As John Quinn states,
"The patricide [unremembered]… symbolizes the rebellion of the
Fall; the persistent punishment for unremembered crimes suggests
the condition of man in original sin" (126). But The Misfit's desire
for empirical proof of Christ's power is, as Giannone observes, "a
modern misreading of faith" (Mystery 50); he wants to believe, but he
needs to see first. In the next breath, however, he denies that desire
to believe, saying, "'I don't want no hep.... I'm doing all right by
myself'" (CW 150).
At the moment when he admits to the Grandmother that he
would have been a good man had he only seen Jesus raise the dead,
the Grandmother recognizes him again -- but this time, as one of her
own: "'Why you're one of my babies. You're one of my own
children!' She reached out and touched him on the shoulder" (CW
152). This recognition represents a peripety and theophany for both
the Grandmother and The Misfit. Allegorically, the Grandmother
reaches out to The Misfit, out of "the maternal instinct to embrace a
child" (Quinn 127). Tropologically, she reaches out because, explains
Stephen Bandy, "Indeed he is one of her babies; for her lack of
values is his lack as well. Those two faces, so close together, are
mirror images. The Misfit is simply a more completely evolved form
of the Grandmother. In truth, one of her babies" (116). The
Grandmother recognizes her Pharisaic pride in The Misfit, a man
who ironically serves as a harbinger of truth for this woman. The
Misfit becomes an unlikely Beatrice to the Grandmother, who
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becomes an unlikely Dante. With "not a cloud in the sky nor any
sun" (CW 151), which are the usual anagogical signs, The Misfit gives
the Grandmother anagogical vision, the ability to love the unlovable.
As Robert Brinkmeyer puts it, "As Christ is for him, The Misfit is for
the grandmother a force that throws everything off balance" (161).
Out of love, she reaches out and touches one of her babies, and at
this moral moment, The Misfit's and the Grandmother's roles are
reversed: in his peripety, she becomes a loving Beatrice for The
Misfit, a troubled Dante. In response, "The Misfit sprang back as if a
snake had bitten him and shot her three times through the chest"
(CW 152). As Matthew Fike observes, "He shoots her because he has
been touched by the divine love he has spent his whole life trying to
deny" (316). While O'Connor makes clear that the Grandmother dies
with that beatific vision of charity -- "her legs crossed under her like a
child's and her face smiling at the cloudless sky" (CW 152) -- The
Misfit's conversion story is only just beginning at the end of this tale.
Although The Misfit "destroys the love that would give him
coherence," as Giannone states (Mystery 51), he begins to feel the
effect of his peripety; he admits that murdering her, and murder in
general, is "no real pleasure in life" (CW 153). This admission of
dissatisfaction with his choice of self-sufficiency, as Feeley explains,
"leaves open the possibility that the grandmother's mysterious action
of love will open the Misfit's mind to the reality of mystery" (75), for,
as Margaret Whitt declares, "The Misfit's life has been forever
changed" (48). Like Haze and Tarwater, he becomes a moral vehicle
of God's grace, and grace morally touches him back. The Misfit and
the Grandmother, according to Fike, "have transformational
experiences on a roadway, whose prototype is Paul's conversion on
the road to Damascus" (316). The conversion story of the
Grandmother is done, but The Misfit's is only just beginning.
Like the Grandmother, Bevel/ Harry Ashfield in “The River” dies
during the final step of his conversion. But unlike the Grandmother,
the little boy -- only four or five, though he looks like "an old sheep"
and his father calls him an "old man" (CW 155) -- dies, fleeing the
demonic. Much of Bevel's pathos remains on the literal level. Like
Rayber's parents in The Violent Bear It Away, Bevel's parents are
worldly, atheist city folk for whom "everything was a joke" (CW 165).
Unlike Rayber's parents, Bevel's parents allow their son to go with
Mrs. Connin, a Christian and their hired babysitter, to "the river to a
healing" (CW 154), not because of any belief in Christianity but
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because the father (the mother is hungover) does not care (CW 154).
Bevel is too young to commit any horrible sins (like the younger
Haze and Tarwater) but, as Kilcourse observes, he "has knowledge of
good and evil. Moreover, he has been the victim of neglect and
psychological, if not also physical, abuse" (136).
In contrast to Bevel's parents, both Mrs. Connin and the preacher
Bevel Summers are moral vehicles of God's grace for the boy. Mrs.
Connin teaches him about Christ, and the preacher baptizes him. But
these acts of charity seem meaningless to Bevel, whose actions mimic
Hoover Shoats-like hypocrisy. To gain Mrs. Connin's attention, he
tells her his name is Bevel, even though it is really Harry (CW 156);
he repeats this lie to the preacher as a joke during his baptism (CW
165). As Whitt points out, "A biblical name changing often occurs
accompanied by a kind of violence, most notably the example of
Saul's blinding on the road to Damascus, the return of his sight, and
the acceptance of the name Paul" (Whitt 50). Bevel proceeds with
this conversion process out of order, in effect trying to convert
himself as opposed to being converted. In this sense of selfconversion, he is a modern Pharisee, even though he is young, like
Ruller in "The Turkey." In his pathos, he continues his acts against
charity, stealing Mrs. Connin's handkerchief (CW 157) and her
grandmother's catechism for children (CW 160).
As a modern Pharisee, Bevel continues in his absurd belief that he
is self-sufficient. Even after returning to his home of decay -- a place
where he eats for breakfast leftover crackers and anchovy paste left
on the table the night before, as his parents sleep off their hangover
(CW 168-69) -- he thinks he can escape his empty life on his own.
Giannone states, "The gift of divine love may precede knowledge of
God" (Mystery 71), but, like Ruller who performs an act of charity
without charity in "The Turkey," Bevel makes an act of faith without
faith. He tries to seek salvation under his own power: Running away
from home, he goes to the river in the country: "He intended not to
fool with preachers any more but to Baptize himself and to keep on
going this time until he found the Kingdom of Christ in the river"
(CW 170). In his anger, he discovers that the "river wouldn't have
him" and, like Ruller feeling that God has tricked him, thinks "it's
another joke, it's just another joke!" (CW 171).
But Baptism, as a sacrament, is both the way to salvation and a
new life through the death of the life of sin, and Bevel literally learns
this in a sudden peripety. Still in the river, he sees what looks like "a
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giant pig bounding after him, shaking a red and white club and
shouting" (CW 171). Wood describes this scene of Mr. Paradise, the
old atheist, trying to save Bevel by luring him with a "peppermint
stick, a foot long and two inches thick" (CW 171), and Bevel's
reaction, escaping into the river as "a flight from this demonic figure
with his phallic stick of sexual temptation" ("Preachers" 68). Literally,
Mr. Paradise represents Bevel's bodily savior, but allegorically Bevel's
bad angel, signifying the death-in-life that has been Bevel's spiritual
life so far. Certainly Mr. Paradise offers, if not sexual, only
materialistic temptation, tropologically giving Bevel the choice
between the anagogical river of baptism and the nihilist dry land of
his present life. Bevel turns to the river as his salvation, wherein "the
waiting current caught him like a long gentle hand and pulled him
swiftly forward and down.... [A]ll his fury and fear left him" (CW
171), and he drowns. As Laurence Enjolras suggests, Bevel is "on his
way to meet something divine" (24). In the river, his peripety rushes
forward toward theophany. Like the Grandmother in "A Good Man
Is Hard to Find," Bevel paradoxically finds God through the actions
of the demonic and through his own bodily death, like a young
Everyman.
In contrast, "The Life You Save May Be Your Own" is a morality
tale of grace refused in the form of rejected marital love. Like the
comic heroes in The Geranium, the modern Pharisee in this story also
fails to act according to Christian mores. Nancy Clasby explains the
narrative pattern in terms of romance: "[T]he hero must defeat the
dragon-mother to win the prize, heal his wound, and bring life to the
wasteland. O'Connor's version... is poignantly ironic in that the hero
is unable to recognize the prize even when he has it within his grasp"
(511). The hero, one-armed handyman54 Tom T. Shiftlet, refuses the
allegorical importance of his wife, in his desire for self-sufficiency;
failing morally, he literally runs away from his theophany.
Shiftlet arrives on the decayed property of Lucynell Crater and
her idiot daughter, also named Lucynell Crater (CW 173). For room
and board, Shiftlet begins to fix up the place, especially bringing to
life the deceased Mr. Crater's car (CW 177). On her part, old Mrs.
Crater looks to Shiftlet, "ravenous for a son-in-law" (CW 177), and
54

One may contrast this verbose, one-armed handyman, who is running
away from God, with the laconic, one-armed mechanic in Wise Blood, who is
a servant of God.
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Shiftlet grudgingly obliges in order to get the car (CW 180). Shiftlet's
pathos consists in his conflict between gaining the desired car and
gaining an undesired wife. Like Haze and his Essex, the "car becomes
symbolically more for Shiftlet," observes Whitt, "a place to be, a
shelter at night, a way to get away from where he is to some other
place he is not sure he wants to be. The car is the spirit part of man"
(54). Ostensibly married to the girl Lucynell, he is spiritually married,
as Clasby puts it, to "his mechanical bride" (514-15). In an absurd
failure on the moral level, he chooses his car over his wife.
Morally disordered, Shiftlet cannot see the sacramental
importance of marriage. Ironically, the counter boy at a far roadside
diner can; looking at Lucynell, he declares, "'She looks like an angel
of Gawd'" (CW 181).55 Like Peter at the third cock crow, Shiftlet
denies knowing his wife (CW 181) and, like a Dante denying his
Beatrice, abandons her "in order to remain free and mobile" (Ragen
105). But "more depressed than ever" (CW 182), he is also free from
grace. In an obvious peripety, even the young hitchhiker he picks up
cannot stand Shiftlet's sentimental blather about his mother, saying,
"'You go to the devil!'" before jumping out of the car. But Shiftlet
refuses to accept this message. Still utterly blind to his true spiritual
condition, he prays self-righteously, "'Oh Lord! [....] Break forth and
wash the slime from this earth!'" (CW 183). Clouds, O'Connor's
typical signs of the anagogical, which have been following before and
behind him, oblige and, comically, in "a guffawing peal of thunder,"
the Lord does break forth on top of Shiftlet, who "race[s] the
galloping shower into Mobile" (CW 183). Even though Shiftlet is still
running away from his theophany, God, like Ruller's Something
Awful, is still after him.
In "A Temple of the Holy Ghost," another instance of an
unusual, human vehicle of grace turns the self-righteous heart of the
modern Pharisee. In this instance, the modern Pharisee is an
unnamed twelve-year old girl -- "the child" (CW 197) -- who is,
within O'Connor's fiction, an unusual protagonist. She is Catholic,
and her pathos consists in her pride in being Catholic: "'Lord, Lord,
thank You that I'm not in the Church of God'" (CW 205). Her
namelessness -- like the Grandmother in "A Good Man Is Hard to
Find" -- gives the child an allegorical quality. As a proud, young
55
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child, Bishop Rayber, a boy who looks "holy" (CW 427).
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modern Pharisee, she is the allegorical and moral sister of Ruller,
Hazel Wickers, a young Hazel Motes, and pre-city Tarwater. She
would like to be a saint only because "that was the occupation that
included everything you could know"; however, she understands
enough of her own sinful weaknesses to admit that she "could never
be a saint, but she thought she could be a martyr if they killed her
quick" (CW 204). Her self-seeking righteousness is like that of the
other modern Pharisees; but her conversion differs greatly from
those other characters in O'Connor's fiction because of her
Catholicism. In her essay, "The Catholic Novelist in the South,"
O'Connor states, "Abstractions, formulas, laws will not do here. We
have to have stories.... [I]n the last four or five hundred centuries we
in the [Catholic] Church have overemphasized the abstract and
consequently impoverished our imagination and our capacity for
prophetic insight" (CW 858-59). This child has "overemphasized the
abstract" and has underestimated the concrete, falling into a
Manichean error that denies the sacramental nature of reality. As
Giannone explains,"[The child's conversion] takes an adolescent's
abstractions of love and fulfills them by working back to the physical
fact embodying them.... [The conversion process is] O'Connor's
sacramental molding of the girl's awareness" (Mystery 76).
Unlike O'Connor's other stories, with their long pathos and then
crashing peripety-theophany, this story presents a series of graduated
pathos-peripety events, culminating in a final theophany. Also, unlike
the protagonists in O'Connor's other stories, the child here primarily
witnesses these events rather than herself performing them. Various
people discursively mediate these pathos-peripety events for the
child, becoming both literal vehicles of information as well as moral
vehicles of grace. Learning to rely upon other people, she learns to
see the importance of concrete reality over mere abstraction, and,
therefore, becomes spiritually prepared to see the sacramental and
anagogical nature of the world around her in an apocalyptic
theophany at the end of the story.
The first pathos-peripety event occurs through the porch-singing
of the simple Church of God neighbor boys and the arrogant
counter-singing of the Latin-rite Catholic girls, the child's visiting
cousins. The child witnesses this secretly, like Enoch in the bushes,
but she reveals herself, bursting out, "'You big dumb ox! [....] You big
dumb Church of God ox!'"56 after one of the boys names the girls'
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"Tantum ergo" "Jew singing" and the girls respond by giggling
"idiotically" (CW 202). In a moment of peripety, the child feels a
kinship with the boys' spiritual sincerity even though she and they are
in different religious traditions. But angry disappointment in their
intellectual ignorance prevents her from siding with the boys against
her shallow cousins. She is not ready to make that moral leap of
charity.
The second event of pathos-peripety occurs through the secondhand narrative of the freak at the fair. While waiting in her bedroom,
the child "parallels the county fair with its freak show to the circus
arena in Rome where Christian martyrs were eaten by lions,
decapitated, and burned for their faith" (Westling 141), but this
reflection quickly turns solipsistic, as she proudly imagines herself as
a miraculous Christian whom the Romans spectacularly martyr (CW
204). As a remedy for her pride, her two giggly cousins return from
the fair and relate seeing a hermaphrodite, who says, "'God made me
thisaway and if you laugh He may strike you the same way. This is the
way He wanted me to be and I ain't disputing His way'" (CW 206).
As she goes to sleep, this scene becomes for her a kind of church
service, with the hermaphrodite as preacher and Eucharist both: "'I
am a temple of the Holy Ghost'" (CW 207). In other words, the child
begins to learn the grotesque yet beautiful nature of the Incarnation,
God's divine presence in natural creation, through the frame storytelling of flawed creatures: the hermaphrodite's witnessing of his/her
acceptance of God's will upon his/her body, and the idiotic girls'
witnessing of the hermaphrodite's message. Although still disgruntled
with the messengers, that is, her cousins, she accepts this allegorical
message of the Incarnation.
The third pathos-peripety event within the child's change occurs
at the Mass in the girls' convent school. Although she is learning her
faith, she still cannot act charitably in accordance with that faith. For
example, in her Pharisaic states, the child at first refuses to hug the
nun, still holding onto her dignity (CW 208). But, witnessing the
priest raise up the consecrated Host, she remembers the
hermaphrodite and his/her message and morally links the two in a
56

One is reminded that Thomas Aquinas' nickname is "the dumb ox." Also,
although outwardly simple and ignorant, the boys Wendell and Cory Wilkins
live the sacramental life, of man's love for each other and God's love for
man, as seen in their music "half like a love song and half like a hymn" (CW
201).
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psychomachic peripety, her impoverished faith fed with the
grotesque imagery of Christ as a freak. After the Mass, the nun
"mischievously" hugs the child unexpectedly, the nun's crucifix
impressing itself on the child's face, literally marking the child's body
with the freakish image of Christ (CW 209). Her imagination and
body both marked with the grotesque images of Christ, she sees her
theophany: the sun as "an elevated Host drenched in blood" setting
behind the woods, two anagogical images (sun and woods) of God's
presence in the world (CW 209). Although A.R. Coulthard describes
this conversion story as "a morality play which is neither amusing nor
particularly instructive" (56), wherein O'Connor's "dramatic and her
moral senses collide" (58), such a reading fails to account for the
character of the child and her particular spiritual blindness. The
dignified, uncharitable, Pharisaic young Catholic thinks too much by
herself, but through this series of pathos-peripety events, she lets go
of human dignity in order to learn charity of God through the charity
of others. Instead of striving for the martyr's life, she discovers how,
as Milton does in his sonnet "On His Blindness," some serve as they
"only stand and wait" ("Sonnet XIX" l. 14). In other words, she
learns how to live the sacramental life.
Thus far, we have examined many unusual and grotesque vehicles
of grace in O'Connor's fiction: a murderer, a dim-witted woman, and
a hermaphrodite, to mention a few. The title of the short story "The
Artificial Nigger" announces the pivotal anagogical sign for a
grandfather and his grandson, lost in the hellish city of Atlanta. As
Edward Strickland explains, "'The Artificial Nigger' is the closest
thing we have in O'Connor['s fiction] to specifically Catholic
allegory" with "the whole tradition of the underworld journey" (453,
456). The allegory is taken from Dante's Divine Comedy, especially the
Inferno, an allusion which O'Connor makes clear by describing sixtyyear old Mr. Head as a kind of "Vergil summoned in the middle of
the night to go to Dante," with Dante being his ten-year old
grandson Nelson (CW 210). Commenting on Mr. Head's character,
William Allen states, "[H]e believes himself to be a mature,
composed wise man -- a 'suitable guide' for young Nelson" ("Head"
20). But it soon becomes clear that, as Joseph Murphy indicates, "Mr.
Head's association with Virgil [sic] is of course ironic: he is no guide
but the primary object of instruction. And the inferno that unfolds
through Dantean imagery is really a projection of Mr. Head's own
prejudices" (36). While, as Grimshaw says, "The purpose of the trip
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[to Atlanta] is to teach Nelson a moral lesson on the sin of pride"
(50), it is Mr. Head who is the primary student of this lesson.
Like Francis Marion Tarwater and his great-uncle Mason
Tarwater, Mr. Head and Nelson are literally so alike they may as well
be twins: "[T]hey looked enough alike to be brothers and brothers
not too far apart in age" (CW 212). In their pathos, they also share
the same Pharisaic pride, each one engaged in comical one-ups-manship, "two figures in a Chaplinesque slapstick," as Coulthard suggests
(60). Their little game of who can wake up the earliest (CW 212) is
just one example of the absurd and stubborn desire to out-do the
other. Living in an all-white country town, Nelson has never seen a
black person, and Mr. Head mocks him for his inability to recognize
one, saying to anybody who will listen, "'That's his first nigger'" (CW
216). Coulthard posits Mr. Head's mocking of Nelson and Nelson's
angry response as examples of "comic ignorance rather than sinful
racism" (59). However, though the exchange is comic, nevertheless it
is literally an example of sinful racism, as Nelson, looking at the
departing "first nigger" learns to hate him, blaming him for making
"a fool of him" (CW 216). Mr. Head, as an inadequate Vergil, teaches
Nelson a sinister lesson that will come back as retribution, for, as
Wood explains, "Whether at the racial or personal level, sin is
fundamentally a denial of community" (Comedy 116).
As Rayber does for Tarwater, Mr. Head literally shows the works
of the city to Nelson. But unlike that earlier tour-guide, Mr. Head
tries to show the awfulness of the city, like the hellish sewer system
(CW 220), while Nelson continues to be awed by the city's wonders,
proud that he was born there although he had left as a baby. Mr.
Head's inadequacies as a guide continue, for the two soon get lost,
wandering into the black part of town (CW 221), and the drama
becomes more allegorical, punctuated with the moral. William
Bonney points out that "this tale employs as a central metaphor the
religious concept of losing oneself in order to obtain salvation,
although at first the protagonists must merely lose themselves
[geographically]... in Atlanta" (349). Although afraid, states Lake,
"Nelson is still child enough not to fear the black body, even after he
has been taught to hate it" (102). Nelson asks a black woman for
directions to the train station, his first instance of speaking to a black
woman, and he is enthralled by her voice and body: "He suddenly
wanted her to reach down and pick him up and draw him against her
and then he wanted to feel her breath on his face" (CW 223). As
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Lucinda MacKethan states, "She exudes mystery and longing" (31).
Kilcourse sees this incident as an example of the obvious "absence of
feminine presence in Nelson's life (he was orphaned at the age of
one)" (155), and Wood points out Nelson's equally obvious "erotic
and maternal longing no less than a religious desire... [in] discovering
the Holy in the profoundest recesses of human need" (Comedy 115).
The black woman, sweetly giving Nelson directions back to the train
station, is his allegorical Beatrice, demonstrating "her spiritual
usefulness" (Perreault 391). But Mr. Head, Nelson's allegorical Vergil,
morally fails in this role, pulling Nelson away from her and reinstilling the hate and shame that Nelson had felt on the train (CW
223).57
Now truly lost, Mr. Head continues to fail Nelson morally. He
commits his mortal sin, abandoning Nelson in an act of betrayal.
While Nelson falls asleep on the sidewalk, Mr. Head sneaks away and
then hides, "hunched like an old monkey on the garbage can" (CW
225), in a posture reminiscent of Enoch in the bushes or Milton's
Satan squatting next to sleeping Eve. Nelson awakes, finds himself
alone, and takes off "like a wild maddened pony" until he crashes
into an elderly white woman, knocking her down and spilling her
groceries (CW 225). Several women gather as the elderly woman
screams for the police, and Nelson, finally seeing his grandfather,
springs up and "[catches] him around the hips and [clings] panting
against him" (CW 226). As the women begin to accost him, Mr. Head
declares, "'This is not my boy.... I never seen him before" (CW 226).
At that betrayal, Nelson drops away and the women also drop away,
"staring at him with horror, as if they were so repulsed by a man who
would deny his own image and likeness that they could not bear to
lay hands on him" (CW 226). At that betrayal, Mr. Head walks alone,
unable to ask for forgiveness, while Nelson "[t]wenty feet behind
him," is unable to forgive (CW 227). Coulthard states, "It strains
credulity that these two primitives... could respond to the street
mishap in such profoundly tragic terms" (60), but there is nothing
incredible in Nelson's or Mr. Head's actions. Literally, Mr. Head is
the only living relative of Nelson, and, as Nelson has realized on the
train but would never admit to his grandfather, he "would be entirely
alone in the world if he were ever lost from his grandfather" (CW
57

One can also see the black woman as a Good Angel and Mr. Head as a
Bad Angel in this scene, vying for Nelson's soul.
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218). As Lake states, "A man who lives in a fearful solipsism and who
fails to see the interconnectedness of all humanity is but a step away
from denying even the strongest blood connections" (104). In his
self-righteous pride, Mr. Head has abandoned and then denied his
only living blood relative, who is only just ten years old after all, even
if he is a precocious ten-year old. On the literal level, that betrayal is
bad enough. On the allegorical level, it is the gravest sin against love,
equal to Peter's denial of Jesus, morally damning both Mr. Head and
Nelson in a vicious anagogical cycle of unforgiven sin. As Mr. Head
reflects, "The speed of God's justice was only what he expected for
himself, but he could not stand to think that his sins would be visited
upon Nelson and that even now, he was leading the boy to his
doom" (CW 227). In the height of their shared pathos, they are
caught in the isolating frozen hell of Mr. Head's despair and Nelson's
hate (CW 228).
What ultimately melts this allegorical hell is a child-sized lawn
statue of a black figure, but what prepares Mr. Head and Nelson to
approach it is Mr. Head's public admission that he is lost: "'I'm lost
and can't find my way and me and this boy have got to catch this
train and I can't find the station. Oh Gawd I'm lost. Oh hep me
Gawd I'm lost!'" (CW 228). In a reversal of his proud Pharisaism, Mr.
Head confesses his helplessness. Literally he is crying for help from
any local to find the nearest train station, but morally he is confessing
his sins before the community and praying to God for forgiveness.
Strickland sees Mr. Head undergoing the traditional Catholic threepart process of penance of contrition, confession, and satisfaction.
"After Head's Peter-like betrayal of Nelson," Strickland states, "he
comes to the realization of the enormity of the guilt," and "[t]his next
stage of the penitential process is... Head's cry of despair [which is]...
his oral confession" (457). In other words, Mr. Head experiences his
peripety. In relinquishing his false role as Vergil, Mr. Head listens to
an actual Vergil-like guide, a "fat man" with two bulldogs (CW 229).58
Following the literal path back home, the two wayward Dantes
encounter their theophany in an anagogical sign and vehicle of their
spiritual path back home, through forgiveness: "[T]he plaster figure
of a Negro [that is] bent over on a low yellow brick fence that curved
around a wide lawn" (CW 229). Many critics recognize that statue's
58 Like Vergil in the Inferno, the fat man is a resident of the place and
therefore is the appropriate guide through it.
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importance in healing the rift between Mr. Head and Nelson.
Brinkmeyer states that it "is a mirror image of themselves: a figure
supposedly happy but frozen in misery" (80). MacKethan sees it is "a
monument to their 'common defeat,' to their helplessness, and, as
Mr. Head only dimly understands, to their need for mercy" (31).
Murphy declares it as "a skewed image of Beatrice's face near the end
of the Purgatorio" (40). But Wood and George Cheatham perhaps
have the best reading of the statue: it is "the secular counterpart" of a
crucifix (Wood Comedy 116), for "the statue, crucified as it is on the
wall, symbolizes Jesus Christ" (Cheatham 478).
As in the declaration in a Mass service, before the crucifix Mr.
Head says, "'An artificial nigger!'" and Nelson repeats his
grandfather's words in the same whispery tones (CW 229), like a
responsorial portion of a liturgy. Standing silently before the statue,
they feel "it dissolving their differences like an action of mercy" (CW
230). This is the third part of the penitential process, the satisfaction
for sins before "a symbol of the crucifixion of the blacks by the very
kind of prejudice Mr. Head has obsessively exemplified, the
humiliation of the Heads themselves, and the redemptive suffering of
Christ for their sins" (Strickland 457). The fact that Mr. Head calls
the statue an "artificial nigger" and then "hear[s] himself say, 'They
ain't got enough real ones here. They got to have an artificial one'"
(CW 230) seems to suggest that even though Mr. Head and Nelson
have reconciled, nothing else, especially their divisive racism, has
changed. States Jeanne Perreault, Mr. Head and Nelson are still
secure "in their knowledge of place and identity, isolated from the
rest of the world in poverty of mind, body, and spirit" (410).
Similarly, Coulthard says, "[H]is delivering a racial slur at the moment
he is supposed to be experiencing a newfound humility marks him as
the same rural buffoon we saw earlier" (62). But Perreault and
Coulthard fault the racial slur "nigger" itself and the seemingly absurd
statement afterward. Mr. Head and Nelson, however, even after their
reconciliation with each other and to God, are still Southern, rural
white people with limited worldly experience and education, and
O'Connor is faithful to the literal characterization of such folk,
including their vocabulary. Absolutely speaking, "nigger" is
pejorative, but not in this context of Mr. Head and Nelson's
sacrament of reconciliation. For Mr. Head, "artificial nigger" is a
statement of mysterious paradox; as Cheatham puts it, "God become
suffering man, God become an artificial sufferer, God become -- in
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this story, at least -- an 'artificial nigger'" (479).
Instead of taking "here" literally as Atlanta, one can take "here"
allegorically as the fallen world of fallen humanity, and in that
context, Mr. Head's nonsense statement, "'They ain't got enough real
ones here. They got to have an artificial one" makes sense. There
"ain't" enough natural Redeemers of mankind because all of mankind
is fallen. Mankind has to have one unnatural Redeemer (unnatural in
the fact the Christ is also divine -- outside fallen nature). It is no
coincidence that Mr. Head says "an" -- that is, the singular article -"artificial one." As Mr. Head realizes, and as Nelson learns by echoing
him, there is only one Redeemer of mankind. Joyce Carol Oates
points out that there is "little to suggest that he [Mr. Head] is a man
deeply immersed in Christian orthodoxy and the Bible" ("Action"
158), and this is true. For Mr. Head does not realize this truth on his
own, but God, through the moral interventions of an unlikely Vergil
(the fat man giving directions) and an unlikely crucifix (a racist lawn
ornament), reveals this anagogical truth to Mr. Head. As Cheatham
reminds us, "[Mr. Head] hears himself say them [the words of the
statement], as if they issue from outside himself, from somewhere
beyond his understanding" (476).
An anagogically transformed family returns to their home, a
country filled with signs of sacredness: a "moon, restored to its full
splendor," "treetops... like the protecting walls of a garden," and
"white clouds illuminated like lanterns" (CW 230). As Murphy
declares, "Anagogically, O'Connor dramatizes what Dante refers to
as 'the departure of the soul from the slavery of this corruption to the
liberty of eternal glory'" (41). In this morality tale of two Dantes
going through their own Inferno, Purgatorio, and Paradiso, one finds
a rare narrative occurrence in O'Connor's grotesque, Christian
comedy -- an unambiguously happy ending.59
With "A Circle in the Fire," O'Connor returns to the physical
violence and grotesqueness of infernal comedy, as seen in the
conversion of two modern Pharisees, Mrs. Cope and her twelve-year
old daughter, Sally Virginia. Mrs. Cope is a self-sufficient, selfrighteous woman, who has worked hard in her life: "'I have the best
kept place in the county and do you know why? Because I work. I've
59

In a May 4, 1955, letter to Ben Griffin, O'Connor, commenting on the
ending of "The Artificial Nigger," writes, "in those last two paragraphs I
have practically gone from the Garden of Eden to the Gates of Paradise"
(CW 931).
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had to work to save this place and work to keep it,'" (CW 235). Even
though she says, "'Every day I say a prayer of thanksgiving,'" (CW
234), this success is not because of the mercy and grace of God but
"[b]ecause I work." Mrs. Cope is proud of her hard work and the
results of that hard work, that is, her property: "her wood" (CW 232),
"[h]er Negroes" (CW 233), her "place" (CW 242). She is like
Everyman, relying on her virtues and her material goods as signs of
her salvation. As Bonney states, "A major limitation of their
consciousness is an utter inability to conceive of transcendence of the
material world as the ultimate in Christian faith" (351), because, as
Giannone points out, "she clutches it [her place] as something that
gives her being and distinction" (Mystery 82). Similarly, her daughter,
Sally Virginia, may as well be the twin sister of the child in "A
Temple of the Holy Ghost," as well as an older sister of Ruller in
"The Turkey." Her sin is intellectual pride, being clever, disdainful of
ordinary society while "grunt[ing] from behind her book" (CW 233).
The devastating vehicle of grace in this story comes in the form
of three delinquent boys: Powell, "who wore silver-rimmed
spectacles"; Garfield Smith, a large boy; and W. T. Harper, "the small
one" (CW 235-36). On the literal level, Powell's family used to be
employed by Mrs. Cope, but at the death of his father and remarriage
of his mother, he and his two friends have fled the housing projects
of urban Atlanta for Mrs. Cope's farm, the place of Powell's
childhood Paradise (CW 36-37). As Enjolras describes them, "[T]hey
represent the symbolic intuition and longing for a paradise world, a
world better than the tangible reality which surrounds them" (22).
Unwanted by Mrs. Cope and disgusted with her possessiveness, for
"'Gawd owns them woods and her, too,'" as one of the boys asserts
(CW 243), they hide out in the woods and commit criminal mischief
behind her back (CW 243-45). After Mrs. Cope threatens to call the
police, they disappear (CW 246).
In her peripety, Sally Virginia, however, discovers them while she
is playing in the woods by herself, "occasionally hitting out with one
of the [toy] guns at a branch that got in her way" (CW 248), for the
woods are nothing but things that get in the way. Hearing a laugh,
she discovers the boys in a clearing, "washing in the cow trough"
(CW 249), three boys unashamed in their nakedness. Hiding behind a
tree like Enoch in the bushes, "the side of her face pressed into the
bark" (CW 249), she hears the boys deliberate over the woods. The
big boy says, "'[I]t don't belong to nobody'"; the little boy says, "'It's
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ours'"; and Powell says, "'If this place was not here any more... you
would never have to think of it again'" (CW 249). Once dressed, they
follow Powell's suggestion and set fire to the woods (CW 250).
Although Bonney calls the boys "reprobates" (353), Grimshaw
describes their actions as "clearly demonic" (45), and Giannone
equates them with "Milton's Satan" (Mystery 82), this fire, while
literally destructive, is morally purgative. Their destructive act purges
the material obstacles impeding Mrs. Cope's and Sally Virginia's
spiritual conversion. While seeing the boys in the woods, Sally
Virginia leans against a tree, leaving a mark "embossed red and white
on the side of her face" (CW 250), like the imprint of the nun's
crucifix on the child's face in "A Temple of the Holy Ghost." Seeing
the fire climb higher up the trees "and the boys [disappear] shrieking
behind it," (CW 250), Sally Virginia, like an Old Testament prophet,
becomes a messenger to her mother of this act of divine wrath and
mercy. Both she and her mother suddenly feel "some new unplaced
misery" (CW 250) that "might have belonged to anybody, a Negro or
a European or to Powell himself" (CW 251). These three persons -- a
Negro, a European after World War II, and Powell -- are examples of
human beings who have experienced loss and suffering; in other
words, these are literally fallen people. Now, Mrs. Cope and her
daughter are fallen as well -- literally in the loss of the woods, but also
spiritually. In their shared peripety, they become morally aware that
they too are members of fallen humanity, as they hear "in the
distance a few wild high shrieks of joy as if the prophets were
dancing in the fiery furnace, in the circle the angel had cleared for
them" (CW 251). With the words "prophets" and "angel," O'Connor
indicates that they anagogically recognize the three boys as
tropological actors of God's justice and mercy, creating an
apocalyptic theophany for Mrs. Cope and Sally Virginia with fire and
smoke "inside the granite line of trees" (CW 251).
Another farm must be destroyed in order for two other modern
Pharisees to see with anagogical vision. "The Displaced Person" is
the last and longest story of A Good Man Is Hard to Find, and in three
sections one sees the world-changing effects of Mr. Guizac, a
displaced Polish farmer, on the Shortleys, a proud tenant family, and
Mrs. McIntyre, the owner of the dairy farm. The first section
dramatizes Mrs. Shortley's conversion from her proud, Pharisaic
status as Mrs. McIntyre's confidant to a displaced person herself. A
peacock follows Mrs. Shortley around (CW 285), but she refuses to
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see it, "her unseeing eyes directly in front of the peacock's tail" (CW
290). As examined in the essay "The King of the Birds," O'Connor
regards the peacock not only as an over-glorified rooster but as an
allegorical figure, "the king of the birds," capable of pulling a person
towards the allegorical level if that person takes the time to pay
attention. Finding himself or herself on the allegorical level, the
allegorized human being reacts to the peacock and interacts with
other persons, presenting actions on the tropological, or moral, level.
Not surprisingly, the peacock awes Father Flynn, who literally stops
and stares at the bird "with pleasure" (CW 289). Literally blind to the
peacock standing directly in front of her, Mrs. Shortley allegorically
demonstrates her moral blindness to other people around her in her
pathos.
Preferring her own solipsistic vision, Mrs. Shortley is suspicious
of the Guizacs, "people who were all eyes and no understanding,
who had come from a place continually fighting, where the religion
had not been reformed" (CW 295-96). Her suspicion turns to
thoughts appropriate to a persecuting Pharisee: "Every time Mr.
Guizac smiled, Europe stretched out in Mrs. Shortley's imagination,
mysterious and evil, the devil's experiment station" (CW 296). As
Giannone observes, "The fanatical need to project her own evil onto
some enemy is disquieting evidence of Mrs. Shortley's humiliation"
(Mystery 104). As Jonathas and his Jewish cohorts in The Play of the
Sacrament, who mistake the miracles of the Eucharistic host as being
demonic, so does Mrs. Shortley mistake the miraculous goodness of
Mr. Guizac -- Mrs. McIntyre calls him "my salvation" (CW 294) -- as
coming from the devil, saying, "'I would suspicion salvation got from
the devil'" (CW 294).
Yet anagogical signs follow her. Looking at clouds, she receives a
vision of "a gigantic figure" with "the color of the sun on the early
afternoon, white-gold" and having "fiery wheels with fierce dark eyes
in them, spinning rapidly all around her" (CW 301). Her response to
this vision is to shut her eyes, but she still hears the command -"Prophesy!" -- and out of her mouth, she states the words of
prophesy: "'The children of wicked nations will be butchered.... Legs
where arms should be, foot to face, ear in the palm of hand. Who will
remain whole? Who will remain whole? Who?'" (CW 301). In her
self-righteousness, she believes that this applies only to the Guizacs;
after all, as Betsy Bolton points out, for Mrs. Shortley, "The human
tragedy of the stacked bodies [of the Holocaust] is ignored, and the
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Guizacs are dehumanized" (91). But, as the Shortleys abandon the
McIntyre farm before Mrs. McIntyre can humiliate Mrs. Shortley by
firing her husband (CW 303), Mrs. Shortley suddenly discovers that
the prophesy applies to her as well in a violent peripety: "She
suddenly grabbed Mr. Shortley's elbow and [her daughter] Sara Mae's
foot at the same time.... Mr. Shortley's head, Sarah Mae's leg, the cat,
a wad of white bedding, her own big moon-like knee" (CW 305).
Literally grabbing at various parts to pull into her fragmenting self,
she fights to keep whole her self-righteousness and her Pharisaic
pride, 60 but "then all at once her fierce expression faded into a look
of astonishment and her grip on what she had loosened" (CW 305).
Says Whitt, "Mrs. Shortley's myopic vision in the first part yields in
the split second before death -- expressed in her face immediately in
death -- to a larger understanding that in life she would not have
been able to articulate" (80). In a deadly theophany, she has
experienced her own conversion on the road to Damascus, and like
Saul, it has altered her vision towards the anagogical: "[H]er eyes like
blue painted glass, seemed to contemplate for the first time the
tremendous frontiers of her true country" (CW 305). This ending of
Mrs. Shortley, states Kilcourse, "suggests that in a final moment of
grace she has at least begun to admit her flawed human ways and to
see from a distance ('frontiers') the 'true country' of love and
reconciliation" (196). As Bolton asserts, Mrs. Shortley "finds herself
unexpectedly coming home at the moment of her death" (102). Lake
indicates, "'Wholeness' is achieved only by way of acknowledged
brokenness. It is the paradox that resides at the heart of Christianity:
no one who strives to 'remain whole' can be redeemed" (48). The
anagogical that has been following her, like Ruller's Something
Awful, finally catches hold and does not let go.
In contrast, the conversion of Mrs. McIntyre is much darker and
more violent than Mrs. Shortley's. For unlike Mrs. Shortley, Mrs.
McIntyre is haunted by her first husband, the Judge, as seen in the
second section. Also, unlike Mrs. Shortley, she is beset by Father
Flynn, the Good Angel, and Mr. Shortley, the Bad Angel, as seen in
60 One is reminded of W.B. Yeats' "Second Coming" in which the totality of
the world fragments in preparation for the Second Coming of Christ, as the
beginning of the Apocalypse. In a July 20, 1955, letter to “A”/ Betty Hester,
O'Connor alludes to Yeats' poem, writing, "I believe that there are many
rough beasts now slouching toward Bethlehem to be born and that I have
reported the progress of a few of them" (CW 942).
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the third section of this moral tale. Although married three times -"McIntyre" is the name of her last husband, whom she divorced -Mrs. McIntyre sees the Judge as "the most present to her although he
was the only one she had buried" (CW 309). While alive, the Judge
was "famous all over the country for being rich," even though "he
never carried money on him or had a nickel to show" (CW 309). She,
many decades his junior, married him for money but, unexpectedly,
she also loved him, so that the "three years that he lived after they
married were the happiest and most prosperous of Mrs. McIntyre's
life, but when he died his estate proved to be bankrupt" (CW 309).
Embittered by her dead husband's leaving her with no positive
material wealth (the farm is mortgaged), she asserts her authority
over the farm, saying, "'The Judge has long ceased to pay the bills
around here'" (CW 308). However, Mrs. McIntyre, an allegorical
wayward disciple who performs the motions of following her teacher
but who has become apostate, keeps "a kind of memorial to him,
sacred because he had conducted business here" (CW 312). Also, she
keeps one lone peacock "only out of a superstitious fear of annoying
the Judge in his grave" (CW 309). She still grieves for the "hideous"
granite angel that was stolen from the Judge's gravestone (CW 312),
but not so much for the Judge's sake as out of her own sense of
moral outrage.
Allegorically, the Judge is Mrs. McIntyre's Christ to her Bride of
Christ, that is, the Church in the world. Materially poor but
spiritually rich -- he kept peacocks because "they made him feel rich"
(CW 309) -- the Judge haunts Mrs. McIntyre even as she tries to
ignore his influence, for instance, by not replacing the last of the
Judge's peacocks when it dies someday (CW 309). In fact, she feels
superior to the Judge, running the farm in a hard-bitten manner "that
the old man himself would have found hard to outdo" (CW 309). In
this state of materialistic superiority and solipsistic apostasy from her
life with the Judge, Mrs. McIntyre fails morally. She cannot feel any
charity for a person such as Mr. Guizac, for "she had not been
responsible for any of this [the horrors in Poland and being a
refugee]" (CW 310). Caught up in her own materialism, Mr. Guizac
"was not very real to her yet. He was a kind of miracle that she had
seen happen and that she talked about but that she still didn't
believe" (CW 310). Thus, she is shocked to find Mr. Guizac with his
own, real troubles, a cousin languishing in a refugee camp (CW 313).
She calls Mr. Guizac "a monster" (CW 313) for planning a solution
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that would unbalance her materialist world, marrying his cousin to
one of Mrs. McIntyre's black farm workers (CW 314). Her racism is
symptomatic of her overall moral failure, that is, the general lack of
charity for anybody outside of her personal, materialist control. As
she declares to Mr. Guizac, "'This is my place.... I say who will come
here and who won't.... I am not responsible for the world's misery'"
(CW 314-15). Like Tarwater, Mrs. McIntyre must choose Jesus or
herself (that is, following Jesus' command to love your neighbor as
you love yourself), and she chooses herself.
But, like Tarwater, she discovers that the choice is actually
between Jesus or the devil. The third section represents the height of
Mrs. McIntyre's pathos; she is torn between Father Flynn, the Good
Angel, and Mr. Shortley, the Bad Angel, in regards to letting the
Guizacs stay or letting them go. Mrs. McIntyre finds Christ's
Incarnation scandalous: "Christ in the conversation embarrassed her
the way sex had her mother" (CW 317). Being a solipsist, only her
personal problems are real to her, and the misery of others is as
unreal to her as Christ and Mr. Guizac. Mrs. McIntyre declares, "'He
[Guizac] didn't have to come here in the first place'"; but Father
Flynn interprets the "He" as "Christ" and responds, "'He came to
redeem us'" (CW 317). As a Pharisee, Mrs. McIntyre allegorically
rejects this theological truth, but she also literally rejects her own
honest assessment of who Mr. Guizac is -- an honest-to-God
hardworking, ethical worker who "'is my salvation!'" (CW 294).
Mired in her sin of pride, she is open to the words of the Bad
Angel, Mr. Shortley. Sharp-tongued (CW 291), with "hollows in his
long bitten blistered face" (CW 318), Mr. Shortley has characteristics
that, as Kilcourse states, "suggests his identity as the devil" (202). As
Milton's Satan visits Eve, Mr. Shortley visits Mrs. McIntyre "every
evening to put certain fact before her," instilling xenophobic
arguments and allegorically poisoning her, so that Mrs. McIntyre
literally "didn't look too well these days" (CW 320), being "thinner
and more fidgety and not as sharp as she used to be" (CW 321). At
one point, Mr. Shortley eavesdrops on a conversation between Mrs.
McIntyre and Mr. Guizac, and Mrs. McIntyre sees Mr. Shortley's
"long beak-nosed shadow glide like a snake halfway up the sunlit
open door and stop" (CW 323). "Mr. Shortley stealthily moves under
the guise of the serpent in the Garden of Eden," observes Kilcourse;
"[h]e personifies the tempter's ability to distort, to seduce people into
choosing an apparent good" (204).
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Mr. Shortley, the allegorical devil, has "the power of making other
people see his logic" (CW 323), including making other people
participate in a deadly instance of moral failure, that is, the murder of
the allegorical Christ-figure, Mr. Guizac. Loosely braking a large
tractor on a small hill in front of Mr. Guizac, who is working
underneath a smaller tractor, his "legs lying flat on the ground," Mr.
Shortley jumps off the large tractor; the brake slips, a slippage which
Mrs. McIntyre hears, and Sulk, the black man who would have
married Mr. Guizac's cousin, jumps out of the way. In silence, the
three look at each other "in collusion forever" and hear "the little
noise the Pole made as the tractor wheel broke his backbone" (CW
325-26). This collusion becomes Mrs. McIntyre's peripety, as all
delusion of her goodness is destroyed. According to Whitt,
"Symbolically, Mrs. McIntyre has crucified her savior" (82) and, as
Bolton observes, she "becomes alienated from herself" (102).
Mr. Shortley's role suggests, as in the morality plays Mankind and
The Castle of Perseverance, that even devils serve in the larger process of
conversion of humanity, burning away lesser goods, leaving the
sinner naked and open to the real good of God's love. Like despoilers
of the Garden of Eden, Mr. Shortley and Sulk leave (CW 326), and,
like Everyman who loses his material and bodily goods, Mrs.
McIntyre loses her farm and her health. In this state -- bed-ridden,
poor, blind, and mute (CW 326) – she is devoid of everything that
would serve as an obstacle to God's mercy and is ready to hear the
priest, the Good Angel. As Giannone states:
The poverty at the end of "The Displaced Person" is not the
grinding penury that Mrs. McIntyre understandably fears or
the abject misery of the Guizacs, which should be effaced
from the earth, but the destitution that leads humankind to
place complete trust in God. This is the stark need that Father
Flynn answers at the end. (Mystery 111)
Unlike Mrs. Shortley's deadly end, Mrs. McIntyre's peripety makes
her remaining life a penance and preparation for theophany. Like
Everyman at the end of his morality play, stripped of all material
possessions -- family, friends, employees, property, personal virtues,
and bodily health -- all that is left to Mrs. McIntyre is Father Flynn,
serving as her allegorical and moral Knowledge of the anagogical. He
becomes her intermediary between the temporal, physical world and
the atemporal, spiritual world, a guide along Mrs. McIntyre's
penitential journey to God.
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The ten stories in A Good Man Is Hard To Find represent the
bumpy, violence-riddled journey towards God. The journey is filled
with devils (like Manley Pointer, Mr. Paradise, and Mr. Shortley),
Good Angels (like Father Flynn), and unlikely Beatrices (like the
Misfit, young Lucynell Carter, and the hermaphrodite). The travelers
are secular humanists and modern Pharisees, involuntary pilgrim
Dantes and modern-day Everymen, on a collision course with the
anagogical. Quoting St. Cyril of Jerusalem in her essay "The Fiction
Writer and His Country," O'Connor writes, "'The dragon sits by the
side of the road, watching those who pass. Beware lest he devour
you. We go to the Father of Souls, but it is necessary to pass by the
dragon'" (MM 35). In A Good Man Is Hard to Find, most times the
dragon is the hard-to-hear, blind will of the travelers themselves.
Moreover, sometimes, as does Mr. Guizac, he looks like a dragon but
is actually a harbinger of truth, and sometimes, as does Mr. Shortley,
he looks like a savior but is actually a dragon.
EVERYTHING THAT RISES MUST CONVERGE: A COMIC
AND VIOLENT CONVERGENCE WITH GOD
Like A Good Man is Hard to Find, Everything That Rises Must Converge
depicts sinful travelers on the bumpy, violence-riddled journey
towards God. But while most of the stories in A Good Man Is Hard to
Find have modern Pharisees as the protagonist, the nine short stories61
in Everything That Rises Must Converge, the collection published a year
after O'Connor's death, depict all three modern Christian comic
heroes: secular humanist, modern Pharisee, and harbinger of truth.
Four stories have secular humanists as protagonists: "Everything
That Rises Must Converge," "The Enduring Chill," "The Comforts
of Home," and "The Lame Shall Enter First." Only three stories
(unlike the seven in the previous collection) have modern Pharisees
as protagonists: "A View of the Woods," "Greenleaf," and
"Revelation." Most importantly and in stark contrast to A Good Man
Is Hard to Find, the last two stories in O'Connor's last collection have
harbingers of truth as protagonists: "Parker's Back" and "Judgment
Day." Finished literally on her deathbed, these last two stories feature
protagonists who, like Hazel Motes and young Tarwater before them,
61

In published order, the stories in Everything That Rises Must Converge are
"Everything That Rises Must Converge," "Greenleaf," "A View of the
Woods," "The Enduring Chill," "The Comforts of Home," "The Lame Shall
Enter First," "Revelation," "Parker's Back," and "Judgment Day."
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violently discover that the world is hostile to them. For the
protagonist in the last story, "Judgment Day," O'Connor returns to
the character old Dudley in "The Geranium," but this time, his
waiting has ended and he has come home. In her last collection,
O'Connor presents the three comic heroes of Christian comedy in
her modern moralities, converging violently and lovingly into their
theophanies.
The inclusion of all three kinds Christian comic heroes suggests a
new emphasis concerning the journey of conversion in O'Connor's
fiction, and one can see this new emphasis in the collection's title. As
Whitt observes, "The collected stories explore an essential theme of
the Catholic theologian Pierre Teilhard de Chardin. His concept of
the Omega Point, that particular nexus where all vital indicators
come to a convergence in God, O'Connor interpreted through a
character in each story" (4). A paleontologist as well as a priest,
Teilhard de Chardin, who died in 1955, linked humanity's biological
evolution towards complex intelligence with its spiritual evolution
towards God (Teilhard de Chardin 192). Understood exegetically, he
described the process of conversion as a kind of progressive
evolution, from the literal and material to the anagogical and spiritual.
This concept resonated with O'Connor; in a February 4, 1961, letter
to “A” /Betty Hester, she writes, Teilhard de Chardin "was a great
mystic," and she continues, "I think once the [conversion] process is
begun and continues that you are continually turning inward toward
God and away from your own egocentricity and that you have to see
this selfish side of yourself in order to turn away from it" (HB 430).
In depicting all three kinds of Christian comic heroes in this last
collection, O'Connor in general perhaps suggests a similar spiritual
evolution, from non-believer (secular humanist), to hypocritical
believer (modern Pharisee), to true believer (harbinger of truth).
Humanity rises above its fallen state and converges with God, a
process that the three-part pattern of Christian comedy dramatizes.
In her last short story collection, O'Connor presents snapshots of
people at different points on this process of convergence, whether
that point lies in being a secular humanist, a modern Pharisee, or a
harbinger of truth. All three converge with God in theophany. Literal
persons take on allegorical roles, doing moral actions with anagogical
effects. But the specific details of that process of convergence differ.
As mentioned above, four stories in Everything That Rises Must
Converge have secular humanists as protagonists. They believe only in
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material, temporal progress, through man's actions alone; O'Connor
dramatizes the absurdity of their true impotence when faced with
anagogical reality. One example of this kind of protagonist is Julian, a
disgruntled recent college graduate in "Everything That Rises Must
Converge." A younger and male version of Hulga Hopewell, Julian
sees himself as a social progressive who "might make friends with
some distinguished Negro professor or lawyer" (CW 494), while
viewing his mother as a backwards, Southern racist, whose
grandfather "had a plantation and two hundred slaves" (CW 487).
But, like Mr. Head and Nelson, Julian's mother's Southern tradition
does not obscure her love for her family and for those around her,
including black people. Although Julian allegorically styles himself as
kind of Saint Sebastian (CW 485), his mother morally succeeds where
he fails, as she shows greater love and patience for the human
community than her “suffering” son.
Julian's family has had a fall from grace, but his unnamed mother
has never lost faith in her family. The fall is a historical one. In her
childhood, Julian's mother grew up in a Southern mansion, wealthy,
with a black nurse named Caroline (CW 488). But despite a world
that has literally taken away her old Southern ways, her family
mansion, and her wealth, she has survived, struggling but not
complaining, sacrificing to give her son a better life (CW 491). In
spite of the loss, like an allegorical Adam after the Fall, she has
remained true to her origins as a gracious Southern lady (CW 489).
This literal and allegorical faith in her lost Southern past has
maintained her essential innocence, "her eyes, sky-blue... as innocent
and untouched by experience as they must have been when she was
ten" (CW 485). On the tropological, or moral, level, she bears the fall
of her family and sacrifices herself for her family. She has remained
open to charity and thus innocently child-like; her actions display this
innocence, to the point of her playing peek-a-boo on the city bus
with the little black boy Carver (CW 497), who, in spite of his angry
mother's remonstrations (CW 496), desires to sit next to her,
climbing "onto the seat beside his love" (CW 497). They are two
innocents, in moral communion with each other.
In contrast Julian, like Rayber who lost Powderhead in his youth,
handles the family's loss by deluding himself that it is unimportant. In
his pathos, he vocally rejects his mother's Southern tradition;
however, he thinks of the lost family mansion both with "contempt"
and "longing": "It appeared in his dreams regularly" (CW 488). As
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Bryan Wyatt observes, "Of the mother's many sacrifices for Julian...
that of the ancestral home is primal and encompassing" (69). Unlike
his mother, he despairs over this lost past: "He walked along,
saturated in depression, as if in the midst of his martyrdom he had
lost his faith" (CW 486). Although "his faith" is not literally religious
faith, his loss of faith in his family's Southern past carries the same
moral consequences as a loss of faith in the goodness of God and
Creation. Like Rayber, he tries not to feel love. He works to feel no
love for his fellow mankind -- "He visualized a place where the
nearest neighbors would be three miles away on either side" (CW
486) -- or for his own mother -- "[I]nstead of being blinded by love
for her as she was for him, he had cut himself emotionally free of her
and could see her with complete objectivity" (CW 492). Willing
himself not to love, Julian opens himself up to evil: "There was in
him an evil urge to break her [his mother's] spirit" (CW 489).
Although he claims racial progressiveness (CW 489), he actually gains
a malevolent prejudice. He sees occasions of racial integration as
"[giving] him a certain satisfaction to see injustice in daily operation"
(CW 492) and desires to use "the better types" of black people (CW
494) "to teach her [his mother] a lesson" (CW 493) that her old world
is gone. Desiring to isolate himself from humanity in the belief that
"there was no one worth knowing within a radius of three hundred
miles" (CW 492), Julian is morally more like Carver's angry suspicious
mother, while Carver, in his four-year-old innocence, is morally more
like Julian's mother. Both mothers having the same "hideous hat"
(CW 495), they have "in a sense swapped sons" (CW 495), and
although Julian hopes his mother will be horrified, he himself is
horrified that she is not: "[A]n amused smile came over her face"
(CW 496).
Carver's mother becomes the physical agent of Julian's perverse
moral desire to hurt his mother, "to break her spirit," in an act of
peripety. She hits Julian's mother in the head "like a piece of
machinery that had been given one ounce of pressure too much,"
because his mother, in a literal act of charity, tries to give Carver a
penny (CW 498). Ironically, however, the allegorical black double of
Julian's mother teaches Julian's mother the continuing mistrust
between the races, and her racial hostility makes Julian's mother an
allegorical and moral martyr of racial communion. Julian, as the
allegorical and moral son of the black woman, continues to persecute
her, saying, "'You got exactly what you deserved'" (CW 498),
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emphasizing, "'[T]he old world is gone. The old manners are obsolete
and your graciousness is not worth a damn.... You aren't you who
think you are'" (CW 499). While saying all this, he is deaf to his
mother's theophany, as she mutters, "'Home.... Home'" (CW 499,
500).
Only when he looks into her face, as Mrs. Flood looks into the
dead eyes of Hazel Motes, does Julian encounter his own peripety.
He sees his mother travelling away from him: "He was looking into a
face he had never seen before. 'Tell Grandpa to come get me,' she
said. He stared, stricken. 'Tell Caroline to come get me,' she said"
(CW 500). As Giannone states, "Becoming a child is not a regression
but an advance to true identity, the lovable destitution that points
toward growth in the absolute" (Mystery 165). Julian's mother morally
becomes the innocent child of God, going towards her Creator. She
becomes as well a moral guide for Julian, a Beatrice pointing to the
anagogical revelation of love which this wayward Dante has spent
most of his life denying: "A tide of darkness seemed to be sweeping
her from him. 'Mother!' he cried. 'Darling, sweetheart, wait!' [....] He
dashed forward and fell at her side, crying, 'Mamma, Mamma!'" (CW
500). As Giannone states, "At the moment of death, Julian's mother
finally mothers her son into love" (Mystery 162). As the "tide of
darkness," that is, her theophanic death, sweeps her away from him,
it also sweeps "him back to her, postponing from moment to
moment his entry into the world of guilt and sorrow" (CW 500). As
Rayber loses Bishop, Julian is losing his mother. Unlike Rayber,
however, Julian's loss rips apart his spiritual numbness, his heart
spilling with love for his mother. His mother's death begins his own
theophany, as he becomes morally open to the dark, anagogical love
of God that, like the baptism of Bishop and Bevel, sweeps his
mother away, to her final, anagogical home.
The spiritual kin of Julian is Asbury Fox in "The Enduring Chill."
A twenty-five-year-old failed writer, he comes home from his New
York artist's flat to his mother's dairy farm in the South in order to
die (CW 548). He is surrounded by anagogical signs, for instance, a
"white-gold sun" that seems about to transform the simple train
station rooftops "into the mounting turrets of some exotic temple for
a god he didn't know" (CW 547). But, in his pathos, Asbury rejects
them in his intellectual and artistic snobbery. Like Julian, he blames
his mother for his failure as an artist, writing in a letter which he
intends his mother to read at his death, "'I have no imagination. I
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have no talent. I can't create. I have nothing but the desire for these
things. Why didn't you kill that too? Woman, why did you pinion
me?'" (CW 554). Asbury's adolescent angst-riddled pathos continues
as he lies convalescent in his childhood bedroom, believing that he
"had failed his god, Art, but he had been a faithful servant and Art
was sending him Death" (CW 564). Asbury sees himself allegorically
as a nihilist Everyman; as Giannone observes, "In this psychodrama,
Everyman plays Messenger, God, Death, Kindred, Confession, and
Angel. Dying is Asbury's communication, wholly negative of course"
(Mystery 185-86).
But Asbury's belief in his self-righteous, nihilist death is absurd
illusion, and two life-affirming professionals tear away that illusion.
One is Dr. Block, whose "medical art not only impedes disease, it
also blocks Asbury's death-affirming arrogance by locating the real
cause of illness as physical" (Mystery 188). Even though Asbury
insists, "'What's wrong with me is way beyond you,'" Block takes a
blood sample, stating, "'Blood don't lie'" (CW 557). He eventually
diagnoses the illness as undulant fever, a debilitating but not fatal
sickness (CW 571), brought about by drinking unpasteurized milk,
which Asbury had drunk the previous year in childish defiance of his
mother (CW 559). As Wood states, the details relating Asbury's own
responsibility for his illness "comically expose" his self-righteous
pretensions (Comedy 121). Similarly, Father Finn, the ancient IrishCatholic priest, also explodes Asbury's pretensions, roaring, "'The
Holy Ghost will not come until you see yourself as you are -- a lazy
ignorant conceited youth!'" (CW 567), thereby diagnosing the cause
of his spiritual illness. As Giannone indicates, "Their way is to
remove the medical and spiritual delusions that keep Asbury from
the truth that he has been seeking" (Mystery 190). Like two Good
Angels, they allegorically destroy Asbury's delusions, making his eyes
look "shocked clean as if they had been prepared for some awful
vision about to come down on him" (CW 572). After this peripety,
he looks at the old water stain on his bedroom wall that seems like "a
fierce bird with spread wings" (CW 555) and sees it moving. True to
Father Finn's words, "[T]he Holy Ghost, emblazoned in ice instead
of fire, continued, implacable, to descend" (CW 572); Asbury
witnesses his theophany. While Julian learns the "purifying terror"
(CW 572) of God's love through his mother's death, Asbury learns
through his own life, "for the rest of his days, frail, racked, but
enduring" (CW 572). Like Mrs. McIntyre, he will enact penance
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through the long desert of his bodily life.
Although Thomas in "The Comforts of Home" is older than
Julian and Asbury -- he is thirty-five years old (CW 573) -- he is yet
another adult child, incapable of real action and feeling, blaming his
mother for his failings while retreating into intellectual esotericism. A
sullen man, he resents his mother, "with her daredevil charity," who
"was about to wreck the peace of the house" (CW 573). Like Julian
and his mother, Thomas is a moral failure while Thomas's mother
performs acts of charity. Determined to rehabilitate nineteen-year old
Sarah Ham,62 writer of bad checks (CW 576), "congenital liar" (CW
578), and self-avowed nymphomaniac (CW 575), Thomas's mother
allows her to live with them, out of a love which Thomas sees as
"pure idiot mystery" (CW 575). Like his biblical namesake, Thomas
doubts his mother's charitable virtues, believing that "no excess of
virtue is justified, that a moderation of good produces likewise a
moderation in evil" (CW 575). Like Rayber, Thomas chooses moral
mediocrity over the extremes of good and evil (Feeley 34), and thus
refuses to believe in his capacity to do evil. At the same time, he
indicts Sarah Ham for being "a moral moron" (CW 575) and thinks
of his mother as "a defective child" (CW 574), because, as Wyatt
states, she "demonstrates the radical Christian virtue of loving thy
neighbor as thyself, of holding even strangers in no less esteem than
one's own kin" (81).
Incapable of acting on his own lukewarm convictions, Thomas
becomes open to the persuasions of his dead father: "The voice of
his father rasped in his head. Numbskull, the old man said, put your
foot down now. Show her who's boss before she shows you" (CW
582). Taking up "a squatting position in his mind" (CW 583), his
father becomes, as Feeley points out, "the dim figure of Milton's
Satan, who squatted beside Eve to whisper his temptation" (36).
Assured of his status as a good, upstanding person and seeing the
devil as a mere metaphor, Thomas does not recognize this voice as
the devil's. As Kilcourse declares, "He hears the voice of the devil's
temptation as his father's shaming into action" (264). To Thomas,
rather, the voice seems a "force sent to correct the disgraced status of
the house resulting from her [his mother's] disruption of its domestic
62

Sarah Ham's alias is Star Drake (CW 579), a name indicating her role as
both a guide towards God -- a star of Bethlehem -- and a temptation for evil
-- a dragon.
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harmony through her 'mindless' charity" (Wyatt 80). As Dorothy
Tuck McFarland observes, "Though Thomas's refusal of
convergence with the girl grows out of his loathing for the
corruption and moral disorder she embodies, his desire to get rid of
her leads him to an undesired convergence with the evil spirit of his
deceased father" (54).
Possessed by this devil, Thomas commits an act of tropological,
or moral, failure. He plants his father's gun in Sarah's purse in order
to frame her for theft -- an act that at once foreshadows literal
violence and, as Whitt suggests, "takes on heavier symbolic weight
and becomes sexual" (138-39). In his incompetence, Thomas is
discovered by Sarah and his mother, and, in his moral blindness and
demonic possession, he shoots his mother, hearing "a sound that
would shatter the laughter of sluts until all shrieks were stilled and
nothing was left to disturb the peace of perfect order" (CW 593).
Commenting on this lurid peripety, Jill Baumgaertner states, "The
first step toward grace in Paul's writings and in O'Connor's stories
must be the conviction of one's sins. Only the most violent crime -matricide -- will shake Thomas into this consciousness" (46). Now a
"killer" with his "slut" in the world's eyes (CW 594), Thomas stands
as his peripety crashes on top of him, suddenly aware of his demonic
possession and his complicity it. As in many stories in O'Connor's
first short story collection The Geranium, Thomas's theophany does
not appear in "The Comforts of Home" but waits offstage.
"The Lame Shall Enter First" also ends with death but, as in the
situation involving Rayber and Bishop, it is the death of an innocent
child as witnessed by a sinful father. The best, or perhaps one should
say the worst, example of the secular humanist as protagonist is
Sheppard, City Recreational Director and volunteer counselor of
reformed boys, in "The Lame Shall Enter First." As hinted by his
name, Sheppard sees himself as a secular savior (CW 624), intent
upon socially redeeming Rufus Johnson, a fourteen-year old
homeless vandal who believes that "Satan... has [him] in his power"
(CW 600). As Enjolras observes, "Torn between the two equally
unfathomable powers of God and of Satan, he [Rufus] is at the same
time prophet and demon, fearing the former and manipulated by the
latter" (29). Dismissing Johnson's religious beliefs and "blinded by his
idolatry of science" (Folks 113) in his pathos, Sheppard invites him to
his home (CW 596), tries to convince him that belief in Heaven and
Hell is "for the mediocre" (CW 613), and attempts to redirect his 140
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IQ intellect towards scientific study (CW 171).
This well-intended, grand aspiration is absurd, for Sheppard is a
moral failure as a father to his own son, ten-year old Norton. He calls
his son's inconsolable grief for his deceased mother "selfishness"
(CW 597), implying that it is privileged self-indulgence: "Johnson had
a capacity for real response and had been deprived of everything
from birth; Norton was average or below and had had every
advantage" (CW 599). Johnson, who is a harbinger of truth even as
he, like The Misfit, has chosen to do evil, clearly recognizes
Sheppard's comic absurdity as morally blind secular humanism,
exclaiming in outrage to Norton, "'God, kid... how do you stand it?
[....] He thinks he's Jesus Christ!'" (CW 609). As Jeffrey Folks states,
"Rufus Johnson is at the same time a wise conduit of ethical
knowledge and a malevolent criminal" (110). Like the Misfit, Johnson
is both a lost Dante and an unlikely Beatrice for others. Whitt
indicates that "Rufus knows he is in Satan's power, and what
infuriates him is that he also knows Sheppard is in Satan's power, but
Sheppard does not know it" (143).
Ironically, it is the demonic Johnson who consoles Norton's grief,
teaching the young boy about Heaven and Hell, and insisting that
Norton's mother is in Heaven and not "just isn't," as his father has
told him (CW 611). Like the moral triangle of Tarwater, Rayber, and
Bishop, "Rufus supplants Norton as Sheppard's son, [and] he also
replaces Sheppard as Norton's parent" (Wyatt 81). Damned in the
allegorical hell of his father's well-intended atheism, Norton morally
thirsts for Johnson's anagogical knowledge, desiring to go where his
mother is when he is dead (CW 613). Blinded by his social mission to
save Johnson from a life of poverty and crime, Sheppard cannot see
that he has allowed his own son to languish spiritually, until he is
violently confronted with his absurdity in a two-part peripety. First,
Johnson proudly admits his crimes and publicly declares, "'When I
get ready to be saved, Jesus'll save me, not that lying stinking atheist'"
(CW 631). Second, he sees the hanging body of Norton, who wished
by this means to join his mother among the stars in heaven (CW
632). Although Steven Olson says that it is "tragically misguided
rationalism that kills... Norton" (39), it is actually Norton's love for
his mother, allegorically fueled by Johnson's teaching of an after-life,
that causes him to leave his current dead life in an act of faith, like
Bevel’s baptizing himself in the river. Johnson "finally triumphs over
Sheppard in their struggle for the boy's soul" (Wyatt 82), while, at the
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same time, states Karl-Heinz Westarp, he brings "Sheppard to the
point of anagnorisis or self-recognition and possible conversion"
(117). Like Tarwater, Johnson is both destroyer and guide to God,
both devil and Beatrice. And unlike Rayber, who faints because he
still cannot feel, even though knowing that Bishop is dead, Sheppard,
with a revelation of his own failure as a father, feels a "rush of
agonizing love for the child" (CW 632) and, seeing the body, "reel[s]
back like a man on the edge of pit" (CW 632). Giannone comments:
"Guilt burns in Sheppard's spirit like a supernova luminous with
love" (Mystery 210). Like Julian, he feels in his moment of theophany
the tide of darkness, consisting of a love so powerful that it shocks
the eyes clean.
In the second set of Christian comic heroes, three stories in
Everything That Rises Must Converge deal with modern Pharisees as
protagonists. Like Mrs. Cope and Mrs. McIntyre, Mrs. May in
"Greenleaf" is literally a self-sufficient, self-righteous, hard-working
woman, and she has good reason to be proud of her material
accomplishments on her dairy farm. Mrs. May is "a good Christian
woman with a large respect for religion, though she did not, of
course, believe any of it was true" (CW 506), who would say,
"[b]efore any kind of judgment seat [...]: I've worked; I have not
wallowed" (CW 522). But in her pathos, neither of her two sons,
Wesley the intellectual or Scofield the insurance salesman, "cared
what happened on the place" (CW 504); Scofield even says to her, "'I
wouldn't milk a cow to save your soul from hell'" (CW 510).
Nevertheless, she takes their disaffection and at times open hostility
as yet another challenge that she can surmount. Only when she
thinks of the Greenleaf boys, twin sons of her hired tenant, does she
feel jealousy: two successful, amicable dairy farmers (CW 508), who
miraculously come from a "shiftless" father (CW 503) and a "large
and loose" mother given more to down-and-dirty "prayer healing"
than to good housekeeping (CW 505). Mrs. Greenleaf is especially
horrific for Mrs. May, observes Wyatt, because "Mrs. Greenleaf is a
grotesque near-saint, engaged in one of those practical acts -- prayer - that manifests Christian love" (71). As Wyatt further states, "The
Greenleafs, the family of the hired tenant, epitomize for her the
inferior order that threatens to supplant the 'decent' class of people
she represents" (71). Propertied, and possessed of a lukewarm,
skeptical view of the efficacy of Christian love, Mrs. May, like Mrs.
McIntyre, "thought the word, Jesus, should be kept inside the church
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building like other words inside the bedroom" (CW 506). Being of
the "decent" class of people, part of her self-righteous decency is, as
John Shields states, her "contempt both for religion and for
sexuality" (427). A prudish widow (CW 508) and a modern Pharisee,
Mrs. May is a moral failure; she isolates herself, assured of her place
in the hierarchy of the saved because she is such a good, hardworking, decent woman. Admirable according to the standards of the
world, she commits grievous sins against charity in her self-righteous
pride, and it takes a bull’s literally goring her heart, for Mrs. May in
her peripety to see the truth of her absurdly proud hard heart.
The bull is literally a scrub bull belonging to the Greenleaf boys,
but it is allegorically Mrs. May's messenger of God's love. Religious
and erotic symbolism surrounds the bull throughout the story. He
looks "like some patient god come down to woo her" (CW 501) and
"like an uncouth country suitor" (CW 502). His horns, caught in Mrs.
May's hedge, sport a wreath "where it looked like a menacing prickly
crown" (CW 502). Mrs. May dreams of the sun sinking behind her
property's tree line, turning into a bullet, and racing towards her;
upon waking, she hears the Greenleaf bull "munching under her
window" (CW 519). Giannone observes, "She must unlearn her
disdain to remove the impediments to the kind of grace that she is
experiencing with the mongrel bull. What justifies her attitude is her
property" ("Greenleaf" 423). The Greenleaf bull is a literal,
allegorical, and moral invader on her property, including the
allegorical "fortress that Mrs. May has built around her narcissistic
rule" (Giannone Mystery 168). In an act of moral failure, Mrs. May's
response to this loving vehicle of grace is to kill it. In her Pharisaic
pride, she says to Mr. Greenleaf, "'[G]o get your gun. We're going to
shoot that bull'" (CW 519).
In a sacred space Mrs. May finally receives her "patient god." She
waits outside her car, in the middle of a pasture, "a green arena,
encircled almost entirely by woods" (CW 521), similar to the sacred
space of Powderhead and Powell's pond at the Cope farm,63
indicating that the arena is both literal and allegorical. As Jane
Marston suggests, "The 'arena' where she acts out her final
confrontation with the bull is a mental as well as a physical place"
63

The "arena" connotes a performance in this setting. Besides the
psychodrama being played out, one is reminded of the animals and people
(gladiators and martyrs) of the Roman circus and its modern-day equivalent,
the Spanish bullfight of bull and matador.
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(376-77). Like General Sash under the sun, she closes her eyes,
feeling "the sun, red-hot overhead" (CW 523); but in a moment of
impatience, she honks her horn, sits outside on her car bumper again,
and then sees "something [emerge] from the treeline" (CW 523).
Until the last moment, Mrs. May still believes she is the one under
control, but then, seeing the bull "racing toward her... [she remains]
perfectly still, not in fright, but in a freezing unbelief" (CW 523). In
this peripety, for once, she does nothing but wait, "and the bull had
buried his head in her lap like a wild tormented lover, before her
expression changed" (CW 523). Theophany quickly follows peripety.
One horn piercing her heart and the other curving around her "in an
unbreakable grip," Mrs. May stares, "a person whose sight has been
suddenly restored but who finds the light unbearable" (CW 523). She
is like Saul, whose conversion rips away his spiritual blindness but
renders him physically blind. As Giannone states, "[T]he bull knows
the heroine as God knows her -- as frail and needy and without the
protective myths she spends her life cultivating" ("Greenleaf" 429).
Mrs. May sees this anagogical and intimate knowledge, "arise[n] out
of an erotic embrace with the bull" (Giannone Mystery 172). As
Marston points out, her "epiphany" is "a possibility but not a fact....
[It] resembles Mrs. May's own limitations of knowledge" (381). Mrs.
May's finding "the light unbearable" indicated that she is not quite
ready to bear this anagogical "light." However, she is also, as
Giannone points out, "loved at last" (Mystery 175), in a theophany
deadly and intimate.
With "A View of the Woods," we see another modern Pharisee's
deadly and intimate theophany. Property developer Mark Fortune is
the modern Pharisee-protagonist in a story which O'Connor
describes in a December 10, 1956, letter to Sally and Robert
Fitzgerald as "a little morality play of mine" (HB 186). His partner
but eventual nemesis is his nine-year old granddaughter, Mary
Fortune Pitts, named after Fortune's mother, who died in childbirth
(CW 527).64 Like Nelson in "The Artificial Nigger," Mary Fortune
looks like her grandfather, and "[t]hough there was seventy years'
difference in their ages, the spiritual distance between them was
64

"Mary" connotes the mother of Jesus Christ, but the original Mary
Fortune is ironic: she gave birth to a modern Pharisee, a man who will
crucify his own familial Christ figure, the young Mary Fortune. The young
Mary Fortune is too young to bear a Christ figure literally, but she has the
bearing of a Christ-like figure.
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slight. She was the only member of the family he had any respect for"
(CW 526). As John Roos indicates, "Fortune is an apostle of
progress" (166), and through progress, as his name allegorically
implies, he has built his fortune: "There was talk of paving the road
that ran in front of the Fortune place. There was talk of an eventual
town. He thought this should be called Fortune, Georgia" (CW 528).
In his pathos, Fortune worships before his twin gods, Progress and
Mammon, even though he can throw out biblical references like the
country man he used to be (CW 532). His avowed literal enemy is his
son-in-law Pitts, a tenant farmer "who couldn't keep his hands on a
nickel" and whom he allows to live and farm his land not yet slated
for development (CW 526). A farmer and father of seven (CW 526),
who "would let a cow pasture interfere with the future" (CW 528),
Pitts, as his name allegorically implies, belongs to the bottom rung of
society, because he comes from the earth and has not risen above it.
Caught between these two men is Mary Fortune Pitts. According to
Grimshaw, "Mr. Fortune tries to rear and train his granddaughter to
be a FORTUNE (materialist) rather than a PITTS (naturalist)" (55).
For the most part, Mary Fortune is so like her grandfather, in looks
and temperament, that Fortune often ignores the literal fact that she
is genetically a Pitts, too, "as if it were an affliction the child was not
responsible for" (CW 528).
But in ignoring the fact that Mary Fortune is a Pitts, he cannot
understand why she would allow her father to whip her for seemingly
arbitrary reasons. With "a look that was part terror and part respect
and part something else, something very like cooperation" (CW 530),
Mary Fortune would obey her father's command to come with him
to a specific tree "down the road out of earshot," where "while the
child clung to a pine tree” Pitts would “beat her around the ankles
with his belt" (CW 530). Roos points out, "Fortune exercises power
over Pitts and his family by use of his property, the land. Pitts
counters by using his control over the property that Fortune cares
about, however ambiguously: Mary Fortune" (170). Although
Giannone calls those whippings "sadism" and "institutional violence"
(Mystery 178), such a reading does not explain Mary Fortune's
"respect" and "cooperation." It does not explain her nonsensical
denial that her father whips her. "'Nobody's ever beat me in my life
and if anybody did, I'd kill him,'" she exclaims to Fortune (CW 530).
Literally, Mary Fortune is a pawn in the tit-for-tat feud between her
father and grandfather: "This was Pitts's revenge on him," Fortune
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believes, and Pitts states, "'She's mine to whip and I'll whip her every
day of the year if it suits me'" (CW 531). What Fortune cannot
understand, but Mary Fortune can, is that, as Wyatt points out, the
seemingly arbitrary whippings are "expressions of acceptance
denoting parental prerogative that Fortune cannot proscribe and that,
to his dismay, the child embraces" (75). This reading gives a moral
rectitude to what Giannone and even Fortune himself -- "He beats
an innocent child" (CW 534) -- would call child abuse.
On the tropological, or moral, level, Mary Fortune's seemingly
meaningless whippings have meaning precisely because she is an
innocent scapegoat. Giannone observes that "the pines [have] a
redemptive purpose" (Mystery 180), and both Whitt and Wyatt link
the woods with Christ (Whitt 127, Wyatt 73). Literally clinging to a
tree, Mary Fortune allegorically and morally participates in the
Passion of Christ, and so, it is "nobody" -- that is, no one body -who punishes her. As James Mellard puts it,"[I]t was the law
punishing her, not anyone least of all not her mere fleshly father"
(640). In one respect, Fortune is correct in seeing this whipping of
Mary Fortune as Pitts's revenge on him. However, at the core of it is
not "an ugly mystery" (CW 536), but rather love: love for her father,
thus obeying his will; and love for her grandfather, thus suffering the
punishment which Fortune himself -- manipulative, greedy, and
proud -- justly deserves. Roos explains, "[T]he woods present
experientially both the place of her suffering and a realm that
transcends that suffering" (178). Being an innocent punished, she
becomes her family's Suffering Servant.
In his Pharisaic self-righteousness, Fortune refuses to see the
anagogical quality of the woods, and his choice may lead to his
damnation. The evening after he announces that he is selling the lot
in front of the Pittses' household, thereby blocking the family's view
of the woods, Fortune has an apocalyptic vision of the woods, "as if
someone were wounded behind the woods and the trees were bathed
in blood" (CW 538). But he rejects this anagogical glimpse of the
moral, suggestive of Mary Fortune's as well as Christ's suffering, and
sells the view of the woods to Tilman, a man whose head is shaped
like a snake's (CW 542). Wyatt states, "Tilman, the up-and-coming
businessman to whom the lot facing the woods is sold, is presented
as a palpably Luciferian character" (73). In an allegorical Fall of Man,
Fortune sells God's Creation to the devil, and Mary Fortune explodes
in moral retribution, "screaming something unintelligible and
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throwing everything within her reach" at both Fortune and Tilman
(CW 543). Although Fortune tries to mimic Pitts by whipping her at
the tree as a form of punishment for her bad temper, it is like a
damned soul punishing one of the saved,65 and Mary Fortune
explodes in violence, even though Fortune, still locked in his
Pharisaic self-righteousness, feels that he is being attacked "by a pack
of small demons" (CW 545). Relenting after he screams, "'Stop stop!
[....] I'm your grandfather!'" Mary Fortune declares, "'You been
whipped... by me... and I'm PURE Pitts'" (CW 545). Her declaration
is his peripety. But in an instance of moral failure, he rejects this
reversal. In his outraged pride, he surges up and strikes her head
several times against a rock, declaring, "'There's not an ounce of Pitts
in me'" (CW 545), allegorically denying his origin from the earth, as a
child of Adam and therefore as a part of God's creation.
In committing the sin of Satan -- the denial of his creation -- this
modern Pharisee becomes a damned secular humanist. As Whitt
observes, "On the symbolic level, the modern materialist denies his
Christ, elevating convenience above spiritual mystery. On the literal
level, he kills his granddaughter, sacrificing her to his own greed and
pride" (131). As Fortune begins to have a heart attack, he has a vision
of the dark trees "marching across the water and away into the
distance," leaving him alone "except for one huge yellow monster
[the construction bulldozer] which sat to the side, as stationary as he
was, gorging itself on clay" (CW 546). Theophany arrives but,
refused, marches by. Thus this "little morality play" ends with an
anagogical vision of damnation: of grace refused, of desertion and
loneliness, and of hungry monsters never sated.
In stark contrast to Fortune's dark theophany, "Revelation" ends
with a vision of salvation, and unlike that of the other two modern
Pharisees in Everything That Rises Must Converge, Ruby Turpin's
theophany does not come with a medicinal dose of death. In fact, for
Wood, "'Revelation' is O'Connor's quintessentially comic story"
(Comedy 126); for Wyatt, it is "the most comic of these stories" (82);
and for Coulthard, "'Revelation' is not only a delightful comedy but a
profound dramatization of redemption as well" (67). On the one
hand, Mrs. Turpin's character is not unusual. She is a modern
65

In light of Fortune's attempted punishment of Mary Fortune, his
identification of her as "'an angel... [a] saint!'" (CW 534) becomes darkly
appropriate here.
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Pharisee and successful farm owner: "We have met [characters like]
Mrs. Turpin before," states Grimshaw (63). Like Mrs. May, Mrs.
Turpin is "a respectable, hard-working, church-going woman" (CW
648). But on the other hand, she is a rare O'Connor protagonist
because she is married. Wyatt states, "'Revelation' presents the
unlikely phenomenon in [the fiction of] O'Connor of a female
protagonist with a living spouse, a more than incidental feature" (82).66
Like Dante’s love for Beatrice morally prepares him for God, Mrs.
Turpin's love for her husband Claud morally prepares her for God's
two-part revelation. The first part is moral, coming through Mary
Grace (whose name, though literally ironic, is morally apt). The
second part is anagogical, coming through her celestial vision of
salvation at the end of the day. Brian Britt points out, "Unexpected
symmetries -- waiting room and pig parlor, social reality and mystical
transcendence -- thus structure the story" (50). However, Claud, as
his wife's unlikely Beatrice, inadvertently guides Mrs. Turpin towards
Mary Grace in the doctor's waiting room and towards the celestial
vision above the pig parlor.
Mrs. Turpin is in the waiting room in the first place because of
Claud. "'He has an ulcer on his leg. [….] A cow kicked him,'" Mrs.
Turpin informs a "pleasant lady" across from her with whom she
chats (CW 635). As Susan Srigley states, "Although it is Claud who
has the doctor's appointment for his swollen leg, Ruby is also in need
of healing, not physically but spiritually" (148). Claud becomes a
minor character in this scene in the waiting room, but he is never far
from Mrs. Turpin's mind, even as she, in her pathos, judges the
people around her according to her "classes of people":
On the bottom... were most colored people... then next to
them... were the white-trash; then above them were the
homeowners, and above them the home-and-land owners [like
the Turpins]. Above she and Claud were people with a lot of
money and much bigger houses and much more land. (CW
636)
While staying openly friendly with everybody, she quietly criticizes
66 Out of O'Connor's entire corpus, only six protagonists have living
spouses: Rayber in "The Barber" has an ineffectual wife. Ruby Hill in "A
Stroke of Good Fortune" has Bill Hill, the happy father-to-be. Tom T.
Shiftlet grudgingly marries but then abandons Lucynell Carter. Mrs. Shortley
has the devilish Mr. Shortley. Ruby Turpin is happily married to Claud
Turpin. Finally, O.E. Parker has his shrewish wife, Sarah Ruth.
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them, for example, thinking, "Worse than niggers any day" as she
looks on a “white trash” family (CW 635). As Grimshaw states,
"Besides the hypocrisy that Mrs. Turpin displays in the waiting room,
she reveals an overwhelming pride in her position within the
community and in relation to God" (63). Unlike Mrs. May and
Fortune, Mrs. Turpin enthusiastically thanks Jesus for all her gifts
(CW 642), but she takes pride in these gifts and, like a Pelagian,
condemns those who do not have material evidence of such gifts. As
Kilcourse puts it, Mrs. Turpin is "like the Pharisee in the gospel who
believed in his own self-righteousness, thanked God, and held
everyone else in contempt (Luke 18: 9-14)" (284). Srigley concurs,
stating, "Instead of loving God and others, she loves herself more,
priding herself on her goodness" (137). As "social realities of race and
class in shocking detail" (Britt 49) play out in the waiting room, Folks
observes, "[h]er hypocrisy and defensiveness are symptoms of a
greater underlying malaise -- the misguided belief in human selfsufficiency" (115). Mrs. Turpin's Pharisaic gratitude becomes acute
when she selfishly imagines that "somebody else could have got
Claud" (CW 644), causing her to exclaim, "'Oh thank you, Jesus,
Jesus, thank you!'" (CW 644). At that outburst, Mary Grace, the
pleasant lady's nineteen-year old, sullen, acne-riddled daughter,
throws her Human Development textbook at Mrs. Turpin's face.
On the literal level, Mary Grace's name seems ironic. Like Hulga
Hopewell in "Good Country People," she is a grotesque intellectual,
scornful of sentimental Christianity. But unlike Hulga, she is not a
secular humanist, and she recognizes hypocritical Christians through
knowledge revealed to her. On the allegorical level, her name is apt;
like the biblical Mary, she is a vehicle of grace and a messenger of
God. On the tropological, or moral, level therefore, her actions
reflect both her literal nature as an intellectual, proudly contemptuous
of a Christian simpleton, and her allegorical nature as an unlikely
Beatrice, righteously wrathful towards a modern Pharisee. She
immediately scowls at Mrs. Turpin, who thinks of her as "the ugly
girl" (CW 635). Her "eyes seemed lit all of a sudden with a peculiar
light, an unnatural light like night road signs give" (CW 637); in other
words, Mary Grace's eyes reflect an inner divine light, similar to
Beatrice's eyes reflecting the Paradisal rose. As Giannone says, "Mary
Grace receives knowledge as an intermediary" (Mystery 215). At Mrs.
Turpin's inane moral platitudes, Mary Grace makes monkey-like faces
at her (CW 640), and Mrs. Turpin takes them personally: "She was
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looking at her as if she had known and disliked her all her life -- all of
Mrs. Turpin's life it seemed too, not just all the girl's life. Why, girl, I
don't even know you, Mrs. Turpin said silently" (CW 640).
But Mary Grace, through received grace, knows Mrs. Turpin and
the Pharisaic, self-righteous, self-congratulatory, sinful source
underneath Mrs. Turpin's "thank-yous" to Jesus, and she makes her
knowledge known to her. In peripety, she strikes Mrs. Turpin with
the Human Development book (perhaps indicating how stunted
spiritually Mrs. Turpin is), lunges after her neck, and, once restrained,
delivers a divine message (CW 645). Before she does so, however,
Mrs. Turpin calls for Claud (CW 645) and then, hearing his voice,
turns to Mary Grace:
There was no doubt in her mind that the girl did know her,
knew her in some intense and personal way, beyond time and
place and condition. "What you got to say to me?" she asked
hoarsely and held her breath, waiting as for a revelation.
The girl raised her head. Her gaze locked with Mrs.
Turpin's. "Go back to hell where you came from, you old wart
hog," she whispered. Her voice was low but clear. Her eyes
burned for a moment as if she saw with pleasure that her
message had struck its target. (CW 645-46)
To Mrs. Turpin's credit, she recognizes Mary Grace as an emissary
from God. But what she least expects is that God's message to her is
a curse. As Britt asserts, "This cursing -- especially abusive cursing -can itself be revelation. Mary Grace is named not ironically but
symbolically, since her curse becomes a divine message for Mrs.
Turpin, one that leads to an ecstatic vision from the pig parlor" (51).
But before she receives that vision, Ruby Turpin, a self-avowed good
woman, is naturally angry with God.
As Coulthard points out, "[A]lmost half of 'Revelation' is devoted
to charting Mrs. Turpin's reluctant progress to salvation" (65). Claud
becomes a significant moral marker of Mrs. Turpin's "reluctant
progress." As he sleeps beside her in an afternoon nap, Mrs. Turpin
silently argues with God: "[S]he raised her fist and made a small
stabbing motion over her chest as if she was defending her innocence
to invisible guests who were like comforters of Job, reasonableseeming but wrong" (CW 648). In a rare instance of sincere marital
love in O'Connor's fiction, Mrs. Turpin asks Claud to kiss her (CW
648). Srigley suggests, "The kiss could signify a change of direction in
the order of her loves... from herself to God and then back to other
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human beings" (154). After the kiss, they separate for late afternoon
chores. Looking like "a woman going single-handed, weaponless, into
battle" as the sun "rid[es] westward very fast over the far tree line as
if it meant to reach the hogs before she did" (CW 651), Mrs. Turpin
finds Claud, hosing down a sow and seven shoats in the pig parlor.
Taking over this chore, Mrs. Turpin waits until Claud is away and
then continues audibly her argument with God's message: "'How am
I a hog and me both? How am I saved and from hell too?'" (CW
652). As she says this, the "sun was behind the wood, very red,
looking over the paling of trees like a farmer inspecting his own
hogs" (CW 652). According to Larue Sloan, "[I]t appears that God
inspects Ruby in the same way that a farmer inspects his hogs" (138).
The sun, as an anagogical sign, points to Mrs. Turpin's bestial nature
in her Pharisaism. Sloan continues, "Here, in a remarkable metaphor
that unites God, sun, and hog farmer, Mrs. Turpin becomes one of
the hogs that God is inspecting" (143). Mrs. Turpin, filled with selfrighteous dignity, is incapable of seeing this truth on her own,
comically demonstrated in her last accusation against God, "'Who do
you think you are?'" (CW 653). As Wood puts it, "She is angry, above
all, that God has not shown himself to be the Protector of white
middle-class virtues that she had thought him to be" (Comedy 130).
What saves Mrs. Turpin from a deadly revelation is that, angry as
she is with God, she still believes. As Coulthard states, "In this scene
Ruby begins to grow into a sympathetic, even lovable, character. As
O'Connor said, 'You got to be a very big woman to shout at the Lord
across a hogpen' [HB 577]. You also got to believe" (66). Her
"lovability" consists in her love for Claud, and part of that love is her
awareness of Claud's vulnerability; at any moment she might lose him
and nothing she can do can prevent it. This loving yet helpless
awareness serves as an antidote to her Pharisaic self-sufficiency. In a
second peripety, Mrs. Turpin looks towards the highway; she sees
Claud's "tiny truck, [... and at] any moment a bigger truck might
smash into it and scatter Claud's and the niggers' brains all over the
road" (CW 653). As Wyatt points out, "She remains fixed and
anxious until she sees Claud's truck returning, sees it turn into their
own road to safety; only then does the spiritual revelation occur to
her" (84). Her proud self-sufficiency stripped away in a moral
recognition of universal human impotence against bodily death,
whether of oneself or of one's loved ones, Mrs. Turpin gazes at the
pigs "as if she were absorbing some abysmal life-giving knowledge"
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(CW 653). As Sloan states, "God sees the homogeneity of humans
just as humans see that a pig is a pig, even if it is dressed up" (138).
Like pigs, humans cannot escape their own physical mortality.
Ontologically naked, Mrs. Turpin finally realizes this "life-giving
knowledge" in a position of bent prayer, and in an action reminiscent
of seeing the Eucharist being raised up, she lifts her head and her
hands "in a gesture hieratic and profound" (CW 653). She is morally
prepared for the anagogical. Instead of rejecting the coming vision
(as Fortune does), she accepts her theophany with loving, open arms:
a vision in the sky of "a vast swinging bridge extending upward from
the earth through a field of living fire. Upon it a vast horde of souls
were rumbling toward heaven" (CW 654). Unlike her Pelagian,
economic, and social classification of salvation, the vision shows the
"bottom rail on top" (CW 653): the poor and the needy first and
people like her dead last. Like Everyman, whose own personal virtues
fall away in his death and Last Judgment, Mrs. Turpin "could see by
their shocked and altered faces that even their virtues were being
burned away" (CW 654). As Folks indicates, "[H]er social biases are
subsumed within an entirely different order of value" (115). Her love
for Claud preparing her, Mrs. Turpin's theophany ends with a vision
of God's radical and extreme love for His grotesque, needy creatures,
even for a "country female Jacob" (Giannone Mystery 220) like Ruby
Turpin.
The last two stories in Everything That Rises Must Converge, "Parker's
Back" and "Judgment Day," having harbingers of truth as
protagonists, offer an appropriate conclusion to the collection.
Unlike A Good Man Is Hard to Find, in which the absence of a
harbinger of truth as a protagonist in the collection emphasizes the
difficulty in finding that “good man,” Everything That Rises Must
Converge, which includes the presence of all Christian comic heroes as
protagonists, emphasize the reality of “everything” converging to
theophany. Like Hazel Motes and Francis Marion Tarwater, O.E.
Parker in "Parker's Back" and old Tanner in "Judgment Day" are
unlikely believers in an unbelieving world, and one sees the violent
yet comic clash between these harbingers of truth and a world
populated by secular humanists and modern Pharisees. Thus, after
dramatizing the three-part pattern of Christian comedy in the
conversion of secular humanists and modern Pharisees, blinded by
their own delusion of self-sufficiency, O'Connor ends her collection
with two stories in which each protagonist knows of his own need
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for grace.
Although Robert Coles calls O.E. Parker "a southern farm boy
existentialist" (88), such a reading misunderstands Parker's
relationship with the material world, especially with regard to his own
skin and the people around him. One may see “Parker’s Back” as a
modern morality about the physicality of sacramental reality. As
Giannone observes, "Gaining knowledge through flesh does not
frighten Parker" (Mystery 223); this is the "life-giving knowledge" that
Mrs. Turpin has learned in her theophany. As Patricia Yaeger states,
"O'Connor dallies with multi-national psychodrama when she
explores an ex-sailor's stigmatized skin" (493). In a literal journey of
military service that begins in the country South, moves to the
western Pacific, and returns to the South, ex-sailor Parker morally
maps his allegorical journey of pathos as well, his "body fill[ing] up
like a map of the world, as place after place that he visits becomes
spatialized on his skin" (Yaeger 498). Beginning at age fourteen -- the
same age as young Tarwater -- he sees a tattooed man at a country
fair, and, like the hermaphrodite for the child in "A Temple of the
Holy Ghost," the tattooed man becomes a God-bearer for Parker:
"Parker was filled with emotion, lifted up as some people are when
the flag passes.... [A] peculiar unease settled in him. It was as if a
blind boy had been turned so gently in a different direction that he
did not know his destination had been changed" (CW 658). Morally,
Parker has received a divine vocation to become a God-bearer
himself, through the literal vehicle of his skin. But his spiritual
education is only beginning. Getting his first tattoo at age fifteen, he
learns that suffering can be meaningful (CW 658).
Parker runs away from a mother fearful for his soul, but she
inadvertently guides him in his spiritual journey, as he joins the navy
at age seventeen and, like Hazel Motes, leaves military service at age
twenty-two. "He stayed in the navy five years" (CW 658), where he
collects tattoos in earnest, trying to assuage an ever-growing spiritual
"dissatisfaction" that ranges "from being chronic and latent" to
"acute and raged" (CW 659). As Brian Ragen states, "The decoration
on his flesh comes to stand for Parker's soul" (27). But his soul, like
his colorful tattoos, is "haphazard and botched" (CW 659); the
tattoos represent an allegorical wandering map of his soul, towards a
destination that he cannot see.
Sarah Ruth Cates, an unlikely Beatrice, is that destination, and she
is the last person with whom Parker has expected to fall in love and
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marry. Having been dishonorably discharged for being AWOL,
Parker settles in the country, selling apples, when his truck breaks
down in front of his future wife's house. After meeting a "tall rawboned girl with a broom" whose first impression is to beat Parker for
taking God's name in vain (CW 656), Parker finds himself courting
her. As Kilcourse states, "Parker is Adam seeking Eve in the person
of Sarah Ruth, to whom he offers the symbolic apple" (288). Sarah
Ruth is, as Ragen points out, "a Pharisee [who] means to keep the
law, but does not know Jesus.... Parker, however, accepts the offer of
grace the marriage brings. Sarah Ruth does bring Parker to Jesus"
(52). An unlikely Beatrice because of her Manichean view of the body
and her Gnostic view of God, she nevertheless inspires Parker to
love: "Parker thought he was losing his mind. He could not believe
for a minute that he was attracted to a woman like this" (CW 661). A
man only aware of eros, Parker begins to learn caritas, to love
without condition the unlovable, and so it is to this shrewish woman
that he reveals his baptismal name, "Obadiah Elihue" (CW 662) and,
shortly after marriage, they conceive an unborn child as well (CW
664).
Revealing his baptismal name to Sarah Ruth is tropologically
significant because he hates it: "The name still stank in Parker's
estimation" (CW 662). As Giannone points out, "Obadiah means
'servant of God'" (Mystery 229), and "Elihue" or “Elihu” means
“Whose God is he” in Hebrew (“Definition”). In his pathos, he is
more like Jonah than the faithful Old Testament prophets; as Ragen
states, "He hears the call of the Lord and then runs from it" (37).
Sarah Ruth, however, pronounces the name reverentially (CW 662),
and his caritas for her will eventually lead him to fulfill his name.
But in his pathos, Parker desires to control this inexplicable
caritas, and he thinks to place a tattoo on his back "to bring Sarah
Ruth to heel" (CW 665). While dabbling with this Pharisaic thought,
he gets into a freak tractor accident, in which his tractor smashes
against a tree and sets it on fire; being thrown off by the impact
(which also throws off his shoes), he says, "'GOD ABOVE'" and,
seeing "the burning tree... if he had known how to cross himself he
would have done it" (CW 665). A combination of Tarwater's
apocalyptic vision of the burning trees of Powderhead and Hazel
Motes's Pauline conversion through his crashed Essex outside of
Taulkinham, Parker's peripety is also his theophany, God's call to his
prophet. As Ragen declares, "Parker is receiving a call much like that
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of Moses, and his call comes through the vision of a burning bush"
(32). Like Tarwater who anoints himself with dirt from his greatuncle's grave and Haze Motes who blinds himself, Parker acts to
imprint a physical testimony of his calling on his own body. Heading
for his city tattoo artist, he looks through the book of God images,
and heeding a voice that, like Augustine's "Take up and read,"
commands Parker to "GO BACK," Parker obeys and chooses "the
haloed head of a flat Byzantine Christ with all-demanding eyes" (CW
667). With the mosaic Byzantine icon of Christ Pantocrator literally
imprinted into the flesh of his back, Yaeger states, "Parker is
uncertain who he is. Transported back in time eight hundred years,
he is at once crusader and pagan" (506); that is, he is both
allegorically medieval and modern man. "The eyes that were now
forever on his back were eyes to be obeyed," Parker discovers; "his
dissatisfaction was gone, but he felt not quite himself... as if he were
himself but a stranger to himself, driving into a new country though
everything he saw was familiar to him" (CW 672).
In this transformed state, Parker becomes a moral Christ-bearer
to his drinking buddies at the local pool hall and to his wife at home,
and in both places they respond with violence. At the pool hall, the
drinking buddies at first respond with stunned silence, until they
begin to mock him (CW 671). Giannone calls these men "the
heathens, who can only experience the abstract concretely [and so]
the icon displays the spirit being" (Mystery 229-30). Parker reacts with
prophetic rage to their mocking the tattooed icon, becoming "a
whirlwind on a summer's day"; his drinking buddies respond by
throwing him out, like "Jonah... cast into the sea" (CW 672). At
home, Sarah Ruth opens the door only after Parker says "Obadiah
Elihue," the name of his infant baptism and now his adult call to
prophecy. Giannone calls Sarah Ruth one of "the Christian heathens,
who can only experience the concrete abstractly.... [But] Parker's back
manifests the divine embodiment. [His] mission is to bring the naked
truth of God's mysterious double nature" (Mystery 230). He is, as
Alice Petry puts it, "a living emblem" (42), an enfleshed icon of the
sacramental nature of God, especially of Kenosis and Incarnation. A
Manichean, Sarah Ruth, the woman for whom Parker literally chose
to bear Christ on his back, rejects this sacramental message of the
Incarnate God, as she beats Parker's back with a broom and shouts
Pharisaic cries against idolatry (CW 674). As Ragen reminds the
reader, "O'Connor uses typology to reveal the anagogical sense" (42).
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Like Mary Fortune in "A View of the Woods," Parker participates in
Christ's Passion, undergoing a thrashing before a modern Pharisee to
the point that "large welts had formed on the face of the tattooed
Christ" (CW 674); stumbling outside, he leans "against the tree,
crying like a baby" (CW 675). Against the tree, as Petry observes,
Parker reverts "to a spiritually child-like state" (40), for, anagogically,
as Wyatt points out, "he is a baby, that is, 'born again' -- the symbolic
fruition of her [Sarah Ruth's] pregnancy" (85). Even if Parker is cast
out by his friends and his wife, it is his wife who, despite her
Manicheanism, carries the fruit of marital love, and so, even in an
enactment of Christ's Passion, there is hope for life, on the moral
level of marriage and child-rearing. As Desmond points out, "As her
biblical name suggests, her marriage and child-bearing are to be seen
as her involvement in the process of redemption in history" (78). For
Sarah Ruth, her conversion is only beginning, waiting to be born.
In "Judgment Day," the harbinger of truth also ends with hope,
but only after old Tanner undergoes the world's hostility to him. In a
late revision of O'Connor's early story, "The Geranium," old Dudley
of the earlier story becomes old Tanner of "Judgment Day," a story
which O'Connor was still revising at least three weeks before her
death (CW 1216). Unlike "The Geranium," ending with its harbinger
of truth still stuck in the limbo of his Inferno, "Judgment Day" ends
with its harbinger of truth, like Julian's mother, finally going home.
Although Baumgaertner calls Tanner "a postmodern prophet in a
post-Christian story in which... [there is] no room for revelation in
the wasteland of modern culture" (166), Tanner is actually a prophet
nearing the end of the allegorical pilgrimage of his long life.
According to Giannone, the "basic story tells the struggle of getting
home. Home, even for [O'Connor's] sojourners who are not dying
old men, remains God. Though the destination remains fixed and
offers shelter, getting there is roundabout and risky" (Mystery 248).
Tanner, a country prophet to his black friend Coleman, arrives home
through an unsought martyrdom in an infernal city at the hands of a
black secular humanist.
Corinth, Georgia, Tanner's hometown, is the locus of his
Paradise. In that place, Tanner first met Coleman Parrum thirty years
ago. As Kilcourse states, "Explosive violence threatened" their first
meeting (294). Then, Tanner was a white crew chief, and Coleman
was a day laborer who did not want to work. But instead of
threatening Coleman with violence, Tanner whittles with his
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penknife, "directed solely by some intelligence that worked in his
hands... an invisible power working on the wood" (CW 683). The end
result is a pair of homemade lens-less spectacles, which Tanner gives
to Coleman, saying, "'Put these on.... I hate to see anybody can't see
good'" (CW 683). Coleman accepts the gift, and as he smiles at
Tanner, Tanner has a vision "of seeing before him a negative image
of himself, as if clownishness and captivity had been their common
lot" (CW 683). It is not literal vision but anagogical vision that is
improved in this moral act that day. As Kilcourse says, "From acts of
grace rises a life's friendship. They both make alternative judgments,
and mercy transforms them" (295). Corinth, alluding to the biblical
Corinth of Christian love, is Tanner's sacramental home, his
Southern Eden.
In contrast, New York City, the adopted home of his secular
humanist daughter and son-in-law, is an allegorical Limbo, the
spiritual wasteland of the modern world, and the setting of his
pathos. In a burst of Pharisaic pride, Tanner makes a mistake in
judgment and leaves Corinth for New York City, refusing to run his
illegal still on behalf of his new mulatto landowner. Quickly seeing
his mistake, he is contrite: "If he had known it was a question of this
-- sitting here looking out of his window all day in this no-place, or
just running a still for a nigger, he would have run the still for the
nigger" (CW 685). Allegorically a fallen sojourner outside Paradise,
the moral Tanner at first tries to spread the divine message of
Christian charity and community by trying to get along with his
estranged daughter. But she is a middle-aged Ruby Hill, a secular
humanist who is "married and childless, and living in New York City
like Mrs. Big" (CW 679). Then he tries to befriend a black New York
actor; but he too is a secular humanist who, in his anger at Tanner for
comically mistaking him for an Alabama preacher, violently assaults
him in the apartment building hallway, causing Tanner's stroke (CW
690). Despairing that he will never see Corinth again, "dead or alive"
(CW 677), he makes his daughter promise him that she will ship his
body home to Corinth (CW 691). Feeling hope again, he dreams of
his coffin arriving at Corinth and then of popping out of it like a
jack-in-a-box, happily crying out to Coleman and his other friend
Hooten, "'Judgment Day! Judgment Day! [....] Don't you two fools
know it's Judgment Day?'" (CW 692). As Giannone states, "Comic
dream speaks to eschatological vision, for folly is one way of reaching
the Omega" (Mystery 243). A fool for God, Tanner sees that through
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death -- even an absurd, ridiculous death -- he will ultimately come
home.
Therefore, his death at the hands of the black actor, though
looking like a tragic peripety, is actually a comic peripety and
theophany. Perhaps suffering from another stroke (CW 694), Tanner
falls in the stairwell, and the black actor, mocking Tanner's belief in
Judgment Day, assaults him one last time, even as the dying Tanner
says, "'Hep me up, Preacher. I'm on my way home!'" (CW 694). The
actor leaves Tanner's body woven through the spokes of the stairwell
banister: "[H]is feet dangled over the stairwell like those of a man in
the stocks" (CW 695). While Grimshaw sees Tanner's ignoble death
as proof of "his own self-imprisonment to [his] pride" and "[his]
reliance on the actor at the end... [as] futile" (36), Kilcourse points
out that his degradation "is a modern version of humiliation and
crucifixion" (294). Wyatt assesses Tanner's true spiritual situation
well:
Even more so is the irony suffusing the fatal attack itself on
Tanner, in response to the old man's plea for help to get
home, an act of hostility that results in sending him not once
to the geographical home, which the old man immediately
seeks, but to the otherworldly, eternal one for which he
secretly longs. The homicidal act by "Preacher" becomes
underhandedly a benevolent rite. (87)
Through the action of a murderous, persecuting atheist, Tanner dies
a martyr. This martyrdom ultimately compels his daughter to fulfill
her promise to send his body to Corinth (CW 695). But even she
cannot comprehend that she still resides in a spiritual wasteland, and,
unlike Sarah Ruth Cates, the hope for her conversion remains
uncertain.
Thus, the nine stories in Everything That Rises Must Converge focus
upon conversion and change, representing protagonists' comic and
violent convergence with God, whether secular humanists, modern
Pharisees, or harbingers of truth. Spiritually blind or (in the case of
Parker and Tanner) spiritually naïve, all three kinds of Christian
comic heroes undergo the pattern of pathos, peripety, and
theophany, the process of spiritual growth. In a statement that can
apply to A Good Man Is Hard to Find as well as Everything That Rises
Must Converge, Giannone reminds us, "The pattern is familiar in
anagogical writing. The dramatic movement in Everyman provides a
classic example of such growth.... Acquaintance with new truth
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dramatizes the same beginning of upward progress in O'Connor's
modern moralities" (Mystery 183). Like the dramatists of medieval
moralities such as Everyman, O’Connor employs comic violence in
her modern fiction in dramatizing this “new truth,” the essential
spiritual impotence of the characters and their need for help beyond
their own powers. Imbued with an infernal tone, her dramatization
often presents the reader with an ending that is open-ended, thereby
leaving assessment and judgment to the reader. It is one thing to
speak about a character in a story, realizing a need for grace within
himself. It is yet another to speak about the reader of the story, for
the drama of conversion, whether in medieval morality plays or in
O'Connor's short stories, ultimately lies within the heart of the
reader.
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7 CONCLUSION: LAST STORIES, LAST WORDS

Speaking on grace, O'Connor writes in an April 14, 1960, letter to
John Hawkes, "Grace, to the Catholic way of thinking, can and does
use as its medium the imperfect, purely human, and even
hypocritical" (HB 389). This faith in the power of God's grace to
operate through fallen Creation in order to save it is the warrant
behind the pattern of Christian comedy, in both medieval drama and
O'Connor's fiction. Christian comedy "moves to a rhythm even older
and more fundamental than tragedy," says Robert Potter, having “the
rhythm of the victory of life over death, the shape of enacted ritual"
(10). The model of the hero of Christian comedy is Christ, for whom
anagogical, divine comedy arises from literal, human tragedy. So even
in the midst of infernal comedy -- the Fall of Man of a mystery cycle,
the suicidal despair of Mankind in the medieval morality Mankind,
Tom T. Shiftlet abandoning Lucynell Crater in "The Life You Save
May Be Your Own" -- are the potential movements beyond the
infernal, towards the purgatorial and even the paradisal. Even in the
Inferno, comic theophanies occur; this paradox was obvious to a
medieval audience but often was not to O'Connor's modern
audience, a fact that made O'Connor impatient. Commenting on a
review of A Good Man Is Hard to Find, O'Connor writes in a letter of
July 20, 1955, to “A”/Betty Hester, "I am mighty tired of reading
reviews that call 'A Good Man' brutal and sarcastic" (HB 90). As
Marilyn Chandler McEntyre observes, "The laughter she invites us to
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in these darkly comic tales is a laughter that mocks the devil, affirms
the burning mercy of God, and perhaps also reminds us of another
of Augustine's claims: that the end of all things is delight" (50). What
both medieval dramatists and O'Connor recognize is that God's love
operates even in the dark places of sin and thus offers the possibility
for conversion and redemption.
Throughout her work, O'Connor dramatizes this comic
intervention of divine "tough love" (so to speak) for the most
undeserving of Everymen and Dante the Pilgrim and through the
most unlikely Beatrices and even devils. Even in "The Partridge
Festival," a short story that O'Connor calls "very light” (HB 348) and
drops from Everything That Rises Must Converge (Giroux xv), one sees
the pattern of Christian comedy in the comic tale of two young
secular humanists' encounter with their devil. In the Southern town
of Partridge, Calhoun, a young part-time major-appliance salesman
and aspiring "rebel-artist-mystic" (CW 776) and Mary Elizabeth, a
cynical college student and aspiring "thinker" (CW 787), arrive
separately during the town's summer Azalea Festival in order to
mock it and to write about Singleton, the local iconoclast. Publicly
humiliated for not buying a festival badge, Singleton has retaliated by
shooting six members of the Partridge community; declared
criminally insane, he resides in a local mental hospital (CW 773-75).
In their mutual pathos, both Calhoun and Mary Elizabeth blame the
Partridge community for Singleton's crime (CW 787), thereby, as
James Grimshaw states, "alienat[ing] themselves from their
community through their self-righteous judgments" (60). Similarly,
Rob Johnson states, "Both Calhoun and Mary Elizabeth are wouldbe writers trying to capture Singleton's story.... From the beginning of
the story, the community sees writing, except within narrow limits, as
an antisocial act" (10).
But in isolating themselves from their home community, they also
alienate each other, in spite of their shared conviction of the banality
of the festival and of Singleton's status as a "Christ-figure" (CW 787).
Like two damned souls in hell, they prefer their own solipsism to
shared community, resulting in comic moral failure. For instance,
instead of discussing their shared beliefs, they argue over what is the
best literary expression of Singleton's plight: novel (Calhoun's choice)
or "a non-fiction study" (Mary Elizabeth's choice) (CW 787).
Childishly, Mary Elizabeth dares Calhoun to see Singleton in the
flesh, and Calhoun dares her back (CW 788). In an absurd contest
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about who is braver, they both declare that they will see Singleton.
On the drive to the mental hospital, they argue over how to approach
him (CW 791). In fact, Mary Elizabeth has to scream at Calhoun to
stop before he passes the hospital altogether (CW 791). So, it is apt
that Mary Elizabeth quotes Dante's Inferno: "'Abandon hope all ye
who enter here,' the girl muttered" (CW 791).
Paradoxically, in this Southern Inferno, Calhoun and Mary
Elizabeth come together in an awareness of shared sin. Pretending to
be relatives of Singleton in order to visit him, "[b]oth appeared to
recognize that in their common kinship with him, a kinship with each
other was unavoidable. Generously, Calhoun held out his hand. She
shook it" (CW 792). Also, as Mary Elizabeth becomes overwhelmed
with nervousness, Calhoun reassures her (CW 793). They sit
"together as if they were waiting for some momentous event in their
lives -- a marriage or instantaneous deaths" (CW 794). These tiny,
unaware acts of charity are still so nascent that they cannot see the
devil they face and are "mesmerized" before him (CW 794). Singleton
is "spider-like" and "reptilian" with "the eyes of a treetoad that has
sighted its prey" (CW 794). A Satan who has spotted his Eve, he
tempts her, saying, "'You're a queen'" (CW 795). But, in a quick
peripety, he reveals his bestial and demonic nature, lunging after
Mary Elizabeth and exposing himself (CW 795). Seeing a devil
underneath "the savior they sought" (Driskell and Brittain 113), they
flee as their nascent ability for charity for each other explodes in full
force. Calhoun "thrust open the door just in time to prevent her
crashing into it" and drives both of them "as if his heart were the
motor and would never go fast enough" (CW 795).
After stopping at the side of the road, they look at each other,
seeing "at once the likeness of their kinsman” (CW 795). Calhoun
and Mary Elizabeth feel the Fall of Adam and Eve, see their spiritual
nakedness and their shared sin, and are ashamed. According to Leon
Driskell and Joan Brittain, "Their secular quest brings them back to
the hard facts of man's need for redemption by a power outside
himself" (114-15). Although they look away, they look at each other
again, to "find a more tolerable image" (CW 796). In a movement
towards theophany, Calhoun sees in Mary Elizabeth’s spectacled eyes
the image of his illustrious great-grandfather, the man who founded
the very festival which Singleton rejects and has tried to destroy.
Allegorically and morally, Mary Elizabeth is Calhoun's unlikely
Beatrice, showing an anagogical glimpse of the divine image, on their
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allegorical road to Damascus. The story ends, as Irving Malin
declares, with "a celebration of earthly (artistic) defeat -- and
supernatural victory" (“Singular” 185). As Brian Ragen points out,
"[I]n O'Connor the anagogical element is what shows the
intervention of the Divine in this life. That intervention is often
shown in the humblest sorts of people and the most grotesque
situations, and it is revealed by the most physical acts" (2). For
Calhoun and Mary Elizabeth, out of the pathos of shared sin comes
the theophany of shared grace.
In the modern moralities which are her short stories and the
modern miracles which are her novels, O'Connor returns to this
pattern of pathos, peripety, and theophany as she relates the
conversion of the secular humanist, the modern Pharisee, and the
harbinger of truth. Although she dramatizes the conversions of all
three types of the modern Christian comic hero in her short stories,
she reserves to her novels alone the conversion of the harbinger of
truth from his modern Pharisaic upbringing and his flirtation with
but essential rejection of secular humanism. In many respects, the
protagonists of her two novels, Tarwater and Hazel Motes, are
permutations of the same type of harbinger of truth. Both are born
and raised in the back country, in deeply religious, fundamentalist
Christian homes. Both boys' elder male relatives -- Haze's
grandfather and Tarwater's great-uncle – call them to be preachers in
their early years, a call that they both resent. They are both orphans,
and their childhood homes are destroyed. They both go to the city to
run away from God, but they cannot escape their call. God strikes
down their pride through the actions of others: a policeman for Haze
and a rapist for Tarwater. Finally, both become witnesses to God's
violent love to the "sleeping children of God" in the infernal city.
At the time of her death, O'Connor was working sporadically on a
third novel. Unlike the young backwoods country preachers of Wise
Blood and The Violent Bear It Away, the protagonist of Why Do the
Heathen Rage? is twenty-eight-year old Walter Tilman, a collegeeducated secular humanist who, like Asbury Fox in "The Enduring
Chill," has come home to his parents' farm to live out his days.
According to Farrell O'Gorman, "Rather than descending from a line
of fundamentalist preachers, [like] Hazel Motes and Francis Marion
Tarwater, Walter has been brought up in an affluent and religiously
indifferent atmosphere" (152). This was a new direction in the novel
for O'Connor, and she was uncertain of its course; in a May 4, 1963,
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letter to Sister Mariella Gable, O'Connor writes, "I've been writing
eighteen years and I've reached the point where I can't do again what
I know well, and the larger things that I need to do now, I doubt my
capacity for doing" (HB 518). Nevertheless, as she declared to Maryat
Lee in a letter of May 21, 1964, she was impatient to start on
"something new" (HB 581), but unfortunately only a short excerpt of
the first chapter was published in Esquire magazine on July 1963
(CW 1255). She set it aside to work on "Revelation," "Judgment Day"
and "Parker's Back," the last three stories of her posthumously
published collection Everything That Rises Must Converge, thus leaving
for posterity the very short excerpt and reams of disjointed
prewriting, notes, dead-ends, and tangents "of characters and plots
that will become other stories elsewhere" (Drigger 135). The
published excerpt itself introduces Walter's family. Tilman is Walter's
father, an agricultural businessman who has suffered a debilitating
stroke, leaving him mute, paralyzed, and "prepared for death" (CW
797). Mrs. Tilman, Walter's mother, is a modern Pharisee of the same
type as Mrs. Cope, Mrs. McIntyre, Mrs. May, and Mrs. Turpin, a
woman whose "mouth drew into a tight line of outrage" (CW 799).
Mary Maud is Walter's thirty-year old unmarried sister, a
schoolteacher and of the same type as Asbury Fox's bossy sister.
Walter himself is an intellectual who does nothing around the house
or the farm except write "letters to people he did not know and to
the newspapers" and read "books that had nothing to do with
anything that mattered now," like "a letter from a St. Jerome to a
Heliodorus, scolding him for having abandoned the desert" (CW
800).
With the published excerpt and unpublished manuscript pages,
critics speculate that O'Connor was attempting to dramatize the
conversion of a secular humanist into a new kind of harbinger of
truth: the Christian monk. According to Marian Burns, "O'Connor's
hero -- while superficially a disaffected Southerner and an atheist -- is
in essence a European medieval Catholic" (76). Similarly, Margaret
Whitt observes, "In the four-page published fragment, O'Connor is
well on her way to depicting Walter Tilman as a monk" (799). While
Grimshaw points out Walter's intellectualism as the stumbling block
in his conversion (62), Burns, in looking at the manuscript pages,
notes that "Walter's reading matter is exclusively and orthodoxly preReformation, as if, like St. Jerome, he had made a vow never to read
or possess 'pagan' literature" (78). But Walter the medieval monk
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would still be, within the limits of his chosen confinement, an active
participant in his community. Stephen Driggers declares that "the
protagonist, Walter Tilman, has precipitated an impending visit to the
Tilman farm of a young woman who, in many drafts is his cousin"
(Drigger et al xv). Adds Susan Srigley, "[I]ts main character an ascetic
monklike figure... carried on a correspondence with a woman living
on a commune involved in a radical social activism... a mutually
enriching dialogue between the active and contemplative lives" (165).
Thus, with one foot in the Middle Ages (his monastic life on the
family farm) and one foot in Modernity (his correspondence and
face-to-face visitors), Walter Tilman, the fictional character, would
perhaps echo Flannery O'Connor, the Catholic apologist and
correspondent. One could speculate that this autobiographical strain
might have been one of the reasons why O'Connor worked on Why
Do the Heathen Rage? fitfully and why she doubted her "capacity for
doing" it. But if she had completed it, then today's audience would
have a novel that clearly pays homage to the medieval sensibility
informing O'Connor's artistic vision, a vision that looks upon nature
as the medieval biblical exegetes did. As O'Connor says, "Saint
Gregory wrote that every time the sacred text describes a fact, it
reveals a mystery. And this is what the fiction writer, on his lower
level, attempts to do also" (CW 863).
When O'Connor wrote, she saw her audience as blind to this
vision: "We live now in an age which doubts both fact and value,
which is swept this way and that by momentary convictions" (MM
49). Half-a-century since O'Connor's death, one could argue that the
intellectual and moral relativism which she saw in Modernity and
which came to full flourish in Postmodernity has perhaps given way
to a renewed popular desire for stable, absolute convictions, so that
expressions of faith are not met with mockery, condescension, or
sentimentality, but rather with a robust assent. In an era after
September 11, 2001, O'Connor's observation that the "reader of
today [has a] sense of evil [that] is diluted or lacking altogether and so
he has forgotten the price of restoration" (MM 48) no longer seems
to apply. Pathos, peripety, theophany -- suffering, reversal, joy -- are
movements of the pattern of Christian comedy that members of a
medieval audience recognize in medieval drama because they
recognize the pattern in their own personal drama. Likewise,
O’Connor herself felt these movements of the pattern of Christian
comedy in her own life. Speaking of her father's death, the young
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O'Connor wrote, "The reality of death has come upon us and a
consciousness of the power of God has broken our complacency like
a bullet in the side" (qtd. in O'Gorman 33). After 9/11, perhaps some
members of the twenty-first century67 audience can recognize these
movements of the pattern of Christian comedy in their own personal
drama and in those around them. Like Calhoun and Mary Elizabeth,
they have encountered their devils, have their shared sin, and have
come together as a community, in suffering, in reversal, and in joy,
even as they are surrounded by moral failure. Like those living during
the Middle Ages, some may find themselves amidst wars in the name
of faith (Pharisaic or otherwise), but as O'Connor dramatizes in her
fiction, great joy can arise from great evil, "a violence that is also an
act of love" (Lake 17).
Writing in a January 1, 1955, letter to Beverly Brunson, O'Connor
states,
Naw, I don't think life a tragedy. Tragedy is something that
can be explained by the professors. Life is the will of God and
this cannot be defined by the professors; for which all
thanksgiving. I think it is impossible to live and not to grieve
but I am always suspicious of my own grief lest it be self-pity
in sheeps [sic] clothing. And the worst thing is to grieve for
the wrong reason, for the wrong loss. Altogether it is better to
pray than to grieve; and it is greater to be joyful than to grieve.
But it takes more grace to be joyful than any but the greatest
have. (CW 928-29)
Perhaps, in looking at the post 9/11 world, O’Connor would say it
needs “more grace” than ever before. Yet her works emphasize that
out of suffering and reversal comes joy because, fallen as humanity is,
God created humanity for joy. This constitutes her faith in Creation
and serves as the basis of her anagogical vision. And this is the
meaning of the beautiful strangeness of her "kind of comedy."

67 The media savvy audience of the twenty-first century could have a taste of
O'Connor in television and movie form: The 1954 television production of
"The Life You Save May Be Your Own" starred Gene Kelly (CW 1016); "in
1977 the Public Broadcasting System first aired an excellent version of 'The
Displaced Person'" and "1980 marked the commercial release of a major
motion picture based on the novel Wise Blood" (Farmer xiii).
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AFTERWORD

In the summer of 2006, my Flannery O’Connor dissertation was
already written, accepted, and defended when, hard-earned PhD in
hand, I made my maiden pilgrimage to the mecca of all O’Connor
scholars and admirers: Milledgeville, Georgia.
Since my research was essentially done, seeing the O’Connor
collection at Georgia College and State University was an exercise in
thoroughness. (It was there, however, that I realized just how much
work still needed to be done, work that was beyond the scope of my
thesis but, perhaps, my thesis could open the way for others. But I
am getting ahead of myself.)
Walking around O’Connor’s hometown, the antebellum capital of
Georgia, wasn’t as breathtaking as seeing her bedroom at Andalusia,
her family farm. The room was actually the parlor, but because of
O’Connor’s difficulty in climbing the stairs to the second story, the
parlor was turned into her bedroom. Through her bedroom, one
could see the world; and she wrote of that world from her writing
table, just within arm’s reach of her narrow bed. So when I saw her
gravesite, next to her mother, who was next to her father, I was both
saddened to see how quickly that family line ended and appreciative
to know what O’Connor left behind.
Leaving Milledgeville well before sunrise, I saw the fog rising
along Lake Sinclair, twisting among the kudzu-laden trees standing
sentinel along the lonely highway. There, I could see the Misfit
shooting the Grandmother. There, I could see young Tarwater
waking up from his rape. There, I could see Tom Shiftlet racing away
from his wife. There, on that lonely road, I could feel the presence of
God – spooky yet comforting, at the same time.
I did not know then, but that summer of 2006 was when I ceased
to be an O’Connor scholar but just an O’Connor admirer. I made a
donation to the Flannery O’Connor/ Andalusia Foundation,
returned home to Texas, and began my post-PhD career as a
community college professor, teaching mostly freshman rhetoric and
composition to non-traditional students. Sometimes I taught an
O’Connor short story here and there in my classes, but mostly it was
my dissertation itself that I often referred to, as an example of what a
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research project looked like, of all things.
But then I was inspired to write a novel in 2011 – and I would not
have been able to write it, if I had not already written a dissertation.
As I mentioned in an article on my blog, written 1 January 2012, a
dissertation is as not a novel as a written work can possibly be. But the
process of planning, researching, and writing the whole thing was an
excellent apprenticeship to planning out a novel. I knew what my
main thesis was in my dissertation — that is, I knew what the ending
was before I even started writing. So the whole dissertation planning
was “simply” explaining how to get there.
Once I saw that I could write something that was unified and was
longer than thirty pages — my dissertation final draft ended up being
271 pages long, with fourteen pages of bibliography — I had actually
broken through a psychological obstacle in my fiction-writer mind.
For, up to that point, I actually believed I could not write fiction any
longer than the short story form.
It was then when I realized that what I learned most about
Flannery O’Connor was not the literary scholarship, not the
theological underpinnings of her literary creation, not even the
“medieval-ness” of her Christian comedy. No, what O’Connor most
taught me was how to be a writer – how to get the fiction written,
how to get it done. Thanks to her, my not-religious-but-it-has-angels
novel, Ye Watchers and Ye Holy Ones, was born. For that, I am
indescribably grateful.
It has been seven years since that pilgrimage to Milledgeville. Life
has taken me very far from O’Connor’s world. Yet I only have to
close my eyes, and I can see those simple grave markers, her spare
parlor bedroom, and that country road, the fog enveloping
everything in silent theophany.
--Rufel F. Ramos,
still O’Connor’s student
5 August 2013, Irving, Texas
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